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Foreword

The 2001 BISC International Workshop on issues related to the Internet will be
held in the Computer Sciences Division of the University of California,
Berkeley, from August 14-18. UC Berkeley is a preeminent research institution
in the proximity of Silicon Valley. At the dawn of the new millennium, we can
expect dramatic increase in the use of intelligent systems in the Internet
applications, since we have to deal with an increasing amount of data, that is
mainly unstructured and designed for human access. Therefore, it is usually
hard to extract relevant information automatically. These aspects will be
reflected in the subjects treated at this 2001 BISC International Workshop. The
main purpose of the Workshop is to draw the attention of the research
community as well as the Internet community to the fundamental importance of
specific Internet-related problems. This issue is critically significant about
problems that center on search and deduction in large, unstructured knowledge
bases. The BISC Special Interest Group on Fuzzy Logic and the Internet (BISC-
SIG-FLINT) invites researchers from around the world who are interested in
advancing the frontiers of the Internet by use of intelligent techniques and soft
computing methods. The Workshop will provide a unique opportunity for the
academic and corporate communities to address new challenges, share
solutions, and discuss research directions for the future.

FLINT Organizers

BISC Program - U.C. Berkeley



Letter from Lotfi A. Zadeh

To: Members of the BISC Group
From: L. A. Zadeh

Subject: Fuzzy Lx)gic as the "Brainware" of the Intemet

Unlikeclassical logic, fiizzy logic is concerned, in the main, with modes of reasoning
which are approximate ratherthanexact. In Internet, almost everything, especially in
the realm of search, is approximate in nature. Putting these two facts together, an
intriguing thought merges; in time, fuzzy logic may replace classical logic as what
may be called the brain-ware of the Intemet. Actually, to a far greater extent than
many of us, including myself had realized, fuzzy logic is already in use in search
engines. To get an idea, try the entry +fuzzy + search +engine (+ is conjunction) in
excite. But this may be just beginning of a steep ascent in the use of fiizzy logic in
the Intemet In this connection, Eli Sanchez brought to my attention the following
quote from Tim Bames-Lee (Father of WWW); "... Toleration of inconsistency can
only be done by fuzzy systems. We need a semantic web which will provide
guarantees, and about which one can reason with logic. A fiizzy system might be
good for finding a proof..."

In my view, among the many ways in which fiizzy logic may be employed, there are
two that stand out in importance. The first is search. Another, and less obvious, is
deduction in an unstmctured and imprecise environment.

Existing search engines have zero deductive capability. To convince yourself that
this is the case, try the query "How many computer sciencegraduates were produced
by European universities in 1999?" To add a deductive capability to a search engine,
the use of fuzzy logic is not an option - it is a necessity.

To promote the use of fiizzy Logic in the Intemet, a Special Interest Group on Fuzzy
Logic in the Intemet, with Dr. Masoud Nikravesh as Chair, has been formed. Please
contact Dr. Nikravesh (nikravesh@cs.berkeley.edu) if you are interested in joining
this SIG or posting your views and comments to the BISC Group.

Warm regards to all,

Lotfi Zadeh

December 20(X)



Letter from Masoud Nikravesh

Dear BISC Members,

Oneof the problems that Intemet users arefacing today is to findthe desired information
correctly andeffectively in an environment thattheavailable information, the repositories
of information, indexing, and tools are all dynamic. Even though some tools were
developed for a dynamic environment, theyare suffering firom "toomuch" or" too little"
information retrieval. Some tools return too few resources and some tool returns too
many resources.

For example. World Wide Web search engines have become the most heavily- used
online services, with millions of searchesperformedeach day. Their popularity is due, in
part, to theirease of use.While searches may retrieve thousands of hits, finding relevant
partial matches mightbe a problem. Already explosive amount of userson the Intemetis
estimated over 200 million. The estimated user of wireless devices is estimated 1 billion
within 2003 and 95 % of all wireless devices will be Intemet enabled within 2005.

The main goals of the Interest group are:

1. Carry out R & D in Soft computing and Intemet
2. Provide forum for debate and discussion on Soft computing and Intemet
3. Organize and contribute to conferences and short courses on Soft computing and
Intemet

4. Providerepositoryand archivefor Soft computing and Intemetrelated R&D
5. Attract soft computing and Intemet researchers worldwide to collaborate with the
interest group
6. Help technology transfer and commercialization of Soft computing and Intemet
applications
7. Create a think-tank to analyze impact of Intemet on society

The focus of BISC Special Interest group on Fuzzy Logic and the Intemet will be and
are not limited to:

1. Search Engines and Web Crawlers
2. AgentTechnology(i.e., Web-Based Collaborative and Distributed Agents)
3. Adaptive and Evolutionary techniques for dynamic environment (i.e. Evolutionary
search engine and text retrieval. Dynamic learningand adaptationof the Web Databases,
etc)
4. Fuzzy Queries in Multimedia Database Systems
5. Query Based on User Profile
6. Information Retrievals

7. Summary of Documents
8. Information Fusion Such as Medical Records, Research Papers, News, etc
9. File and Folder Organizer
10. Data Management for Mobile Applications and eBusiness Mobile Solutions over the
Web



11. Matching People, Interests, Products, etc
12. Association Rule Mining for Terms-Documents and Text Mining
13. E-mail Notification

14. Web-Based Calendar Manager
15. Web-Based Telephony
16. Web-Based Call Center

17. Workgroup Messages
18. E-Mail and Web-Mail

19. Web-Based Personal Info

20. Intemet related issues such as Information overload and load balancing. Wireless
Internet, E-coding and D-coding (Encryption), Security such as Web security and
Wireless/Embedded Web Security, Web-based Fraud detection and prediction.
Recognition, issues related to E-commerce and E-bussiness, etc.

Best Regards,
Masoud Nikravesh

Berkeley Initiative in Soft Computing (BISC)
CS Division, Department of EECS
University of California,
Berkeley, California
Email: nikravesh@eecs.berkeley.edu
URL: http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~nikraves/
Tel: (510) 643-4522
Fax:(510)642-5775
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2001 BISC International Workshop on FuzzyLogic and the Internet

Searching World Wide Web

C. Lee Giles

Pennsylvania State University
Email: giles@ist.psu.edu

Research and Teaching Interests

Giles is an expert in Web analysis, search engines, and intelligent information processing.
Formerly a senior research scientist with NEC Research Institute, Princeton, N.J. and
now a consulting scientist there, he is well known for coauthoring recent papers
published in the prestigious journals Science and Nature that showed that the Web is not
only larger than most people thought, but that search engines index only a small portion
of it. This work generated press coverage in over 100news organizations world wide. He
has been quoted in the New York Times, the Wall Street Joumal, the Washington Post,
Red Herring, BBC, AP, and other new services.

He also helped spearhead the development of various Web search techniques and tools,
such as the metasearch engine, Inquirus (inquirus.com), which dramatically improves the
effectiveness and precision of Web searches, and Researchindex(researchindex.com), an
autonomous citation-indexing tool which is the world's largest resource of papers in
computer science, encompassingover 250,000 publications.

Giles has taught basic and applied courses in intelligent information processing systems,
e-world and eCommerce, and the Internet and World Wide Web.
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Using Dynamic Metadata to Improve Search User Interfaces

Marti Hearst

SMS, UC Berkeley
http://www.sims.berkeley.edu/~hearst

E-mail: hearst@sims.berkeley.edu

Abstract

The current state of web search is most successful at directing users to appropriate web sites.
Once at the site, the user has a choice of following hyperlinks or using site search. The former is
often too restrictive and the latter is often too permissive, resulting in a disorganized and unhelp
ful results list. One solution is to develop specialized search interfaces that explictly support the
types of tasks users of the site are concemed about. One way to support this solution is to dy
namically present appropriate metadata that organizes the search results and suggests what to
look at next, as a personalized intermixing of search and hypertext. Thus, rather than focusing on
smarter algorithms to be used 'under the hood,* our research group advocates the study and de
velopment of better search user interfaces. The goal of our research project. Flamenco, is to de
velop a general methodology for specifying task-oriented search interfaces across a wide variety
of domains and tasks. We suggest that rich, faceted metadata be used in a flexible manner to give
users information about where to go next, and to have these suggestions and hints reflect the us
ers' individual tasks. We are conducting usability studies testing various methods of presenting
metadata-based search results in a systematic way, to help shed real insight about how do design
effective site-level search interfaces.

For more information, see
http://bailando.sinis.berkeley.edu/flamenco.html
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Searching and Smushing on the Semantic Web - Challenges for Soft Computing
T. P. Martin'

Artificial Intelligence Group

University of Bristol, BS8 ITR, UK
Trevor.Martin@bristol.ac.uk

Abstract

The World Wide Web is an astonishing information
repository, founded on the simple principles that any
web resource can link to any other web resource and
that as little as possible should be centrally regulated
and imposed. In practice, access to the right
information on the web is hampered by the sheer
volume of data. Tim Bemers-Lee, widely
acknowledgedas the "father of the web" has pointed
out that this is mainly due to the data being machine-
readable but not machine-understandable, and has
proposed the SemanticWeb. This allows relational
knowledge to be encoded in web pages enabling
machines to use inference rules in retrieving and
manipulating data. In turn, this will reduce the
quantity of irrelevant data retrieved and increase the
usefulness ofthe web.

The need for web pages to include knowledge
representationpresents a tremendousopportunity for
fuzzy researchers. In this paper we outline some
knowledgerepresentation issues involved and focus
on the process of fuzzy matching within graph
structures. In particular,we highlight a process known
as "smushing" which allows syntactically different
nodes to be combined, so that information drawn
from multiple sources may be fused.

1 Introduction

Large quantities of data are collected and stored in
computer-based systems. In itself, the data is useless
unless it can be queried, retrieved and explored in
order to realise its value. Questions of data storage
and retrieval are fundamental to the information
revolution giving rise to the field of intelligent
information which involves

• sophisticated mechanisms for searching,
extractingand presenting information

• metadata techniques in which a rich array of 'data
about the data' is stored

• the ability to configure data to different users
with different needs and

• the ability to make inferences from data when
appropriate.

The Semantic Web [10] offers a tremendous
opportunity for fuzzy researchers to demonstrate the
power of soft inference in making useful, human-
understandable, deductions from the semi-structured
and sometimes contradictory information available on
the web. This paper outlines existing techniques for
retrieval and representation, and points to some areas
in which fuzzy methods could profitably be applied.

2 Information Retrieval and Searching

Classical techniques for extracting data depend on the
form of the stored data. At one extreme is the

relational database with complete and well-known
data, a rigidly specified schema and a formal, highly
structured querying mechanism. In return for this
rigidity and adherence to structure, guarantees can be
made about the semantics, integrity and consistency
ofthe data (e.g. [23,28]). Data extraction, conversion,
transformation, and integration are well-understood,
with clear theoretical underpinnings.
At the opposite extreme, we have unstructured data
which is largely free of formal semantics and
generally requires human interpretation to make sense
of the data. The process of extracting and searching
for data within free text documents has given rise to
the field of information retrieval - see [2] or [29] for a
good introduction.Searching is generallyon the basis
ofweighted keywords [25], which can be generated
automatically from a text corpus. Variations of this
model include probabilistic retrieval, fuzzifrcation of
the vector model, neural nets, Bayesian nets, etc.
In the middle of the spectrum, overlapping with both
categories, we have semi-structured data such as
classified directories, product catalogues, help
systems, and much of the World Wide Web. Semi-
structured data contains compulsory components (e.g.
business name and telephone number in a classified
directory) and optional, less-structured components
(e.g. description ofproducts and services). Substantial
change must be made to the relational approach to
accommodate semi-structured data - e.g. [24] or [20].

' Currently BTSenior Research Fellow, Intelligent Systems Research Lab, BTExact, Adastral Park
Ipswich IPS 3RE, UK
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More wodc has been carried out on extending
information retrieval concepts to semi-structured data,
particularly with the proliferation of the world wide
web. Typically, the structured elements are ignored
and keyword-based fiee-text search is used.

2.1 Extensions

In a soft computing context, it is most appropriate to
consider fuzzy extensions to these approaches first. It
is interesting to note that, although the real world
does not map naturally to the crisp and artificial
categories required by the relational model, there are
few, if any, large scale conunercial applications of
fuzzy databases. The fundamental difficulty in
extending the relational ftamewoiic with fiizzy set
theory is providing an unambiguous (and preferably
objective) definition of what is meant by the
membership degrees. Too often, this problem is side
stepped by appeal to the subjective opinion ofa user,
or as a context-dependent parameter whose
interpretation is decided by the system designer. A
concise statement ofthis position is [11]:

"[membership functions shouid be] adjusted for
maximum utiiity in a given situation".

Dubios and Frade [17] acknowledge the lack of
semantics for membership functions, identifying
similarity, preference and uncertainty as three possible
interpretations. They go on to claim that this is an
advantage, noting the parallel with different
interpretations of probability (frequency, subjective,
axiomatic) whilst acknowledging a fundamental
difference in that the different models ofprobability
all have ^thought experiments" which (hctate how
degrees ofprobability can be obtained.
Baldwin's mass assignment theory [3] relates
probabilistic and fuzzy uncertainty via a voting model
interpretation which allows membership degrees to be
obtained. This gives a clear semantics to the
membership values, and should be adopted widely.
To promote fuzzy technology as part of the semantic
web, it is essential that the semantics ofmembership
functions are easily and widely understood.
Other soft computing methods have been applied to
the problem of information retrieval. Given a
sufficiently large set of examples, neural net and
machine learningapproaches have been used to derive
an association or rule between query terms and the
keywords in documents judged to be relevant [1].
Additional refinement can be achieved by clustering
documents. The most obvious (and time consuming)
approach to clustering is to use manual classification

of documents. For example. Yahoo
(www.yahoo.com) uses a hierarchic^ labelling to
assign each web page to a particular category.
Documents can be retrievedby navigation through the
categoryhierarchyas well as by keywordsearch.
An interestingapproach to clusteringis providedby
[22] in which the vector representation of a document
is based on trigram frequencies. A standard Kohonen
net approach reduces the dimensionality of the
document vectors, yielding a 2 or 3 dimensional map.
A query can be classified in a similar maimer and
retrieveddocumentsshould be close to it on the map.
This approach is computatioiuilly intensive, and
difficult to update incrementally. However, it can be
argued that Kohonen clusters are based on concepts
rather than simple keywords, a claim that can also be
made for some of the more advanced search-engine
products such as Autonomy (www.kenjin.com)
An alternative to pure keyword search, exploited by
Google, is to use the link structure of the web [13].
Any web page with a large munberof linkspointing
to it is assumed to be important, and is allocated a
highrating.The score is propagated by assuming that
any "important" page will contain links to other
important pages; thus links to a particular page are
weighted by the score calculated for the source of the
link. By iterating this process, a PageRank is
calculatedfor each page. Formally,if we treat the web
as a graph with pages as vertices and hyperlinks as
edges, then the PageRankcorrespondsto the principal
eigenvector of ftienormalisedadjacency matrix.

2.2 Performance Evaluation

A relational database has no flexibility when
evaluating query results - if the system does not
retum exactlythe set ofcorrect answers, it is logically
inconsistent. Information retrieval, on the other hand,
recognises that the set of relevant answers is often
inherently ill-defined and that there is a degree of
dependence on the query. Precision and recalU
(respectively the proportion of retrieved documents
that are relevant and the proportion of relevant
documents that are retrieved) are frequently used to
assess system performance. These measures need to be
viewed with some caution - we can obtain maximum

recall by retrieving all documents, and retrieving no
documents at all has infinite precision. Also it is
difficult to apply these measures reliably to the
question of web retrieval, since die set of all
"relevant" documents is frequently not known.
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3 Metadata

There is a widely-recognised problem with keyword-
based searches which often return hundreds or
thousands of documents - the "relevant" documents
may be in the first ten or twenty returned, but it is
likely that a lot of relevant documents are missed.
The scale of this problem is increasing daily as the
number ofweb pages increases.
To save time and space, many search engines do not
extract keywords from the entire page, but use HTML
tags to focus on important data. Searching for text
madcedupwith <ft7/e> and heading <Ai>, <A2>, ...
tags is assumedto give sufficient information to index
a page. In addition, the optional use of <meta> tags
enables a list ofkeywords, author, creation date etc to
be specified for use in indexing.
Most of this structure is concemed with how to
displaythe documentrather than bearingany relation
to its content. Although there are guidelines on the
use of <meta> tags, there is a danger that an
unscrupulous web author could promote a site by
misleading use ofsuch tags.
A possible solution is "push" technologies, in which
a simple user profile is used to screen out unwanted
material and deliver only relevant information to the
user, (see [14] or www.infogate.com for example).
This requires mechanisms for determining the content
of a page, representing the interests of a user, and
judging how well the two match for any given page.

3.1 XML and RDF

In order to deliver "relevant" information, we require
knowledge about the content of a page, i.e. metadata.
XML was created as a method of marking up
documents and conveying the semantics - in the same
way as HTML specifies the display properties of
different pieces of text, XML can be used to convey a
hierarchical relationship of data values. XML allows
new tags to be defined, with a BNF grammar to
determine the precise combinations of tags that are
permitted. XML is becoming a de facto standard for
electronic data interchange. An example is shown
below.

<p>

Department of Engineering Mathematics
<br>University of Bristol<br>

Queens Building«br>
University Halk<br>
Bristol BS8 ITR <br>

UK </p>
<p>Tel. +44 117 928 8200</p>
<p>Fax. +44 117 925 1154</p>

<ADDRBSS>

<DBPT> Engineering Mathematics </0BPT>
<0RG> University of Bristol </0Ra>
<BUILDING> Queens Building </BUIL0ING>
<STREBT> University Walk </STRBET>
<CITY> Bristol </CITy>
<P0STC0DB> BS8 ITR </P0STC0DB>
<COUMTRY> UK </C0UlITRY>
<PH0ME> +44 117 928 8200 </PH0NB >
<FAX> +44 117 925 1154 </FAX>

</ADDRBSS>

On its own, XML is not necessarily any more
informative than HTML. The tags are arbitrary and
can be defined by any creator ofweb pages, so that to
a computer there is little difference between <p> ...
</p> and <address> ... </address>.
X^ is an extendible syntax for document
description, whereas RDF defines an extendible
structure for expressing the semantics of document
description [16,30] by defining resources in terms of
property values. The Dublin Core metadata standard
defines properties to describe web resources, including
creator, title, format, as well as vaguer properties such
as relation, description, rights.
An example (from http:// dublincore.org / documents
/ 2001 / 04 / 12 / usageguide / generic.shtml) shows
the use ofsome properties:

Title«>"Candle in the Wind"

Subject="Diana, Princess of Wales"
Date="1997"

CreatorE"John, Elton"
Type="sound"
Description^"Tribute to a dead princess'
Relation="l8Ver8ion0f Elton John's 1976

sonq Candle in the Wind"

It is impossible for a single, centrally defined resource
to encompass all possible metadata schemas. The
extensible nature of RDF means that different

metadata schemas can be established by different
groups - if a definition is available, the semanticsof
the data can be accessed by any interested party. This
is in accordance with the task of the working group
on RDF "to specify semantics for data based on XML
in a standardisedinteroperablemanner". Metadata from
different sources will have some common elements

and some unique elements; it is also possible that
different sources may use different structures to refer
to essentially the same information.
Additionaldifficultiesmay arise where propertyvalues
free text - an author's description of the content may
not accurately reflect all information contained in the
document
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3.2 Inference and Ontologies
RDF is a simple knowledge representation system,
and can be used in reasoning processes. The AI
community has worked hard on applying formal logic
to inference, including Hrst/higher order logics, etc.
(see www.semanticweb.org/inference.html). Many
^roaches assume a centralised defmition for
knowledge representation, although work has been
carried out in portability ofontologies, (see e.g. [19])
In practice it is easy to become enmeshed in esoteric
philosophical questions of exact definitions, precise
limits on expressive power, etc. In part, this arises
from the insistence on crisp classifrcation even when a
very limited domain is considered. For example, the
following fragment of a classification hierarchy is
taken from [27] (see also http:// users.bestweb.net

non-Alcolu^

Beverage

Sparkling

I
AlcohoSc

7^^
Hot Caffeinic MiReialWater

HerbTea Coffee Cda

/~sowa/ontology/toplevel.htm, also [18])

Clearly this should not be interpreted as a crisp
hierarchy.Different blends ofcoffee containcaffeineto
a greater or lesser degree; adding leaf tea to the
hierarchy would introduce a category that contained
caffeine but to a lower degree than coffee, etc.
The Fril-H- approach (below) allows us to build
hierarchies involving partial memberships.

4 Opportunities for Soft Computing

At first sight, the semantic web is tailor made for the
techniques of soft computing. The aim is to bridge
the gap between machine-readable "hard logic" and
human-understandablenatural language (possibly in
some restricted form). None of the usual logical
requirementscan be guaranteed - there is no centrally
defined format for data, no guarantee of truth for
assertions made, no guarantee ofconsistency, etc.
However there are dangers in proposing fii^ logic as
the solution to all problems on the semantic web.
What is needed is not just a simple fiizzification of
numerical terms - although this may be a useful aid in
some searchproblems,given a coirunonly understood

definition of membership. The real need is for
fiizzification and matching ofconcepts. It is relatively
easy to search within a database for a restaurant which
is "near" to one's current location, or which has a
menu on which "most" items are "reasonably priced".
It is much more difficult to search for a restaurant

with a "high quality wine list" or which has "a good
range ofspicy vegetarian main courses".
Additionally, we must remember the available
computing power and the need for practical
implementationsof systems. In order to prove the
usefulnessoffuzzy logic, examples are needed which
are more effrcient using fuzzy or which can't be done
at all without fuzzy It is essential that fuzzy
extensions demonstrate performance improvements
over "classical" techniques.

4.1 Knowledge Representation using
Conceptual Graphs and Fril-H-

Conceptualgraphs [26] are a powerful and general
form of graphical knowledge representation^. Their
similarity to RDF has been noted by several
researchers,including Bemers-Lee [9].
A conceptual graph is a finite, connected bipartite
graph representing a proposition. Two examples are
below, corresponding to the propositions "a person
employed by Ae University ofBristol is author of the
web page http://www.emn.bris.ac.uk/ai" and "a man
called Jim, employed by an educational institute, is a
participantat the FLINT2001 workshop".

person

1 r

man;Jlm

author URUhttp://www.enrn.bris.ac.uk/ai

Univefsity: "Bristol Uni/

participant worKshop:Flint2001

employer Educ.Inst

Rectangular nodes are concept nodes, and consist of a
typee.%, person, man, university.... and an optional
referent, labelling an individual conforming to that
type. Types correspond to RDF classes. Elliptical
nodes denote relations between concepts.

' Aconceptual graph toolkit implementing these operations is
available in Fril from f)p://xian.enm.bris.ac.uk/pub/CGPackage
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Types are partially ordered,via a hierarchy enabling
inheritance of properties and generalisation and
specialisation of graphs.New graphsare constructed
by formation rules copy, restrict,join andsimplijy.
From the graphs defined above, we restrict the
concept [person] to [man], (man is a subtype of
person), then restrict the referent to Jim, which
conforms to the type man. Similarly, restrict Educlnst
to University:Bristol, and join the graph on these
nodes, simplifying to:

partic^t worl(shop:Rint2001

manrJim author URLhttD-7/www.enm.bfis.ac.uk/

UnwersityTBiistolUniv

These operations preserve meaningfiilness; starting
from false graphs we can only derive false graphs.
In addition to concept and relation nodes, a third
category - actors - implements computed relations.
We also note that a node of type Proposition can
contain a conceptualgraph as referent

4.2 Uncertainty In Conceptual Graphs
Baldwin and Morton [8] extended the concq)tual
gnq)h fiamework to allow fuzzy referents. They
partitioned the type lattice into mutually exclusive
subtypes : entity, attribute, information, event, and
state, and defined functions on the first three enabling
fuzzy informationto be represented. For example,an
entity exhibits perceptual fuzziness, i.e. a
compatibility between a referent and a type.
Linguistic fuzziness arises in an attribute such as
height or colour, with referents such as tall and pale-
red. Finally, prepositional fuzziness allows a fuz2^
truth value to be associated with a graph which
expressesa proposition. These require modified graph
operations such as join, project [31] extended the
framework to allow fuzzy relations. [21] has applied
fuzzy conceptualgraphs to machine learning.
Conceptual graphsalso havepowerfulmechanisms for
handling incomplete and default information.
• A schema is a graph which represents an example

ofthe usage ofa given concept.
• A prototype gives central tendencies ofa concept

with generic concepts restricted to default values.
• A canonical graph for a type states necessary

constraints on the use of that type.

A type definition gives necessary and sufficient
conditions for a type. High level concepts may be
decomposed into graphs ofprimitive types.

43 Fril++
Fril++ [4,5] is an extended Fril [6,7] which allows an
uncertain class hierarchy to be defined. Much analysis
and design is founded on the assumption that a real-
world problem can be modelled using crisp sets of
objects. For example, an employee is definitely a
member ofthe class (set) person, and not a member
of the class job. The decomposition may not always
be crisp - e.g the class job can be partitioned into
managerial, technical, manual, etc. sub-classes. These
are not crisply defined categories - e.g. a research team
leader may fall into both managerial and technical
classes. TUs is an obvious case for a fuzzy approach,
since we have a number of instances (elements) which
belong to the category to a greater or lesser extent.
There are other, more obvious fuzzifications of the
object oriented model, allowing uncertainty in data
values and the propagation of uncertainty through
local and inter-object computations.
Fuzzy classes can be ofconsiderable use in conceptual
graph modelling. Memberships do not need to be
numbers, nor even explicitly stored or evaluated for
any particular instance. An instance may be a close
match to one class when one subset of its properties
is considered; it may be close to another when another
subset is considered. The programmer has a set of
properties in mind when deciding on the class
hierarchy, but it is by no means obvious that every
inheritance must take class memberships into account.

4.4 Fusion of concepts - "smushing"
Almost inevitably, ^ere are will be small
inconsistencies, both within RDF data firom one
source and between RDF data derived from different

sources. To take a very simple example, we may have
a document with author details

names"Martin. Trevor"

and another with

names"Trevor Martin"

It is highly likely that these represent the same person
(particularly if other attributes such as institution,
email address, etc are the same). A method of
approximate matching is needed, enabling data from
the different sources to be combined (or
"inconsistencies" within data to be identified).
More complex problems may arise where different
representations have been used - e.g. the stmctures
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workshop
title o flint 2001 - 2001 BISC Int'l

Workshop on Fuzzy Logic cuad the Internet
urlsbisc7.eecs.berkeley.edu/BISC/flint2001
location o University of California,

Berkeley
date s August 14-16, 2001

conference

location « California

start s 14 August 2001
duration » 4 days
title a Fuzzy Logic and the Internet
participants « { .... etc }

refer to the same event, but differ in almost all
respects. The "smushing" problem [12] involves the
correct combination ofdisparate knowledge sources.
Damiani [IS] has made initial inroads from an XML
perspective using weighted digraphs. There are many
levels at which this graph matching problem can be
tackled. At the simplest, we have a syntactic match -
the names **Martin, Trevor^ and 'Trevor Martin"
require a simple re-ordering of words to become
identical. Syntactic closeness may be misleading in
same cases. For example, the UK postcodes IPl 1AB
and IGl 1AB differ only by 1 character but designate
very different places, whereas IPl 1AB and IPS 2NP
are syntactically very different (2 common characters)
but are relatively close - syntactic similarity is not
necessarily a useful indicator ofsemantic similarity.
At a higher level, we are faced with computing the
match between structures such as the workshop and
conference examples above. This requires context-
dependent procedures attached to the graphs
themselves. Fril-H- and the CG toolkit is a software

system with the required features to implement this.

5 Summary

The vision ofa semantic web includes many aspects
which require fiizzy knowledge representation and
reasoning. There are opportunities for soft computing
- the needs are for a conunon, understandable
interpretationofmembership functions, and efficient,
portable, implemented systems which solve real
semantic web problems. These include:
• the mismatch between crisp hierarchical structures

and the "fuzzief" real world in which objects may
have partial membership in classes

• notions of fuzzy equality in data, and semantic
equivalenceofsyntacticallydifferent structures

• robustness vs missing, partial and incorrect data
Knowledge representation by means of RDF maps
easily into &e conceptual graph fiamework and
Fril-H-, and future work will address these issues.
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Fuzzy Reinforcement Learning and the Internet with
Applications in Power Management of Wireless Networks

Hamid Berenji
Intelligent Inference SystemsCorp
Computational Sciences Division

NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, CA 94035

Abstract

In this talk, I will discuss the strength of Fuzzy Reinforcement Learning (FRL) for
learning in continuous input/ou^ut domains. I will then introduce a newly developed
Actor Critic based Reinforcement Learning Algorithm called ACFRL that trains a critic
and an actor simultaneously. I will then describe an application of ACFRL in the power
management of wireless networks where power usage can be optimized based on the
interference and the congestion on the network. Lastly, I will describe the potentials of
FRL in text mining and intemet search engines. This work is a joint effort with David
Vengerov ofStanford University.
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Fuzzy logic e-motion
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'Faculte deM^ecine, 13385 Marseille CedexS, France

elie.sanchez@medecine.univ-mrs.fr

Abstract

Telerobotics over the World Wide Web has gained
considerable interest in recent years, but Internet-
based fuzzy telerobotics is still in its infancy. This
paper presents telerobots in general and dicusses fiizzy
logic contributions to the field.

1. Introduction

Internet dates back to ...: whatever date is given, it is
interesting to note that in 1889, Jules Verne
envisioned Internet in The Day of an American
Journalist in the Year 2889. In this novel, he wrote:
"Here 1,500 reporters, in their respective places,
facing an equal number of telephones, are
communicating to the subscribers the news of the
world as gathered during the night ... besides his
telephone, each reporter has in front of him a set of
commutators^ which enable him to communicate with
any desired telephotic line. Thus the subscribers not
only hear the news but see the occurrences ...
furdiermore, the hearers are free to listen only to what
interests them." In addition, news from "reporters in
the astronomical department —a department still in the
embryonic stage, but which will yet play an in:q>ortant
part in journalism" is sent from o^er planets: "We
have phototelegrams from Mercury, Venus, and
Mars," which finally could prefigure the
Interplanetary System Wide Web^ a current project of
Vinton Cerfat NASA's JPL: the InterPlaNet.

Several researchers have recognized the importance of
the emotions in thinking and in intelligent behavior.
Logical models have been proposed to model human
perception, intelligence and thinking. Logic is cold
and emotion is warm, the two terms Logic and emotion
appear as antinomic. But die picture changes, when
associating fuzzy logic with emotion, which
corresponds to die title of this paper, when
pronounced. In the written version it is e-motion, for
electronic-motion, just like in e-commerce, e-doctor or
e-mail, i.e. terms that are invading our everyday
(e-)life. And motion is for (mobile) robots.
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Advanced technologies of information and
communication are changing our everyday life. Our
society is permeated by telecommunications.
Telephones, cellular phones and especially Intemet
have increased telecoimectivity, offering the
possibilityto exchangetext, images, soundand video.

A telerobot is a robot that can extend a human
operator's manipulating capacity to a remote location.
That human supervises it through a computer
intermediary. Hardware of robots and of telerobots is
not much different, but robots require less human
involvement for instruction and guidance than
telerobots. Moreover, even an out of control telerobot
must safely interact with persons,with other telerobots
or with fixed devices: safety must be a primary
concern in designing the system.

Internet-based fuzzy telerobotics is an ubiquitous
technology for humanistic systems, i.e. man-machine
communication systems in whichhumansplay a major
role. It is important, and necessary, to involvehumans
in telerobotic control: robots don't have the capability
to perform intelligent tasks.

Telerobots were developed in the fifties to facilitate
action at a distance. An excellent review of research

developments in telerobotics and teleoperation is
given in [20] by T. Sheridan and Yahoo's classical site
[7] contains a good sanq)le of machines interfaced to
Intemet In the general spirit of this paper, telerobots
are supposed to be controlled via Intemet Intemet is
adding a new dimension by allowing users on the
Web, so worldwide, to have remote access to the
robot.

Telerobots are used when the robot environment is not

easily accessible or hostile, to extend the capabilities
of the operator (cf. Mars Pathfinder mission [22],
undersea robotics [19] or nuclear power plants). In the
case of imique or costly resources for example, is it
natural to consider the accessibilityof applications via
Intemet. It is then necessary to use or develop new
tools to interface interactively these resources with
Intemet, making them available via a Web browser.
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And of course, feedback from the remote system is
also expected.

A Jiizzy telerobot executes tasks on the basis of
information received from the human operator, plus it
has its own capability for fuzzy reasoning. To be
complete, in Internet-based fuzzy reasoning, the
system should also includefuzzy (Java) applets.

The first Internet telerobots date back to the mid-

nineties and the introduction of fuzzy logic techniques
in this domain is still in its infancy. In the following
section will be presented, on the basis of an example,
some basic components of (Intemet-)telerobots.

2. A telerobot

A telerobot is a robot that receives instructions from a

remote location, from a human operator, trained or
not, depending on applications. The telerobot is
controlled via Internet through a computer running a
browser. The robot is connected, wired or wireless, to
a computer hosting a Web server.

Man-machine interaction is an important factor. With
regard to vision, feedback from cameras is very useful.
The system must be capable of allowing the Internet
users to switch from the robot view (what it sees) to a
bird's eye camera view of the scene, in order to
observe the movements of the robot, as if one were in
the robot's physical location. The alternative is to have
both views in two different windows of the operator's
screen. In addition to vision, audio communication can
add useful facilities to control the robot.

A "Minimalist Telerobotic Installation on the Internet"

is presented in [17]. It is an interactive online lightbox
system, accessible to anyone with a graphical browser.
The project uses motors and light switches and returns
live images resulting from user specified combinations
ofdevices (see: http://www.dislocation.net/)

Figure I illustrates an example of a mobile telerobot
controlled via Internet, a new collaboration project of
Neurinfo/N&F Institute and ESIM, at Marseille. We
have adapted the client-server model inherited from
TCP/IP Internet programming. Here follows a
description of the system's components.

. An operator station: a computer with Internet
connection and browser.

. From this computer an Internet user/operator sends
instructions to a telerobot, a mobile robot here, via

(fuzzy) applets (cf. section 3), to guide it for a
specific task.

. The applets allow control of:
- a video camera located on top of the robot's

operating room, more generally in its physical
environment; control is for focusing, zooming or
orientation

- the telerobot itself: moving instructions for die
drive base, and later on, a robot arm (or simply a
pointer) mounted on the base

. A Web server in the robot's operating room
(instructions from the operator, feedback from die
robot and its environment, etc.). This computer is
connected from serial/parallel ports to the video
camera and a wireless networking router.

. A robot with a mobile base, micro-controllers (we
use 68HCirs) or PC with wireless networking,
sensors, stepper motors (to turn the camera and to
run the mobile base), wireless equipment, on-board
camera, batteries, custom electronics to control

motors, sensors, etc.

. Depending on applications, in a further step, the
robot will possibly be equipped with a microphone,
speakers, LCD screen.

(Internet li

Operator station (computer with
Internet connection and browser)

Robot physical environment
Video camera

Telerobot
Wireless

networking
Web server

Figure I: System overview for a telerobot

3. Fuzzy logic in Internet-based robotics
Fuzzy logic has been successfully used in many
industrial applications, especially for control, in
devices ranging from consumer products to cars,
trains, planes or space modules.
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With regard to the field of Internet-Based Robotics,
fiiz^ logic can be applied in both Internet and
Robotics constituent parts.

In Internet applications. Sun Microsystems' Java is
considered as the most widely adopted programming
language. Java allows effortless portability just about
everywhere, from the smallest devices to
superconq>uters. Applets are Java programs written to
be executed by a Web browser. They are often
downloaded from a remote server and run in a

controlled environment.

It is then natural to consider fuzzy logic applets, or
Juz:y applets for short, i.e. Java modules implementing
Juzzy logic propositions, in the form of fuzzy rules,
that are instructions given by the operator to the
telerobot. Note that fuzzy applets are not necessarily
built for fuzzy logic control, they can also be used to
perform smart data base searches, using fuzzy logic
concepts to make intelligent choices from imprecise
queries.

Of course, fuz^ logic has to be transparent to the
user, who needs only to communicate with linguistic
variables involved in rules. So that instead of

communicating to the system instructions like "go
straight", or "turn right" or "left", natural instructions
can be given like "turn slightly to the right" or "go
over there to that door". These linguistic instructions
can be voice commands if the system is equipped for
them. So that the fuzzy applet will be capable of
generating.^/2zy e-motion on the Web !

A fuzzy logic based applet allows soft interactions in
the system and it adds intelligence to it, through
flexible instructions given to the telerobot by the
Intemet user. We believe that a good combination of
fiizzy logic techniques with Java applets can generate
smart applications: the Web interface has to be easy to
understand and to use by possibly unskilled operators.

In addition, theJiazy telerobot will be controlled with
a technology based on fuzzy logic. This part is how a
classical chapter in control theory, as shown in the
literature and illustrated by so many running industrial
applications. In our prototype and from the experience
gained at the N&F Institute (cf. for ex. Peugeot S.A.
automotive applications [1] or computerized vehicles
for handicapped persons [18]), a vehiclecan avoid, or
stop for, obstacles, reaching a goal (cf. odometry,
ceiling marks), maintaining a safe distance between
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vehicles, following persons or corridors, paiidng in a
reserved place, etc.

4. Internet-based robotics applications
The first Intemet camera was set up in 1991 to
monitor the status of a coffeqjot [8], and since then,
applications have been flourishing. The first Intemet
telerobot was developedin 1994 by Ken Goldbergand
his group [5,6]: it was the Mercury project A digital
camera and air jet were mounted on a robot arm so
that a user on the Intemet could view and excavate for

artifacts in a sandbox located at the University of
Southem California. Then, Ken Taylor in Australia,
introduced a remotely controlled six-axis telerobot on
the Intemet [4]. Later on, still in 1994, Richard
Wallace demonstrated a telerobotic camera and Mark
Cox put up a system to control, via Intemet, a robotic
telescope. Then, Eric Paulos and John Canny
developed a Mechanical Gaze [15], a telerobotic
systemwhere users could control a camera'sviewpoint
and image resolution to observe museum artifacts in
the vicinity of the robot.

Most of the applications have been developed at
universities. In addition to the early developments in
1994 mentioned above, below is a sample of
applications (some of them at the end, are merely
suggestions). It does not claim to be complete, but to
be representative ofwork in the field. Applications are
listed to suggest or inspire new fuzzy logic-based
e-applications.

. Australia's telerobot, to pick and place children's
building blocks [24].

. Telegarden, to plant, water, and monitor the progress
of living plants [9]. It is this application that
suggested the title ofK. Goldberg's book [6].

. Remotely Operated Telescope [10].

. Mars Pathfinder Mission [2,22].

. Airbome and Terrestrial untethered telerobots [16]:
helium-filled blimp airbome telerobots called "space
browsers", then terrestrial surface-cruisers.

. Xavier [11,23]: a robot that navigates corridors in a
lab.

. Communications Robot [12]: a web server fitted with
video conferencing equipment mounted on a mobile
robot base.

. RemoteBotnet [14], for visual remote control of a
small Khepera mobile robot.

. Model Railroad [13] (interesting application,
although strictly speaking not involving a robot.)

. Museiun visits [3].
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. Visits to exciting cities or scenic natural parks and
exploring the desert, the poles or even other planets
[21].

. Home or kindergarten surveillance

. Elderly or handicappedpersonsassistance
, Wild animal watching
. Prehistoric cave exploration, when public visits can

cause damage or when access is hazardous
. Participation in auctions
. Prison^olice/Militaiy surveillance.

5. Discussion and conclusion

In addition to interpretation and treatment of
traditional measurements, it is important for future
research, to take into account perceptions, related to
different senses, as proposed in L.A. Zadeh's
computational theory[25].

Now, some difficulties might temporarily restrain the
development of Intemet-based technological
applications:

- bandwidth limitations: many users participate over
low bandwidth connections such as modems, but
video is very demanding in terms of network
bandwidth consumption and processor use. The update
rate of the transmitted video images should be as fluid
as possible to provide a good feeling of reality. Data
compression, optimal choice of resolution or of
focussing are characteristicsto be considered.

- communication propagation delays: time lag is not
a new issue for telerobotics. Space relevant rover
technology has focused on the time lag issue for years
because of the amount of time it takes for signals to
get from the Earth to off world locations and back
again. The Web can involve long time delays for
which no upper boimd can be guaranteed. Hence a
telerobot system requires a high degree of autonomy
and a robust installation.

Network delays can cause the user to feel detached
from the telerobot: with the current Internet

generation, real-time control over the Internet is still a
problem. But these obstacles,while significant, are not
real barriers and the coming new Intemet generation
facilities will help to surmount them. Also,
applications can be sought for which the above points
are not major issues, with respect to the utility of the
application.

In conclusion, following the existing telerobotics
applications and the evolution of Intemet, we believe
that Intemet-based fuzzy telerobotics is a new and

promising future domain that will evolve towards
more humanistic applications.
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Abstract

An Intelligent Collection Environment for a data
interpretation systemis described. The environment
accepts two inputs: A data model and a number
between 0.0 and 1.0. The data model is as simple as a
singlewordor as complex as a multi-level/multi
dimensional model. The number between 0.0 and 1.0
is a control knob to indicate the user's desire to allow
loose matching of the data (things are ambiguous and
unknown) versus strict matching of the data (things
are precise and known). The environment producesa
set of possible interpretations, a set of requirements to
further strengthen or to differentiate a particular
subset of the possible interpretation from the others, a
set of inconsistencies, and a logic map that
graphicallyshowsthe lines of reasoning used to
derive the above output.

The environment is comprised of a knowledge editor,
model explorer, expertise server, and the World Wide
Web. The Knowledge Editor is used by a subject
matter expert to define Linguistic Types, Term Sets,
detailed explanations, and dynamically created URI's,
and to create rule bases using a straight forward hyper
matrix representation.The Model Explorer allows
rapid construction and browsingof multi-level
models. A multi-level model is a model whose
elements may also be models themselves. The
Expertise Server is an inference engine used to
interpret the data submitted. It incorporates a
semantic network knowledge representation, an
assumptionbased truth maintenancesystem, and a
fuzzy logic calculus. It can be extended by employing
any classifier (e.g. statistical/neural networks) of
con[q)lex data types. The World Wide Webis an
unstructured data space accessed by the URI's
supplied as part of the output of the environment.

By recognizing the input data model as a query, the
environment serves as a deductive search engine.

Applications include (but are not limited to)
interpretation of geophysical phenomena, a
navigation aid for very large web sites, monitoringof
computer or sensor networks, customer support.

trouble shooting, and searching complex digital
libraries (e.g. genome libraries).

1. Introduction

In recent years, much effort has gone into studying
the problemof computerinterpretation of interacting
data from multiple sources or sensors [1]. A number
of prototype (automatedor semi-automated) systems
have been developed. Due to the combinatorial
explosion of possible data/inteipretations, an
automated interpretation system prohibits a single
algorithm. Automated statistical/neural
networks/expert systems have been partially
successful. These systems have been beneficial as a
good first order filter to classify the data as having
obvious or non-obvious inteipretations. A limitation
of these systems is that when dealing with non-
obvious interpretations, the system needs to be
integrated better with the user problem solving
methods.

Data must be gathered and analyzed in a timely
manner to improve the chancesof interpretation and
not overwhelm or waste the system resources (e.g.
battery power). In supportof the requirements for
accurate and efficient data collection and analysis, the
system must be able to draw upon diverse (and
potentially limited) data sources. In order to do this
thoughtfully, the capability to rank the relative worth
of data must be integrated into the system. The value
of data in proving or refuting a particular hypothesis
and the potential cost in resources to obtain the data
must be balanced by the system.

We propose an "Intelligent CollectionEnvironment
for an Interpretation System". The environment
allows the user to tailor the use of whatever data

sources are available at the time of operation. If a
data source is unavailable or is not properly
configured for a hypothesis, then the system must
make do with the data at hand. The system achieves
these adaptive data collection and evaluation
objectives through the use of "soft computing"
techniques. The basic premise underlying soft
computing is "Exploit the tolerance for imprecision.
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uncertainty and partial truth to achieve tractability,
robustness, low solution cost, and better rapport with
reality".

The problem falls into a class of problems we define
as being semi-structured. By semi-structured we mean
problems where human judgment is essential but can
be improved by using automation tools. In this
approach, we show that non-obvious interpretations
require a high degree of interactive analysis and
adaptation of methods. In addition to interactive
analysis, a general capability of analysis of data and
transformations on many scales allows the user to
exercise problem-solving methods that are
appropriate for the issue at hand. Rapid visualization
and direct manipulationof the results allows the user
to explore the data space and develop interpretations
adaptively. The modem web browser used to access
the World Wide Web has proved to be an effective
tool for the exploration ofunstractured data spaces.

2. Semi-structured problems: structure and
approach

The difference between a problem that is stmctured
and one that is unstractured helps to determine where
automation tools are appropriate. A solution to a
problem that can be programmed is one for which
clear rules and a computer program can be defined.
The complex process of production schedulingis best
dealt with by a linear programming model. There are
very definite rales relating inputs to outputs and
production to costs, the problem possesses a
fundamental deep underlying structure, too complex
for the human mind to easily grasp in its detailed
entirety but easy for a computer to resolve. At the
same time there are many unstractured problems, an
extreme example of one is a romance novel. No
amount of formal analysis can solve the dilemma.

An unstractured problem does not permit the
progranuningof a solution.The objectives,trade-offs
, relevant information, and methodology for analysis
cannot be predetermined. Some problems are
unstractured simply because of a lack of knowledge
or an unwillingness to explore the problem in depth.
The degree of potential structure in a problem
predefilnes the procedures, types of computation and
analysis, and the information to be used. In a highly
unstractured problem,the user must rely on personal
judgement,oftenespecially in identifying just what
the problemis. There are many differencesin the
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designof a system to support unstractured problems
as compared with structured ones. Most obviously,
the activitiesof the user are more central for a system
to support unstractured problems. The user initiates
and controls the problem solving process and
sequence,and uses judgment, personalized objectives,
and interpretations to guide the choice of solution. In
structuredproblems, the system will be designed and
most of the effort of building the system will be put
into the development of routinesand sequences of
analysis designed to GIVE answers.

3. Browsing In a semi-structured problem domain

A semi-structuredproblemdomain often requires a
search for a solution to be found. The solution to be

found lies somewhere in the data-space. When the
data-space is highly structured, the solution can be
retrieveddirectly by performingsome computation.
When the data-space is unstractured, the appropriate
mechanism for retrieval of a solution is browsing.
Browsingis exploratory searching which assumes
little knowledge about the structure of the domain
being searched [2]. Browsing is available in two
different styles.

Navigation is an iterative process in which a user
examines the neighborhood of a solution, picks a
solution fix)m this neighborhood, examines its
neighborhood, and so on.

Probing is a mode in which solutions computed are
either a hit (i.e. acceptable) or a miss. When the
solution is a miss it can be viewed as being an over-
qualification of a solution. In this mode every miss
initiates a set of retractions that attempt to broaden the
scope of the solution.

Imagine a customer in a store searching for a
particular item. The most efficient method to locate
this item is to consult a directory and then access the
correct shelf. If the customer carmot describe or does

not know the item he is looking for, or if the store is
not organized in any meaningful way then the
customer must apply a browsing search technique.
Often browsing is done by strolling down the isles,
adjusting direction and speed according to the items
encountered and the proximity to the desired item. It
may also involve hit-and-miss attempts where a
customer goes directly to a shelf where he hopes the
desired item will be found.

Navigation is analogous to strolling along the aisles
of a store. On the other hand, a user who attenq)ts to
computesolutions without sufficient familiarity with
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the data-space is like the store browser who makesa
hit-and-miss attempt by going directly to a shelf in
the store. This is analogous to probing. What
characterizes probing is that it will fail frequently.
What most customers do is use a combination of
probing and navigation. The customer may go to a
shelf to use as a starting point for navigation.

3.1 Probing using analysis tools

The operations that may be applied to the model
objects are domain independent and domain
dependent in nature.

Domain independentoperationsare usedfor analysis
in many problemdomains.These operations don't
computea hit or miss solutionas a probeis defined
above to. Instead these operations silow the user to
computefeatures which allow the data space to be
segmented into regions of interest. Examplesof these
types of operations are signal processingalgorithms
and statistical algorithms.

Domain dependent operations are used for analysisin
a single domain.These operationsdo computea hit or
miss solution as a probe is defined above to. These
operationsallow the user to either use the solution as
a startingpoint for further navigation or to confirm
the validity of a solution obtained throughnavigation.
Examples of these types of operations are:

• Model-free estimators such as neural networks

that have been trained using features from a
particular domain

• Model-based classifiers such as Bayesian
classifiers that have been developed using
statistics gathered

• Rule-based operators used as interpretation
tools to allow the user to incorporate non-
deterministic feature interpretation
operations

• fuzzy logic operators are used to compute
multiple features with a measureof certainty
and/or precision.

4.ResuIts

The current environment prototype consists of an
interactive model construction and understanding tool

for multi level models called Analyst Assistant (AA).
The tool, consisting of the World Wide Web, a Java
GUI, and a Usp based expertise server, takes full
advantage of the modem web browser and integrates
traditional domain independent analysis methods with
intelligent domain specific tools for the exploration
and analysis of semi-stmctured problems.

The GUI interface consists of a Knowledge Editor
and Model Explorer. The Knowledge Editor is used
to define Linguistic Types, Term Sets, detailed
explanations, and dynamicallycreated URI's, and to
create rule bases using a straight forward hyper
matrix representation The Model Explorer allows
rapid construction and browsing of multi-level
models. By a multi-level model we mean a model
whose elements may also be models themselves. One
of the features of the Model Explorer is that it can
expand a model element This feature allows the user
to probe and recognize meaningful features in the
model elements. Models of sub-models and different

granularities can be rapidly selected with the mouse
interface and analyzed.

The inference engine used to interpret the model
incorporates:

• Semantic Network Knowledge Representation
[3]

• Assumption-based Truth Maintenance System [4]

• Fuzzy Logic Calculus [5]

Each fact in the Semantic Network has a fuzzy grade
that represents how well the value of the fact
represents itself as a memberof a fuzzy set. A global
user-defined grade called the CROSSOVER-POINT
is set to a number between 0.0 and 1.0. The
CROSSOVER-POINT represents the transition from
false to true and is used in pattern matching as
follows:

• BELIEVED facts are grade >= CROSSOVER-
POINT

• DISBELIEVED facts are grade < CROSSOVER-
POINT

• KNOWN facts are grade >= 0
• UNKNOWN facts do not exist

By adjusting the CROSSOVER-POINT, you are
allowed to instruct the inference engine to loose
match your model with the rule set used to interpret
your model (CROSSOVER-POINT closer to 0) or to
strict match your model with the rule set used to
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interpret your model (CROSSOVER-POINT closer to
I). Usually you will want to start your interpretation
of a model in a loose matching mode (things are
ambiguous and unknown). As you gain experience
with your model and the real world equivalent you
will want to interpret your model in a strict matching
mode (things are precise and known).

The inference engine interprets your model by
applying a rule set that has been previously defined
using the Knowledge Editor. The input to the
inference engine is:

• the model data

• the names of the rule sets previously defined
using the Knowledge Editor

• the value of the CROSSOVER-POINT

Given the input described above, the output
interpretation of the
model is an html page full of hyper links and consists
of:

• a set of possible interpretations of the data,
• additional data required to strengthen an

interpretation or
differentiate an interpretation from others in the
set of possible interpretations,with data ranked
according to value,
• inconsistencies between an interpretation

and the data,

• a logic map that graphically shows the lines
of reasoning being used to derive the above
output.

In summary, the tools in the system help the user to
performflexible analysis, generatea tentative set of
interpretations withfhrtherdata requirements, and
explorethe effectsof interpretations at differentlevels
of abstraction.
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Abstract

Wepresent an approach to utilize userprofiles in order
to expand queries in information retrieval processes and
extractknowledge aboutgroups ofinterests. A classical
userprofile is a groiqp of terms extracted for the set of
relevant documents for a certain user. A fiizzy represen
tation of terms based on linguistic qualifiersin user pro
files is presented in this work. Additional information
can be added to the profile related to the user in order
to personalize and customize the retrieval process and
the web site. Fuzzy clustering of these profiles could
be a valid tool for rule construction and fhzzy inference
in order to modify queries and extract knowledgefrom
profiles with marketingpurposes within a web fiame-
woik.

1. Introduction

With the appearance of new technologies and the web,
the number of non-professional users is increasing ev
eryday.The flexibility and adaptabilitybecomekey fea
tures of web sites to fulfill users* needs. For this pur
pose, soft computing techniques such as fuzzy logic,
geneticalgorithms, roughsets and neuralnetworks have
been applied [8], [17], [12], [14], [3].

The knowledge about users is stored in profiles. In tra
ditional Information Retrieval Systems (BIS), these pro
files contain keywords reflecting the user preferences
(simple profiles). This information can be completed
with user personal data (extended profiles), as is sug
gested in [7].
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In a web fiamewodc, the knowledge about the naviga
tional behavior ofthe user is stored as additional data in

extended profiles. This informationcan be used for cus
tomizing and personalizing of the web sites, with spe
cial application in commercial ones.

In this paper, an initial model for constructingextended
profilesusing fuzzy logic and computingwith words is
presented. In the following section, the use of fuzzy
logic and in traditional models is reviewed. In third and
fourfli sections, the concept ofsimple profiles and their
extension to include knowledge about the navigational
behavior ofthe users is defined. Customization and per
sonalization of the web sites based on these extended

profiles are discussed in the fifth section. Some clus
tering processesofthese profilesand the rule extraction
for business users are included in the last sections. Fi

nally, some concluding remarks and future trend lines
are proposed.

2. Fuzzy Logic in IRS (Information
Retrieval Systems): Computing
with Words

Traditional models for IRS construction can be found

in the literature [7]; including the vector space model,
the probabilistic model, and the Boolean model. In the
Boolean model, both the indexing terms and the query
terms are evaluated by absence/presence values. Exten
sions of this and the other models come from the in

clusion of Boolean logic and numerical weights on the
terms. However, a lack offlexibility in representing the
dociunents has been the main reason for the use offuzzy
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logic. An extended Boolean model with fiizzy logic is
presented in [2], where a fuzzy IRS is defined by a fimc-
tion F as:

F : DxT [0,1]

WeD,tGT F{d,t) = tid{t)

whereD = {di,dm} is a set of documents andT =
{fi, is a setof terms. The fuzzyextension affects
not only documents and term representation, but also
the retrieval processes and measures.

It is possible [1] to consider the use of soft computing,
i.e., linguistic qualifiers for computing with words, to
help retrieval. This in the past has aided the indexing
and the queryingprocesses, as well as the matchingofa
document to a query. However, it can also be employed
by die user to provide relevance feedback information.
Moreover, mechanisms to evaluate the retrieval system
based on the weak orderings of the documents by both
the retrieval system and ofthe user can be considered.

3. Simple User Profiles and Fuzzy
Logic

We study the applicationoffuz^ logic and soft comput
ing to the processes related to user profile construction.
In traditional retrievalsystems, user profilesconsistofa
set of terms and a weight to indicate the strength of the
user's interest the topic(s) related to that term. These
profiles are denominatedsimple profiles. Terms in these
profiles can be extracted fiom both previous queries and
index terms in relevant documents retrieved in response
to those queries for the user in question. When we are
dealing with a fuzzy IRS, it seems reasonable that each
term in a profile has associated with it a fiiz^ value
signifying the strength of user interest in the topic(s)
represented by that term [1]. Given a set of user pro
filesZ = {zi,..., 2s},withs the numberof profiles and
where z = l<i<c,wecan
define a function

GiZxT-* [0,1]

^z€ Z,teT G{z,t) = ixg (t)

This function is analogous to the indexing function F,
but for user profiles.

3.1. User Profiles in an IRS

The main application ofuser profiles in retrieval comes
from the use of profile terms as query terms, perhaps
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in an expanded query. As termsin the profile represent
user preferences, potentially relevant documents can be
retrieved by usinga profileas a query, or as an extension
to an originalquery to the system.With the appearance
of new technologies and the web, new aspects of user
profiles must be considered.

First,userprofilescan be used for modifying the query.
Someadditionalknowledgeconcerningthe levelofuser
interest in topics, beyondthe termsrelated to user pref
erences in queries, must be considered in order to mod
ify the queryand therebyimprovethe retrievalprocess.
In [9] a new approach is given within a fiizzy fimne-
work. \i^th the help of a fiiz^ clustering process for
documents, rules can be constructed relating terms and
weights, so thatqueriescan be modified via fazzy infer
ence.

Second,user profiles can be used for filtering and rank
ing documents. The knowledge of user preferences
stored in these profiles is used to filter documents and
showthe usera subset with the most adequateweb sites,
ordereddecreasinglyby grade ofrelevance. In [11], an
intelligent agent for constructing adaptive user profiles
using genetic algorithms and fiizzy logic is presented.
An alternative approach for on-line news articles using
neural netwoiks can be found in [IS]

4. Extended User Profiles in the Web

In traditional IRS, extended profiles consist of addi
tional knowledge to terms related to a user's interest In
the web firamework, the navigational behavior ofusers,
informationrelated to users as persons, and not just re
lated to their preferences can becollected. In^s last
case, the knowledge stored in extended profiles after the
retrievalprocess can be used for two purposes.

On the one hand, let consider as an example a health
web site set up for commercial purposes. The site can
offer to a user some information related to health with

the agenda of suggesting some products related to a
user's health interests based on the user query. If the
user is identified in some way (e.g., nickname or IP ad
dress), the health product providers could extract user
preferences and personalize the web site according to
the user's preferences. Perii^s this could also lead to
the introductionofpublicizing within the web pages.

On the other hand, when a set ofprofiles is available, the
company can use this information for purposes ofmar
keting. As the number of profiles increases exponen
tially with time, a clustering process to group them by
areas of interest would be needed. A set of rules could

be generated in order to inference the relation among
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users and terms. A marketing expert can use this in
formation, perhaps via datamining, to connect to social
groupsbasedon information extracted from webpages
meta-data and user behavior. This information could

also be used to customize and identify a non-identified
user with a social group, by assigning a generalprofile
related to a preferences shown by the user while web
surfing through the web site.

4.1. Registered and Unregistered Users

The main inconvenience of handling ofuser profiles in
the web is the lack of knowledge about user identity.
Consideras an example a health web site setup for com
mercial purposes. Such a site would offer a user access
to information related to health. Of course, the site's
ownersmighthavean agenda ofsuggesting to the users
that there are some products related to their healthinter
ests based on the user queries. Ifdifferentusersconnect
in web sessions from the same IP address, the profile for
each one must be different Thus, to distinguishwhich
user is surfing,additional information must be provided
from the user side, such as a nickname. The availability
ofthis information generates two differentsituations:

• Unregistered users: User profilescanalsobeused
to personalize and identify a non-identified user
with a social group, by assigning a generalprofile
related to a preferences shown by the user while
is surfing through the web site. Personalization
is a tool to attract potential customers, so non-
identified users with good experiences in the web
site could register next time they connect to the
site.

• Registered users: If a user is identified in some
way, the web site can be customized accordingto
the user's preferences. From the business point of
view, a user has visited the web site before and has
registered. The systemkeepstrackof theuserfrom
previousvisits along with the userprofile, so it can
use this informationto enhance and personalizethe
web site to maximize user satisfaction with 'her/his

web site.* Pediaps this could also lead to the intro
duction ofpublicizing the web pages.

5. Extended User Profiles and Fuzzy
Logic

Most ofthe concepts to handle in extended profiles are
fuzzy themselves: the links the user follows, the time
(dwell) a web page is visible on a user's browser, the

country from which is coimected, and so forth can give
us an idea about the user, how patient the user is, the
user's age, the user's language, and so forth. We can
at best approximate the age, or the level of language,
or express by a linguistic qualifier how patient is the
user. These features about users could be modeled by
different setof labels,for instance {verylow, low, regu
lar, high,veryhigh} to determine the levelof the user's
ability to communicate in a given language. As these
variables can be precise or imprecise, fuzzy techniques
managedata with different granularity must be consid
ered [18].

These variables can be determined by combining two
different streams ofinformation: web logfiles and click-
stream. A web logfile is a group of data from a web
server related to the cormection, e.g., host, identity and
authentication ofthe user, and the first request This in
formationcan be completed with behavior surfing data,
that is, a group of tracks describing when and where
is the user clicking at any time. These complemen
tary data are together called a clickstream. Each time
a user coimects to a web site, a new session starts. Each
click on an URL, image, or general link in a user ses
sion represents an entry in the web log file. A session
is closed when the elapsed time between two clicks is
higher than a pre-fixed threshold [13]. We call the file
with the union of web log files information and click-
stream information metadata file.

5.1. Definition of Extended Profiles

In our model, an extended profile =
{VuLuKi^z'i) Si e E, 1 < i < s is formed
by several components corresponding to behavioral
variables, identification variables, clickstream vari
ables, and the session simple profile, respectively.
The obtaining of these components is detailed in the
following:

• Demographic variables: This set of b variables
Vi = —,Vib) is related to demographic
and/or social aspects of die user, including the
user's age range, the educational level, language
skills, and so forth. Most of these variables are
imprecise;some can be obtained directly from the
user, while others can be deduced from the demo
graphic classes obtained from fuzzy clusteringpro
cesses of the extended profiles.

• Identification variables: This set of c variables

Li = {lii,li2f"ylic) is the set of variables from
the web log file about the user identification, such
as the host (domain or IP address), user agent
(name and version of the browser), and so forth.
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These are directly obtainable from the server, and
are part ofthe metadata file corresponding to a cer
tain session user.

• Clickstream variables: Ki = {kii,ki2,..-,kir)
represents the set of weights associated to each
available pagej^ 1 < j < r, expressed in base
of the elapsed time in that page. If pagej is not
visited, the value kij is 0. These variables are ex
tracted from the clickstream data in the metadata

file in the same session.

• Session simple profile: This component is the re
sult of an aggregation of the profiles associated
to each user session ^ Zy
t'ij € T, 1 < i < cby such aggregation operators
as, for instance, the minimum.

It must be take into account that these terms can have a

fuzzy value related to their presence in the pages visited
by the user,but these valuesdo not represent importance
for the user since feedback is not available.

5.2. Fuzzy Clustering of Extended Profiles

Behavioral variables represent the navigational behav
ior of users in multiple sessions (connection to a web
site), which is extracted from the web log files. Simi
lar behavioral variables are expected from general de
mographic and/or social groups classified by age, pro
fession, gender, and so forth. The imprecision in deter
mining the boundaries between the demographic classes
leads us to employ fuzzy clustering methods. We con
sider a general method for clustering [4], since addi
tional measures based on fiiz^ sets to establish a rank
ing amongthe differentpossiblepartitions are provided.

Let be Ci, ...Cn the demographicclassesobtainedfrom
the fuzzy clustering. Since each class comes from a
group of sessions, and each session has associated a
group of session simple profiles, these profiles must be
aggregated in order to get a unique profile representa
tive for the class. This aggregate profile is a fuzzy set
ofterms related to the topics in which users in that class
are interested.

5.3. Mining Extended Profiles

In our model,fiiz^ logic also has an importantrole in
this phase of profile information post-processing. We
can describe a demographic groiq> by a class with cer
tain navigational behaviors, favorite web pages, and a
simple profile describing theclass'spreferences. Tothis
end, once the fuzzy clusters of extended profiles have
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been obtained, classification rules connecting classes
to demographic groups should be extracted. Different
methods to extract TSK fuzzy classification rules are
compared in [5].

Relations between classes and their aggregate profiles
also need to be determined. On the one hand, ifwe have
a simpleprofileavailablebutwe knownothing about the
user identityor behavior,we could connect that profile
to the prototype of the class with an aggregate profile
that is more similar to the simple profile. Therefore,
a similarity measure for profiles is needed. A survey
of some similarity measures can be found in [19]. On
fileother,direct relations amongterms in the aggregate
profiles and the classes could also be established firom a
probabilistic point ofviewby classifying the aggregate
profileterms into the demographic classes. A methodto
solve this problem can be found in [16].

6. Business Users

The knowledgein the extendedprofiles can also be used
for marketingissues. A marketingorganizationcan in
terpret and mine the knowledge stored by the system in
the user profiles, and use it for marketing purposes re
lated to electronic commerce. A new kind ofusers must

be considered: business users.

Business users can use the information in the extended

profiles, perhaps via data mining, from the set of rules
extracted fi:om the clustering ofprofiles by areas of in
terest Once the rules are obtained, business users can
identify social groups based on the behavioral compo
nents of the rules. However, the lack of understanding
between mining analysts, who speaks a different tech
nical language, and business users, as well as the dif
ficulty of imderstand the generated rules by business
users, lead to the developing of software products for
data mining. Research in this area is perhaps most in
teresting from the business point ofview, since compa
nies can make their marketing organizations aware of
which areas of interest exist among their customers. An
approach for this purpose is given in [10], where the au
thors present a knowledge discovery assistant for help
ing business users with mining issues ofdata extracted
from customer groups ofinterest

7. Conclusions

We have presented an initial model to construct user
profiles, based on some prior research. We consider
the use of soft computing, i.e., computing with words,
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and fuzzy logic to construct and incorporate user pro
files for purposes of web retrieval. Simple profiles in
traditional retrieval systems are extended to include be
havioral components of the navigators. The clustering
and miningof these profilesallow business users in mar
keting organizations to extract knowledge about cus
tomer groups of interest for commercial purposes, i.e.,
e-commerce.
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Abstract There are many common com
plaintsaboutthe existingsearchengines:

1. Too many documents are retrieved
in response to queries.

2. Most of the retrieved documents are

not sufficiently relevant in relation
to the inquirer's intent.

3. The outcome ofa query is often "an
ocean ofunedited data", which
makes it impractical and time-
consuming to "separate the wheat
from the chaff'.

4. As ofthis writing, search engines do
not handle synonyms, antonyms,
and polysems (same word having
distinct meanings).

Several search engines allow the user to
make refinements to queries. However,
most users would normally key-in a
word or a phrase without bothering to
learn the refinement features of various

search engines. This includes the use of
AND, OR, NOT, NEAR, nested
searches, wildcards, and stopwords. In
recent months, several search engines
have claimed to use fiizzy logic as a
part of their search algorithms. What
these search engines use is a form of
lexical approximation, which reflects ei
ther the spelling of a word or its dis
tance in the document from some other

word. For instance in Altavista, NEAR

means that two words are situated

within 10 words of each other in the

document. LYCOS defines NEAR to

mean within 25 words.

1. Case Studies

Using Google, we searched the web for
documents about "Mongol genocide". It
resulted in 1,420 documents. The search
took 0.05 seconds. Using excite.com,
the same query returned 21,470 docu
ments. We then used excite.com's pre
cision search. This time, we specified
that the phrase Mongol genocide must
appear in the title and the terms jewish,
Cambodia, and holocaust must not be
included in the title. The outcome of the

query comprised three documents, none
of which had the phrase Mongol geno
cide in the title or the body of the
document. One of the documents con

tained a large number of exchanged
email messages which had absolutely
nothing to do with the search.

We then made the query 'missile de
fense' on Google. It returned a mil
lion documents. The same query on Ex-
cite.com returned 363,905 documents.
There is more literature available con

cerning the workings of Google than
any other search engine. We, therefore,
devote the next section to how Google
works.
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2. Google: An Overview

Google runs on a unique combination of
advanced hardware and software. The

speed you experience can be attributed
in part to the efficiency ofthe search al
gorithm and partly to &e thousands of
low cost PC's that have been networked

together to create a superfast search en
gine.

The heart of the software is PageR-
ank(TM), a system for ranking web
pages developed by Google's foimders,
Larry Page and Sergey Brin at Stanford
University. And while dozens of engi
neers are working to improve every as
pect of Google on a daily basis, PageR-
ank continues to provide the basis for
all ofweb search tools. PageRank relies
on the imiquely democratic nature of
the web by using its vast link structure
as an indicator of an individual page's
value. In essence, Google interprets a
link from page A to page B as a vote, by
page A, for page B. But, Google looks
at more than the sheer volume of votes,
or links that a page receives; it also ana
lyzes the page that casts the vote. Votes
cast by pages that are themselves "im
portant"weigh more heavily and help to
make other pages "important."

Important, high-quality sites receive a
hi^er PageRank, wMch Google re
members each time it conducts a search.
Of course, important pages mean noth
ing to you if they don't match your
query. So, Google combines PageRank
with sophisticated text-matching tech
niques to find pages that are both
important and relevant to your search.
Google goes far beyond the number of
times a term appears on a page and ex
amines all aspects of the page's content
(and the content of the pages linking to

it) to determine if it's a good match for
your query.

In an article (see the first item in Refer
ences) entitled "The Anatomy of a
Large-Scale Hypertextual Web Search
Engine", the fonders of Google, Sergey
Brin and Lawrence Page describe the
workings of Google in sufdcient detail.
In what follows, we will mention the
highlights of the article.

Google, as a prototype of a large-scale
search engine, makes heavy use of the
stmcture present in hypertext. Google is
designed to crawl and index the Web ef
ficiently and produce much more satis
fying search results than existing sys
tems. The prototype with a full text and
hyperlink ^tabase ofat least 24 million
pages is available at
http://google.stanford.edu/. To construct
a search engine is a challenging task.
Search engines index tens to hundreds
of millions of web pages involving a
comparable number of distinct terms.
They answer tens of millions of queries
every day. Despite the importance of
large-scale search engines on the web,
very little academic research has been
done on them. Furthermore, due to
rapid advance in technology and web
proliferation, creating a web search en
gine today is very different from three
years ago. Apart from the problems of
scaling traditional search techniques to
data of this magnitude, there are new
technical challenges involved with us
ing the additional information present in
hypertext to produce better search re
sults. The article addresses the question
of how to build a practical large-scale
system which can exploit the additional
information present in hypertext. Also
we look at the problem of how to deal
effectively with imcontrolled hypertext
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collections where anyone can publish
anything they want.

The web creates new challenges for in
formation retrieval. The amount of in
formation on the web is growing rap
idly, as well as the number ofnew users
inexperienced in the art of web re
search. People are likely to surf the web
using its link graph, often starting with
high quality human maintained indices
such as Yahoo! or with search engines.
Human maintained lists cover popular
topics effectively but are subjective, ex
pensive to build and maintain, slow to
improve, and caimot cover all esoteric
topics. Automated search engines that
rely on keyword matching usually re
turn too many low quality matches. To
make matters worse, some advertisers
attempt to gain people's attention by
taking measures meant to mislead
automated search engines.

3. Google's Internals

The Google search engine has two im
portant features that help it produce
high precision results. First, it makes
use of the link structure of the Web to

calculate a quality ranking for each web
page. This ranking is called PageRank
which is described below. Second,
Google utilizes link to improve search
results.

PageRank: Bringing Order to the Web

The citation (link) graph of the web is
an important resource that has largely
gone unused in existing web search en
gines. There are maps containing as
many as 518 million of these hyper
links, a significant sample of the total.
These maps allow rapid calculation of a
web page's "PageRmik", an objective
measure of its citation importance that
corresponds well with people's subjec

tive idea of importance. Because of this
correspondence, PageRank is an excel
lent way to prioritize the results of web
keyword searches. For most popular
subjects, a simple text matching search
that is restricted to web page titles per
forms admirably when PageRank priori
tizes the results (demo available at
google.stanford.edu). For the type of
full text searches in the main Google
system, PageRank also helps a great
deal.

Academic citation literature has been

applied to the web, largely by counting
citations or backlinks to a given page.
This gives some approximation of a
page's importance or quality. PageRank
extends tUs idea by not counting links
from all pages equally, and by normal
izing by the number of links on a page.
PageRank is defined as follows:

We assume page A has pages Tl...Tn,
which point to it (i.e., are citations). The
parameter d is a damping factor which
can be set between 0 and 1. Usually d is

to 0.85. There are more details about d

in the next section. Also C(A) is defined
as the number of links going out ofpage
A. The PageRank of a page A is given
as follows:

Page A

Page

Page
T2

Page
Tn

PR(A) = (1-d) + d (PR(T1)/C(T1) +... +
PR(Tn)/C(Tn))
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Note that the PageRanks form a prob
ability distribution over web pages, so
the sum of PageRanks of all web pages
will add up to one.

PageRank or PR(A) can be calculated
using a simple iterative algorithm, and
corresponds to the principal eigenvector
of the normalized link matrix of the

web. Also, a PageRank for 26 million
web pages can be computed in a few
hours on a medium size workstation.

There are many other details which are
beyond the scope of this paper. PageR
ank can be thought ofas a model ofuser
behavior. We assume there is a "random

surfer" Who is given a web page at ran
dom and keeps clicking on links, never
hitting "back" but eventually gets bored
and starts on another random page. The
probability that the random siufer visits
a page is its PageRank. And, the d
damping factor is the probabilityat each
page the "random surfer" will get bored
and request another random page. One
important variation is to only add the
damping factor d to a single page, or a
group of pages. This allows for person
alization and can make it nearly impos
sible to deliberately mislead the system
in order to get a higher ranking. An
other intuitive justification is that a page
can have a high PageRank if there are
many pages that point to it, or if there
are some pages that point to it and have
a high PageRank. Intuitively, pages that
are well cited from many places around
the web are worth looking at. Also,
pages that have perhaps only one cita
tion from something like die Yahoo!
homepage are also generally worth
looking at. If a page was not high qual
ity, or was a broken link, it is quite
likely that Yahoo's homepagewould not
link to it. PageRank handles both these
cases and everything in between by re

cursively propagating weights through
the link structure of the web.

4. AI and Search Engines

Most users of search engines work in a
few fairly well-defined knowledge do
mains, such as nutrition, real-estate law,
or chip technology. We propose to de
sign and implement a prototype of an
intelligent front-end to enhance the us
ability and fimctionality of existing
search engines. It will be user-centered,
in the sense that users can refine their

search based on their perception of
relevance. We anticipate a few different
approaches to attain a reliable and scal
able solution. One approach is to con
struct an ontology (or meta-thesaurus)
for a specific knowledge domain and
restrict the search to that knowledge
domain. One of the values of ontology
lies in the fact that in a web search we

can access not only the documents that
are normally retumed in response to
keywords, but also the ones that are on-
tologically related to the keywords. An
other value is that different people often
use different terms for the same object
or concept. Ontology can accommodate
such different users by encapsulating re
lated concepts and object referents. A
user can narrow the search by a rele
vancy hierarchy that is derived from the
ontology. We plan to generate a knowl
edge model that would incorporate
knowledge representation schemes that
are currently available in the industry
such as RDF, DAML, and DAML +
OIL. We envision incorporating infer
ence capability in the search engine.
Also, as XML is widely used for sup
port of interoperability and information
sharing, the ontology needs to work
through XML interfaces. Since ontolo
gies continue to evolve, a versioning
system is critical for ontologies. An ap-
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plication is based on a particular ver
sion, hence the application must know
on what version it is based. We believe

that the incorporation of inference ca
pabilitywill radically improve perform
ance of a search engine. Besides the bi
valent logic, there is a myriad of useful
logics, e.g. temporal logic and modal
logic, that are commonly used in rea
soning with conunon sense knowledge.
As a part of this initiative, we plan to
explore the level of usefulness of these
logics in relation to ontology and
search engines.
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Background

Humans have a remarkable capability (perception) to performa wide varietyof physical and mental tasks without
any measurements or computations. Familiar examples of such tasks are: playing golf, assessing wine, recognizing
distorted speech, and summarizing a story. The question is whether a special type information retrieval processing
strategy canbe designed thatbuild in perception.
Here is what Tim Bemres-Lee (Father of WWW) would like to add (Transcript of Tim Beraers-Lee's talk to the
LCS 35th Anniversarycelebrations, CambridgeMassachusetts, 1999/April/14):
"How well are we doing? Are we doing human communication through shared knowledge? Let's look through the
documentside. On this side the languages are natural language. They're people talking to people. So the language is
you just can'tanalyze themvery well. Andthis is the big problem on the net for a lot of people, is the problem for
my mother and your mother and our kids. They go out to search engines and they ask a question and the search
engine gives these stupid answers. It has reada largeproportion of the pages on the entireWeb(which is of course
amazing) but it doesn't understand anyof them &mdash; and it tries to answer the question on tiiatbasis. Obviously
you get pretty unpredictable results. However, the wonderful thing is that when people communicate in this way,
this kind of fuzzy way, people can solve problems intuitively. When people browse across the Web and see
something expressed in natural language, they think, "Aha!" and suddenly solvea totally imrelated problem due to
the incredible ability that the human brain has to spot a pattern totally out of context by a huge amountof parallel
processing."
Retrieving relevant information is a crucial component of cased-based reasoning systems for Internet applications
such as search engines. The task is to use user-defined queries to retrieve useful information according to certain
measures. Even though techniques exist for locating exact matches, finding relevant partial matches might be a
problem. It maynotbe alsoeasyto specify query requests precisely andcompletely - resulting in a situation known
as a fuzzy-querying. It is usually not a problem for small domains, but for large repositories such as WorldWide
Web, a request specification becomes a bottleneck. Thus, a flexible retrieval algorithm is required, allowing for
impreciseor fuzzy query specification or search.
Here is what Professor Lotfi A. Zadeh would like to add:
"Unlikeclassical logic,fuzzy logic is concemed, in the main, with modes of reasoningwhich are approximate rather
than exact. In Intemet, almost everything, especially in the realm of search, is approximate in nature. Puttingthese
two facts together, an intriguing thought merges; in time, fuzzy logic may replace classical logic as what may be
called the brainware of the Intemet.

In my view, among the many ways in which fuzzy logic may be employed, there are two that stand out in
importance. The first is search. Another, and less obvious, is deduction in an unstractured and imprecise
environment Existing search engines have zero deductive capability. ...
To add a deductive capabilityto a searchengine,the use offuzzy logic is not an option - it is a necessity."
Here is what Tim Bemres-Lee (Father ofWWW) would like to add:
"The FOPC inference model is extremely intolerant of inconsistency [i.e. P(x) & NOT (P(X)) -> Q], the semantic
web has to tolerate many kinds of inconsistency. Toleration of inconsistencycan only be done by fiizzy systems.We
need a semantic web which will provide guarantees, and about which one can reason witii logic. (A fiizzy system
might be good for finding a proof - but then it should be able to go back and justify each deduction logicallyto
produce a proof in the unifying HOL language, which anyone can check) Any real SW system will work not by
believing anything it reads on the web but by checking the source ofany information. (I wish people would leam to
do this on the Web as it is!). So in fact, a mle will allow a system to infer things only from statements ofa particular
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form signed byparticular keys. Within such a system, an inconsistency isa serious problem, notsomething to work
around. If mybanksays my bankbalance is $100 and mycomputer says it is $200, then weneed to figure outthe
problem. Same with launcl^g missiles, IMHO, The semantic web model is that a URI dereferences to a document
which parses to a directed labeled graph of statements. The statements can have URIs as parameters, so they can
may statementsabout documentsand about other statements. So you can express trust and reasonabout it, and limit
your information to trusted consistent data,"

Approach

The theory which is being developed for the special types of information processing and information retrieval put
forth in thisproject is focused on thedevelopment of what is referred to as the computational theory ofperception
(CTP) -- a theory which comprises a conceptual framework anda methodology for computing andreasoning with
perceptions. The base for CTP is the methodology of computing with words (CW), In CW, the objects of
computation are words and propositions drawn from a natural language
The main problem with conventional vector space representation of term-document vectors are that 1) there is no
real theoretical basis for the assumption of a termand document space and2) terms and documents are not really
orthogonal dimensions. These techniques are used more for visualization and most similarity measures work about
the sameregardless of model. In addition, termsare not independent of allotherterms. Withregards to probabilistic
models, important indicators of relevance may not be term —though terms only are usually used. Regarding
Boolean model,complexquery syntax is often misunderstood and problems ofnull outputandformation overload
exist. One solution to these problems is to use extended Boolean model or frizzy logic. In this case, one can add a
fuzzy quantifier to each term or concept. In addition, one can interpret die AND as fuzzy-MIN and OR as ftiz:^-
MAX functions, Altematively, one can add agents in the user interface and assign certain tasks to them or use
machine leaming to leam user behavioror preferences to improve performance. This technique is useful when past
behavior is a useful predictor of the futureand wide variety of behaviors amongst users exist,

Perception-Based Information Processing for Internet: One of the problems that Intemetusers are facing today
is to find the desired information correctly and effectively in an environment that the available information, the
repositories of information, indexing, and tools are all dynamic. Even though some tools were developed for a
dynamic environment, they are suffering from *too much" or " too little" information retrieval. Some tools retum
too few resources and some tool returns too many resources (Figures L).

Information Overload

Too Many Cycles

User query or the
informatioii has

been sent to Server

needs to be changed
nntU the user to be

satisfied?

too much

Nmnlier of Tems

How many cycles are
Deeded before the use

to be ntbfied?

Our Modd Reduces the

number of cycles by a
factor of%75

•''' too little

Figure 1. Information overload
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In addition, the user's perception, which is one of the most important key features, is oftentimes ignored. For
example, consider the word" football". The perception of an American differsfrom the perception of a European
who understands football to mean "Soccer." Therefore, if the search engine knows something about the user and its
perception, it might be able to better refine the users results. For this example, there is no needto eliminate .
Americanfootball pages for those in the UK lookingfor real football information, since this information inclusively
exists in user's profile. Search Engines also often return a largelist of irrelevant search results due to the ambiguity
ofsearch query terms. To solve this problem one can use the following approaches 1) from Users Side/ Client Side
by selecting a very specific(unique) term and 2) from Systems Sides/Server by offeringaltemate queryterms for
users to refine the query terms (Figures 2 and 3).

m
2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16

Figure 2. Terms Similarity; Automated Ontology
Generation and Automated Indexing

The ontology is automatically constructed from text
document collection and can be used for Query

Refinement.

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Figure 3. Documents SimUarity; Search
Personalization-User Profiling

Often time it is hard to find the "right" term and even in
some cases the term does not exist.

The User Profile is automatically constructed from text
document collection and can be used for Query
Refinement and provide suggestions and for ranking the
information based on pre-existence user profile.

The main goal of this project is to develop perception- based information processes and retrieval system for the
internet based on user profile with capability of exchanging and updating the rules dynamically and **do what I
mean, not as I say" and using programming with "human common sense capability". Figure 4. shows the
structure of search engine and retrieval technique and the problem related to perception and areas that soft
computing can be used as a mean for improvement.

Perception Based Search Engine: World Wide Web search engines have become the most heavily-used online
services, with millions of searches performed each day. Their popularity is due, in part, to their ease of use. Already
explosive amount of users on the Internet is estimated over 200 million (Table 1). The estimated user of wireless
devices is estimated 1 billion within 2003 and 95 % of all wireless devices will be Internet enabled within 2005.

Jan 1998: 30 Millions web hosts

Jan 1999: 44 Millions web hosts

Jan 2000: 70 Millions web hosts

Feb 2000: +72 Millions web hosts

Dec 1997: 320 Millions

Feb 1999: 800 Millions

March 2000: +1,720 Millions

The number of pages available on the Internet almost
doubles every year

Table 1. Internet and Rate of Changes
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Courtois and Berry (Martin P. Courtois and Michael W. Berry, ONLINE, May 1999-Copyright © Online Inc.)
published a very interesting paper "Results Ranking in Web Search Engines". In their work for each search, the
following topics were selected: credit card fraud, quantity theory of money, liberation tigers, evolutionary
psychology, french and indian war, classical greek philosophy, beowulf criticism, abstract expressionism, tilt up
concrete, latent semantic indexing, fm synthesis, pyloric stenosis, and the first 20 and 100 items were downloaded
using the search engine. Three criteria 1)AllTerms, 2) Proximity, and 3) Location were used as a major for testing
the relevancy ranking. Following Table shows the summary of Aeir results. Many search engines support Boolean
operators, field searching, and other advanced techniques. While searches may retrieve thousands of hits, finding
relevant partial matches might be a problem. In this project (Fuzzy Logic and the Internet; FLINT), a new ftizzy
clustering technique based on perception for automatic information retrieval with partial matches is described.
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Figure 4. Structureof searchengine and retrieval technique and the problemrelated to perceptionand areas that soft
computing can be used as a mean for improvement.
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Table 2. Results Ranking in Web Search Engines

Criteria All Terms Proximity Location

First 20 and 100 items 100 hits 20 hits 100 hits 20 hits 100 hits 20 hits

ALTAVISTA 31.0% 12.9% 11.1% 7.7% 40.5% 10.4%

EXCITE 18.6% 5.0% 28.2% 23.5% 77.3% 53.2%

HOTBOT 19.5% 12.3% 40.1% 23.5% 61.7% 28.8%

INFOSEEK 23.4% 16.0% 14.5% 9.5% 78.6% 50.1%

LYCOS 8.4% 5.4% 48.7% 26.3% 69.2% 31.9%

Table 3. ExamplesofFuzzy Web Search Engines

Search

Engine
Simple
Form

Search Logic Fuzzy
Logic in

any

form

Term

Weighting
Sorted

Output
Ranked

output
Find

Like

Boolean Proximity Nesting Truncation

Excite! X X X X X X X X X

AltaVista X X X X X X X

HotBot X X X X X X

Infoseek X X X X X X X X X

Lycos X X X* X

Open Text X X X X (X)
Web Crawler X X X X X X X X

Yahoo X X X X X

Google X X * * X * « *

Northern

Light
Power

X X * * * X * * ♦ *

Fast

Search

Advanced

X X ♦ * Id X * * * *

♦ No information provided

Potential Applications:

1. Search Engines and Web Crawlers
2. AgentTechnology (i.e.,Web-Based Collaborative and DistributedAgents)
3. Adaptive and Evolutionaiy techniques for dynamic environment (i.e. Evolutionary search engine and text
retrieval. Dynamic learning and adaptation of the Web Databases, etc)
4. Fuzzy Queries in Multimedia Database Systems
5. Query Based on User Profile
6. Information Retrievals

7. Siunmaiy ofDocuments
8. Information Fusion Such as Medical Records, Research Papers, News, etc
9. Files and Folder Organizer
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10. Data Management for Mobile Applications and eBusiness Mobile Solutions over the Web
11. Matching People, Interests, Products, etc
12. Association Rule Mining for Terms-Documents and Text Mining
13. E-mail Notification

14. Web-Based Calendar Manager
15. Web-Based Telephony
16. Web-Based Call Centre

17. Workgroup Messages
18. E-Mail and Web-Mail

19. Web-Based Personal Info

20. Internet related issues such as Information overload and load balancing. Wireless Internet-coding and D-coding
(Encryption), Securitysuch as Web securityandWireless/Embedded Web
Security,Web-basedFraud detection and prediction. Recognition, issues relatedto E-commerce
and E-bussiness, etc.
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Abstract

The networking has brought about limitless
possibilities and opportunities along with increased
risks and chances of malicious intrusions. It is
therefore, critical to have the security mechanisms
that are able to prevent unauthorized access to
system resources and data. However, complete
prevention of security breaches does not appear to
be practical. Intrusion detection can be regarded as
an alternative, or as a compromise to this situation.
Several techniques for detecting intrusions have
been studied by many researchers. This paper
discusses why intrusion detection systems are
needed and presents the main techniques that these
systems utilize. In any of these techniques, the need
for exploiting the tolerance for imprecision and
uncertainty to achieve robustness and low solution
costs is evident. It can be noted that, this is in fact,
the guiding principle of soft computing and more
particularly fiizzy logic introduced by Zadeh. This
workreports the preliminary stepstakenin the study
of the implications and advantages of using fuzzy
logic for handling intrusion detection through
approximate reasoning and approximate matching.

1. Introduction

In general, an intrusion attempt is defined as the
potential possibility of a deliberate unauthorized
attenq)t to access or manipulate information, or
render a system umeliable or unusable. An intrusion
detection system (IDS) is a tool that attempts to
perform intrusion detection. While the complexities
of host computers are already making intrusion
detection a difficult task, the increasing prevalence of
distributed networked-based systems and insecure
networks such as the Internet has greatly increased
the need for intrusion detection [1].

All Intemet-based and intranet-based computer
systems are vulnerable to intrusions and abuse by
both legitimate users (who abuse their authorities)

and unauthorized individuals. With the rapidly
increasing dependence of businesses and government
agencies on theircomputernetworks, protectingthese
systems from intrusions is critical. These are the
facets of the problem: the personal computer and the
Internethave become indispensable parts of everyday
lives, while they are exceedingly vulnerable to even
single attacks. The vulnerability of some of these
systems stems from the simple frict that they were
never intended for a massive interconnection.

An IDS assumes that an intruder's behavior will be
noticeably different from that of a legitimate user. It
also assumes that many unauthorized actions are
detectable. Two major approaches for detecting
computer security intrusions in real time are misuse
detection and anomaly detection. Misuse detection
attempts to detect known attacks against computer
systems. Anomaly detection uses knowledge of
users' normal behavior to detect attempted attacks.
The primary advantage of anomaly detection over
misuse detection methods is the ability to detect
novel and unknown intrusion. These approaches are
further discussed in the next section. Section 3 gives
an overviewof an intrusion detection approach that is
inspiredby the principlesof natural immunesystems.
A discussion on research needs of the field
demonstrating the importance of fuzzy intrusion
detection is presented in Section4. The last section
gives the concludingremarks.

2. Intrusion Models and Detection Algorithms
Typically, IDSs employ statistical anomaly and rule-
based misuse models in order to detect intrusions.
The detection in statistical anomaly model is based
on the profile of normal user's behavior. It will
statistically analyse the parameters of the user's
current session and compares them to the user's
normal behavior. Any significant deviation between
the two is regarded as a suspicious session. As the
main aim of this approach is to catch sessions that are
not normal, it is also referred to as an 'anomaly'
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detection model. The second model is dependent on a
rule-base of techniques that are known to be used by
attackers to penetrate. Comparing the parameters of
the user's session with this rule-base carries out the

actual act of intrusion detection. This model is

sometimes referred to as a misuse detection model, as
it essentially looks for patterns of misuse- patterns
known to cause security problem [2]. This section
takes a closer look at these models.

2.1. Statistical Anomaly Detection
Statistical anomaly detection systems initiate the
detection of the security breaches by analysing the
audit-logdata for abnormal userandsystembehavior.
These systemsassumethat such abnormal behavioris
indicative of an attack being carried out An anomaly
detectionsystemwill thereforeattemptto recognizing
the occurrence of 'out of the ordinary' events. For
implementation purposes, the first step is concemed
with building a statistical base for intrusion detection
that contains profiles of normal user and system
behavior. Bas^ on that, these systems can then
adaptively expand their statistical base by learning
user and system behavior. This model of intrusion
detection is essentially based on Pattern recognition
approaches, i.e. the ability to perceive structure in
some data.

2.2. Recognition of Intrusive Patterns
To carry out the pattern recognition act, the raw input
data is pre-processed to form a pattern. A pattern is
an extract of information regarding various
characteristics or features of an object, state of a
system, etc. Patterns either implicitly or explicitly
contain names and values of features, and if they
exist, relationshipsamong features. The entire act of
recognition can be carried out in two steps. In the
fust step a particular manifestation of an object is
described in terms of suitably selected features. The
second step, which is much easier than the first one,
is to define and implementan imambiguous mapping
ofthese features into class-membership space.
Patterns whose feature values are real numbers
(continuous or discrete) can be viewed as vectors in
n-dimensional space, where n is the number of
features in each pattern. Widi this representation,
each pattern corresponds to a point in the n-
dimensional metric feature space. In such a space,
distance between two points, Euclidean distance
being one example, indicates similarities (or
differences) of the corresponding two patterns.
Generally speaking, the key problem is reduction of

the dimensionality of the feature vector (and space).
Partitioning the feature space then carries out the
actual decision making act (classification) by any of
the many available methods; e.g. maximum
likelihood, K-nearest neighbors, decision surfaces
and discriminate functions. This approach to pattem
recognition is generally considered as statistical (or
decision theoretic).

More specifically for intrusion detection purposes,
the statistical analysis detects variation in a user's
behavior by looking for significant changes in the
session in comparison to user's behavior profiles or
patterns. The profiles consist of the individual
behavior in previous sessions and serve as a means
for representing the expected behavior. Obviously,
the information content of the patterns that make up
the profiles need to be dynamically iq)dated. For
intrusion detection purposes, various types of
subjects may need to be considered and monitored.
These may include users, groups, remote hosts, and
overall target systems. Monitoring groups enables the
detection system to single out an individual whose
behavior significantly deviates firom the overall
average group behavior. Detection of system wide
deviations in behavior that are not connected to a

single user may be achieved by monitoring the target
system. For instance, a large deviation in the number
of system wide login attempts may be related to an
intrusion.

To determine whether the behavior is normal or not,
it is characterized in terms of some of its key
features. The key features are then applied to
individual sessions. While the features employed
within different intrusion detection systems may vary
substantially, they may be categorised as either a
continuous or a discrete feature. A continuous feature

is a function of some quantifiable aspect of the
behavior such that during ^e course of the session its
value varies continuously. Connection time is an
example of this type of feature. This is in contrast to
a discrete feature that will necessarily belong to a set
of finite values. An example of such a feature is the
set of terminal location. For each subject, the
maintained profile is a collection of the subject's
normal expected behavior during a session described
in terms ofsuitably selected features.

The classification process to determine whether the
behavior is anomalous or not is based on statistical

evaluations of the patterns stored as profiles ^ecific
for each subject. Each session is described by a
pattem (usually represented as a vector of real
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numbers) consistingof the values of the featurespre
selected for intrusion detection. The pattern
corresponds to the same type of features recorded in
the profiles. Withthearrival of eachauditrecord, the
relevantprofiles are solicited and their contents (the
patternsthey contain) are compared with the pattern
(vector) of intrusion detection features. If the point
defined by the session vector in the /i-dimensional
space is far enough from the points corresponding to
the vectors stored in the profiles, then the audit
record is considered to be anomalous. It can be noted
that while the classification is based on the overall
pattern of usage (the vector), highly significant
deviations of the value of a single feature can also
result in the behaviorbeing consideredas anomalous.

23. Important Characteristics
To be usefril, the intrusion detection system must
maximize the true positive rate and minimize the
false positive rate. In most cases (but not all),
achieving a very low false positive rate (i.e. a low
percentage of normal use classified incorrectly as
anomalous) is considered more crucial. This can be
achieved by changing the threshold of the distance
metric that is used for classifying the session vector.
By raising this threshold, the false positive rate will
be reduced while this will also lower the true positive
rate (i.e. fewer eventsare considered abnormal).

To increase speed and to reduce misclassification
error, particularly when the number of classes (e.g.
the number of users) is large or not known, some
suggestions have been made for grouping of classes.
For example, patterns can be mapped into a
generalized indicator vector, on the basis of their
similarities. This vector is then used in conjunction
with a standard search tree method for identification

purposes. Another method first computes a similarity
measure- based on distance metric- between each
pattern and every other pattem and merges close
samples with each other. Yet another proposed
method is to find a pattem prototype (a typical
example of certain classes) and use that for
establishing the category of a new pattern before
comparing it with other exemplars of that category to
recover its specific identity (see [3] for details).

All of the methods described so far start the grouping
process by trying to identify similarities between
classes and their representing patterns. Obviously,
patterns representing the same class ofobjects should
have some features and feature values in common,
while patternsdescribing membersofa differentclass

should have different values for some or all of these
features. In other words, objects are classified as
members of a particular class if they possess some
distinctive features, which make them distinguished
from other objectspresent in the universe of objects.
Consequently, one may start the process of grouping
of classes on the basis of their evident differences.
That is, collect objects (e.g. users), which have some
evident differences from all other objects (classes)
into one group. Some efficient algorithms developed
for finding the necessary and sufficient conditions
that describe class membership, based on this
approach are described in [3].

2.4. Rule-based Misuse Detection

Obviously, attempting to detect intrusions on the
basis of deviations from expected behaviors of
individual users has some difficulties. For some

users, it is difficult to establish a normal pattem of
behavior. Therefor, it will be easy for a masquerader
to go undetected as well. Alternatively, the rale-based
detectionsystemsare based on the understanding that
most known network attacks can be characterized by
a sequence of events. For implementation purposes,
high-level system state changes or audit-log events
during the attacks are used for building the models
that form the rule bases. In Rule-based misuse
detection model, the IDS will monitor system logs for
possible matches with known attack profiles [2].
Rule-based systems generate very few false alarms,
as they monitor for known attack patterns.

There is another situation for which statistical
anomaly detection may not be able to detect
intrusions. This is related to the case when legitimate
users abuse their privileges. That is, such abuses are
normal behavior for these users and are consequently
undetectable through statistical approaches. For both
of these cases, it may be possible to defend the
system by enforcing rules that describe suspicious
patterns of behavior. These types of rules must be
independent of the behavior of an individual user or
their deviations from past behavior patterns. These
rules are based on the knowledge of past intrusions
and known deficiencies of the system security. In
some sense, these rules define a minimum standard of
conduct for users on the host system. They attempt to
define what can be regarded as the proper behavior
that its breaches will be detected. Most current

approaches to detecting intrusionsutilize some form
of rule-based analysis. Expert systems are probably
the most common form of rule-based intrusion
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detection approaches; they have been in use for
several years [4].

Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) are modular
structures in which the knowledge is separate from
the inference procedure. Knowledge may be utilized
in many forms, e.g. collection of facts, heuristic,
common sense, etc. When the knowledge is acquired
from (and represents) some particular domain expert,
the system is considered an expert system. In many
cases, production rules or specification of the
conditions that must be satisfied for the rule to

become applicable represents knowledge. Also
included are the provisions ofwhat should be done in
case a rule is activated.

The areas of KBS, expert systems, and their
applicationto intrusion detection have been and still
are a very active research area. Among the very
important aspects of the KBSs, are their knowledge
bases and their establishment This area and related

subjects may be considered as a field by itself,
referred to as 'knowledge engineering'. Knowledge
engineering is the process of converting human
knowledge into forms suitable for machines, e.g.
rules in expert systems. Some examples of an
interdisciplinary approach based for knowledge
engineering in computer security systems are
described in [5].

For successful intrusion detection, the rule-based
subsystem contains knowledge about known system
vulnerability, attack scenarios, and other information
about suspicious behavior. The rules are independent
from the past behavior of the users. With each user
gaining access and becoming active, the system
generates audit records that in turn are evaluated by
the rule-based subsystem. This can result in an
anomaly report for users whose activity results in
suspicious ratings exceeding a pre-defined threshold
value.

Clearly, this type of intrusion detection is limited in
the sense that it is not capable of detecting attacks
that the system designer does not know about. To
benefit from the advantages ofboth approaches, most
intrusion detectionsystemsutilize a hybridapproach,
inq>lementing a rule-based component in parallel
with statistical anomaly detection. While in general,
the inferences made by the two approaches are
independent or loosely coupled. The two subsystems
share the same audit records with different internal
processing approaches. There are arguments and
ongoingresearch in tightening the twotogether in the
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hope of achieving a reduced false-positive rate of
anomaly detection and eliminating the possibility of
multiple alarms [6].

3. Immunology Based Intrusion Detection
This section gives a brief overviewof an interesting
and somehow different approach to intrusion
detection. The design objective for this approach is
related to building con^uter immune systems as
inspired by anomaly detection mechanisms in natural
immune systems. The analogy between computer
security problems and biological processes was
suggested as early as 1987, vdien the term 'conq)uter
virus' was introduced [1]. But it took some years for
the connection between immune systems and
computer security to be eventually introduced [7].
This view of computer security can also be of great
value for implementing other intrusion detection
approaches. This ty'pe of intrusion detection has been
expanded into a distributed, local, and tunable
anomaly detection method [8].

In the immune system, the intrusion detection
problem is viewed as a problem of distinguishing self
(e.g. legitimate users and authorized actions) from
nonself (e.g. intruders). To solve this problem.
Detectors that match anything not belonging to self
are generated. The method relies on a large enough
set ofrandom detectors that are eventually capable of
detecting all nonself objects. While these systems
show several similarities with more traditional IDSs,

they are more autonomous. Such systems present
many desirable characteristics [8]. In particular, it
needs to be noted that the detection carried out by the
immune system is approximate; the match between
antigen (foreign protein) and receptor (surface of the
specialized cells in the immune system) need not be
exact This will allow each receptor to bind to a range
of similar antigens and vice versa. Based on the cited
literature, these concepts and ideas are further
discussed in the remainder ofthis section.

4. Fuzzy Intrusion Detection
Hybrid systems that are claimed to combine the
advantages of both statistical and rule-based
algorithms, while partially eliminating the
shortcomings of each one, are also devised. In
general, such systems will use the rule-based
approach for detection of previously encountered
intrusions and statistical anomaly detection
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algorithms for checking new types of attacks. An
example of this general approach is based on
utilization of neural networks that are trained to

model the user and system behavior, while the
anomaly detection consists of the statistical
likelihood analysis of system calls [9]. Another
approach is based on state transition analysis [10]. It
attempts to model penetrations as a series of state
changes that lead from an initial secure state to a
target compromised state. A case based reasoning
approach to intrusion detection, which alleviates
some of the difficulties in acquiring and representing
the knowledge is presented in [11]. A data-mining
framework for adaptivelybuilding intrusiondetection
models is described in [12]. It utilizes auditing
programs to extract an extensive set of features that
describe each network coimection or host session,
andappliesdata miningapproachesto learn rules that
accurately capture the behavior of intrusions and
normal activities.

For any type of the intrusion detection algorithm,
some points need to be further considered. In rule-
based (expert) systems administrators or security
experts must regularly update the rule base to account
for newly discovered attacks [2]. There are some
concerns about any system that relies heavily on
human operators (or experts) for knowledge
elicitation. Some of the crucial ones are:

• Humans, in the course of decision making and
reaching a conclusion, might use variables that
are not readily measurable or quantifiable.

• Humans might articulate non-significant features.
This, among other reasons, can lead to the
establishment of inconsistent (from one expert to
another) rule bases. Also, the system will be
slower than what it should be as some of the

rules that make up the knowledge base are of
secondary inqiortance.

• Broadly speaking, experts' knowledge is
necessarily neither complete nor precise.

For these reasons, it is highly desirable to have
systems and algorithms that acquire knowledge from
experiential evidence automatically.

The statistical-anomaly detection algorithm will
report 'significant* deviations of a behavior from the
profile representing the user's normal behavior.
While the significant usually refers to a threshold set
by the system security officer, in practice it can be
difficult to determine the amount that a behavior must

deviate from a profile to be considered a possible
attack. In the case of distributed anomaly detection
based on the mechanisms in natural immune system,
it is in fact advantageous to be able to carry out
approximate detection.

In any ofthese algorithms, the need for exploiting the
tolerance for imprecision and uncertainty to achieve
robustness and low solution costs is evident. This is

in fact, the guiding principle of soft computing and
more particularly fuzzy logic [13]. The subject of
fuzzy logic is the representation of imprecise
descriptions and uncertainties in a logical manner.
Many IDSs are mainly dependent on knowledge
bases or input/output descriptions of the operation,
rather than on deterministic models. Inadequacies in
the knowledge base, insufficiency or unreliability of
data on the particular object under consideration, or
stochastic relations between propositions may lead to
uncertainty. Uncertainty refers to any state ofaffair or
process that is not completely determined. In rule-
based and expert systems, lack of consensus among
experts can also be considered as uncertainty. Also,
humans (administrators, security experts...) prefer to
think and reason qualitatively, which leads to
imprecise descriptions, models, and required actions.

Zadeh introduced the calculus of fuzzy logic as a
means for representing imprecise propositions (in a
natural language) as non-crisp, fuzzy constraints on a
variable [14]. This is 'vagueness*: a clear but not
precise meaning. That is to say, fuzzy logic started to
cover vagueness, but turned out to be usefiil for
dealing with both vagueness and imcertainty. The use
of fuzzy reasoning in expert systems is naturally
justifiable, as imprecise language is the characteristic
of much expert knowledge. In crisp logic,
propositions are either true or false, while in fuzzy
logic different modes of qualifications are
considered.

There seems to be an urgent need for further work on
exploring the ways that artificial intelligence
techniques can make the intrusion detection systems
more efficient More specifically, intelligent
approaches that learn and automatically update user
and system profiles need to be investigated. More
research to study the implications and advantages of
using fiizzy logic for approximate reasoning and
handling intrusion detection through approximate
matching are definitely required. Additionally, the
capabilities of fuzzy logic in using the linguistic
variables and fuzzy rules for analysing and
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suminarizing the audit log data need to be
investigated.

5. Concluding Remarks
Any set of actions that attempt to compromise the
integrity, confidentiality, or availability of a resource
is defined as an intrusion. Many intrusion detection
systems base their operations on analysis of operating
system audit trail data. Intrusions can be categorised
into two main classes; misuse intrusions and anomaly
intrusions. As misuse intrusions follow well-defined

patterns they can be detected by performing pattern
matching on audit-trail information. Anomalous
intrusions are detected by observing significant
deviations from normal behavior. Anomaly detection
is also performed using other mechanisms, such as
neural networks, machine learning classification
techniques, and approaches that mimic biological
immune systems. Anomalous intrusions are harder to
detect, mainly because are no fixed patterns of
intrusion. So, for this type of intrusion detection
fuzzy approaches are more suitable. A system that
combines human-like capabilities in handling
imprecision and adaptive pattern recognition with the
alertness of a computer program can be highly
advantageous. This is an area that demands further
study and research work.
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Summary
In this paper we will discuss the basic theory of Fuzzy Bayesian Nets and their
application to user modelling, message filtering and data mining. We can now capture
and store large amounts of data that we would like to transform into useful knowledge.
We also expect to receive far too manymessages to be able to handle without someform
of intelligent filtering which acts on our behalf. Our Society feeds on information with
data banks, web sites, Internet wireless etc. We require a more intelligent way of
handling all this data and methods for transforming it into useful knowledge.
Summarising data, finding appropriate rules to discover models, sending only relevant
information to any individual, modelling users are all important tasks for our modem day
computer systems. We want to use the available data, not be swamped withit.

Introduction

Various machine teaming techniques such as decision trees, neural nets and Bayesian
Nets, [2,3], have been successful in the general field of data mining. A database is given
and used to find rules, determine a neural connectionist model or provide the required
probabilities for a Bayesian net to answer queries that carmot be answered directly.
Finding the optimal architectures or form ofrales is more difficult. A decisiontree can be
derived to fly an airplane for a given flight path from a database of states and events
taken every time a pilot makes a decision. To find a decision tree to fly more generally
for any flight plan cannot be done. There are limitations to all these machine-learning
methods. Which ever model is used it should not be too complex and must provide good
generalisation. If it is over complex by over fitting the data Aen errors in classifications
or predictions will be made. Good generalisation means sensible inteipolation between
the cases in the database to match the desired case. It is easier to treat discrete variables
than continuous ones.

We will let continuous variables take fuzzy values rather than a continuum of values.
Thus, a variable representing the height ofa person will be allowed to take values such as
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short, average and tall rather than a range of values. The semanticsof short, average, tall
will be given by a fuzzy set interpretation. All machine learning methods and algorithms
can be modified to allow variables to take these fuzzy values. These modifications will be
illustrated in this paper. This provides an example of computing with words. The
advantage of using fiizzy words as compared to crisp sets is that better interpolation is
provided and this results in more simple models. For example, to classify points
belonging to the upper triangle of a square as apposed to those in the lower triangle
requires only 2 overlapping fiizzy sets on each of the axes of the square to give 97%
accuracy. To obtain the same accuracy in the case of crisp sets we would require 16
divisionsof each axis. We wouldexpectthe modifications required to move from crisp to
fiizzy sets to not be too complex. Certainly, we would not expect a totally different
mathematics. For prediction problems, the variable whose value is to be predicted is
allowed to take a discrete set of fiizzy values. The prediction from our machine learning
method will be a probability distribution over these fiizzy sets. A method of
defiizzificationwill be described which converts this to a single point value.

For filtering messages we will use prototypes representing different types of people for
given contexts. Each prototype will output a support for receiving the message. Each user
will have a neural net to input these supports and provide a command to send the message
to the user or reject it. The prototype can be modelledwith fiizzy rules, a fuzzy decision
tree, a fiizzy Bayesian net or a fiizzy conceptual graph. In this paper we will only
consider Bayesian nets and decision trees.

Prototypes for Message Passing and other Applications
As discussed above a message is sent to prototypes representing prototypical persons and
a support of interest is output from each prototype. These are sent to a user's neural net
that decides to either send or reject the message. We can illustrate this diagrammatically
as

messaee

Neural net

Send or reject

user
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The representation for the prototypes, PI, P5 could be fuzzy rules, fuzzy conceptual
graphs, fuzzy decision trees orfiizzy Bayesian nets. We will choose for this paper fuzzy
Bayesian nets.

A fuzzy Bayesian net is like a Bayesian net, [4], but the variables can take fuzzy values.
An exampleof such a net is

Offer Rate

RateSuit

LoanPeriod

OfferSuit

Interest

The values ofthe variables are

Offer: {mortgage, personal loan, car loan, car insurance, holiday insurance, credit card,
payment protection, charge card, home insurance}

TypeRate: (fixed, variable}
Rate: (good, fair, bad}
CompSize: (large, medium, small}
CompAge: (old, medium,young}
LoaniPeriod: (long, medium, short}
RateSuit: (very, fairly, a little}
CompSuit: (very, fairly, a little}
OfferSuit: (good, average, bad}
MedicalReq: (yes, no}
Interest: (high, medium, low}

The meaning of thevariables is obvious forthis financial application. Some of thevalues
are fiizzy sets suchas old, long, very, good,highetc.

Prior probability distributions are given for those nodes without parents and conditional
probabilities Pr(Node | Parents) for those nodes with parents. These probabilities define a
type of person - risk taking for example. Each prototype would have a different set of
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conditional probabilities. They could, of course, also have different architectures with
different nodes. These probabilities can be determined from appropriate databases. The
entries in these databases would more likely be precise values and we would need to
convert this database to one where the attributes could take the fiizzy values given above.
We will discuss this later.

A message might be as follows. The Robert Building Society is offering long term
mortgages at 4% fixed rate. From this message we can extract the some variable
instantiations. The Company size and age can be deduced from published details of the
Robert Company. There is missing information about the variable medical required. The
rate of loan. Company size and age will be given as numbers and we must convert these
to probability distributions over the word values of the variables. The words are
representedby fuzzy sets and mass assignmenttheory is used to obtain these distributions
as discussed later.

Normally we would compile the net without instantiations and then update this prior
representation using the variable instantiations to obtain a final probability distribution
over the values of the Interest variable. A clique tree is first formed and a message-
passing algorithm used to do the compiling and updating. This method must be modified
to take accoimt of the fact that some of the instantiations are probability distributions.
Bayesian updating assumes precise values for the evidence and does not handle the
situation in which distributions are given. We will later discuss the philosophy of this
modification but we will not give all the details of the modification to the message-
passing algorithm.

For now we can assume that we use the modified algorithm to give us a final probability
distribution over the values of the Interest variable. Suppose this is

high: pi, medium: p2, low: p3 where pi + p2 + p3 = 1
The values high, medium and low are fiizzy sets and the mass assignment theory can give
expected values of these fiizzy sets as the expected values of the least prejudiced
distributions associated with the fiizzy sets. Let these be pi, p2 and p3 respectively. The
Interest variable then takes the defiizzified value s where

s = plpl + p2|x2 + p3p3

Each prototype delivers a support in a similarmanner. The neural net for a givenuser is
trained on an example set.

This is a toy example to illustrate the general approach. More generally contexts would
be defined and the net prototypes given for each defined contexts. Message interpretation
would use some form ofsemantic analysis to extract the relevant variable instantiations.

The approach can be used for many different types of personalisation examples. A web
page couldbe personalised for a given user to give relevant and interesting information.
Books and films could be chosen to interest the user. Internet wireless will require
approaches like this to preventdeadlockin communication traffic.
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The Bayesian Modification Philosophy
Classical Bayesian updating cannot handle updating with distributions. We require a
modification and we base the idea of choosing the updated distribution to minimise the
relative entropy of this with the prior. Applied to the problem of updating the prior of
AB, namely

ab : pi, a-^b : p2, --ab : p3, -•a-'b : p4
with the distribution for A of

arql.-'a: q2= 1-ql
we use

qi q2
a -•a update

prior AB
plql/Nlpi ab plql /N1 0

p2 a-'b p2ql /N1 0 p2ql/Nl
p3 -•ab 0 p3q2/N2 p3q2/N2
p4 -'a-^b 0 p4q2/N2 p4q2/N2

Nl=pl+p2 N2 = p3+p4

For the case in which we update with several variable evidences we perform an update,
one at a time and repeat with the final update becoming the new prior until we obtain
convergence. This is depicted diagrammatically as

Variable 1 Distribution Variable 2 Distribution
Prior • Update1 • Update 2

t
until convergence

The clique message-passing algorithm of Bayesian Nets is modified to effectively be
equivalent to this modified updating. The modification does not add significant
complexity to the algorithm.

A Little Mass Assignment Theory
Wesuppose the variable X cantake values in {1,2,3,4, 5,6}. Letus suppose thatwe
wish the values ofX to be the mutually exclusive partition {evenand odd}. If we were
told that X is even then we wouldsay that the distribution overthe integer set is

Pr(2 Ieven) = Pr(41 even) = Pr(6 [even) = 1/3
This assumes an equally likely prior.

If we replace the partition withthe fiizzy partition {small, medium, large} where
smaU =1/1+2/0.7 + 3/0.3

medium =2/0.3 + 3/0.7 + 4/1+5/0.2
large =5/0.8 + 6/1
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and are told that X is small we should be able to derive a distribution over X assuming
an equally likely prior. This we call the least prejudiced distribution.

The mass assignment for the fuzzy set small is
MAsmaU = {1} : 0.3, {1, 2} : 0.4, {1,2,3} : 0.3

Assuming the prior distribution of X is that each integer is equally likely then the least
prejudiced distribution is obtained by allocating a mass associated with a set of values
equally among those values. This gives

LPDsmall = 1 : 0.3 + 0.2 + 0.1 = 0.6, 2 :0.2 + 0.1 = 0.3, 3 : 0.1

Ifwe had a different prior then this would be used to allocate the masses.

The mass assignment, [1], is a random set. We give it a different name to emphasise that
the mass assignment theory is different to both random set and Dempster Shafer theories.

This definition of LPD can be extended to the case of continuous fuzzy sets and the
expected value of the LPDis the mean p of the fuzzy set that we used for defuzzification.

Suppose that we are told that X is about_2 where
about_2= 1/0.3 + 2/1 +3/0.3

then we are interested to determine Pr(small | about_2), Pr(medium | about_2) and
Pr(large | about_2) giving the distribution overourpartition.. The calculation of Pr(f | g)
where f and g are fuzzy sets is called point value semantic unification.

The mass assignment for about_2 is given by
MAabout_2 = {2}: 0.7, {1,2, 3} : 0.3

so that the LPD of about_2 is
LPDabout_2 = 1 :0.1, 2 : 0.7 + 0.1 = 0.8,3 :0.1

LPDabout_2(x) = Pr(x | about_2)
Thus

Pr(smal] | about_2)
= 0.3Pr({ 11 about_2) + 0.4Pr({ 1,2} | about_2) + 0.3 Pr({ 1,2,3} | about_2)

= 0.3 0.1 + 0.4(0.1 + 0.8) + 0.3(0.1 + 0.8 + 0.1) = 0.69

Suppose we are given a database withattributes X, Y and Z that can take valuesin
[0, 10], [5, 12] and {true, false} respectively. Suppose further that we partition X and Y
into the fuzzy partitions {fi} and (gi) respectively.

A new range of values for attributes in a database can be a set of words where each word
is defined by a fuzzy set. The original database attribute values are transformed into
distributions over these words to form a reduced database. This reduced database can be
used to obtain decision trees using ID3, the required probabilities for Bayesian analysis
and otherapplications. Theentries in theoriginal database canbe precise, vague, fuzzy or
unknown
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Let one line in the database be X = x, Y = y and Z = trae, then this can be rewritten as
the lines

X = fi, Y= gj,Z= true with probability Pr(fi | x)Pr(gj [y) for all i, j
wherex and y canbe pointvalues, intervals or fuzzysets.

We can repeat this for all lines of the database and calculate the joint probability
distribution for XYZ from which the Bayesian Net conditional probabilities can be
calculated.

A similar approach can be used to determine decision trees from databases for
classification and prediction.

Conclusions

The methods given here for the management of uncertainty, machine learning and
modelling provides a unified and consistent approach to computing with words
eliminating the ad hoc nature usually encountered. For example, one method of
defiizzification suggests itself rather than the numerous ad hoc methods used in the
literature.

In this paper we have described a Bayesian Net approach to user modelling and
personalisation. We extended the theory of Bayesian Netsto allownodevariables to take
fuzzy values. These word values were represented by fuzzy sets. The updating message
algorithm was extended to allow probability distribution instantiations of the variables.
This was necessary since instantiated values from messages were translated into
distributions over words.

The approach was illustrated using a message traffic filtering application. A similar
approach could be used for many other applications such as personalising web pages to
give users relevant information, providing TV programs, books and films of interest,
intelligent filtering of emails. Advertisers could use the approach to select who should
receive their adverts.

Fuzzy setswere usedto provide better generalisation andtheuse of continuous variables.

A similar approach has been used for data mining and other machine learning
applications.
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Abstract.

We describe a document retrieval language which
enables user's to better represent their requirements with
respect to the desired documents to be retrieve. This
language allows for a specification of the
interrelationship between the desired attributes using
linguistic quantifiers. This firamework also supports a
hierarchical formulation of queries. These features
allow for an increased expressiveness in the queries that
be handled by a retrieval system.

1. Introduction

With the explosive growth of the intemet the need

to effectively retrieve documents^ satisfying user
requirements has emergedas one of the most important
technological problems we are facing. At the heart of
the currentproblem with retrieval systems is the ability
to effectivelyexpress search requirements in a way that
can be "understood" by the computer. Here we need a
bridge to translate between the linguistic type
expression favorite by humans and the formal
representations needed for computer manipulation.
Fuzzy logic and the related disciplines of approximate
reasoning [1] and computing with words [2] have been
primarilydevelopedto provide such a bridge.

For the most part, the current retrieval paradigm
involves a situation in which a document is
"represented." Essentially this representation consists
of a decomposition of a document into attributes on
which the document can be scored. These attributes can

be based upon ideas as simple as the appearance of a
word or phase in the document or can involve complex
processing ofthe document using notions like frequency
of occurrence. When searching, a user expresses their
requirements in terms of a subset of these primary
attributes. The overall evaluation of a document by an
aggregation of the scores ofthe specifiedattributes.

^Here we use the term document to generically
indicate a broad spectrum of objects which include
web-pages, reports, books, movie titles etc

The method of aggregation used can be seen to
inherently reflect an expression of a desired
interrelationship between the specified attributes. Thus
the aggregation can be seen as a kind of recomposition
of the doctunent firom its attributes. Typical examples
of aggregation are the simple average and those based
upon logical connections, anding and oring.

One way to improve retrieval systems is to provide
a wide class of aggregation operations to enable the
system to implement sophisticated interactions and
thereby allow the user increased expressiveness in
specifying their desires. In addition any extension of
aggregation options would greatly benefit from a strong
correspondence between formal methods ofaggregation
and natural language specification. One goal of the
agenda of computing with words is to provide such a
capability.

Here we shall describe a query language for
evaluating user specifications which we call this
language Hi-RET. This language will make
considerable us of the Ordered Weighted Averaging
(OWA) operators [3]. These OWAoperators provide a
large class of aggregationmethodswhich have a natural
correspondence betweena linguistic specification anda
formal method of aggregation. In addition the
expressive capability of the query language will be
enhanced by the use of a hierarchical structure to
representqueries.

As will become clear this approach is extremely
generic and can be used as an integral part of many
different types search and retrievalsystems.

2. OWA Aggregation Operators

Central to any document retrieval system is the
need to aggregate scores, in order to provide a very
general firsunework to implement aggregations, we shall
use the OWA operators [3].
Definition: An Ordered Weighted Averaging, OWA,
operator of dimension n is a mapping which has an
associated weighting vector Win which Wj € [0,1] and
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S Wj =1and where
j=l

n

F(ai,a2,...,%)= X W:b:
j=l

with bj being the largest ofthe aj
By appropriately selecting the vector W we can

implement various different typesof aggregation.
We now consider a basic application of the OWA

operator in a document retrieval system. Assume Aj,

A2,.—» An is a collection of attributes of interest to a
user of a retrieval system. For any document d, let
Ai(d) € [0,1] indicate thedegree to which document d
satisfies the property associated with attribute Aj.
Using the OWA operator, we can obtain an overall
valuation ofdocument d as

Val(d) = F^AjCd), A2(d),...,An(d)).
A number of different approaches have been

suggested for obtaining the weighting vector W to use
in any givenapplication [4]. For our purposes, that of
developing a user friendly document retrieval system,
we sh^l describe anapproach based upon the idea of
linguistic quantifiers.

The conceptof linguisticquantifiers wasoriginally
introduced by Zadeh [5]. A proportional linguistic
quantifier is a term corresponding to a proportion of
objects. Examples of this are most^ at least half, all,

about Vs. Let 0 be a proportional linguistic
quantifier wecan represent this as a fuzzy subset Q over
I = [0, 1] in which for any proportion r e I, Q(r)
indicates the degree to which r satisfies the concept
indicatedby the quantifier Q.

In [3] Yager showed how we can use a linguistic
quantifier to obtain a weighting vector W associated
with an OWA aggregation. For our purposeswe shall
restrict ourselves to regularly increasing monotonic
(RIM) quantifiers. A fuzzy subsetQ ; I -> I is said to
represent a RIM linguistic quantifier if: 1) Q(0) = 0,2)
Q(l) = 1 and 3) if rj > r2 then QCrj) > Q(r2)
(monotonic). These RIMquantifiers model theclassin
which an increasein proportion results in an increase in
compatibility to the linguistic expression being
modeled. Examples of these types ofquantifiers are at
least one. all, at least a %. most, more than a few.
some.

Assume Q is a RIM quantifier. Then we can
associatewith Q an OWA weightingvectorW suchthat
forj = 1 ton

48

Wj =Q(i)-Q(i^)
J n n

Thus using this approach we obtain the weighting
vector directly from the linguistic expression of the
quantifier

Let us look at the situation for some prototypical
quantifiers. The quantifier for all is shown in figure
#1.

1

1

Figure #1. Linguistic quantifier "for all"
In this case we get that wj =0forj^ n,and w^ = 1, W
= W4, In this case we get as our aggregation the

minimum of the aggregates. We also recall that the
quantifierfor all corresponds to the logical "anding" of
all the arguments

In figure #2 we see the existential quantifier , at
least one, this is the same as not none.

1

Figure #2. Linguistic quantifier "not none"
In this case wj =1 and wj =0forj > 1, W=W*. This
can be seen as inducing the maximum aggregation. It
is recalled this quantifier corresponds to a logical oring
ofthe arguments

Figure #3 is seen as corresponding to the quantifier
at least a. For this quantifier wj = 1 for j such that

<a < and w; = 0 for all other,
n n *

Another quantifier is one in which Q(r) = r for r e

[0, 1]. For this quantifier we get wj =1. - 111 = J-
J n ® n

for all j. This gives us the simple average. We shall
denote this quantifier as some.

As discussed by Yager [6] one can consider
parameterized families of quantifiers. For example

consider the parameterized family Q(r) =r^,where ps
[0, eo]. Here if p = 0, we get the existential quantifier;
when p = eo, we get the quantifierfor all and when p =
1, we are get the quantifier 5ome. In addition for the
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case in which p = 2,Q(r) = r^, we get one possible
interpretationof the quantifiermost.

1

a *

Figure #3. Linguistic quantifier "at least a"
We are now in a position to address the issue of

obtaining the OWA weighting vectorto be used in a
search in a user friendly document retrieval system. In
constructingsuch a user friendly system we shallmake
available to the user a vocabulary, Q= {Q\t ^2,
Qj}, oflinguist expressions, each corresponding to a
linguistic quantifier. When posing a query, the user,
after specifyinga collectionof attributes of interest(Aj,

A2, Ajj), will be prompted to also specify one of
the linguistic quantifiers in Q as guiding the query
formation. Transparent to the user is the association of
each of the linguistic terms in Q, witha representative
fuzzy subset, (?i <=> Qj, and the process of converting
this fuzzy subset into an OWA weighting vectorbased
on the formulation

wj =Qid)-Qi(i^)-
•» n ti

One of the elements in Q should be designated as
the default quantifier, this is the one that is to be used
when no selection is specified by the user. Perhaps the
most appropriate choicefor this is theaverage quantifier
w:= i-, which corresponds to the linguistic expression

J n
some.

The process of actually selecting the set Q while
clearly of great importance is beyondourscopehereand
should benefit from some empirical research trying to
match users perceptions and vocabularywith fiizzysets.
It should also deal the issue of finding a selection of
terms to cover a spectrum wide enough to allow users
to appropriately expresstheir desires.

Based on the ideas so far presented here we can
introduce the idea of a query module: <Ai, A2,....

An*. Q>, consisting of a collection of attributes of
interest and a linguistic quantifier indicating the
proportion of the relevant attributes we desire. Implicit
in this query module is the fact the the linguistic
expression Q is essentially defining a weighting vector
W for an OWA aggregation.

3. Introducing Importances In Queries

In the preceding we have indicated a query object to
be a module consisting of a collection of attributes of
interest and a quantifier Q indicating a mode of
interaction between the attributes. Implicit in the
precedingis the equal treatmentofall desired attributes.
Often a user may desire to ascribe different weights or
importances to the different attributes. In the following
we shall consider the introduction of importance
weights into our procedure.

Let Uj e [0, 1] be a value associated with an
attribute indicating the importance associated with the
attribute. We shall assume the larger aj the more
important and let aj = 0 stipulate zero importance.
With the introduction of these weights we can now
considera more general query object, <Ai, A2,...., A^:
M: Q>. Here as before, the Aj are a collection of
attributes and Q is a linguistic quantifier, however, here
M is an n vector whose component mj = otj, the
importance associated with Aj.

Our goal now is to calculate the overall score
Val(d) associated with a document d, we shall denote
this

Val(d) =FQ/M(Ai(d), A2(d) An(d))
Here Fq/m indicates an OWA operator. Our agenda
here will be to first find an associated OWA weighting
vector, W(d), based upon Q and M. Once having
obtained this vector we calculate Val(d) by the usual
OWA process

n

Val(d) =W(d)T B(d) =S Wj(d) bj(d)
j=l

Here bj(d) is denoting the j^ largest of the Ai(d) and
Wj(d) is the j^^ component of the associated OWA
vector W(^

We now describe the procedure [7] that shall be
used to calculate the weighting vector, Wj(d). The first
step is to calculate the ordered argument vector B(d)

such that bj(d) is the j*^ largest of the Ajfd).
Furthermore, we shall let pj denote the importance
weight associated with the attribute that has the j^^
largest value. Thus if A5(d)is the largest of the AjCd),
then bi(d) = A5(d) and uj = a5. Our next step is to
calculate the OWA weighting vector W(d). We obtain
the associated weights as

Wj(d)=Q(^)-Q(Si^)
J T? T*
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j n
where S; = X % 2®*^ ^ ~ ~ X ^

k=l k=l
the sum ofall the importances and Sj is the sum ofthe
importances of the most satisfied attributes. Once
having obtained these weights we can then obtain the
aggregated value by the usual method, B^W, The
following example will illustrate the use of this
technique.
Example: We assume four criteria of interest to the
user. Aj, A2, A3, A4. Their importances areuj = 1,
U2 = 0.6, U3 = 0.5 and U4 = 0.9. From this wegetT =

4

' X % ~ 3. We shall assume the quantifier guiding

this aggregation is mostwhichis defined by Q(r)= r^.
Consider document x whose satisfaction to each of the
attributes is:

Ai(x) = 0.7, A2(x) = 1, A3(x) = 0.5, A4(x) = 0.6
Our objective here is to obtain the valuation of the
document with respect to this query structure. In this
case the orderingof the criteria satis&ctionsgives us:

''j "j
A2 1 0.6

Al 0.7 1

A4 0.6 0.9

A3 0.5 0.5

Calculating the weights associated with x, which we
denoted wj(x), weget

wi(x) =CK^) -Q(0) =0.04
W2(x) =Q(M)-Q(M) =0.24

W3(x) =Q(2^) - Q(l^) =0.41
3 3

W4(x)=Q(|)-Q(M)=0.31
Usingthis we calculate Val(x)

4

Val(x)=X Wj(x)bj
j=l

= (.04)(1) + (.24)(.7) + (.41)(.6) + (.31)(.5)= 0.609
More details with respect to the properties of this

methodology canbefoundin [7],however herewe shall
point one special case. Consider the case of the

quantifier some, Q(r) = r. For this quantifier wj = —
n

and hence Val(d) =i X "i »{• This is simply the
T J=1

weighted average of the attributes.
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4. Concepts and Hierarchies

In the preceding we have considered a retrieval
system in which we have a collection of primary
attributes Aj, i = 1 to n. These attributes are
characterized by the fact that for any d e D, we have
available A{(d) e [0,1], the values of attribute Aj are
directly accessible. We shall now associate with our
retrieval system slightly more general idea called a
concept. We define a concept as an object whose
measure of satisfaction can be obtained for any
document in D. It is clear that the attributes are

examples of concepts, they are special concepts in that
their values are directly accessible from the document
base.

Consider now a query object of the type we have
previously introduced. This is an object of the form
<Ai, A2,...., Aq: M: Q>. As we have indicated, the
satisfitction of this object for any d e D can be obtained
by our aggregation process. In the light of this
observation we can consider this query object to be a
concept, with

Con = <Ai, A2,...., Aq'. M: Q>
then

Con(d) =FQ^(Ai(d), A2(d),...., Aq(d)).
Thus a query object is a concept. A special concept is
an individual attribute.

Con = <Aj : M: Q> = Aj,
we shall call these atomic concepts. These atomic
concepts require no Q or M, but just need Aj
specification.

Let us look at the query object type concept in
more detail. The basic components in these objects are
the attributes, the Aj. However, firom a formal point of
view, the ability to evaluate the queiy objects-concept is
based upon the fact that for each Aj, we have avalue for
any d, Aj(d). As we have just indicated, aconcept also
has this property, for any d we can obtain a measure of
its satisfaction. This observation allows us to extend

our idea of query object-concept to allow for concepts
whose evaluation depends upon other concepts. Thus
we can consider concepts ofthe form

Con = <Coni, Con2,Conj: M: Q>.
Here each ofthe Conj are concepts used todetermine the
satisfaction of Con by an aggregation process where M
determines the weight of each of the participating
concepts and Q is the quantifier guiding the aggregation
of the component concepts.

The introduction ofconcepts into the query objects
results in a hierarchical structure for query formation.
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Essentially, we unfold until we end up with queries
made up of just attributes which we can directly
evaluate. The following simple examples illustrate the
structure.

Example: Consider here the query
(Aj andA2andA3)or (A3 andA4).

We can consider this as a concept
<Coni, Con2 : M: Q>.

Here Q is the existential quantifier and M =

addition

Couj = <Ai, A2,A3: Mj: Qj>
Con2= <A3, A4 : M2:Q2>

Here Qi = Q2 ~ ^nd Mj =

1

1

L 1 J

and M2 =

In

Thisquerycanbe expressed in a hierarchical fashion as
shown in figure #4.

Figure ^4. Hierarchical Formulation

5. Hierarchical Querying in Information
Retrieval

Using the ideas discussed in the precedingwe shall
describe a hierarchical querying framework that can be
used for information retrieval, we shall call this the
Hierarchical Document Retrieval Language and use the
acronymHI-RET. This language can be used to retrieve
documents from the internet or intranet type
enviromnentor any other computer basedenvironment

Associated with any implementation of this
language is a set i4 = {Aj, A2,...., A^} of atomic
attributes, words or concepts. These atomic concepts
are such that for any document d in D and any concept
Aj in v4 we have directly available the value Aj(d) e
[0,1], the satisfaction of attribute Aj by document d.
This information can be stored in a ^tabase such that
each record isatuple consisting ofthe values Aj(d) for j
= 1 to n and the address ofdocument d. Essentially each
object can be viewed as a n vector whose components
are the Aj(d).

In addition to the attributes we also assume

associated with any implementation of HI-RET is a
vocabulary of linguistic quantifiers, ^ = {^1, Q2' •—»
^q} available to the searcher. Within this set of
quantifiers we should surely have the quantifiers a//,
any. and some. One quantifier should be designated as
the default quantifier. Perhaps a best choice for this is
the quantifier some. Transparent to the user is a fuzzy
subset Qi on the unit interval associated with each
linguistic quantifier Q. This fuzzy subset is used to
generatethe associatedweights used in the aggregation.

A query to the document retrieval system is
indicated by the user by the specification ofa "concept"
that the user desires satisfied. The user is asked to

"define" this concept by expressing it in terms of a
query object, <Ci, C2^ Cn- consisting of a
group of components Cj, an importance weight
associated with each of the components, M, and a
quantifier, Q expressing the imperative for aggregating
the components. The specification of the importance
weights as well as quantifier are optional. If the
weights are not expressed, then by default they are
assumed to have importance one, if die quantifier is not
expressed, then the designated default quantifier is
assumed. For each of the components of the query that
are not an atomic object the searcher is asked to provide
a definition. This process is continued until the
complete hierarchy defining the query is formulated. It
is noted that this hierarchy is a tree like structure in the
leaves are atomic components. Figure #S shows a
prototypical example ofsuch a query.

Once having obtained the HI-RET expansion of a
query as in Figure#S, we can then use our aggregation
methods to evaluate the query for each document. For
example, in the case of figure #5 for document d we
have

Con4(d) =Fj^Q^fAgfd), A3(d))
Con3(d) =FM3/Q3(A2(d), AjCd), AqCd))
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Con2(ci) - Fj^2/Q2(Con4(d), Ag(d))
Coni(d) =Fmi/Qi(^7(<^)» Cott2(d), Con3(d))

Figure #5. Prototypical Query in HI-RET
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Abstract

We propose a search engine which conceptually matches
input keywords and web pages. The conceptual matching is
realized by context-dependent keyword expansion using
conceptual fuzzy sets.
First, we show the necessity and also the problems of

applying fiizzy sets to information retrieval. Next, we
introduce the usefulness of conceptual fuzzy sets in
overcoming those problems, and propose the realization of
conceptual fuzzy sets using Hopheld Networks. We also
propose the architecture of the search engine which can
execute conceptual matching dealingwithcontext-dependent
word ambiguity. Finally, we evaluate ourproposed method
through twosimulations of retrieving actual web pages, and
compare the proposed method with the ordinary TF-IDF
method. We show that our method can correlate seemingly
unrelated inputkeywords and producematching Web pages,
whereas the TF-IDF method cannot.

1. Introduction

Information retrieval in the Intemet is generally done by
using keyword matching, which requires that for words to
match, theymustbe thesameor synonyms. Butessentially,
notonlythe information that matches thekeywords exactly,
but also information related in meaning to the input
keywords should be retrieved. The following reasons are
why fuzzysetsareessential for information retrieval.
First,a fuzzy set is defined by enumerating its elements and

the degree of membership ofeachelement. It is useful for
retrieving information which includes not onlythekeyword,
but also elements of the fuzzy set labeled by the input
keyword. For example, a search engine mayuse baseball,
diving, skiing, etc., as kinds of sports, when a user inputs
"sports" as the keyword.
Second, the same word can have various meanings.

Several words are used concurrently in usual sentences, but
each word has multiple possible meanings (region), so we
suppose an appropriate context which suits all regions of
meaning of all words. At the same time, the context
determines the meaning ofeach word.

WordC

Word A

WorSD

Fig.l. Meanings of wordsdetermined bya context.

For example, "sports" may mean "diving" or "sailing"
when it is used with "marine," and may mean "baseball" or
"basketball" when used with *TVprograms." That is, each
possibility distribution of meaning is considered as a fuzzy
set itself. For information retrieval, keyword expansion that
considers context is necessary, because simple expansionof
a possible region causes a flood of words. For example,
even if the user intends "marine sports," the set of expanded
keywords includes utmecessary sports such as "baseball."
However, an ordinary fiiz^ set does not provide us the
method to deal with context-dependent word ambiguity. To
overcome this problem, we previously proposed using
conceptual fuzzy sets (CFSs) [l]-[4] , which conform to
Wittgenstein's concept, to represent the meanings of
concepts.
In Ais paper, we propose a search engine which

conceptually matches input keywords andWeb pages. The
conceptual matching is attained by context dependent
keyword expansion using conceptual fuzzy sets. We
describe the necessity of conceptual fiizzy sets for
information retrieval in Section 2, and propose the use of
conceptual fiizzy sets usingHopfield Networks in section 3.
Section 4 proposes the search engine which can execute
conceptual matching and deal withcontext-dependent word
ambiguity. In Section S, we show two simulations of
retrieving actualWebpagescomparing the proposed method
with the ordinary TF-IDF method. In section 6, we will
conclude the paper.

2. Fuzzy Sets and Context Dependent Word Ambiguity

2.1 Conceptual Fuzzy Sets 11]-[41
Let's think about the meaning of "heavy." A person

weighting 100kg would usually be considered heavy. But
there is no clear boundary between"heavy" and"not heavy."
Fuzzy sets are generally used to indicate these regions.
That is, we have a problem ofspecificity.

Words

CoQtcntI

(forwanlA,BtndC)

CW(tttt2

(for won) A, B ind D)
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heavy heavy
hunctn vdo^

Fig. 2. The meaning of"heavy."

Let's think about it some more. For a vehicle, "heavy"
might be severalthousandkgs. For a ship, it mightbe more
than ten thousand tons. Therefore, the item "heavy" being
judged affects the vagueness of the meaning of "heavy"
much more than the non-specificily of the amount when the
item is already determined as shown in Fig. 2. Moreover,
"work" can be heavy,"traffic" can be heavy, and "smoking"
can be heavy. So the meaning of '*heavy" changes with the
context, whichresults in the vagueness of themeaning.
That is, the main cause of vagueness is ambiguity in the

language, not specificity. Ordinaryfuzzy set theory hasnot
dealt vdtb the context dependent meaning representation
conceming language ambiguity. However, as we
mentioned in the Introduction, a fiizzy set is defined by
enumerating its elements and the degree of membership of
each element, we can use it to express word ambiguity by
enumerating all possible meanings of a word, then
estimating ^e degrees ofcompatibilities between the word
and the meanings. Fuzzy set theory should therefore deal
with languageambiguityas the main causeof vagueness.
To overcome this problem, we previouslyproposed using

conceptual fuzzy sets. Although several works have been
published, we will explain CFSs for understanding the
following sectiorL According to Wittgenstein [5], the
meaning of a concept canbe represented bythetotality of its
uses. In this spirit, conceptual fuzzy sets, in which a
concept is represented by the distribution of the activation
concepts, are proposed.
The label of a fuz^ set represents the name of a concept,

and a fuz^ set represents the meaning of the concept.
Therefore, the shape of a fuzzy set is determined by die
meaning of thelabel, which depends onthesituation (Fig.3).

e

Fig.3.A fuzzyset as a meaningrepresentation.

According to the theory of "meaning representation firom
use" proposed by Wittgenstein) the various meanings of a
label (word) canbe represented by otherlabels (words), and
we can assign grades of activation showing the degree of
compatibility between labels.
A CFS achieves this by using distributions of activations.

A CFS is realized as an associative memoryin which a node
represents a concept and a linkrepresents the strength of the
relationbetween two (cormected) concepts. Theactivation
values agreeing with the grades of membership are
determined through this associative memory. In a CFS,the
meaning ofa concept isrepresented bythe distribution ofthe
activation values of the other nodes. The distribution
evolves firom the activation of the node representing the
54

concept of interest. The image ofa CPS is shown in Fig. 4.

CFSrepRtcntntg(hemeaaing
oflxbd (oanieafcaacc|il)

Degreeof nxcibcrihip
(tctintioa value]

Nameof cooccpl(explained label)

Fig. 4. A conceptual fuzzy set represented by associative
memories.

2.2 CFS Representing a Composed Concept having
Multiple Meanings Depending on the Situation
Because the distribution changes depending on which labels

are activated as a result of the conditions the activations

show a context-dependent meaning. When more than two
labels are activated, a CFS is realized by the overlapping
propagations oftheir activations. In CFS notation, operations
and their controls are all realized by the distribution of the
activations and their propagations in the associative
memories.

We can say that the distribution determined by the
activation of a label agrees with the region of thought
corresponding to the word expressing its meaning. The
distribution (meaning of a label), that is a figure of a fuzzy
set, changes depending on considered aspects that reflect the
context.

3. Creating of Conceptual Fuzzy Sets

Previously we used bidirectional associative memories
(BAMs) [6],[7] to generate CFSs, because of the clarity of
the constraints used for their utilization. In this paper, we
use Hopfield Networks, whose output can be also used with
a continuous value, to overcome the limitation ofBAMs that
are a layered neural network. We do so because in a
correlative neural network, relationships between concepts
may not be a layered structure.
The following shows how to construct CFSs using Hopfield

Networks [8],[9].

Memorizing pieces ofknowledge:
1. Classify piece ofknowledge into several aspects. One

piece becomes one pattem and one aspect
corresponds to one Hopfield Network.

2. Each Hopfieldnetwork contains multiplepatterns in the
same aspect.

Generating CFSs:
1. Recollect pattems which include a node of interest in

each Hopfield Network.
2. Sum all recollected pattems and normalize the

activation values.

Figure 5 shows the image of memorized pattems and a
generated CFS.
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Aspect I ... r -

Universe of

Discourse

Fig.5. Image of memorized pattems and a generated CPS.

Logic-based paradigms for knowledge representation use
symbolic processing both for concept representation and
inference. Their underlying assumption is that a concept
can be defined precisely. This causes an exponential
increase in the munber of cases, because we have to
memorize all cases according to every possible context. In
contrast, knowledge representation using CFSs memorizes
knowledge about generalizations instead of exact cases.
The following is an example to compare the proposed
knowledge representation with ordinary logic-based
paradigms. It shows that context-dependent meanings are
generated by activating severalkeywords.

Example:
Let's think about the meaning of "heavy" again. The

subject may be a human, a cat, or an elephant. Moreover,
the age of the subjectmay be a babyor an adult, which also
influences the meaning of "heavy." Therefore, since the
number of cases increases exponentially as:

(cat, human, elephant ) *
^aby, adult )*

it is impossible to know how heavy the subjects are in all
cases. On the other hand, using CFSs, which create
meaning by overlapping activations, number of cases to be
memorized becomes:

(cat, human, elephant ) +
(baby, adult )+

and increases linearly.
Let's generate CFSs in these contexts. Assume the

universe of discourse is "weight," from 0-1000 kg. Aspects
and memorized pattems are as follows.

(AspectI (Memorized oatteml

kind cat, human, elephant
age baby, adult

<Stepl> Memorize pattemssuchas thosein Fig.6 foreach
aspect. For example, the pattem "cat" shows that it
memorizes its usual heavy weight within the activationrange
of [-1,1]. [-1,1] is the bi-polar expression of [0,1].

Fig. 6. Memorized patterns of "heavy cat," "heavy human,'
and "heavy elephant"

-C,'.

-C.5'^

Fig.7. Memorized pattems of"heavy baby,"
and "heavy adult"

<Step2>When keywords are input, the input values of the
neurons corresponding to these keywords are set as 1 and the
input values of the other neurons are set as -1, and each
Hopfield Network recollects the pattems.

<Step3> Finally, the activations of nodes in all aspects are
summed up, and they are normalized in the rangeof [-1,1].
The normalized outputs become the final outputs result.
Figure 8 shows the ability of CFSs to generate

context-dependent meanings of "heavy human" in the case
of "adult" and "baby." We can recognize that both fuzzy
sets have different shapes even when considering the same
word "human." Figure 9 compares the difference between
the case of "human" and "elephant." Here, [a + b] means
that the activation is started from the concepts in nodes
"a "(ex: adult) and "b" (ex: elephant).

Fig. 8.Example of outputs "heavy human.'
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Adult &

Elephant

Fig. 9.Exampleofoutputs "heavy adult."

4. Conceptual Matching in a Search Engine Using CPS

4.1 Scheme ofSearch Engine [10],[11]
Usually, search engines work as follows.

Index collectingofWeb pages:
An indexer extracts words from Webpages, analyzes them,

and stores the result as indexing information.
Retrievinginformation:
Hie Web pages, which include input keywords, are

extracted. The pages are assigned priority and are sorted
referencing the indexing information above.

As we mentioned in the Introduction, information retrieval
is generally done by using keyword matching, which
requires words to match and is different from conceptual
matching.

4.2 Conceptual Matching
We propose a search engine system which conceptually

matches input keywords and Web pages according to the
following idea.

1. Expandinputkeywordsto the elementsof CFSs.
2. Evaluate the matching degree between the set of

expanded keywords and the set of words included in
each Web page.

3. Sort the Web pages and display them accordingto the
matching degrees.

The following shows the process in the proposed search
engine.

Index collecting ofWeb pages:
1. Extract nouns and adjectives, and count the frequency

ofeach word.

2. Calculate an evaluation ofeach word using the TF-IDF
method for each Web page.

3. Store the evaluation into a lexicon.

Retrieve information:

1. A user inputs keywords into a browser, whichtransfers
the keywordsto a CFS unit.

2. Propagation of activation occurs from input keywords
in the CFS unit. The meanings of the keywords are
represented in other expanded wordsusing conceptual
fiizzy sets, and the activation value of each word is
stored into the lexicon.

3. Matching is executed in the following process for each
Web page. Obtain the final evaluation of each word
by multiplying the evaluation by the TF-IDF method
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4.

and the activation value. Sum up the final evaluations
of all words and attach the result to each Webpage as a
matching degree.
The matched Web pages are sorted according to the
matching degrees, and their addresses are retumed to
the browser with their matching degrees.

Webudage tfQ&lf r

Method

AcUvstim

Keyword

CFS's

Lexicon
(PlgeA)

ToCafintioiiu 6
NorBMllatlM

Matching
Degree

Fig.10. Scheme of the proposed search engine.

5. Simulations and Evaluations

Let's think about the case where we are searching for Web
pages of places to visit using certain keywords, we indexed
200 actual Webpages, and compared the search result ofthe
following two matching methods.

1. TF-IDF method

2. our proposed method

Evaluation 1:

If the CFS unit has knowledge in fuzzy sets about places,
and if a user inputs "famous resort" as a keyword, relating
name of places are added as expanded keywords with their
activation degrees agreeing with membership degrees.

Famous resort = 0.95/gold coast + 0.95/the Cote d'Azur +
0.91/Fiji +..

Table 1 shows the result when "famous resort" and "the

Mediterranean Sea" are input as keywords. It consists of
names of places and activation values, and shows the
extended keywords generated by the activation of the above
two keywords.

Table 1. Extended keywords.

Ranking Word
Acttvatkin

Valse

€P The Gate d'Azur 1.0000

2
The

Mediterranean Sea
05773

3 Fantous Resort 05187

Crete 05482

5 Capri 05445

6 Angullla 05445

7 Santorini 05445

8 Taonnina 05445

9 Sidly 05802

10 Gold Coast 0.0748
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Next, abstracts of the retrieved Web pages are listed. Note

that, no Web pages were matched by the simple TF-IDF
method starting with the keyword input of "famous resort
and the Mediterranean Sea."

Taormina: Ranking 1,Matching de^ee 1.0
—: rrrs'-; The greatest high-class

resort on the island of

Sicily. It is located
250 meters above sea

level and is known as

the "Mediterranean

Queen." It has superb
views of Mount Etna

and the Ionian Sea.

Crete island; Ranking 2, Matching degree 0.83
—7^. It is a big island and

Table 2. Extended keywords.

Ranking

Rock Climbing

Sandy Search

Activation

Valne

Next, abstracts of the retrieved Web pages are listed. In
contrast, no Web pages were matched by the TF-IDF method
using "vacation and sports."located in the south, using "vacation and sports."

The scenery is
different from Tahiti island: Ranking 1, Matching degree 1.00
Mykonos and Fun for jet skiingand
Santorini islands. • surfing. Diving is

Hgfcaifw... gef • t 1
aatisa; Elso cnjoyabic.

• ''A*X ^

Cote d*^i^ Ranking 3,Matching degree 0.53
Deep-blue coast.

The above results show that our proposed method
effectively retrieves information relating to input keywords
even when there are no matches with the input keyword
itself.

Evaluation 2:

If the CFS unit memorizes knowledge about "vacation" and
"sports" such as,

vacation = 1.0/vacance + 0.6/sea + 0.6/sandy beach +
0.6/the South Pacific +..

sports= l.O/spots + 0.6/diving + 0.6/trekking + 0.6/golf+..

then a ranked list of Web pages appears. Table 2 shows the
extended keywords generated by the activation of"vacation"
and "sports."

Bpracay isl<md: Ranking 2,Matching degree 0.91
- ~! Diving boats and

y cruising boats come
^d go. Vacationers

tn i-limK nn th^have to climb on the

boat from the water

because there are no

piers. It exemplifies
resort life.

Rangiroa island: Ranking 3, Matchingdegree 0.84
jj,—^ I Genuine diving! Even

snorkeling and a
glass-bottomed boat
allow glimpses of its
mystery.

From the results, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed method. Unlike the first case, the Web pages
were not retrieved by place names, but by the activities
corresponding to the context of "vacation sports." Jet
skiing and surfing were suggested by the CFS as a relevant
sports, but baseball was not.
We shows that pertinent Web pages can be retrieved

independently of the key ward, because even though the
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region "sport" can encompass a huge number of different
activities.

6. Conclusion

First, we showed the necessity and also the problems of
applying fuzzy sets to information retrieval. Next, we
intrc^uced using conceptual fiizzy sets inovercoming those
problems, and proposed the realizationof conceptual hizzy
sets using Hopfield Networks. Based on above, we
proposed the architecture of the search engine which can
execute conceptualmatchingdealing withcontext-dependent
word ambiguity. Finally, we evaluated our proposed
method through two simulations of retrieving actual web
pages, and compare the proposed method with the ordinary
TF-IDF method. We showed that our method could
correlate seemingly unrelated input keywords and produce
matching Web pages, whereas the simple TF-IDF method
could not.
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ABSTRACT

Intemet use for corporate decision-making and mine-
plant operations is expanding rapidly in the Mining and
Processing sector. Application areas include property
prediction and selection of materials, process design and
optimization, plant control and maintenance, coordination
and teleremote operation of equipment, coordination of
interacting stages in a complex processing system.

On-line marketplacesare evolving to sell raw materials
and to order and deliver services and supplies in the
primary resources sector. Coal, iron ore, copper, nickel,
zinc and other commodities are now being traded
routinely over the Intemet with opportunities to barter
products, materials and services without the need to
exchangemoney. Existing commodityexchanges such as
the London and New York Metal Exchange are
threatenedby such direct activitiesbetween customerand
seller.

The main goal of these systems is to provide a
collaborative environment for cross-disciplinary inter
action and contextual analyses of identical sets of
data and/or information. Information in these systems
includes databases for discrete information; knowledge
bases with heuristic, fuzzy structures and rules; real-time
snap-shots of the current state of a process or design
problem; multiple user-interface views of the working
environment; and simulation models for real-time
dynamic and/or steady-state analyses of the problem-
space. Groups of engineers, operators and technologists
can now work on the same problem from remote
locations without ever actually meeting in person. The
implications of such environments on the ability of
corporations to function in the Information Age is
discussedtogetherwith the impact of suchsystemson the
efficiency and effectiveness ofhuman decision-makers.

Introduction

Mining and mineral extraction are generally viewed as
separate functions within the design and operation of a
mining complex. Although certain stages within a mine-
mill facility are batch processes, many are continuous.
Attempts to improve efficiency or effectiveness of each

stage is generally carried out in isolation without regard
to up- or down-stream implicationsof a particular change
except perhaps, at the long-term corporate level.
Although such an approach may "optunize" an individual
stage, it does not provide a means to examine solutions
that lie across several related processes.

Separate optimization of each stage does not guarantee
that the overall process is optimized. Recent advances in
the area of Factory Automation and Manufacturing
Science suggest that the time has arrived to apply several
new hardware and software techniques to the mine-mill
complex. These include: intelligentdatabase mining;just-
in-time production scheduling; robotics; remote-sensing;
automated mining systems; processing ore at the "face";
and final product manufacturing at the mine site.

The mining and metallurgical industries are at a
crossroads. Faced with a long-term trend of ever-
declining commodity prices together with increasingly
complex ores and decreasing grades, mining companies
todaymust implementone oftwo strategies:

1.continue the routine ofcutting costs by labour-
reduction and by adopting new technologies;

2.expand theirorganizational horizons to integrate
across the mine and mill interface and to include
value-added down-stream facilities.

The first option is the knee-jerk response as companies
try to improve operating practices when times are tough
and then take profits quickly by high-grading or pushing
tonnage when resource prices improve. In the short-term
(3-5 years), this policy can provide some relief, but one
must pick ^e cycles correctly ordisaster may occur and
often does. Most people in our industry consider it to be
far-easier to focus on what we do best — mining,
processing and, in some cases, extraction —and avoid the
confusion ofthe value-added end-user markets.

However for long-term sustained growth, with the
advent of the InterNet and its broad support for rapid
communication and distribution, a successful mining
company today must implement at least part of option 2.
Companiesmust move from a position of only producing
concentrate and should examine ways to achieve value-
addedopportunities in their end-user market(s).
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This paper examines some of the software tools being
applied in the Manufacturing industries to aid in complex
decision-making to reorganizeor adjust a facility to meet
the heuristic demands of the marke^lace. These tools
offer assistance in a number of interesting and creative
ways that include both long- and short-term planning as
well as real-time process monitoring and control. It is
suggested that using these systems within the Mining
industry by individual companies or by a groupof sector-
based enterprises can provide significant relief to the
problem of long-term profitability and sustainability.
Major improvements can be also gained in the image of
Miningas a sustainable and profitable businesscenter,an
environmentally-friendly industry and as a modem-user
ofhigh-technology.

THE LIMITS OF "ECONOMY-OF-SCALE"
Mining companies traditionally "stickto theirknitting".

Theydo their work in areas for which they clearly have
expertise and leave the downstream processing to others:
companies in Japan, Korea, and existing smelters,
refineries and metalproducers in other parts of the world.
Only rarely will a company justify the expenditures
required to extend their processing facilities into such
activities. Conventional wisdom states that it is more
efficient and economic to centralize extraction and
refining operations and receive intermediate concentrate
products fix)m distributed mining operations. However
examples do exist of the opposite approach —the advent
of the mini-steel mills in Canada to process scrap and raw
materials into steel; the evolution of hydrometallurgical
processes to produce final product at the mine; the
creation of power and other energy products by coal
conversion such as the South Afncan SASOL plants.

It is unusually large or rich deposits that provide the
incentive to add complexity. "Economies-of-scale"
prevail to dictate a centralized approach or the use of
"monster" equipment However times are changing and
some of the advantages of "economies-of-scale" are
begitming to disappear. Many issues which have been
impediments in thepastare now opportunities:

THE ADVENT OF "COMPLEX" ANALYSIS
Companies can now examine many more options in

their decision-making than ever before. There may be
need for flexible design,operation and product-marketing
to respond to changing commodity prices, competition
from other sectors (geographically- or technologically-
based such as A1 vs. Cu; composite materials vs. super-
alloys; fibre-optics vs. coaxial cable; etc.), complex ore
changes; complex technological changes (new systems of
communication, new advanced materials, robotics,
nanotechnology, etc.)
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Starting with plant design and examining product
diversification, we must adapt our plans and processes to
meet these forces. A mine must be able to adjust
production on-demand and avoid stoclqpiling. It must
react to changes in ore conditions and customer demands.

Impurities - complex nature of our ores are increasing.
- some ores contain impuritiesdemanding a separate,

unique downstream processing.
- custom smelters may not accept materials with high

Hg.As.Se. Biandotherundesirables.
New Processes -many deposits are better exploited using hydro-

metallurgical techniquessudi as Pressure
Oxidation. Bio-Leaching, Electrowinning, etc. -

- thisprovide formetal production at themine-site.
Local Markets - local maricets may exist to sustain final product
Recydlng - desire to recycle may help to create such markets.

Value-added - certain products can be made relatively cheaply
allowing addition ofsignificantvalue with minimal
investment and operating costs; e.g., gold nuggets
sell at a premium ranging fiom SSO - $200 per
ounce atove the official selling price ofgold.

- Although nuggets representonly 1-2%ofthe gold
jewelry market, Io(^conditions can provide
conditions to manufacturing "artificial" nuggets.

Regulations - regulations are often contradictory.
In an attempt to solve one problem, new problems
crop up in another area; e.g., environmental lawson
waste disposal are implementedwithout examining
process options or the form ofan element which
maydetermine its toxicity and/orbioavailability.

Infrastructure - sustaining miningactivityin remote regionsof a
country can contribute to jobs and economic
growthif infrastructure support is provided.

Design Impact - availabilityofdown-streamprocessingcan affect
decisions on the design and qreration ofa mine-
millenterprise to reduce costs.

Local -the presence oflocal resources such as power, taiL
Resources shipping ports, etc., can provide an incentive to

investin downstream processing.
Delivery costs -savings in tran^rtation and productdelivery costs

can derived from the presence ofnearby smelting,
refining and/or manufacturing facilities.

Complexities - complex, interactivedecision-makingacross an
overall enterprisehas not been possiblebecauseof
poor data-communication,
poor data-collectionand
poor data-analysis.

- suchis notthecasetoday.

INNOVATIVE MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
Managing a company in the 21"centmy requires a new

way to communicate with the external environment.
Companies of the Third Millennium must transform into
intelligent, learning organizations able to cope with
globalization of information resources. The main problem
will not be access to information but the ability to mine
data and transform it into useful operating and strategic
resources [1].

As system models become increasingly complex,
decomposition into smaller units is the usual way to
structure a problem. Historically this has led to atomized
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structures consisting of many autonomous subsystems,
each of which decide on what information to receive and
send out —and when to do it. Autonomous subsystems
are embedded into larger systems, since autonomy and
independence arenot equivalent concepts. Theseideasare
gaining strong interest and the atomized approach to
information-flow modeling and evaluation is an idea
whose time has come [2]. In the real-world, autonomous
subsystems consist of groups of people and/or machines
tied together by the flowof information and materials.

Advances in computer technology have led to the
design of extremely complex systems in areas such as
advanced manufacturing systems, transportation systems
and world models (economic and ecological). The
complexity of these systems requires distributed
supervisory functions - thatis, an assembly of individual
modules must be defined and coordinated within a
comprehensive control architecture. While some
controllers directprocesses,others supervise.An effective
architecture[3] should possess the foUowing features:

• Users can specify high-level tasks, which are then
decomposed into detailed execution tasks according
to an established hierarchy or distribution network.

• Users can plan and control at different resolutionsof
time and level ofdetail,

• The system can decompose complex behaviors into
manageable sub-functions,

• The system allows functions to be distributed across
severd intelligent controllers.

An example of such an architecture is the design
implementation suggested by NASA/NIST as shown in
Figure 1 [4,5,6].

Managing complexity, reacting to change and
disturbances are key issues in production systems.
Distributed, agent-based or holonic structures represent
an alternative to hierarchical systems. Several approaches
to implement such structures include: simulation
modeling to develop and test agent-based architectures;
the holonification of existing resources and "traditional"
(centralized/hierarchical) systems. Cooperation of agent-
based distributed control structures and evolutionaiy
schedulers allow these systems to handle critical
complexity, reactivity, disturbances and optimality issues
simultaneously.
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Fig. 1; NASA/NIST Standard Reference Modeling Environment
(modified NASREM after Moncton, 1997[4] )

An agent is an "encapsulated" software ratity with its
own identity,state, behavior, thread ofcontrol, and ability
to interact with odier entities including people, other
agents and "legacy" systems. An agent, whether real or
virtual, is able to act on itself and on other agents. Its
behavior is based on observations, knowledge and
interactions with other agents in the system or process.
An agent has several important features —the ability to
perceiveat least partial representation of its environment,
the ability to communicate with other agents, the ability
to produce child agents, knowledge about its objectives

and some rather unique autonomous behavior often
characterized as selfishness [7,8].

Holonic manufacturing (Fig. 2) is a new paradigmthat
consists of autonomous, intelligent, flexible, distributed,
cooperative agents or holons [9]. The word "holon"
derives from the field of holography —a holon is defined
as "a part of a whole". Three basic types of holons,
resource holons, product holons and order holons,
have been defined [10] although other types or sub-types
might be characterized for certain specific systems.These
entities use object-oriented concepts such as aggregation
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and specialization to perform their duties. The most
promising feature of the holonic approach is that it
provides a transition methodology iiom hierarchical to
heterarchical systems, which are more representative of
the real world. They will allow us to develop very-large
scale simulations of complex organizations of people.

systems and equipment. These can even include the
emotional factors inherent in the decision-making across
a large manufacturing or mining operation. Weather
conditions, market factors, enviroiunental requirements,
operational difficulties —all of these can be considered in
the simulation model.

Holonic system

Information flow

Infonnation

Helen

"I want

Object C"
ObjectA

Helemner

machine

Customer

Helemner

AGV

System

Object A

Transport
Helen

Heleniner

Assembly
Rebet

Object C

Fig. 2: Heterogeneous HolonicManufacturing System consisting of real andsoft holons.
(after Monostoriand Kid^, 1999[7])

The main design issues ofan agent-based system are:

• Structure: internalstructure of agents and their
level oftheir self-containment,

• Communication: protocols, common interchange
language,

• Group formation: persuading machines/people to
participate in a group, reward/penalty systems,

• Configurability: open systems(addition,deletion,
substitution ofmachines/groups),

• Scalability: appropriateness of scale-upto the level
ofthe extended enterprise,

• Local optima: reachingglobaloptimawithagents
pursuingtheir own individualgoals.

An object-oriented framework to develop a distributed
system provides a model to represent a plant containing
differentagents. The object libraryholdstwo maintypes;
resource agents and order agents. An order agent
processes orders, announces jobs and dispatches
messages among different resources or groups (Fig. 3).
Many different resource agents are initialized during
dynamic configuration (names, process capabilities, etc.).

Agents contain functionally-separated subagents. Each
agent uses a communication subagentto handlemessages
by using a contract network protocol.Each resourceagent
involves a supervisor subagent to control real-world
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actions. A registration mechanism is used to startiq) and
shutdown each agent Local knowledge and data bases
are used to store information on machine capacities, time
intervals for jobs, groups in which an agent is interested,
etc. Facts about the agent itself are accessed through the
communication subagent by a request message [11].

Agent-based software engineering was invented to
facilitate interoperability. There is much interest and
development in "middle"-ware to deal with software that
is already written —legacy software.

The term "agent" can mean many things: mobile code,
web search tool, interface tool, dstributed component
library, semantic broker (translator), applet, code with
temporal duration or persistency, electronic commerce
with message-passing entities, dynamic services,
intelligent routers, robots, etc.

Many programs need task-fulfilling properties to deal
with: assignment problems, burst bandwidth problems
with mobile code capability, open source information,
interoperability with brokering, etc. Agents can eliminate
"data overload" and "information starvation" difficulties

by providing "just-in-time" flow of information. Three
key design aspects ofan agent system are:

- number ofagents required
- number oftypes ofagents required
- number ofactions that an agent can perform
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Fig. 3; Structure ofa resource agent, (after Monostori and Kadar, 1999 [7])

There are four main task-functions that define an agent;

- dealingwithcomplex problem-solving,
- finding, filtering and presenting information,
- providing services to other agents tosolve problems

cooperatively,
- providing translation services among agents using
Afferent standards, commimication protocols,
languages, etc.

Large-scale, cooperative teams consist of interacting
agents from all four groups,. They offer capabilities
beyond the realm of conventional software design. An
infi"astructure providing these features allows for the
design of small pieces of code to solve specific problems
that can interact with other pieces of code, rather than
duplicating functions in each module. In this way, task-
specific agents can be built up from smaller functional
agents thatcanparticipate in multiple activities.

DATA MODELS AND COMMUNICATION
A majorproblem in integrating complex systems is the

method of communication used across the system. A
numberof important communication protocols have been
established —some ofthese will now be described.

The STEP Standard

The STEP Standard (STandard for the Exchange of
Product Model Data - ISO 10303) established in 1985 was
the first to use an integrated product model approach to
provide semantic data models (Application Protocols
such as AP214 and AP203) together with mechanisms for
data exchange 112,13].

The file-based exchange used by STEP is based on
"Processors" which transform data from each Product
Data Management system into files using a standard
format and a standard data-model (Part 21, ISO 10303)
(see Fig. 4). The STEP standard also provides
mechanisms to share data via the Standardized Data
Access Interface definedby ISO 10303-22 in 1994[14].

CORBA

The Object Management Group (OMG), a consortium
of companies from all facets of the computer industry,
has defined the Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA). CORBA is middle-ware that
allows intelligent components to discover each other and
inter-operate on an object bus [15]. This object bus is
referred to as the ORB (Object Request Broker). The
ORB abstracts information needed for remote
components to communicate with each other.
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STEP
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Company 1
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Application
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Fig. 4. A STEP basedIntegration Layer(afterKarcher and Wirtz, 1999, [13]).

t
i

Components interact across networks, servers, and
operating systems as if all resided on the samemachine.
This makes it easy for a developer to create networked
client/server applications. The component boundaries are
defined using a protocol known as the Interface

Definition Language (IDL). The DDL file is compiled to
generate client-side stubs and server-side skeletons,
which permit components to access one another across
languages, tools, operating systems and networks. This
architecture can be seen in Fig. S.
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So developers only need to worry about object objects and passing information along a wire. CORBA
interaction rather thm focusing on locating remote defines an extensive set of bus-related services to create
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and delete objects, access them by name, store them in
data-warehouses, externalize their states, and define ad-
hoc relationships among them.

CORBA specifies a system that provides
interoperability between objects in a heterogeneous,
distributed environmentthat is transparent to the user. Its
design is based ontheOMG Object Model. OMG defines
an object semantics to specify characteristics independent
ofthe method of implementation [16].

CORBA operates as follows: clients request services
from objects (servers) through a well-defined interface.
This interface is specified by the IDL. A client accesses
anobject byissuing a request to theobject. The request is
an event containing:

1. information about the operation,
2. the object name of the serviceprovider, and
3. any parameters.

To make a request, a client communicates with the
ORB through its IDL stub or through a Dynamic
Invocation Interfece (DII). The stub presents a mapping
between the language of the client implementation (C,
C++, Java, andothers) and the ORB core.The ORB then
transfers the request to the Object Implementation which
receives the request through an IDL or a dynamic
skeleton as shown in Fig. 5.

APPLICATIONS IN MINING
The following list contains some applications that

understudyusing an IMSagent-based or holonic system.
Significant improvement in theday-to-day operation ofa
mine-mill complex canbeachieved through these studies.

Intelligent Stockpiles
Stoclqiiling of ores can be reduced to a minimum or

can be set-up to provide ore blending or individual
treatment of specific ore types. IMS systems can provide
the data and Imowledge to begin to examine this practice
[17,18,19].

Enhanced Comminution Systems
Establishment of optimum run-of-mine sized ore using

blasting, primary crushing and autogenous grinding can
be done through the employment of IMS systems [20].
Real examples of these tenefits have been demonstrated
by Mt.Isa [21] and Highland Valley Copper [22].

Coordinated Real-Time Maintenance
Coordination of scheduled maintenance has been done

at several Canadian mines. Collection of cross-corporate
data on equipment needs can enhance such coordination
and lead to increased production and reduced costs.
Operatingtimescan increasesignificantly.

Tele-remote Operations
Baiden has demonstrated the tremendous advantages to

be derived fix)m telerobotic operation of underground
equipment. These benefits include increased productivity.

improved wodcer safety and reduced capital costs. A
doubling ofproductivity is possible [23].

Enhanced Data Communication

CORBA-based Intemet communication systems can
provide baseline support to collect, store and present
corporate-wide data for all enterprise levels. Wireless
conununication is now state-of-the-art allowing remote
analysis of "live" data. Cost-savings fnrm reduction in
persormel and information coordination areconsiderable.

Discovery of New Ideas
By operating the models as a simulator, it is possible

that new millingcircuit designs can be devisedto provide
enhancedoperationunder certainheuristicsituations.

Value-Added Production at the Mine

Diversification of mine production can help to
withstand fluctuations in the conventional resource-sector

markets. Several examples of companies who have
alreadydone this or who need to examinethis option are
as follows:

Polar Diamond - BHP/Ekati

HHP'snew Ekati Mine is siqjplyinga subsidiaryfirm in
Yellowknife with a portion of their diamond production
to manufacture the "Polar" Diamond with a picture of a
polar bear laseredon the girdle ofthe cut stones.

Millennium Diamond - De Beers

De Beers have long been leaders in promoting end-use
sales of their diamond production. The latest promotion is
the creation of special Millennium diamonds with a
strategy similar to that ofBHP.

Gold Jewelry Production on-site
The Harmony Mine in South Afirica have developed a

novel process to produce 5-9s gold on site. A special
training centre has been set up to train 40 local artisans
peryeartomanufacture jewelry at themine site.

Other gold mines should follow this example. In BC,
there are likelyopportunities to work with First Nations
groups to provide new enq)loyment benefits in remote
coimnunities based on local cultural activities.

Chemical Products from Coal
The North American coal industry faces increased

environmental concem for global warming fix)m the
release of green-house gases such as CO2. As well, the
competition form abroad has increased tremendously,
particularly from Indonesia, leading to extremely low
prices for Thermal Coal and Metallurgical Coal - the
only two products of significance in the coal industry.

With Ae expected increases in transportation and
heating fuel costs, the industry needs to look towards
value-added production of other energy-vector products
such as fuels from coal and hydrogen production as was
in vogue during the oil-crisis ofthe 1970s,

e. www.globalcoal.com
Four of the largest coal producers in the world - Anglo

American, BHP-Billiton, Glencore Intemational and Rio
Tinto, have entered into a joint venture to establish an e-
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marke^lace for thermal coal. A number of important coal
consumers, including Endesa, Enel, BPDC and TXU
Europe, are also likely to join in as founding
shareholders. Together with industry participants who
join in the future, the parties will fhnd Global Coal
(www.globalcoal.com). and assist in creating initial
market liquidity. The Global Coal e-marketplace is
intendedto benefit all participants by reducingtransaction
costs, increasing price transparency andenabling forward
pricing. The marketplace will be neutral and open and
will protect commerciallysensitive information.

To meet the trading needs of the coal industry. Global
Coal will support 3 transaction types. First, it will allow
real-time trading for current and foture standardised coal
contracts. Second, it will provide an environment for
custom transactions where the specification or delivery
terms fall outside standard contract parameters. Third, it
will facilitate a tender/request-for-proposal process for
buyers.

Global Coal will also offer a broad range of coal
industry news and resources. The company plans to
extend its offeringof value-addedservices to enhance its
position as the premier business-to-business portal for
coal industry participants. The marketplace will serve
Atlantic and Asia-Pacific regions, with trading locations
in the Netherlands, Colombia, South Afnca, and
Australia. Global Coal is fire first e-marketplace in mining
and the partnersplan to pursue otheropportunities in base
metals, bulk ores and bulk alloys. At the time of writing.
Global Coal was due to begin operations during the
second quarter of2001.

InterNet Commerce

Led by BHP, three of the largest Australian mining
companies have armounced the formation of a B2B
enterprise (Business-to-Business). All suppliers are
expected to use the facility to bid on contracts to supply
go^ adservices. Current suppliers have been told that if
they do not adapt their business to operate over the
Intemet, the companies will cease doing business with
them in the future.

In addition, BHP.plans to market a portion of its rough
diamond production over the Intemet Wholesalers and
retailers alike will be able to bid on uncut diamonds
directly from the mine. The process will bypass numerous
intermediaries and decrease the cost of distribution and
manufacturing.

CONCLUSIONS

With the increasing pressiures of low commodity prices
and foreign competition, mining companies mustexamine
alternative strategies to deal with these complexities and
remain sustainable. Tools currently being used within the
manufacturing sector have potential to provide solutions
in integrating data from across different departments.
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These tools provide ways to collect, store and present
real-time data for a variety of decision-making including
direct or supervisory control and long-range planning.

Opportunities exist to enhance mine economics through
value-added production by focusing on ways to recover
and manufacture end-user products at the mine site and
supply end-user customers with mine-derived products.

Failure to adopt these approaches will result in
continued need for relief when commodity price drop and
companies will be unable to develop the innovations
required to provide future long-termsustainability.
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Absrract

Commercial Websearch engines such as Yahoo!, Google, etc.
have been defined whichmanage information only in a crisp way.
Theirquery languages do not allow the expressionofpreferences
or vagueness. In order to handle these problems, wepropose the
Perception Index (PI) that contains attributes associated with a
focal keyword restricted byfiazy term(s) used infuzzy queries on
the Internet. If we integrate the Document Index (DI) used in
commercial Web search engines with the proposed PI, we can
handle both crisp terms (keyword-based) and fuzzy terms
(perception-based). In this respect, the proposed approach is
softer than the k^nvord-based approach. ThePI brings somewhat
closer to natural language. It is a further step toward a real
human-friendly, natural language-based interfacefor Internet. It
should greatly help the user relatively easily retrieve relevant
information. In other words, the PI assists the user to reflect
his/her perception in the process ofquery. Consequently, Internet
users can narrow thousands of hits to the few that users really
want. In this respect, the PI provides a new tool for targeting
queries that users really want, and an invaluable personalized
search.

1. Introduction

The central concept of information retrieval is the notion of
relevance [9]. A user with a given query for information tries to
find any specific results that he/she really wants. There are
several models for specifying the representations used for the
documents and the queries, as well as the matching of these
representations [4]. The most used model is that of the Boolean
query based on set theory. Documents are represented as sets of
terms and queries are Booleanexpressionson terms.The retrieval
mechanism does an exact match by classifying documents that
satisfy the Boolean query as being relevant, all other documents
as being irrelevant.This modelis used by virtuallyall commercial
textual-document retrieval systems. However, it is difficult to
overcome the limitations of this model, including the inability to
handle properly imprecision and subjectivity. The second model
is the vector space model [9] where documents and queries are
represented as vectors in the space of all possible index terms.
The document vectors consist of wei^ts based on term
frequencies in the collection, while the query vectors are binary
vectors on the terms. The matching is based on a similarity
measure between the documents and the query (often involving
the cosine of the angle between the query vector and a given
document vector). To date, this model leads the others in terms of
performance. The third model is the probabilisticmodel[9]where
documents are represented as binary vectors. The queries are
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vectors of terms with weights based on the estimated probability
of relevance of documents with those terms.Like the vectorspace
model, the key advantage is the ability to rank documents on the
likelihood of relevance. The fourth model is the generalized
Boolean model, where fuz^ set theory allows the extension of
the classical Boolean model to incorporate weights and partial
matches,and adding the idea ofdocument ranking.

The importance of representations of uncertainty in databases
is increasing as more complex applications such as CAD/CAM
and geographical informationsystems (GIS) are being undertaken
in object-oriented and multi-media databases. Query languages
are designed to express the user's retrieval requests in either a
crisp maimer ornot. Much of the work in the ^tabase area has
been in extending query languages to permit the representation
and retrieval of imprecise data [2,6,7,8,10]. There are somecurrent
commercial attempts at providing fuz2y query capabilities as front
ends toconventional database systems [^.

Until now, however, commercial systems including
informational retrieval systems (IRS), data base management
systems (DBMS), and Web search engines have been defined
whichmanage information only in a crisp way. Moreover, (crisp)
traditional query languages do not allow the expression of
preferences or vagueness which could be desirable for the
following reasons [4]:

• to control the size of the results;
• to express soft retrieval conditions;

• to produce a discriminated answer.
Although the commercial Web search engines such as

Yahoo I, Google, Lycos, etc. help Intemet users get to good
information, they do not properly handle fuzzy query. For
example, consider a fuz^ query that finds ^popular national
parks in the USA'. In this case, *popidar\ 'national paries' and
'USA' are generally processed as keywords in the commercial
Web search engines. As a result, search engines return a bunch of
page titles (or URLs) irrelevant to user's query. For example,
given a fuzzy query that finds ^popular national parks in the
USA', Yahoo ! returns about 34,200 page titles (or URLs) and
Google returns about 73,100 page titles (or URLs). Intuitively, we
find that there are so many page titles (or URLs) irrelevant to
user's query. It should be noted that fuzzy term ^popular' is a
constraint on the focal keyword 'national parks' rather than an
independent keyword. In other words, the fuzzy term *populaP
plays the role of a constraint on the fiizzy query. Thus, using
fuzzy term(s), Internet users can narrow thousands of hits to the
few that users really want In this respect, the fuzzy terms in a
query provides helpful hints for targeting queries that users really
want, and an invaluable personalized search. However,
conunercial Web search engines tend to ignore the importance of
fuzzy terms in a query. The expressive power of conventional
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search engine query interfaces is relatively weak whenrestricted
to keyword-based search (i.e.. Document Index (DI)-based
search) [3]. At present, the keyword-based search enginespresent
limitations in modeling perceptual aspects of humans. In addition,
they appear to have trouble with returning the targetedresults. In
other words, they generally return a bunch of Web pages (or
URLs) irrelevant to user's query. In this respect, we need a new
tool to handle both the fuzzy query and the removal of spurious
results. In order to tackle these problems, we propose the
Perception Index (PI) that contains attributes associated with a
focal keyword restrictedby fuzzy term(s) in a fuzzy query.

2. Integration of DI with PI
Search engines are the most popular tools that peopleuse to

locate information on the Web. A search engine works by
traversingthe Webvia the hyperlinksthat connectthe Webpages,
performing text analysis on the pages it has encoimtered, and
indexing the pages based on the keywords they contain. A user
seeking information from the Web would formulate his/her
information goal in terms of a few keywords composing a query.
A search engine, on receiving a query, would match the query
against its Dociunent Index (DI). All of the pages that match the
user query will be selected into an answer set and be ranked
accordingto howrelevantthe pages are with respectto the query.
Relevancy here is usually based on the number of matching
keywords that a pagecontains [3]. The DI is generally consisted
of keywords that appear in the title of a page or in the text body.
Based on the DI, die commercial Web search engines such as
Yahoo !, Google, Lycos, etc. help users get to good information.
For example, BigBook (or SuperPages) can help users to find
'Italian restaurants within a 1-mile radius from a specific address'
(U.S. yellow pages services) [5]. This proximity search is
processed based on crisp query with keywords (i.e., 'Italian
restaurants', '1-mile', 'a specific address'). However, they do not
properly process fiizzy queries. For example, find ^popular
national parks in the USA*. In addition, they have problems as
follows [3]:

• large answer set;
• low precision;
• imable to preserve the hypertext structures of matching

hyperdocuments;
• ineffective for general-concept queries.

In this paper, we do not attempt to solve 'unable to preserve the
hypertext structures of matching hyperdocuments' problem.
However, we try to tackle in part the other problems (i.e., 'large
answer set', 'low precision', 'ineffective for general-concept
queries'). In order to handle these problems, we propose a
Perception Index (PI). The remarkable human capability to
perform a wide varietyof physical and mental tasks without any
measurements and any computations is derived from the brain's
crucial ability to manipulate perceptions- perceptions of distance,
size, weight, color, speed, time, direction, force, number, truth,
likelihood, and other characteristics of physical and mental
objects. Familiar examples of the remarkable human capability
are parking a car, driving in heavy traffic, playinggolf, riding a
bicycle, understanding speech, and sununarizing a stoiy [12].
These perceptions are mainly manipulated based on fuzzy
concepts. For processing a fuzzy query, the PI is consisted of
attributes associatedwith a keyword restricted by fuzzy term(s)in
a fuzzy query. In this respect, the restricted keywordis named as
a focal keyword, whereas attribute(s) associated with the focal

keyword may be regarded as focal attribute(s). The PI can be
mainly derived from the contents in the text body of a Web page
or from the other soiuxes of information with respect to a Web
page. For example, the PI may be consisted of distance, size,
weight, color, etc. on a keyword in the text body of a Web page.
Using the PI, search engines can process fuzzy concepts (terms).
In the sequel, if we integrate the DI used in commercial Web
search engines with the proposed PI, search engines can process
fuzzy queries. For example, consider a fiizzy query that finds
^popularnational parks in the USA'. In this case, the fiizzy term
'popular^ is processed by using the PI, whereas keywords
^national parks^ and 'C/&4' are processed by using the DI. We
note that 'in' and 'the' in the above fiizzy query are examples of
stop words ignored by search engines (see <www.google.com>).
SeeTable 1foranexample of int^rated index^I+PI) intheAppendbc.

It should be noted that fiizzy term(s) may be regarded as a
constraint on a fiizzy query. For example, consider a fuzzy query
that finds ^popular national parks in the USA'. In this case, the
fiizzy term 'popular^ play the role of a constraint on the fuzzy
query. In other words, using fiizzy term(s), Internet users can
narrow thousands of hits to the few that users really want. In this
respect, the PI provides helpfiil hints for targeting queries that
users really want, and aninv^uable personalized search.

The expressive power of conventional search engine query
interfaces is relatively weak when restricted to keyword-based
search [3]. At present, commercial Web search engines based on
the DI (i.e., keyword-based search engines) present limitations in
modeling perceptual aspects of humans. In addition, they
generally return a bunch of Web pages (or URLs) irrelevant to
user's query. Although much Web search engines have been
developed, they do not properly handle the fuzzy terms
representinghuman's perception. In addition, they appear to have
trouble with returning the targeted results. In order to tackle this
problem, we integrate the DI used in commercial Web search
engines with the proposed PI. In the proposed method, given a
fuzzy query, search engine processes the fiizzy query based on the
integrated index (DI+PI).

Submit a fiizzy query

I
A set ofall pointers

Phase 1: Projection
by DI (Crisp terms)

^ f

A set of intermediate pointers (IPs)

by PI (Fuzzy terms)

The targeted results (FPs)

Fig. I. A search mechanism based on the integrated index
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In Fig. 1, if we submit a queiy with only crisp terms (keyword-
based query), this search engine uses only the phase 1. By
^plying the DI, the phase 1 performs an elimination-based
approach to eliminate the URLs which are impossible to be the
answers of the query. In this case, this search engine will return
the same results that the existing search engines do. On the other
hand, ifwe submit a query with both crisp terms and fiizzy terms,
this search engine uses both phase 1 and phase 2. In this case, by
applying the PI, the URLs reflecting fii^ terms are extracted.
More specifically, the phase 2 evaluates the fiizzy terms in detail
on the set of intermediate pointers (i.e., the candidate URLs), and
then generates the final pointers (FPs) (i.e., targeted results) that
user really wants. This search mechanism can be conceptually
explained by SQL-like language as follows: SELECT *FROM {a
set of intermediatepointers that satisfies focal keyword(s) in the
DI} [WHERE the value(s) offocal attribute(s) in the PI are
satisfied by the user]. We note that commercial Web search
engines tend to ignore the importance of [WHERE] part. In this
approach,the PI may be regardedas a constrainton the DI.

3. Fuzzy Query based on the Integrated Index
We assume that a fiizzy term in a fiizzy query is marked with

an asterisk. For example, it is expressed as **popular national
parks in the USA*. If a query h^ fiizzy term(s) marked with
asterisk(s), search engine displays a PI associated with a focal
keyword restricted by fiizzy term(s). Then user can specify values
with respect to the hizzy terms.

3.1 Types ofFuz^ Query
Fuzzy query is largely divided into simple fiizzy query and

compound fiizzy query.

(1) Simple Fuzzy Query
The simple fiizzy query does not include conjunction{*and')

or disjunction (*or') connective(s) between fiizzy terms, or
negation ('nor').

Example 1. Consider a fiizzy query that fmds **popular national
parks in the USA'. In this case, the DI, the PI, and stop words
may be as follows: DI = (national parks. USA,...}, PI = (No. of
visitors. ...}, stop words = {in, the}. We note that a focal
keyword 'national parks' in the DI is restricted by a fiizzy term
'popular'. In this case, the fiizzy term ^popular* may be
manipulatedby the number ofvisitors (i.e., a focal attribute in the
PI) per year, and represented by the following membership
fimction:

2 3.4 5 the number ofvisitors (in millions)
Fig. 2. A membershipfunction of 'popular'

Example 2. Consider a fiiz^ query that finds 'national parks
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*moderaie distance fixim San Francisco'. In this case, the DI, the
PI and stop wordsmay be as follows : DI = {national parks, San
Francisco. ...}, PI = (distance. ...}, stop words = {fixim}. We
note that a focal keyword 'San Francisco' in the DI is restricted
by a fiizzy term 'moderate'. In this case, the fiizzy term
'moderate' may be manipulated by the degreeof distance (i.e., a
focal attribute in the PI) from SanFrancisco, and represented by
the following membership function:

10 SO 70 100 150 200 distance(inmiles)
Fig. 3. A membershipfimctionof'moderate'

(2) Compound Fuzzy Query
The compound fii^ query includes conjunction ('a/Mf) or

disjunction ('or') connective(s) between fuzzy terms, or negation
{'not').

3.2 Query Processing based on the Integrated Index
Now, we present how this search engine processes fiiz^

queries. Let the set of national parks in the USA be A = {Ai, Aj,
..., A99, Aioo) and each Aj, (i =1,2,..., 100) has its own^(page
title) or URL.

Example 3. Consider a crisp query that finds 'nationalparies in
the USA' (Qi). In this case, the PI is not used. So, this search
engine usesonly the phase I in Fig. 1. Thus, the integrated index
is madeas follows: SeeTable2 in the Appendix.

In the crisp query case, this search engine returns the same
results that the existing search engines do. We note that IPs and
FPs are equal in Table 2.

Example 4. Consider a fiizzy query that finds '*popular national
parks in the USA' (Q2). In ^s case, the DI and the PI are used.
So, this searchengineuses boththe phase I and the phase2 in Fig.
1.Weassume that '*popular national parks in the USA' are Ap,
Ap € {Ai, A2,..., A99, A|oo}, by using Of-cut in Fig. 2. Thus, the
integrated indexis made as follows: SeeTable 3 in the Appendix.

Example 5. Consider a fiizzy query that finds 'national parks
*moderate distance fixim San Francisco' (Q3). In this case, the DI
and the PI are used. So, this search engine uses both the phase 1
and the phase 2 in Fig. 1. We assume that 'national parks
^moderate distance from San Francisco' are A,n> Ar, s {A|, A2,
..., A99, Aioo}, by using OKmt in Fig. 3. Thus, the integrated
index is made as follows: See Table 4 in the Appendix.

Example 6. Considera fiizzy query that finds 'national parksthat
*popular and *moderate distance fixim San Francisco' (Q4). In
this case, the DI and the PI are used. So, this search engine uses
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both the phase 1 andthe phase2 in Fig. 1. Thenthe query results
with respect to Q4 become {Ap} n{Am}. For instance, let Ap be a
set {Ai, A2, A3} and A^be a set {A,,A4, A5}, then {Ap} n{Am} =
{A|}. Thus, the integrated index is made as follows : SeeTable 5
in the Appendix.

Example7. Consider a fuzzy querythat finds 'national parksthat
*popular or *moderate distance from SanFrancisco' (Qs). In this
case, the D1 and the PI are used. So, this search engineuses both
thephase 1andthephase 2 in Fig. 1.Then thequery results with
respect to Qsbecome {Ap} U {A^}. For instance, let Ap be a set
{Ai, A2, A3} andA™ be a set {A|, A,, A5}, then {Ap} U {A^} =
{Ai, A2, A3, A4, As}. Thus, the integrated index is made as
follows: See Table 6 in the Appendix.

Example 8. Consider a fuzzy query that fmds 'not *popular
national parksin theUSA' (Qe). In thiscase,theDI andthePI are
used. So, this search engine uses both the phase1 andthe phase2
inFig. 1.Then thequery results withrespect to Qsbecome {~Ap}.
Forinstance, let Ap bea set {Ai, A2, A3}, then {-Ap} = {A4, As,
..., A99, Aioo} if the universal set A = {Ai, A2, ..., A99, Aioo}.
Thus, Ae integrated index is madeas follows : See Table7 in the
Appendix.

33 User Interface based on the Integrated Index
An important problem relating to personalization concerns

understanding how a machine can help an individual user via
suggesting recommendations [1]. In our approach, thePI canhelp
the user to specify clearly what he/she really wants. More
specifically, the user in the system is asked to specify fiizzy
term(s) in a query. In this respect, the PI may be regarded as a
recommendation for handling fuzzy term(s) in a query. As a
result, search engine returns 'the targeted results'. Now, we
describeuser interface for phase 1 and phase 2 in Fig. 1.

(1) User Interface for Phase 1

Initially, user interface for phase 1 lets user specify his/her
queries with only crisp terms (keywords), or both crisp terms and
fuzzy terms. If user submits a query with only crisp terms, only
user interface for phase 1 is used, and searchresults are returned
basedon only the Dl. On the other hand, if user submitsa query
withboth crisp terms and fiizzy terms, user interface for phase 2
is also displayed to process the fiizzy terms.

(2) User Interface for Phase 2

User interface forphase2 displaysa PI associated with a focal
keyword. For example, given a fuzzy query that fmds '*popular
national parks in theUSA', a PI associated witha focal keyword
'national parks' is displayed as shown in Table 3. It should be
noted that different people may use different conceptual
comprehension (fuzzy terms, membership functions, Of-cut), with
respect to the same situation. It is the user's task in this user
interface to examine the suggested attributes in the PI, and to
specify the values of the focal attributes reflecting user's query
requirements. Using thePI, searchresults can be restricted within
narrow limit. We call it ^target search byfuzzy terms\ In other
words, search engine will return the targeted results that users
really want.

Fuzzy terms are specified in user interface for phase 2. For

example, they can be expressed as point value, interval value,
multiple values, etc.

• Point value

Example 9. In Example 1, givena ct-cut, the fuzzyterm *popular^
may be specified by using a focal attribute 'no. of visitors'. More
specifically, it is expressed as a point 3.4 (i.e., 'no. of visitors' >
3.4 millions).

• Interval value

Example 10. In Example 2, given a OK:ut, the fiizzy term
'moderate^ may be specified by using a focal attribute 'distance'.
More specifically, it is expressed as an interval (i.e., distance =
[50, 150] in miles).

• Multiple values

A veristic variable [11,12] which can be assigned two or more
values in its universe simultaneously will be specified as multiple
values.

Example 11. Let U be the universeofnaturallanguages and let X
denote the fluency ofan individual in English,French and Italian.
Then, X isv (1.0 English + 0.8 French + 0.6 Italian) means that
the degrees of fluency of X in English, French and Italian are 1.0,
0.8 and 0.6, respectively [11,12].

4. Some Features of the Proposed Method
Remark 1. The higher the a in o-cut (0 ^1), the smaller the
number of the targeted results. This property provides continual
incremental result fi-om 'the highest constraint (i.e., a- 1)' to 'the
lowest constraint (i.e., a - 0)'. Consequently, we can achieve
'interactive user control of the query processing' by adjusting the
value of OL

Remark 2. If a = 0, search results coincide with the results by
applyingonly the DI (i.e., the existingkeyword-based search). In
this case, the results ofphase 1 in Fig. 1 becomesearchresults.

Remark 3. Even though the same integrated index (DI+Pl) is
given, differentsearch results are returnedby adjusting the value
of a or by usingdifferent focal attributes in the PI. In the caseof
'using different focalattributes in the PI', for example, consider a
fiizzy query that finds ^attractive car', where ^attractive* means
'comfortable and fast'. In this case, for the fiizzy term '•attractive*^
peoplemayusedifferentfocalattributes (i.e., size,speed, etc.) in
the PI. In addition, different people may use different conceptual
comprehension (fiizzy terms, membership functions, o!-cut), with
respect to the same situation. Thus, search enginewill return the
personalized searchresults that users really want In the meantime,
clustering (i.e., grouping similar documents together to expedite
information retrieval) is adaptively determined depending on the
value ofa or the selected focal attributes in the PI.

Remark 4. Using the PI, Intemet users can narrow thousands of
hits to the few that users really want.

Remark 5. Using the PI, therefore, we can tackle in part the
major problems in commercial Web search engines (i.e., 'large
answer set', 'low precision', 'ineffective for general-concept
queries').
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Remark 6. For comparing with commercial keyword-based
search engines, the ratio [the number ofFPs / the number ofIPs]
can be used as a measure of performance evaluation on the
proposed method. We note that the number of IPs is the result of
phase 1 and the number of FPs is the result of phase 2 in Fig. 1.
The smaller the ratio, the better the filtering effect of the proposed
method.

5. Conclusions

The expressive power of conventional search engine query
interfaces is relatively weak when restricted to keyword-based
search (i.e.. Document Index (DI)-based search). At present, the
keyword-based search engines present limitations in modeling
perceptual aspects of humans. In addition, they appear to have
trouble with returning the targeted results. In other words, they
generally return a bunch of Web pages (or URLs) irrelevant to
user's query. In this respect, we need a new tool to handle both
the fuz^ query and the removal of spurious results. In order to
tacklethese problems,we introducethe Perception Index (PI) that
contains attributes associated with a focal keyword restricted by
fuzzy term(s) in a fuzzy query. If we integrate the Document
Index (DI) used in commercial Web search engines with the
proposed PI, we can handle both crisp terms (keyword-based) and
fuzzy terms (perception-based). In this respect, the proposed
approach is softer than the keyword-based approach (i.e.,
commercial Web search engines). It is a further step toward a real
human-friendly, natural language-based interface for Internet. It
should greatly help the user relatively easily retrieve relevant
information, hi other words, the proposed method assists the user
to reflect his/her perception in the process of query. As a
consequence, Internet users can narrow thousands of hits to the
few that users really want. In this respect, the PI provides a new
tool for targeting queries that users really want, and an invaluable
personalized search. The use of PI provides helpful hints for
solving the problems of 'large answer set', 'low precision',
'ineffective for general-concept queries' suffered by most search
engines.

In this paper, we also present the search mechanism based on
the integrated index (DI+PI) and fuzzy query based on the
integrated index (DI+PI). Moreover, we describesome features of
the proposed method.
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Index (DI + PI

Document Index (DI) FPs (Results)

Keywords URLs Distance Size I No. of visitors Targeted URLs

(IPs : Intermediate Pointers; FPs : Final Pointers; URLs: Uniform Resource Locators)

Table 2. A snapshot of Integrated Index after processing Oi
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Document Index (DI)

National parks,
San Francisco

Document Index (DD

National parks,
San Francisco

Document Index (DI) ;

National parks.

USA

Aioo
Irrelevant URLs

Distance

Distance

Distance

Distance

No. of visitors

No. of visitors

No. of visitors

No. ofvisitors

Table 3. A snapshot of Integrated Index after processing Q;

(Ai,., Aioo} + Distance No. ofvisitors
Irrelevant URLs

A99

Aioo "h
Irrelevant URLs

FPs (Results)

URLs w.r.t {An}

(Focal keyword : National parks; Focal attribute : No. of visitors)

Table 4. A snapshot oflntegrated Index after processing Q3

{Ai,., Aioo} Distance No. ofvisitors
Irrelevant URLs

FPs (Results)

URLs w.r.t {Am}

(Focal keyword: San Francisco; Focal attribute ; Distance)

Table 5. A snapshot oflntegrated Index after processing Q4

{At,.,A|oo} + Distance No. ofvisitors
Irrelevant URLs

FPs (Results)

URLs w.r.t {Ap}n{Am}

(Focal keyword : San Francisco;Focalattributes: Distanceand no. ofvisitors)

Table 6. A snapshot of Integrated Index after processing O5

{Ai,., Aioo}+ Distance No. ofvisitors ...
Irrelevant URLs

FPs (Results)

URI^w.r.t{Ap}U{Am}

(Focal keyword : San Francisco; Focal attributes : Distance and no. of visitors)

Table 7. A snapshot oflntegrated Index after processing Qe

{Ai,., Aioo} Distance No. ofvisitors ...
Irrelevant URLs

FPs (Results)

URLs w.r.t {~Ap}

(Focal keyword : National parks; Focal attribute : No. of visitors)
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Abstract

Despite its great usefulness in making information widely
available to everyone, the current World Wide Web is
showing its limitations with the explosion of information
over the Internet Its hypertextobased languages, like HTML,
the information represented by which is mainly for human
reading rather thw machine processing, have hampered
more advanced applications and better services on the
Internet than ones currently available. For its next
generation, the so-calledSemantic Web, a logical formalism
that can approach human expression and reasoning is a very
good language candidate for Web documents. Conceptual
graphs and fiiz^ logic are two logical formalisms that
emphasize the target of natural language, where conceptual
graphs provide a structure of formulas close to that ofnatural
language sentences while fuzzy logic provides a
methodology for computing with words.This paper proposes
fuzzy conceptual graphs, which combine the advantages of
both the two formalisms, as a suitable Semantic Web
language.

1. Introduction

We have seen how very useful the World Wide Web is
to our daily life and work. It allows nearly instant
access to an extremely large virtual pool of
information from over the world and facilitates

electronic services and businesses on the Internet The
current Web technology is however very simple. It
represents information mainly in texts for human
reading, using HTML (HyperText Markup
Language)', for example, as a language to provide a
structure for storing and displaying them. With the
explosion of information on the Intemet that we are
witnessing, such a simple language without a machine-
processable semantics becomes a bottle-neck for
finding information as well as for maintaining and
presenting it. As an example, it restricts search engines
to be just keyword-based and thus,when searchingfor
information on the Web, one often receives many
useless links. That is simply because, for instance, one
cannot expressthe difference betweenthe two queries
to find Web pagesabout "Publications written by Tim
Beraers-Lee" and "Publications written about Tim
Bemers-Lee", which have the same keywords "book"
and *Tim Beraers-Lee" but different semantics.

' http://www.w3.org/MarkUp

To overcome this short coming, many researchers and
practitioners have started making a great effort to
extend the current Web towards the so-called Semantic
Web ([!]), in which information is represented by
languages with expressive but well-defined semantics
to be processable by computers. In our view, this
challenge is similar to the one of Artificial
Intelligence, namely that of how to make computers
approach human expression and reasoning. In
particular, this requires a formal knowledge
representation language that not only has the
expressivepower close to that ofnatural language, but
also can be automaticallyprocessedby computers.The
context ofthe Web adds one more difficult task to this,
that is, the represented knowledge must also be
comprehensible and interoperable widely over the
Intemet,and this requires accompanying ontologies.

How humans process information represented in
natural language is still a challenge to science in
general, and to Artificial Intelligence in particular.
However, it is clear that for a computer with the
conventional processing paradigm to process natural
language, a formalism is required. For reasoning, it is
desirable that such a formalism be a logical one. A
logic for handling natural language should have not
only a stracture of formulas close to that of natural
language sentences, but also a capability to deal with
the semantics of vague linguistic terms pervasive in
natural language expressions.

Currently, conceptual graphs (CGs) ([13]) and fiiz^
logic ([18]) are two logical fonnalisms that emphasize
the target ofnatural language, each ofwhich is focused
on one ofthe two mentioned desired features ofa logic
for handling natural language. Indeed, while a smooth
mapping between logic and natural language has been
regarded as the main motivation of conceptual graphs
([I4]> [1^])> ^ methodology for computing with words
has been regarded as the main contribution of fuzzy
logic ([19], [20]). Conceptual graphs, based on
semantic networks and Peirce's existential graphs,
combine the visual advantage of graphical languages
and the expressive power of logic. Meanwhile, fuzzy
logic, based on fuz^ set theory, has been developed
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for approximate representation of, and reasoning with,
imprecise and vague information.

This paper proposes fiiz^ conceptual graphs (FCGs)
([2], [11], [16]), which combine the advantages ofboth
conceptual graphs and fiiz^ logic, as a suitable
knowledge representation language for the Semantic
Web. Firstly, Sections 2 and 3 briefly present the basic
notions of conceptual graphs and fiizzy logic,
respectively. Section 4 introduces fuzzy conceptual
graphs with their recent development Then Section 5
discusses and proposes fuzzy conceptual graphs as a
suitable Semantic Web language. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper and suggests future research.

2. Conceptual Graphs
A simple CG is a bipartite graph of concept vertices
alternate with (conceptual) relation vertices, where
edges connect relation vertices to concept vertices
([13]). Each concept vertex, drawn as a box and
labelled by a pair of a concept type and a concept
referenty represents an entity whose type and referent
are respectively defined by the concept type and the
concept referent in the pair. Each relation vertex,
drawn as a circle and labelled by a relation type^
represents a relation of the entities represented by the
concept vertices connected to it. For brevity, we may
call a concept or relation vertex a concept or relation,
respectively. Concepts connected to a relation are
called neighbour concepts of the relation. Eachedgeis
labelled by a positive integer and, in practice, may be
directedjust for readability.

For example, the CG in Figure I says "John is a
student. There is a subject. Computer Science is a field
of study. The subject is in Computer Science. John
studies thesubject", or briefly, "Johnstudies a subject
in Computer Science".

|ST^JOE^ff:John^-»(S^^rov)-9^s^B^Eci7*l->('wV^^aD^.Co^np^llcfSc^eIlcel

Figure 1: A simple CG

In a textual format, concepts and relations can be
respectively written in square and round brackets as
follows:

[STUDENT: John]-^(STUDY)->[SUBJECT: ♦]

[field: ComputerScience]<-(IN)
Here, for simplicity, the labels of the edges are not
shown.

In this example, [STUDENT: John], [SUBJECT: ♦],
[field: Computer Science] are concepts with
STUDENT, SUBJECT and FIELD being concept types,
whereas (STUDY) and (IN) are relations with STUDY
and IN being relation types. The referents John and
Computer Science of die concepts [STUDENT: John]
and [field: Conqruter Science] are individual markers.

The referent ♦ of the concept [SUBJECT: ♦] is the
generic marker referring to an unspecified entity. Two
concepts with two different individual markers are
assumed to refer to two different entities, while
concepts with the same individual marker are assumed
to refer to the same entity.

The first-order predicate logic semantics ofconceptual
graphs is defmed through operator O ([13]) that maps
a CG to a first-order predicate logic formula.
Basically, O maps each vertex of a CG to an atomic
formula of first-order predicate logic, and maps the
whole CG to the conjunction of those atomic formulas
with all variables being existentially quantified. Each
individual marker is mapped to a constant, each
generic marker is mapped to a variable, and each
concept or relation type is mapped to a predicate
symbol. For example, let G be the CG in Figure1, then
<I>(G) is:

3jc( student(John) a subject(jc) a
field(Computer Science) a
study(John,x) a in(x.ComputerScience)).

Conceptual graphs can also be nested. A nested CG is
recursivelydefined as a simple CG extendedby adding
a descriptor field to each of its concepts, where a
descriptor is either empty or a nested CG, which
describes the referent ofa concept. With this structure,
negation of a proposition can be represented in
conceptual graphs as a unary relation of type NEC
whose connected concept is of type PROPOSITION and
has the CG representing that proposition as its
descriptor. This gives conceptual graphs the full
expressive power of order-sor^ predicate logic. For
example, the following CG represents the negation of
"John studies Literature":

(NEG)-»[PROPOSmON: ♦
[student: John]

i
(study)->[SUBJECT: Literature] ].

A fundamental operation on CGs is CG projectiony
which mapsa CG to another moreor equally specific
one, by mapping each vertex of the former to a vertex
of the latter ib&t has a more or equally specificconcept
^qje and referent, or relation type. The mapping must
also preserve the adjacency of flie neighbour concepts
of a relation. As such, if a CG has a projection to
another one, then the latter logically implies the
former. Figure 2 illustrates a projection firom G to Hy
provided that STUDENT is a subtype of PERSON and
STUDY is a subtype of ACT.

H: "it ^ SX _
IsninRMT! SUBJECT: CS226|-^Cw)->| FlEU): Cdmpiitg Scicice|

Figure 2: A CG projection

V
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3. Fuzzy Logic
Often conceptsencounteredin the realworldarevague
in nature, like young or oldt short or tally cheap or
expensivBy as reflected in natural language. These
concepts, or their expressions in natural language, are
vague in the sense Aat, in most contexts, there is no
clear-cut boundary between them and not young or not
oldy not short or not tally not cheap or not expensivey
respectively. In other words, the membership of an
object in the extension of such a concept is not a
matter of "to be or not to be", but rather a matter of
degree. Classical set theory, in which the membership
gr^e ofan element ina set can only be either 0 or 1,
is thus inadequate to deal with vague concepts. This
was the main motivation of Zadeh founding fiizzy set
theory([17]),whichgeneralizesclassical set theoryby
defining membership grades to be real numbers in the
interval [0,1].

Fuzzy set theory then gave birth to fuzzy logic ([18]).
In the literature, the termJuzzy logic has been used for
different logic systems that have originated firom the
theory of fuzzy sets. However, they may have so
different characteristics that they need to be
distinguished to avoid confusion. We classify them
into three main groups, namely, partial truth-valued
logiCy possibilistic logiCy andfiazy set logic. We call a
fiiz^ logic that deals with partial tmth partial truth-
valued logic, e.g. [12], which is a special multiple-
valued logic, whose formulas are associated with real
numbers in the interval [0, 1] interpreted as truth
degrees of formulas. In contrast, in possibilistic logic
([?]), although formulas are also associated with real
numbers in the interval [0, 1], they have the meaning
of uncertainty degrees. Finally, in the broadest sense,
we call a fiiz^ logic whose formulas involve fuz^ set
values fuz^ set logic, e.g. [3].

Fuzzy logic is supposed to be complementary to other
approaches, in particular the long time and very well
founded probability theory, for dealing with
uncertainty and imprecision, which apparently exist in
the real world and thus human expression and
reasoning. The most controversial aspect of fuzzy set
theory and fuzzy logic is also their comerstone, the
definition of fii^ sets, that is, what a membership
grade means. As answers, there have been so far two
main schools of thoughts, one of which take
membership grades as a primitive notion and the other
links them with probability.

In the latter school, the voting model interpretation of
fuz^ sets is as follows (cf. [9]). Given a fuzty set A
on a domain Uy each voter has a subset of C/as his/her
own crisp definition of the concept that A represents.
For example, a voter may have the interval [0, 35]
representing human ages ^m 0 to35 years ashis/her
definition of the concept youngy while another voter
may have [0, 25] instead. The membership function

value |i^(u) is then the proportion of voters whose
crisp definitions include u. As such, A defines a
probability distribution on the power set of U across
the voters, and thus a fiizzy proposition "x is A^
defines a family of probability distributions of the
variable X on U.

However, we argue that the current lack of a unique
and clearly defined semanticsofmembershipgrades of
fiizzy sets should not discourage us fiom developing
the Aeory. We, human beings, use many such vague
concepts and degrees in [0,1] in daily life, but it is still
a challenge to science in general, and to Artificial
Intelligence in particular, how we actually process
these cognitively. It is fiizzy logic that takes this
challenge, moving forward fiom the traditional
probability theory, which is apparently not adequate to
give the answer. We think theoretical research and
practical experiments in bodi of the schools of fiizzy
logic mentioned above should be encouraged. In
practice, fiizzy logic has been successfully applied to
several areas, such as expert systems, knowledge
acquisition and fusion, decision making, and
information retrieval, among others.

4. Fuzzy Conceptual Graphs
Firstly, simple FCGs extend simple CGs with
linguistic labels defined by feaxy sets as individual
markers ([2], [11], [16]). For exanqile, in Figure 3, the
simple FCG G expresses "Peter, a Swede, is to/f,
where tall is the linguistic label of a fuzzy set. The
contracted form of G is G*, where the concepts
[SWEDE: Peter] and [HEIGHT: are calledfitzzy
entity concept and fitzzy attribute concepty
respectively.

C: [SWEDE: PctCTt-^(*TTR)-^ HEHam *|-^(Ma5)-^MEASURE:

C*: [SWEDE; Pe>g|-^^An«)-^HElCHT: *gl<Bn|

Figure 3: Simple FCGs

A concept type or a relation type can be afia^ type to
represent uncertainty and/or partial troth about the type
of the entity referred by a concept or the type of a
relation, where a fuzzy type is defined as a pair of a
basic type and an uncertaintyand/or trothdegree ([6]).
An uncertainty and/or troth degree can be ajuzzy truth
valuey i.e., a fuzzy set on [0, 1] whose values are
interpreted as truA degrees, or a jitzzy probability
value, which is also defined by a fiizzy set on [0, 1]
whose values are however interpreted as probability
degrees. Examples of linguistic labels of a fuz^ truA
value are more or less true and not veryfalse, while
ones of a fiizzy probability value are quite likely and
very unlikely. A simple FCG with fiizzy types is shown
in Figure 4, which says "It is very true that John is an
American man, who is young, and it is more or less
true that he likes a car, whose colour is blue", where
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very true, more or less true, young and blue are
linguistic labels of fuzzy sets.

|[AMEIUC*w_MAN. very trug): Johnl-^^UICE, moreorlest tnSj

COUMJK

Figure 4: A simple FCG with fuzzy types

FCG projection, which matches an FCG to another
one, extend CG projection with matching degrees
between fuzzy sets and fiizzy types in the matched
pairs of concepts and relations in the two FCGs. For
representing complexinformation, we have introduced
nested FCGs ([4]). As for nested CGs, a nested FCG is
recursively defmed as a simple FCG extended by
addinga descriptorfield to each of its concepts,where
a descriptor is either empty or a nested FCG, which
describes the referent of a concept. For example, the
nested FCG in Figure 5 expresses "Tom, a Scot, shows
a pictureof a monsterwhichis about 20feet in length,
and tells about a very unlikely situation diat it exists in
Lake Loch Ness". Here, the dotted line is a
coreference link denoting that the two concepts
[monster: ♦] refer to the same entity; in the textual
format, coreference is represented by variables of the
same name as concept referents. Meanwhile,
representation of such nestedpieces of information in
linear notations,e.g. predicate logic, would be difficult
to follow.

(SITUATION, very utdikdy): *

|mow>TE«:

[length:*!

Figure S: A nested FCG

One aspect of natural language the logicforwhich has
been the quest and focus of significant research effort
is one of generalized quantifiers. In reasoning with
quantifiers, absolute quantifiers and relative
quantifiers on a set haveto be distinguished, where the
quantities expressed by the latter are relative to the
cardinalityof the set Examplesof absolutequantifiers
are only one, few, or several, while ones of relative
quantifiers are about 9%. half, or most. In practice,
diere are quantifying words, e.g. few and many, that
may be used with either meaning depending on the
context. For instance, few in "Few people in this
conference are fix)m Asia" may mean a small number
of people, whilefew in "Few people in the United
Kingdom are fi:om Asia" maymeana smallpercentage
ofpopulation. Classical pre^cate logic wiA only the
existential quantifier, equivalent to the absolute
quantifier at least I, and the universal quantifier.

equivalent to the relative quantifier all or every, cannot
deal with general quantificationin natural language.

In the crisp case, absolute quantifiers can be defmed
by natural numbers, and relative quantifiers by non-
negative rational nmnbers that are not greater than 1
measuring a proportion of a set, where 0 means 0%
and 1 means 100%. Correspondingly, in the fuzzy
case, absolute quantifiers can be defmed by fuzzy sets
on the set N of natural numbers, i.e., fuzzy numbers
whose domain is restricted to N, and relative
quantifiers by fuzzy numbers whose domain is
restricted to the set of rational numbers in [0, 1]. For
simplicitywithout rounding of real numbers, however,
we assume absolute quantifiers to be defined by fuzzy
numbers on [0, +oo] and relative quantifiers by fuzzy
numbers on [0, 1]. The existential quantifier in
classical logic corresponds to at least I in natural
language, which is an absolute quantifier whose
membership function is defined by \iatieaai(x) = 1 if
ac ^ 1, or Pa, least /(*) = 0 Otherwise. Meanwhile, the
universal quantifier, which corresponds to all or every
in natural language, is a relative quantifier and its
membership function is defined by Pa/XO = 1 aiRl
9aiix) = 0 for every 0 S x < 1.

An absolute quantifier g on a type T whose denotation
set in a universe of discourse has the cardinality |7]
corresponds to the relative quantifier Qt = fi/l?]. A
relativequantifier 0 in a statement**QA*saK F's" can
be interpreted as the proportion of objects of type A
that belong to type B, i.e., Q = \Ar\B]f\A\, which is a
fuzzy number, l^uivalently, it can also beinterpreted
as the fiizzy conditionalprobability,which is a fiiz^
number on [0, 1], ofB{x) being true given A{x) being
true for an object x picked at random uniformly. We
have applied this interpretation and the fuzzy set-
theoretic semantics of generalized quantifiers to
formally define the semantics of generally quantified
FCGs as probabilistic logic rules comprising only
simple FCGs ([5]). For example. Figure 6 shows a
generally quantified FCGG andits defining expansion
E, expressing **Most Swedes ate talF, where {♦}

denotes a set referent, most and tall are linguistic
labelsof fiizzysets, and most=Pr(tall(x) \ Swede(x)).

[swepe: {*)@WCIlf-^(*^)->fHBGHT:'
E:
If [swede*] thea |sw^7*]-^(ArrR)-^ height; *@tof/| (mow]

Figure6: A generally quantified FCG and its defining
expansion

Furthermore, the type in a generally quantified concept
can be represent^ by a simple FCG as a lambda
expression defining that type. We call such a sinqile
FCG a lambda FCG, which is like a simple FCG
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exceptthat it hasoneconcept, which we calla lambda
concept^ whose referent is denoted by "K to be
distingiiished from the generic and individual
referents. For example,Figure 7 illustratesa generally
quantified FCG G and its defining expansion £,
expressing **Most people who are tall are notfar. As
such, a lambdaFCGcorrespondsto a relativeclause in
natural language.

IPERSON: Xt^^TTR^^HElCHT: ^(An^^BOOY:

E: If Iperson:

tbcB |pER^:*h^(AOT^-^BOOY:*@no?jS| [mam]

Figure 7: Quantificationon a type defined by a lambdaFCG

5. Towards the Semantic Web

As mentioned in the introduction section, despite its
great usefulness in making infonnation widely
available, with the explosion of information on the
Internet the simple hypertext-based Web is showing its
limitations, so new knowledge representation
languages are required for its next generation, the
Semantic Web. As a first step, XML (extensible
Markup Language)^ has been introduced to allow
everyone to add arbitrary structure to their documents
and make use of that structure in sophisticated ways
for domain- and task-specific purposes. Then higher-
level languages based on XML, e.g., RDF (Resource
Description Framework), OIL (Ontology Inference
Layer), or DAML (DARPA Agent Markup Language),
have been developed with more logical and
ontological modelling primitives ([8]).

Although, as one of its goals, XML was designed for
Web documents written in it to be human-legible and
reasonably clear, it turned out to be too verbose. That
is why other more readable languages like the ones
mentioned above have been introduced. Comparing
Web languages to programming languages, we view
XML as a low-level language, while others are high-
level languages, which are closer to human expression
and reasoning. As such. Web documents may be
written in any high-level language and then translated
to XML for machine processing or information
exchange. As an alternative. Web documents written
in a high-level language can be processed directlyby a
specialized language processor.

A formal language that has a smooth mapping to and
from natural language, like conceptual graphs, and can
deal with imprecision and vagueness, like fuzzy logic,
is a very good candidate for the Semantic Web. Being
a logical formalism itself is an advantage ofa language
for reasoning on knowledge represented by it

'htlp://www.w3.org/XML

Therefore we propose fuzzy conceptual graphs as a
suitable Semantic Web language, which combines the
mentioned advantages of both conceptual graphs and
fiizzy logic as summarized below:

• The language is more human-readable than
XML-based languages and other logical
formalisms, like predicate logic. A query in
natural language can be smoothly translated to
an FCG to be matched to FCGs in Web

documents, and an answer FCG can also be
smoothly translated to natural language for
human reading.

• The inherent graphical notation of the language
is useful for knowledge visualization, in
particular for presenting nested information
whose representation in linear notations is
difficult to follow. The structure for abstracting
knowledge into nested concepts is helpful for
knowledge organization and storage.

• The language itself is a logical formalism,
which is desirable for knowledge reasoning.
With its order-sorted feature, knowledge can be
represented more concisely and reasoning can
be performed more efficiently via inheritance.
Its fiiz^ logic core is significant for
representation and reasoning with uncertain and
imprecise information.

For example.Web pages about "Books writtenby Tim
Bemers-Lee" and "Books written about Tim Bemers-
Lee" as mentioned in the introduction section can be
indexed by the followingCGs
[PERSON: Tim Bemers-Lee]

t
(agnt>(-[write: ♦]->(obj)->[book:♦]

and

[PERSON: »]
t

(AGNT)<-[WRrTE: ♦]-^(obj)->[booic: ♦]->(cont)

i
[person: Tim Bemers-Lee]

where (agnt) and (OBJ) are relations between the
action concept [write: *] and its agent and object
concepts, and (cont) is a relation between an entity
concept and its content as another entity concept Then
the query for "Publications written by Tim Bemers-
Lee" can be translated into the CG
[person: Tim Bemers-Lee]

t
(agnt)<-[write: »]->(obj) )->[publication: »]

which can then be matched to the first indexing CG
above by CG projection and the corresponding Web
pages are retrieved, provided that BOOK is a subtype of
PUBLICATION. We note that this query CG cannot be
projected to the second indexing CG above because
•Tim Bemers-Lee", referring to a specific entity, is
more specific than "*", referring to an unspecified
entity.
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For the fiizzy case, let us take an example adapted
from [10], which discusses the advantages of
conceptual graphs over XML-based languages and
uses them for embedding knowledge to Web
documents, in particular for indexing docmnent
elements. For instance, the following CG can be used
to index an image, among others, about a red vehicle:

[vehicle: ♦]->(attr)-»[color:red]

where **red" is a non-inteipreted individual marker.
The implemented knowledge processor, called
WebKB, is equipped with ontologies of concept types
and relation types, in order to access knowledge
represented in conceptual graphs. A query to retrieve
an image aboutsomething that is red can be translated
in to the following CG

[SOMETHING: *]->(attr)^[color: red]

which can then be projectedto the indexingCG above
and the corresponding image is retrieved.

That work however did not consider vague linguistic
terms, of which red is an example. Therefore, a query
to find an image about something that is very red
would fail, as its corresponding CG could not match to
the indexing CG. Meanwhile, using fuzzy conceptual
graphs,suchan imagecan be indexed by the FCG

[vehicle: *]^(attr)->[color: *@red\

where red is a linguistic term defined by a fuzzy set
Then the queryabout something very red represented
by the following FCG

[VEHICLE: ♦]^(attr)-»[color: *@yeryred\
can be answered to a certain degree defined by the
matching degree of the fuzzy set defining veryred to
that definingred, usingFCG projection fromthe query
FCG to the indexing FCG. Here, for dealing with
fiizziness, besides the ontologies of concept and
relation types, one needs also an ontology of vague
concepts with their defining fuzzy sets.

6. Conclusion
We have presented the basic notions of conceptual
graphs and fuzzy logic, showing that these two logical
formalisms actually havethe common targetof natural
language. We then have introduced fiiz^ conceptual
graphs, which combine the advantages of both
conceptual graphs and fuzzy logic, as a knowledge
representation language for Artificial Intelligence
approaching human expression and reasoning. In
particular, we have proposed fiizzy conceptual graphs
as a suitable knowledge representation language for
the Semantic Web, in which information is not only
for humanreadingbut also for machineprocessing.

There are still many aspects to be investigated for this
proposal. A specific subset of fiizzy conceptual graphs
with a balancebetween the expressive power and the
computational tractability in the Web context is to be

identified. The management of an ontology of vague
concepts is a problem to be studied. Followed up is the
implementation of tools for processing frizzy
conceptual graphs in Web documents. These are some
of the topics that we suggest for future research.
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Abstract

The paperaimsa tutorial reviewof the currentstateof
the art in the area of Web search to address
information retrieval models and a reference model for
intelligent information search. We first review current
information Web search models and methods, followed
by contributionsbrought by machine learning, artificial
and computational intelligence. As a result, a reference
model is sketched. Its piirpose is to summarize the
main relationships between computational intelligence
and information search systems as a means to promote
innovative, intelligent information search systems
development.

1. Introduction

A decade ago, computer technology was evolving
towards cheaper and faster hardware with software
components breaking the limits of the feasible with
sophisticated interfaces, data and knowledge bases,
and informationprocessing systems and engines. In the
meantime, the phenomenon of the World Wide Web
has surprised most of the technical and social world,
revolutionizing the way people access information.
However, the Web brings difficulties to classical
information processing and retrieval methodologies.
Typically, classical information systems are designed
for structured environments and have been used to

index static collections of centralized, directly
accessible documents. On the contrary, the Web is a
distributed, dynamic, open, and rapidly growing
information resource.

There are two major ways to search for documents in
the Web. One way is to use a Web agent, software
programs that receive a user query and systematically
explore the Web to locate documents, evaluate their
relevance, and return a rank-ordered list of documents.
Currently, this approach is impractical due to the
considerable dimension of the Web space. An
alternative, the one currently adopted by most if not all
search tools available, is to search a precompiled index
built and periodically updated by Web traversing
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agents. The index is a searchable database that gives
reference pointers to Web documents. Clearly, we note
two different, albeit related flows of search tasks: the
first to mediate the user with the database during
information retrieval, and the second to interface Web
traversing agents with the databaseto store and update
documents.

The need to make sense of the swelling mass of data
and misinformation that fills the Web brings a crucial
information search problem. The searchengine, along
with browsers, domain name servers, and hypertext
markup language, becomes an essential ingre^ent to
turn the Web usefiil. The ability to search and retrieve
information fromthe Webefficiently and effectively is
a key technology for realizing its fullpotential. Current
search methods and tools retrieve too many
documents, of which only a small fraction is relevant
to the user query. Furthermore, the most relevant
documents do not necessarily appearat the top of the
query output order. The design and development of
current-generation search methods and tools have
focused on query-processing speed and database size.
Modem search engines have applied techniques fiom
the past forty years to the Web-based text. The focus
should instead shift to provide a short, ranked list of
meaningful documents. That is, search should shift
from lexicographical spaces to conceptual spaces of
documents because this is where sense may be found in
a conqract and meaningfulformfirom the point ofview
ofthe user query.

Considerableresearch effort is being developed to fill
the need for improvedsearchengines. Liq)roved search
requires more effective information retrieval. Ideally,
effective information retrieval means high recall and
high precision, but in practice it means acceptable
compromises. Recall and precision strongly depends
on the indexing, query, matching, rat^g and
feedback techniques used by the information system.
Many approaches have been suggested to improve
search. Among them we note filtering and routing
techniques [1], context and page analysis [2],
relevance feedback [3], semantic similarity [4], and
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case-based reasoning. However, these techniques
address only part of the problem because they are
imbedded within classical infonnation models. Efforts

should instead focus on the infonnation retrieval model

itself, especially its constituents and computational
paradigms that support them.

The aim of this paper is twofold. The first is to provide
a tutorial review of the current state of the art in the

area of Web search. The second is to address

information retrieval models that induce a reference

model to develop intelligent search techniques. For this
purpose, we first review current information Web
search models and methods from the point of view of
information retrieval systems. Next we discuss the
potential contributions that machine learning, artificial
and computational intelligence brought to improve
information retrieval models to enhance information

search effectiveness and to develop intelligent
information search. As a result of the review and

discussions above a reference model is sketched. Its

purpose is to sununarize the main relationships
between computational intelligence and information
search systems as a means to promote innovative,
intelligent information search systems development.
Remarks concerning relevant, related issues not
emphasized here and suggestions for further
developments conclude the paper.

2. Information Search In the Internet

The Web, the most extensive and popular hypertext
system in use today, is a large distributed dynamical
digital information space built on top of the Intemet.
Hypertext is fundamentally an information storage and
retrieval system that providesnonsequential method to
access information. Its essential features are nodes and
hyperlinks. In general, nodes may contain documents,
graphics, audio, video,and other media. Forsimplicity,
here we assume nodes with documents only.

Four main modules characterize information retrieval
systems models: query representation, matching
strategies, ranking methods and query output,
complemented by the user interface, document
indexing and database support.

Information retrieval can be broadly grouped into four
main classes: set-theoretic, algebraic, probabilistic, and
hybrid models [1], depending on the method selected
for each of the four modules. In particular, set theoretic
models include fuzzy-set based models to generalize

classical set operations in queries, document
representation, and ranking [5].

Currently, most Web search schemes function
similarly. A document-collecting program, an agent,
explores the hyperlinked documents of the Web
looking for pages to index. These pages are stored in a
database or repository. Finally, a retrieval program
takes a user query and creates a list of links to Web
documents that matches the query. These schemes
completely hide the organization and content of the
index from the user. There are other schemes that

feature hierarchically organized subject catalog or
directory of the Web, which is visible to the users as
they browse and query [1,6]. They may or may not use
agents to update their databases. Therefore, Web
search systems are built upon extensions of the
information system model. Ifwe assume the Web itself
as an information source and add a search agent
module to traverse the information source and catch

documents, extract the information required to
represent and to store them in a database, then a Web
search system model emerges, figure 1.
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Figure 1: Informationretrieval systemmodel.

Traditional Web search engines are based on users
typing in keywords or expressions to query for the
information &ey want to receive. These are translated
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into query objects whose form depends on the
document representation method used. Query objects
are matched against document representation to check
their similarityor adjacency of their postings. Postings
are tuples consisting of a term, a document identifier,
and the weightof that term in that document Postings
are sometimes called inverted files and are the result of
indexing. Indexing is the process of developing a
document representation by assigning content
descriptors or term to the document. The matching
dociunents are ranked according to a relevance
measure. Relevance measure considers the number of
query terms contained in the document, the frequency
of the querytermsused in the documents, proximity of
the query terms to each other in the document. The
position wherethe termsoccur in thedocument andthe
degreeto whichquerytermsmatch individual words is
also considered in most systems.

All search agents use essentially the same scheme to
traverse the Web to fetch pages, to extract
representation information and to store this
information in a database. In practice the agents use a
graph search strategy that embeds page fetch,
document descriptor extraction and encoding
according to an information retrieval model, and an
appropriate database storage procedure. They create a
queue of pages to be explored, with at least one Web
page in the queue, and choose a page fromthe queue to
explore. Next, they fetch the page chosen and extract
all the links to other pages and add any imexplored
page links to the queue. The page fetched is processed
to extract representation parameters such as title,
headers, key words or other representation information
and store in a database. Next, a new page is selected
from the top of the queue. Search algorithms differs
only in the way new elements are added to the queue,
with depth-first, breadth-first and best-first being
among the most used.

Efficient search in information retrieval is not a

bottleneck, but retrieval effectiveness is a different
matter. Two main parameters, recall and precision,
respectively, can explain retrieval effectiveness.
Ideally, we would like to achieve both high recall and
high precision. In practice, we must accept a
compromise. Indexing and query terms that are too
specific yields higher precision at the expense of
recall. Indexing and query terms that are too broad
yields higher recall at the expense of precision [1].
Current search tools retrieve too many documents, of
which only a small fraction are relevant to the user
query. This is a result of two main issues. The first
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refers to the limitations of the information retrieval and

search models in use today. The second concerns the
lexicographical view of the models, which uses the
word structure of documents content only. Enhanced
models should strive to include conceptual views of
documents to enhance search effectiveness.

3. Intelligent Infoniiation Search

Information retrieval using probabilistic methods has
produced a substantial number of results over the past
decades. In the eighties, artificial intelligence and
fuz2y set theory also made an impressive contribution
to intelligent information retrieval and indexing. More
recently, attention has shifted to inductive learning
techniques including genetic algorithms, symbolic
learning and neural networics. Most information
retrieval systems still rely on conventional inverted
index and query techniques, but a number of
experimental systems and computational intelligence
paradigms are being developed.

Knowledge-based information retrieval systems
attempt to capture information specialists' domain
knowledge, search strategies and query refinement
heuristics. Most of these systems have been developed
based on the manual knowledge acquisition process,
but data miningand knowledge discovering techniques
indicate a major source for automatic knowledge
elicitation. Computer-assisted systems have shown to
be more useftil and several systems of this type have
been developed over the past decade [7]. Many of
them embody forms of semantic networks to represent
domain knowledge, accept natural languages queries,
and include a knowledge base of search strategies and
term classification similar to a thesaurus.

Systems and methods of information retrieval that are
based upon the theory of fiizzy sets have been
recognized as more realistic than the classical methods
[8]. Extensions of Boolean models to fuzzy set models
redefine logical operators appropriately to include
partial membership and process user query in a manner
similar to the Boolean model. Fuzzy models represent
document characteristics and user queries can be in
natural language propositions. Similarly to classical
knowledge-based systems, various forms of thesaurus
have been added to inq)rove retrieval performance. In
general, fuzzy information retrieval systems consider
each piece of knowledge as a pattem represented as a
set of attributes, objects and values. The values of the
attributes can be either quantitative or qualitative and
represented by possibility distributions in the attribute
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domain. Fuzzy connectives allow the user to elaborate
complex queries. Each query is fuzzy-matched with the
characteristic patterns of each document in the
database. Matching degrees provides information to
rank document relevance and query output.

Unlike the manual knowledge acquisition process and
the linguistic-based natural language processing
technique used in knowledge-based systems design,
learning systems rely on algorithms to extract
knowledge or to identifypatterns in examples of data.
Various statistics-based algorithms have been used
extensively for quantitative data analysis. The
cottq)utational intelligence techniques, the neural
network approach, evolution-based genetic algorithms
and fuzzy set theory provide quite different schemes
for data analysis and knowledge discovery.

Neural networks seem to fit well with conventional
models such as vector space model and the
probabilistic model. Assuming a broader view of
connectionist models, vector space model, cosine
measures of similarity, and automatic clustering and
thesaurus can be combined into a network
representation. Neural nets have been used for
document clustering and to develop interconnected,
weight/labeled networks of keyword for concept-based
information retrieval [7]. Generally speaking, neural
networks provide a convenient knowledge
representation for information retrieval applications in
which nodes typically represent objects such as
keywords, authors, and citations and their weighted
associations ofrelevance.

The self-adaptiveness propertyof genetic algorithms is
also very appealing for information retrieval systems.
For instance, genetic algorithms findthe keywords that
best describe a set of user provided documents [7]. In
this case, a keyword represents a gene,a user-selected
document represents a chromosome, and a set of user-
selected documents represents the initial population.
The fitness of each document is based on its relevance
to the documents in the user-selected set measured by
the Jaccard's score. Genetic algorithms have also been
used to extract keywords and to tune keywords
weights. Genetic algorithms and genetic fiizzy systems
have been ones of the most fertile computational
intelligence toolsto Websearchengines. This is to be
contrasted with the knowledge and neural network-
based approaches, which has shown modest presence
in the Web world. Genetic algorithm can dynamically
take a user's selected starting homepages and search
for the most closely related homepages in the Web

based on the links and keyword indexing. A more
advanced system uses a genetic information retrieval
agent filter approach for documents from the Internet
using a genetic algorithm with fuzzy sets genes to learn
the user's information needs [9]. A similar,
collaborative approach to develop for personalized
intelligent assistant uses a metagenetic algorithm to
evolve populations of keywords and logic operators. A
primary genetic algorithm creates a population of sets
of unique keywords selected at random from a
dictionary. A secondary genetic algorithm then creates
a population of sets of logic operators for each of the
primary genetic algorithm members.

4. The Reference Model

In this section we propose a model that incorporates
the generic aspects of information retrieval systems,
along with hooks in the model to incorporate specific
techniques that are used in the information retrieval
process.

The model is a set of interrelated abstract classes —or
a framework— along with method specifications that
constitute brainware insertion points. In actual
implementations, concrete classes are derived from
these abstract classes, definingmethods that implement
a specific technique. The model focus on what has to
be done rather than on how it is done. It establishes in
which methods each aspect is contemplated and how
the implemented classes should collaborate to perform
the application tasks.
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Figure 2: Document components.

The basic element in the firamework is the Document
class, figure 2. From any Document object we obtain
the document content, via getContentQmethod, as well
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as information about it, via getMetadataQ.
Representation of what constitutes document metadata
is abstracted introducing the DocumentHeader class.
Instances of classes derived from Document include
AsciiDocument, HtmlDocument, WordDocument, and
XmlDocument, each of which with its specific way to
expressand obtainthedocument header andcontent

In an information retrieval application, documents
occur in collections: restricted (a closed world or
limited collection of documents, as in a traditional
information retrieval) or unrestricted (an open world
domain of documents, as in the Web). These
collections are abstracted by the DocumentCollection
class. The elements in a object of this class can be
accessed using a Documentlterator, which provides
methods such as nextQ, returning a Document, and
hasNextO, returning a Boolean value. Implementation
examples of nextQ include search strategies such as
depth first, breadth-first or any appropriate heuristic
search scheme, including the fuzzy search methods.

The document returned by nextQ is processed to get
the postings, the information to be stored in fiie
application database. In this model, the structure of
the information to be stored in the database is
represented by the DBEntiy class. Classes associated
with concretizations of DBEntry shall be aware of
specific structures used in underlying databases, e.g. a
tuple for a relational database or an object for an
object-orienteddatabasesystem.

DBEntry objects for a given document are created by
the method extractlnfoQ from the DocumentProcessor
class. This method encapsulates keywords extraction,
associated concepts taken from a thesaurus, semantic
networks or frames, and clustering strategies used to
classify documents. Clustering strategies could be as
simple as "extract most firequent words" or as elaborate
as &e fiizzy set-based or neural networks approaches
described earlier. This method output could adopt an
appropriate automatic index method such as single or
multi-term phrase indexing, using probabilistic,
statistical or linguistic methods.

Operations to access the underlying application
databases are generalized throu^ the methods
specified in the class DatabaseAccessor, figure 3.
Along with DBEntry, this adapter class abstractswhich
type of database management system (relational,
object-oriented, hierarchical) is being used in the
application. The application could actually use
mdtiple and heterogeneous databases.
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The model also conten^lates the many possibilities
that users have to express their queries, as well as the
alternatives for query processing. The user entry is a
string, but this does not necessarily imply that the user
interface has to be textual. This string might represent
selections from forms, voice interfaces, or virtual
reality environment. The user entry should be parsed,
processed, and transformed into an internal
representation format. This format is an object of the
UserQuery class, figure 4, created by the factory
method createUserQueryQ. Inqrlementations of this
method in derived classes might incorporate strategies
such as Boolean expressions, natural language
processing, and precisiated natural languages
propositions [10]. New UserQuery objects can be
created from an existing object of fiiis class by
aggregating feedback, which is contemplated by the
method introduceFeedbackQ.
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Figure 4: Retrieval components.

The UserQuery is translated into one or more
DBQuery objects by the QueryTranslator class. The
application databases can then be inquired using the
methods queryQ and retrieveQ of DatabaseAccessor

QueryPioeassof
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class. The mediation between the UserQueiy and
postings formats is performed by the QueryProcessor
class, whose method match() returns a
MatchedDocuments object, a collection of document
headers matching the user request along with its
matching degree. This is expressed in the model as an
object of the Matching class; there is no need to
restrict this measure to scalar values. Implementations
of matchO could consider techniques such as cosine,
possibility measures or matching operators of fuzzy set
theory, for example.

Note that an object of the MatchedDocuments class is
a collection and, as such, can benefit from the already
mentioned Iterator pattern. In this case, the underlying
sequence of access to the list of documents is ordered
by a ranking criterion. The method rankQ returns a
Ranklterator object, and currentMatchQ gets the
matchingdegree for the documentreturnedby next().

Learning methods, especially participatory learning
paradigm [11], emergesfromtwo main sides.The first
concerns die need to adapt document representation
index and classification from a set of concepts and
keywords, and vice-versa. The second concerns
elaboration of the query objects by algorithms such as
genetic or alternative adaptive approaches. These
could be encapsulated in the extractlnfoQ and
createUserQueryO, respectively.

5. Conclusions

The state of the ait of information retrieval and Web

search systems has suggested the reference model
sketched in this paper. The purpose of the model was
to introduce an object-oriented framework to establish
the relationships between computational intelligence
and information search systems as a means to promote
innovative, intelligent systems development. Future
developments shall address context in Web search, the
issue of hyperlink structures in systemcomplexity and
the role of the Semantic Web. Hopefully the model
proposed here could grow and contribute for
developing and implementing future generation
systems.
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Abstract

Retrieval of relevant information and its efficient
transmission over the Internet to worldwide users are

of utmost interest in many applications. Content-based
source encoding is, therefore, essential in enhancing
information retrieval. We present a novel multi-scale
source vector encoder whose codebook is generated by
neuro-fuzzy clustering of salient information features
in the wavelet domain. Our results demonstrate that the
performance of such encoder is equivalent to an
optimized statistical approach while, providing a
d^tic reduction in execution time. The performance
of the new vector encoder surpasses that of the well-
known scalar coder, the Set Partitioning in
Hierarchical Trees (SPIRT) in the fidelity of
reconstructed data, at low bit rates and comparable at
high bit rates as exenq}lified by a set of magnetic
resonance (MR) brain images.

1. Introduction

Vector quantization (VQ) has been theoretically
proved to be a more efficient coding method than
scalar quantization [!]. The design of an efficient VQ
encoder involves global codebook generation by
selecting a good clustering algorithm and using
{q>propriate features extracted from the training data
set. In image vector coding, codebooks obtained from
a set of training images tend to retain common features
of the samples, thus, when used to decode a particular
image, special features of the image will be lost, which
usually leads to a blurred reconstructed image. In this
paper, we are presenting a content-based vector coder
whose codebooks are generated using a neuro-fuzzy
clustering algorithm, adaptive fuzzy leader clustering
(AFLC) [2] together with a new feature extraction
method. Usually, the fidelity of a reconstructed
compressed image depends on the nature of the
codebook used for decoding. Thus, it is highly
desirable to choose an efficient clustering algorithm
for codebook generation. At the same time, selecting
appropriate features from a set of training images is
equally critical.

Through multi-level wavelet transform, an image can
be decorrelated in both space and firequency, resulting
in a hierarchical structure in which most of the image
information being packed into a few large-magnitude
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coefficients at higher levels, while a large population
of the coefficients concentrates around zero [3],
leaving much room for conq)ression. Successful
wavelet based scalar quantization methods such the
Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) [4] and SPIRT [5]
exploit this dependency between inter-scale
coefficients by retaining and quantizing coefficients
according to their significance.

Although SPIRT has been regarded as one of the best
scalar quantization schemes, the intra-scale
dependency among wavelet coefficients are not
explicitly exploited. On the other hand, traditional
wavelet-based VQ schemes tend to take advantage of
the intra-scale dependency by grouping adjacent
coefficients in the same level into vectors [3, 6],
without taking the relationship among inter-scale
coefficients into consideration. Here we will present a
new vector forming method that exploits both
dependencies.

Besides generating wavelet feature vectors in a new
way, we compare two efficient clustering algorithms
that can be used for codebook training. The AFLC
algorithm, based on neuro-fuzzy concepts, has been
proven to be quite successful in many clustering tasks
such as image vector quantization, image segmentation
and noise removal [6, 7]. Deterministic annealing
(DA) [8] is entirely based on a statistical approach,
whose performance yielding global optimum. We
compare the clustering accuracies of bofri methods in
terms of the distortion of reconstructed image from
codebooks generated frx>m these two methods
respectively.

After the image is vector quantized, die error residual,
which contains image-specific information rather than
the common image features found in the codebook, is
scalar quantized using SPIRT. Such a combination
allows the detail contents of the image to be preserved,
rendering a higher fidelity reconstructed image than
coded otherwise.

In section 2, the AFLC and DA algorithms will be
briefly described. Our new feature extraction method
will be explained in section 3. The coding method and
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results are presented in section 4. Section 5 presents
the conclusions.

2. AFLC and DA

2.1 AFLC

AFLC is an integrated neural-fuzzy clustering
algorithm that can be used to learn cluster structure
embedded in complex data sets in a self-organizing
manner. The algorithm can be described as a two-
layered structure (Figure 1). The first layerusesa self-
organizing neural network similar to AJR.T1 [9-11] to
find hard clusters. Let C be the current number of
centroids and Vj (i=l,..., C) be the centroids. When a
new sample Xk comes in, it is normalized and then
initially classihed into the cluster whose centroid has
the largest dot product with the sample vector:

y^, = |, i = 1,...,C,

=

and i* is theindexof thewinning cluster.

This initial classification is verified through a vigilance
test in the second layer, the recognition layer. When
the test fails, a new cluster is created, otherwise the
system is optimized and clusters are updated. The
vigilance test consists of calculating a ratio between
the distance of the sanq)le to the winning cluster and
the average distance ofall the samples in^s cluster to
the cluster centroid.

i? =

When this ratio is higher than a user-defined threshold,
the test fails and a new cluster is created, taking the
sample as the initial centroid. Otherwise, the sample is
officially classified into the winning cluster, and then
its centroid and the fuzzy membership values are
updated using fuzzy C-means [12] (PCM) equations:

1A(-1

1=1.2 c

The number of clusters finally generated depends on
the user-specified threshold.

2.2 The deterministic annealing (DA) algorithm

Deterministic aimealing is an optimization algorithm
based on principles of information theory and
statistical mechanics. Specihcally, it minimizes the

pM
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Figure 1: The AFLC algorithm stmcture

expected distortion of a given system while
maximizing its randomness (Shannon's entropy). Let
D be the average distortion,

* y

where p(x,y) is the joint probability distribution of
input X and codeword y, p(y|x) is the association
probability that relates x to y, d(x,y) is the distortion
measure. Shannon's entropy of the system is given by

H(X,Y) =
* y

The optimization is achieved by minimizing the
Lagrangian F=D-TH, where T is the Lagrange
multiplier.

When used for image vector quantization, mass-
constrained DA is preferred, where the constraint
^ p(j;.) =1is added into the Lagrangian, resulting in
the optimization of F' with respect to the centroids yi
and the encoding rule p(yi|x):

r=D-T[H+'Lp(y,)-i]-

The encodingrule and the centroidsare thus given by:
^xp{x)p(y, Ix)

•(x-y,yiT

piyi)=Y^pix)piyi k).
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When the variance of a cluster reaches certain limiting
value ruled by the covariance matrix of the cluster,
splitting of ^e cluster happens. The Lagrangian
parameter at which a splitting occurs is called critical
temperature Tc., from the terminology of statistical
physics. It is calculatedby Tc=2A.nBx> where is the
maximum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix Cx|y of
the posterior distribution p(x|y) of the cluster
corresponding to codeword y:

X

As the Lagrange multiplier decreases, the number of
clusters increases. Implementation ofDA can be found
in its original paper in [8].

23 The Performances of AFLC and DA

When considering the use of AFLC or DA for
codebook training, a comparative evaluation ofthe two
is necessary. However, unlike DA, which is derived
strictly from a statistical framework, a mathematical
analysis of AFLC is difficult because of its
complicated stmcture. Therefore, to get around the
problem, it would be appropriate to evaluate their
performances based on the reconstructed image quality
(relating to the clustering accuracy) and the time it
takes for both to generate the same amount of clusters
imder the same condition.

Our experiment consists of using 11154 samples
extracted from a set of 26 MR images (which will be
described in detail in section 4). Figure 2 and Figure 3
shows the performances of bo& algorithms in terms of
reconstructed image PSNR (VQ only) and codebook
generation time. It is noteworthy that the time is
plotted in logarithmic scale so that the large difference
of the two can be illustrated. We can clearly see that
the reconstructed image quality is compar^le while
the speed is drastically different. For example, for the
MR images used, DA takes 156 hours as oppose to
2.97 byAFLC togenerate around 800 codeword.

Because of its statistical computational complexity
involving updating the association probabilities and
centroids, the clustering speed of DA slows down
considerably when the population and dimension of
sanq)les as well as the number of existing clusters
increase.

AFLC provides a good compromise between
clustering accuracy and speed. However, what plagues
AFLC is just the same problem that troubles
algorithms with ART-1 structure—the sanqrle-order-
dependency. Just as the first sanqrle is considered the
first initial centroid, the centroids ofthe following new
clusters created in the recognition layer of AFLC are
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initialized with the sample that does not fit in with any
existing clusters. In other words, the algorithm "sees"
_ AFLC OTd-DA: Pertcrmahce In time
J 4
••E

E.

.i
»1

e 0

E -
3 -1

sample numb8r11154
sample dimenslon:85

On 400M CPU

-5K- DA

AFLC

200- '400 <i600^.< ^800, 4000
niimhftr nfRRittmiHs'

Figure 2 Comparison ofAFLC and DA
in clustering speed

AFiiC andOA: Pcrfbrnnnohraeonstmettd ima
30i > 1 ••

i
DA

AFLC

• o_, :

Figure 3. Comparison ofAFLC and DA
in reconstructed image quality

and only considers the samples in the order they are
presented.

To eliminate the sample-order-dependency, proper
initialization of the centroids is essential. Inst^d of
assigning randomly incoming samples as initial
centroids, the algorithm can be forced to "see" the
entire sample population when a decision is made to
increase the number of clusters and assign a new
centroid. An algorithm aiming to improve AFLC using
such a method is under development in our laboratory.

3. Feature Extraction

Vectors formed in the spatial domain by partitioning
the spatial image into non-overlapping blocks have a
random distribution that carmot be embedded into the

optimization of the clustering algorithm. For the DA
clustering used above, we approximate the distribution
function of the training sample vectors with uniform
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distribution, which is not necessarily true for any type
of images. Since vector san^les with a general
distribution is always preferred over undefined
distributions, it is of interest to look for a way to
extract feature vectors from the image so that a
generalized distributioncan be applied.

The study of wavelet transformed coefficients of
images show that wavelet coefficients do have such
desirable property. In [3], it is shown that the wavelet
coefficients can be fitted to a generalized Gaussian
distribution. Further more, for multi-level wavelet
transformed coefhcients, it can be observed that if a
wavelet coefficientat certain scale is insignificantwith
respectto a given threshold, thenall thecoefficients of
the same orientation in the same spatial location at
finer scales are insignificant with a high probability.
This hypothesis has been successfully applied to code
wavelet coefficients at successive decomposition
levels using coefficient's significance maps [4, 5].
Although such zerotree based scalar coding takes
advantage of the redundancy among different scales,
redundancy insidethe scales are not exploited.

In contrast to scalar coding of wavelet coefhcients,
intra-scaleredundancy can be easily exploited by VQ,
since VQ removes redundancy inside the vector. One
of the mostpopularbut a simplewayof achieving this
is by blocking individual wavelet coefficients inside
one scale as feature vectors, as is done in [3].

Our new way of forming sample vectors takes both
dependencies into consideration. Vectors are formed
by stacking blocks of wavelet coefficients at different
scales at the same orientation location. Since the scale
size decreases as the decomposition level goes up,
block size at lower level is twice the size of that of its
adjacent higher level. The same procedure is used to
extract feature vectors for all three orientations. This is
illustrated in Figure 4 for a three level wavelet
transform. The dimension of the vector is fixed once
the decon^sition level is fixed.

Since wavelet coefficients obey generalized Gaussian
distribution, the vectors formed in this way can be
approximated by a multi-dimensional generalized
Gaussian distribution.

4. Results

The trainingdata we used is a group of slices (slice 1
to slice 31) from a 3D simulated MR image of a
human brain [13]. Thus, the training images are
reasonably different because of the span from top of
the brain to the lower part of the brain despite
belonging to the same class. Figure 5 shows some of
the images from the training set. A few slices inside

the group, for example, slice 6 and slice 12, etc are
randomly chosen and excluded from the training set
and later used as test images.

Figure 4: Vector extraction from multi-level
wavelet coefficients

After the codebooks are generated, VQ is performed
on the test image (slice 6, shown in Figure 7 (a), is
used here as an example). The residual obtained by
subtracting the vector-quantized coefficients from the
original wavelet is then scalar-quantized with SPIHT.
Figure 6 conq)ares the reconstructed image PSNR of
our content-based coder and that of using SPIHT
alone. Our coder surpasses SPIHT in all bit rates but
by far at low bit rates. Figure 7 shows the
reconstructed images at various bit rates. It is to be
noted that at low bit rates the SPIHT reconstructed
images appeared to be much blurrier than the content-
based encoder even though PSNRs are comparable.

perfomtance comparison between SPiHT an(i VQ4>SQ
42 i

SPHT

VQ+SQ

0.1 0.2 03 m
. bit rateftita/oixal V

Figure 6. Reconstructed image PSNR
for V(J+SQ and SPIHT

5. Conclusion
We have presented a content-based vector coder
combining vector and scalar quantization to preserve
important image features in the wavelet domain. We
also demonstrate that this coder yields much better
performance than the state-of-the-art scalar
quantization scheme, namely,SPIHT,at low bit rates.
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The training set we used for this paper is an entire set
of simulated brain MR image slices that spans all the
features of the human brain. Our results demonstrate

that even at very low bit rates, the content-based coder
can preserve more details of the image than SPIHT
(refer to Figure 7 (c)-(f) and (d)-(g)). This shows a
promising application of this encoder to medical image
compression in which a codebook can be generated for
specific types of medical images (for exan^le. X-ray
images).

We also would like to point out that the codebook we
use now is a non-structured codebook. Based on the

distribution of the feature vectors, we can impose
certain structure on the codebook to make the coding
more efficient. In addition, a better clustering
algorithm that eliminates the sample-order dependency
of AFLC can be used for codebook generation. These
issues are being investigated currently.
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(b) VQ+SQ coded 0.36bits/pixel
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I(a) Original test image (MRI slice 6)

(c)VQ+SQ coded 0.095 bits/pixel
?SNR:32.51 dB

(d) VQ+SQ coded 0.048 bits/pixel
PSNR: 29.81 dB

(e) SPIHT coded 0.37 bits/pixel (f) SPIHT coded 0.1266 bits/pixel (g) SPIHT coded 0.07 bits/pixel
PSNR: 40.86 dB PSNR: 32.53 dB PSNR: 28.87 dB

Figure 7 Reconstructed image co mparison: content-based coderand SPIHT
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BTSS-D^c^ion Support System
Objectives: Develc>p>ot|̂ omputmg-based
techniques for decision dialysis

• Tools to assist decision-makers in altessing the
consequences of decision made In an env^usment of
imprecision, uncertainty, and partial truth
providing a systematic risk analysis

• Tools to be used to assist decision-makers answSH
"What if Questions", examine numerous altemati\^9
very quickly and find the value of the inputs to
achieve a desired level of output v

• Tools to be used with human interaction and 1
feedback toachieve a capability to iearn andadapt 1
through time c«^5o':«scp^ucb^

DeclslonSDppQrt Systeman(j Ranking

use intelJIgently the vast anto^ints of impoitant data in
organizations In an optimum wky^as a decision support
system

share intelligently and securely company's^^^ntemally
and with business partners and customers
process quickly by end users

Decision support system isan approach or aphilo^^KS
which can be used for:

• strategic planning such asresource allocation^^B
• management control such asefficient resourceSS

utilization aH
• operational control for efficient and effective Eg

execution ofspecific tasks n|
Cn»|H^C2MUaSCpreyiei,UC6etaiBr

BISC""Dec^n Support System
ComponentSs^d Structure

Data Management
• databBse(s) which contains relevant daflh|^thedecision

process

User Interface

• users and DSS communication

Model Management and Data Mining
• includes software with quantitative and fuzzy models lnffi|^

aggregation process, query, ranking, and fKness evaluaijS||B

Knowledge Management and Expert System Vb
• model representation Including linguistic fwmulatlon W

Evolutionary Kernel and Learning Process G

Data Visualization'̂ ntr^ljSRfrtmifi^llS^clslon Making 4I
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Ipn Support System

^ss of Expert System

DafeAO^alization and
Visual InteractivfeT^ecision Making

Allows end'User ordecision makbv^o recognize
trends, patterns, and anomalies thaman not be
predicted or recognized by standard
methods through

• Visual interactive modeling (VIM); user can
in the decision-making process and see the
of the intervention vH

Visual interactive simulation (VIS): users may 1
interact with the simulation and try different decM
strategies

CDpyngMO2D0i:eiSC(ntnffl.UC6eikaiir ,

The Components of ES

the knowledge base contains en^neering knowledge
formodel representation which prb^^e problem
solving environment

the inference engine provide reasoning, co^k^ns,
and recommendation

the user interface and knowledge based editor
dialog environment for questions and answers

the advisorand translator can translate the machiiS
inference to a human understandable advice, mt
recommendation, and logical explanation •

Ccvrn^aO 2001; BSC prtva<i.UCB«taMy V
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Logic and
Case-BaseO^R^soning (CBR)

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)

• solve new problems based on history olghw solved ok
problems

• Provide aframework for knowledge acqulsitio^B^^
information system development

• enhance learning capability
• generate explanations and recommendation to usei^H

Fuzzy Logic ^
• simulating the process of human reasoning
• framework to computing with word and perception, and

linguistics variables.
• deals with uncertainties

• creative decirion itaaMngepfOftees^ ucBemur

Knowledge Management

knowledge discovery and datamining- using search
engines, databases, data minlng>a(id online analytical
processing, theproper knowledge m«^e found,
analyzed, and put Into proper context

organize knowledge bases •it stores organiz^^^^^
knowledge and t>est practices

knowledge acquisition -determines what knowlet^^l
(information) is critical to decision making

knowledge representation - target audiences are defim
and technologies are put Into place to enable knowlett
delivery when "1

The DataManagement

teiwMXOl; BSCcngnm. UCB«Wrr

WaCL
iOiowledgelBa's

Online Analytic^hRrocessing (OLAP)

• real time analysis of data by eS^f^ers
• data aggregation

• capture association

• capture relationships between many
of business elements ^

• data representation

• complex data manipulation

Cc«yngnO2C01; BSCpragnm.UC
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DataMinin^iocDecision Support

automated discovery of previously unRlb^
patterns and relationships

automated prediction oftrends and behavior^

automate extraction of association rules

among Items

c«nNe»at: asc P1191111. ucsMMr

CasSrRcpfitable Customers

Acomputer system that us^sxustomer data that
allows the company to recognizb«^odand bad
customerbythe cost ofdoingbusih^^ with them
and the profits they return

• keep the good customers

• improve the bad customers or decide to drop^^^f
• identify customers who spend money

• identify customers who are profitable
• compare the complex mix of marketing and servicing H

costs to access to new customers V

Cimi<gM2ni;BSCpn9«n.UCtotMr

Case : PhySisal Stores or E-Store

Acomputer system that coutd ih^antly track
sales and Inventory at all of its sto^^nd
recognize the customer buying tren^^y]
provide suggestion

• regarding any item that may interest theculB
• to arrange the products ^
• on pricing, promotions, coupons, etc 1
• for advertising strategy

CooyngND 2D01: BSC pE^ira. IX e«Ww

Case: InferqM-Based Advising

Acomputer system thatuse^i()e expert
knowledge and the customer datwinternet
brokers andfull-service investmen^fauts) to
recognize the good and bad traders ^«^vlde
intelligent recommendation to which st^Dbju^
or

• reduce the expert needs at service centers
• Increase customer confidence
• ease-of-use
• Intelligent coaching on investing through the h

intemet •
• allow customers access to information more I

intelligently c«p/ng«e800t;B5Cp>O9t«MXe«a»y
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Case: Managirrg^lobal Business

A computer system respondinglqnew customers
and markets through integrated debi^n support
activities globally using global enterpM^^ta
warehouse

• information delivery in minutes ^
• lower inventories ^
• intelligent and faster inventory decisions in rer

locations

Copytsrie2001:BISCtnttim. UCBolaler

Intelligent Systems to Support Sales

Acomputer system that matbh^ products
and services to customers needalud interest
basedoncase-based reasoning aiv^ision
support system to improve:

advertising

Ccmiigliie2W1: BISCpngnm. UCBtiMay

Cas^r-Resource Allocator

A computer system that im&l(igently allocate
resources given the degree o^h^ch between
objectives and resources availao^^^

resource allocation in factories floor

for human resource management
• find resumes of applicants posted on the

sort them to match needed skill and can fa^BE
training and to manage fringe benefits program

• evaluate candidates •

• predict employee performance 1

GcnngNO2001;BSC pregnm.UCBMOay

Case: EnterprfeeJDeclsion Support

An interactive computer-basedai^temthat
facilitates the solution of complex^tao^ems by
agroup of decision makers either b^^^^ing
up the process of the decision-making^^ra^
and improving the quality of the resulting^^^fe
decisions through expert and user (comp^^H
customer) collaboration and sharing the
information, goats, and objectives.

CopyilghS2001:BSC pcBTim. DCBarkaler
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CaseTTfaiid Detection

An Intelligent Computer th^t>^^ learn the
user's behavior through in minll||̂ ustomer
databases and predicting custome^^.
behaviours (normal and irreguiaritie^B||̂
used to uncover, reduce or prevent fr^^^k

in credit cards

stocks «

financial markets <

telecommunication

insurance

C(WV«i»1; BISC pRvan. UC8m%

§^ork Typologies

Star network

Ml Ml

Bus network

DesMop computere

Hierarchicai ne

ConnM2D01: BKOpngom. UCBettaky

2D0I:BSCmgtan. UCBtrWH

TOthei^pplicatlons
Application ^Oescription

Finance * stock prices and cluracteristics, credit
scoring,creditcardrMu^

Military *battlefield simulation a^^^dsion
making

Medicine •diagnosis

Marketing *store and product display
• electronic shopping

Internet *provide knowledge and advice t^^M
large numbers of user

Education * university admission
Capyw9W02DCLBlSCproyim.UCD<d<m^
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Abstract

Withexplosive growth of the Internet, Websitesand
Web databases, the Internet waiting times of a huge
number of Web users are going up because current
precise-key-word-based search engines generate a
large number of search pages and the search results
are not necessarily clustered and ordered intelligently
and efficiently. To increase Internet searchspeedand
improve the Internet QoS (Quality of Service), this
paper presents new granular fuzzy search agents
based on granular computing, fuzzy computing,
linguistic computing, datamining, personalization and
intelligent agent technology. The personalized fuzzy
Web search agent, the personalized granular Web
search agent, and the Chinese Web search agent are
proposed.

1. Introduction

Withexplosive growthof the Internet, Web sites
and Web databases, there are more and more data and
information on the Web. The resulting problem is that
the Internet waiting times of a huge number of Web
usersare going up because current precise-key-word-
based search engines generate a large number of
searchpagesand the searchresults arenot necessarily
clustered and ordered intelligently and efficiently.
Therefore, generating a smallnumber of very relevant
search pages and ordering search results based on
similarity and relevancy are two majorapproaches to
increasing Internet search speed and improving the
Internet QoS (Quality ofService).

Many search engines support Boolean operators,
field searching, and other advanced techniques. A
user simplyenters key works and Boolean operators,
and then clicks on the Search button. Thousands of
hits maybe generated by the precise-key-word-based
search engines. In many cases, the first several pages
maynot include highly relevant results for different

users. The basicpremise of relevancysearchingis that
results are sorted, or ranked, according to certain
criteria. Criteria can include the number of terms

matched, proximity of terms, locationof termswithin
the document, firequency of terms, document length,
personal preferences and other factors. The exact
numerical formula of these criteria is the ranking
algorithm. This paper proposes a personalized
granular-fuzzy-relevancy-matrix-based Web search
algorithm which can sort search results based on a
fuzzy relevancy matrix, granular relevancy matrixand
users* preferences. In addition, fuzzy operators and
granular operators like fuzzy AND, fiizzy OR,
granular AND and granular OR are also used to
connect key words so as to make fuzzy or granular
searches.

Different users have different interesting areas. It
is desirable that the search engine can be
personalized. For example, whena user inputs a key
word ••bridge", engineers get search resets about
bridges, gamers get some things about the cardgame,
and tourists get information about some bridge
locations if the search engine is personalized. If the
search engines can keepa record of searched areas of
the users, it will be helpful for the users in the future
searching. Thispaper proposes two newsmart search
agents: (1) thegeneral granular-fuzzy-key-word-based
search agent which can serve all different users like
eBay and Yahoo, and (2) the personalized granular-
fuzzy-key-word-based search agent which can serve
an individual user like My eBay and My Yahoo. Data
miningtechniques are used to update fuzzyrelevancy
matrices ofthe two different search agents.

There is another problem during the searching.
That is the searchingbased on exactquantities is a not
suitable for all situations. Sometimes, the users want
to seek a hotel at a proper price. But proper price may
not be an exactly number (say $49.99). Under this
situation, we should use fuzzy terms like around $50
and about 120 miles for fiiz^ search. In general, a
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linguistic search agent is an ideal system which can
use flexible linguistic terms and different languages.

In addition, granular computing can be used to
design pure granular search agents. For example,
roughsetscanbe used to designa roughsearch agent
The rough search agent may provide more relevant
results by using rough sets and data mining
techniques. The interval search agent can select
possible search results basedon interval computing.

In summary, this paper presents several granular
fuzzy Web search agents such as the fiizzy Web
search agent the granular search agent like rough
search agent and interval search agent and the
Chinese fiiz^ searchagent based on soft computing,
granular computing, linguistic computing, data
mining, personal profile, and intelligent agent
technology [15][16][18-24].

2. History

Onlya fewexpertspredictedin 1989that theweb
would emerge from the Mesh proposal- originally a
fundingpitch to CERN management for a projectthat
would use hypertext to manage general information
about particle accelerators and physics experiments at
the lab. Even less predictable was that a humble link
directory created by a couple of graduate students to
help people findtheir way around the nascentWeb,or
that a few experimental indexing services quaintly
dubbed "search engines", would ultimately become
media superstars.

Search Engine: software that provides Web site
addresses that contain one or more terms or keywords
specifiedin a user's query. The term searchengine is
sometimes used, incorrectly, to mean a manual index
ofthe Web compiled by editor.

The Web search engines have broad popular
appeal. They are the tools that have finally made end-
user searching a reality. While they cater to the
general public, the Web search engines are
increasin^y important tools for the information
professional as well. Today a typical Intemet user
faces mundane, repetitive tasks such as browsing,
filtering, and searching for relevant information. In
1998, the global information search space on the
Intemet consists of an estimated 320 million HTML

pages in the Web. The Web may very well be the
most elegant real-world manifestation of the central
metaphorof chaos theory. It followsthat the Webhas
also become the largest, most complex search space
ever. World Wide Web Search Engines have become
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the mostheavily-used onlineservices,withmillionsof
searches performed each day.

3. Current Techniques
Many search engines support Boolean operators,

field searching, and other advanced techniques, but
with relevancy searching users simply enter their
terms and click the Search button. While searches

may retrieve thousands of hits, search engine
produces claim their systems place items that best
matchthe searchqueryat the top ofthe results list

The basic premise of relevancy searching is that
results are sorted, or ranked, according to certain
criteria. Criteria can include the number of terms

matched, proximity of terms, location of terms within
the document, fiequency of terms (both within the
document and within the entire database, document
lengdi, and other factors. The exact "formula" for how
these criteria are applied is the "ranking algorithm"
and varies among search engines.

For example, Hotbot describes term frequency
and location as primary factors. AltaVista considers
these factors, as well as the number of terms matched
and the proximity of search terms. Infoseek gives
extra weight to terms in the title and metatags. Lycos
considers terms in metatags. Excite analyzes the
content of the documents for related phrases in a
process it calls Intelligent Concept Extraction (ICE).

Users are much more likely to scan their result
lists and retrieve only selected documents. The user
may consider a number offrictors in deciding whether
or not to retrieve a document, but a k^ &ctor is the
number of terms matched. While a user will typically
browse only the first few pages of results, the ranking
of those results provided by the search engine is
crucial to the success of the search session and the

user's perception ofhis satisfaction with the results.
As the Web continues it relentless growth, search

tools must evolve and adapt to remain useful.
"Currently, search is simply bad." Joel Truher said,
"It is like interacting with a snotty French waiter. The
service is bad, you get served things you did not ask
for, you often have order again and again, and you
can not get things that are listed on the menu."

In the early months of 1999, the phase "Web
search" generally means a keyword search on some
kind of index or directory oftextual documents. When
we search, we still most commonly think of finding
information on Web "pages," each having discrete
URLs (Uniform Resource Locators, or "addresses").

As we moved to die new century, improvements
in computer processing and storage capabilities,
together with the stuiming increase in available
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bandwidth for data communications, means we will be
seeing far more types of media on the web. And
increasingly, information will be kept in databases
that serve content dynamically, rather than stored as
static Web pages.

4. Fuzzy Web Search Agent
Different fiizzy techniques have been used in

Web search [8][9]. However, some **fuzzy" Web
search engines don't use hizzy logic. Actually they
can just search approximate results basedon criteria
like key words. For clarity, hereweusefuzzy logic as
a basic tool to design a fuzzy-logic-based Web search
agent (a fuzzy Web search agent in short) for better
QoS of Web search. The novel technique proposed
here can use not only traditional fuzzy-key-word-
based search method but also fuzzy-user-preference-
based search algorithm so as to get more satisfactory
personalized search results for a particular user. In
this sense, if user A and user B type in the same
search key words with fuzzy operators such as fuzzy
AND or fuz^ OR, user A and user B will get two
different search results because user A has a different
profile from userB. Clearly, personalized fiizzy Web
search agent is more powerfiil than traditional fiizzy
Web search engine because a user's profile is taken
into account. Therefore, the traditional fiizzy Web
search engine is a bottom building block of the
personalized fiizzy Web search agent The logical
architecture of the Personalized Fuzzy Web Search
Agent (PFWSA) is given in Fig. 1. In general, the
personalized fiizzy Web search agent consists of the
basic Fuzzy Web Search Engine (FWSE), the
Personalized Fuz^ DataBase (PFDB), and the final
Fuzzy Fusion System (FFS). In Fig. 1.,X is a user's
inputs such as key words and logical operators, Y is
updated user'spersonal information from either a user
or an automaticdata miningsystem, and Z is the final
Web search results generated by the FFS based on
results generated by the FWSE and personal
information from the PFDB.

FWSE

FFS
^ Z

PFDB

Fig. 1. LogicalArchitecture of thePFWSA

A fiizzy relevancy matrix is used to show
similarity between two fiizzy search terms. A problem
is the fiizzy relevancy matrix could be very large. To
reduce complexity of the fiizzy relevancy matrix, a
personalized fiizzy relevancy matrix is used to
actually design a personalized fuzzy Web search
algorithm. Since a user has a small number of
frequently used search words, the personalized fiizzy
relevancy matrix will be small. The personalized
fiizzy relevancy matrix is updated dynamically based
on die PFDB which is also updated periodically by
miningthe user's Web usageand preferences.

The personalized fuzzy Web search algorithm is
described logically as below:

Begin
Step 1: Use input key wordsand operatorsto match

the personalized fiizzy relevancymatrix, and find out
relevant key words ranked by similarity;

Step 2: Use these key words to do regular Web
search to find out candidate results;

Step3: Use personal profile in the PFDB to select a
small number of personalized results from the
candidate results based on ranked personal
preferences.

Step4: Display the final results in theranked order
End

5. Granular Web Search Agent
Granular computing (GrC) is a label of theories,

methodologies, techniques,and tools that makeuse of
granules in the process of problem solving
[15][16][18][19]. Basic ingredients of granular
computing are subsets, classes, and clusters of a
universe [15][16]. There are many fundamental
issues in granular computing, such as granulation of
the universe, description of granules, relationships
between granules, and computing withgranules.

In designing a GrC based Web searchagent, we
will focus on the three important components of a
search system, a set of Web documents, a set of users
(or a set of queries, as user information needs are
typically represented by queries), anda setof retrieval
algorithms. For text basedWeb documents, they are
normally represented through a set of index terms or
keyword. AGrC based agent will explore potential
stmctures on these four sets of entities, in order to
improve efficiency and effectiveness of Web search.
Granulation of the set of documents has been
considered extensively in the design of cluster-based
retrieval systems, in order to reducing computational
costs [11][13]. In this approach, a collection of
documents is divided into clusters such that each
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cluster consists of similar documents. A center is
constructed for each cluster to represent all the
documents in that cluster. A hierarchical clustering of
documents is produced decomposing large clusters
into smaller ones. The large clusters offer a rough
representation of the doctunent The representation
becomes more precise as one moves towards the
smaller clusters. A document is then described by
different representations at various levels. Hence, a
cluster-based retrieval system implicitly employs
multi-representation ofdocuments.

Retrieval in the system is carried out by
comparing a query with the centers of the larger
clusters. If the center of the current cluster is
sufficiently close to the query, then the query will be
compared against the centroidsof the smallerclusters
at a lower level. In other words, if it is concluded that
a document is not likely to be useful using a rough
description, then the document will not be further
examined using more precise descriptions. Different
retrieval methods strategies may also be employed at
different levels. It is important to realize, however,
that the use of doctunent clustering only reduces the
dimensionality of the doctunent collection while the
dimensionality of index terms remains the same. That
is, the same ntunber of terms is tised for the
representation of cltister centers regardless of the
level in the doctunent hierarchy.

The notion of constructing a term hierarchy to
reduce the dimensionality of terms has been studied
[10][12]. A main consideration is the existing trade
off relationship between the high dimensionality of
index terms and the accturacy of doctunent
representation. One may expect a more acctirate
doctunent representation by tising more index terms.
However, the increase of the dimensionality of index
terms also leads to a higher computational cost It
may also be argued the addition of index terms may
not necessarily increase the accuracy of doctunent
representation as additional noise may be added.
Recently, Wong et al. [14] suggested granular
information retrieval. It is explicitly demonstrated
that doctunent cltistering is an intrinsic component of
term clustering. In other words, term cltistering
implies document cltistering. In a term hierarchy, a
term at a higher level is more general than a term at a
lower level. A document is then described by fewer
more general terms at a higher level, while is
described by many specific terms at a lower level.
Retrieval in a term hierarchy can be done in a manner
similar to retrieval in a document hierarchy. There
are many advantages to our proposed approach of
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granular information retrieval. As already mentioned,
the proposed method reduces the dimensionality of
both the document and term spaces. This provides the
opportunity to focus on a proper level of granulation
of the term space. In general, the method provides a
model for developing knowledge based intelligent
retrieval systems.

In a similar way, we can granulate the set of
users. If queries or user profiles are represented in a
similar form as documents, the process is much
simpler. Granulation of users can be done either by
pure hierarchical clustering or through concept
hierarchy. A hierarchical structure may also be
imposed on the docmnent retrieval functions. Many
retrieval functions have been developed for
information retrieval, including exact Boolean
matching, co-ordination level matching, fuzzy logic
matching, iimer product, and cosine similarity
measure. Obviously, these functions do not share the
same computational complexity and accuracy
characteristics. For example, the co-ordination level
matching is less expensive to compute than the cosine
similarity measure, while at the same time being less
accurate. At the higher levels of the term hierarchy
involving more general descriptions, a simpler less
expensive retrieval function may be used. On the
contrary, a more expensive retrieval function can be
used at the lower levels ofthe term hierarchy.

In summary, GrC based retrieval agents will
explore the structures of various of entities in a
retrieval system through granulation. In particular,
different granulated views can be developed, and an
agent chooses suitable views to achieve the best
results. The firamework of granular Web search
agents allows multi-representation of Web documents
and users, as well as multi-strategy retrieval. The
challenging issues will be the granulation of
documents, terms, users and retrieval algorithms, the
representation of various objects under different
granulated views, and the selection of suitable
granulated views.

It is expected that granular Web search agents
will be a potential solution to many difBculties
involved in Web search.

6. Chinese Web Search Agent
There are a lot ofchallenges to the Internet users,

including how to cope with the problems of the cross-
social, cross-cultural and multi-lingual cyberspace.
Right now, there are more and more Internet users in
China. They also fiice the mundane information when
they are looking through the web. They need good
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search engines to look for the usehil information.
There are many Chinese websites support search
services, but those kinds of services are not real
search engines in definition. Those kinds of searching
through the Web are based on Web Index searching
or a searching in the limited area and websites. The
limitation of the Chinese database searching restricts
the development of the Internet in China.

There were manyattemptsto developthe Chinese
web search engines during the past few years, such as
the SkyNetwork of Beijing University, WebCompass
of Tsinghua University and so on. Because of the
shortageof researchersand the limitsof the hardware,
there is not any Chinese Web Search Engine
successfullyin business.

At present the searchengineservices of Chinese
websites are mainlyshiftedfrom English Web Search
Engines. For example, SOHU.com bought the Verity
software as the its Chinese Web search engine,
Netease.com uses the search engine from AltaVista,
and SINA.com uses the software of Openfind
company from Taiwan. But all these search engine
services have some kinds of limitation. There are
many problems to be solved for the development of
Chinese Web Search Engines.

The main difference between the Chinese and
English in the linguistics is the difference between the
character and word. In English the character usually
has no meaning, but in Chineseevery characterhas at
least one meaning. Although there are only about
3000 basic characters in Chinese, the simple
combination of these characters can have many
meanings. This difference causes the different
mechanismin the Chinese and English search engines.
Sometimes the mixture of the Chinese and English
words is givento the searchengines, but the searching
is friled. It is because the search engines cannot
support die techniques of searching for the mixed
language in the web. There are still some problems of
the Chinese search engines: the Chinese character
code. Due to the historical reasons, there are three
major Chinese character codes: GB2312, GBK and
B1G5, used in the Chinese websites. The different
standards have the different character libraries. So
sometimes one character has the different address in
the different character libraries. And this causes
failure ofthe searching under different code.

Hence we want to introduce a new method to
solve the problems of the Chinese web search
engines. In ^s method, we use fuzzy logic to identify
the Chinese words during the searching.

First, after the users typed the Chinese word into
the search engines. The search engines identify the
word to distribute the English characters, the
numerical characters and Chinese characters by fuzzy
logic analysis. In the analysis, the search engines
compare die combination of these characters with
their own word matrix to find the related words. Then

with these words, search engines will compare the
meaning of these words, then select the most
meaningful words as the keywords for the searching.
Through this analysis, the search engines will not
search the information by the different characters, but
by the related meaningful words.

Second, from the results of the first step, the
search engines look through their related Web
databases and websites to find the matched

information. The amount of databases of the search

engines connected is an important factor for the
results ofsearching. The more databases it related, the
more accurate the useful information will be searched.

Third, after the results of the searching come out,
the search engines need to do some sorting for the
results and give the most matched information to the
user. With the different sorting criteria, the sorting
results will be different. And the criteria are based on
the requirement ofthe most users.

In this paper, fuzzy logic is used in the Chinese
search agent. The Chinese fuzzy search agent can
accept frizzy Chinese words, and then use them to
narrow down search results based on a fiizzy Chinese
character relevancy matrix and personal preferences.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents a brief introduction of the
search engines, the history, current status and future
trendsofsearch engines.By upgrading searchengines
to search agents, frizzy Web search agents, granular
Web search agents and the Chinese Web search
agents are proposed to reduce Web search
redundancy, increase Web search relevancy, and
decrease users' Web search time.

In the future, advanced intelligent techniques
such as soft computing, granular computing, rough
sets, linguistic computing, different languages,
intelligent agent technology, and distributed
computational intelligence will be used to design a
hybridpersonalizedmulti-language Web search agent
to continue to improve QoS of the Web search for
people in different countries. In addition, wireless
hybridpersonalizedmulti-language Web searchagent
will be very useful on mobile hand held devices.
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Abstract

A fuzzy neural Web-based stockprediction agent
is developed using the Granular Neural Network
(GNN) wWch candiscover fiizzy rules. After learning
from the past stock data, the GNN is able to use
discover fuzzyrules to makefuture predictions. After
doing simulations withsix different stocks (msft, orcl,
dow, csco, ibm, km), it is conclusive that the fuzzy
neural stock prediction agent is giving less average
errors with large amountofpast training dataand high
average errors in case of less amount of past training
data. To implement this stock prediction Web agent,
Java Servlets, Java Script and jdbc are used. SQL is
used as the back-end database. The performance of
the GNNalgorithmis conqiared withdieperformance
of the BP algorithm by training the same set of data
and predicting the future stock values. The average
error of the GNN is less than that of BP algorithm. It
is also possible to make this system as a commercial
application by updating such toat it gives more user-
fHendly functionality and by giving more valuable
information to the users.

1. INTRIDUCTION

In Individuals, companies and governments
spend vast quantities of resources attempting to
predict financial markets. Careful thought will tell you
that there can be no "common knowledge" system that
canpredict financial markets. Assuming there is such
a m^el, then everybody would know the best time to
sell. Ideallyeverybody would be selling at this time.
If everybody is selling, then who is buying?
Therefore, there carmot be any publicly available
system for predicting markets. On the other hand, a
prediction software would be very useful to assist
individual in reaching a final decision. Then
(assuming that it is possible to predict markets), this

paper is developed which uses Granular Neural
Networks technique to predict the future stock values.
Overall, time series forecasting provides reasonable
accuracy over short periods of time, but the accuracy
of time series forecasting diminishes sharply as the
length ofprediction increases.

Recurrent neural networks have an

architecture where the outputs from intermediate
neurons are fed back to the input layer. In this way the
network will contain memory of previous values of
the inputdata. A single value y(t-l) is used as input
anda single value 0(t) is produced as outputfromthe
neural network. The temporal dependencies are
modeled in the weights in &e feedback loops in the
network. Applications of recurrent networks can be
found in Ellman[2]. Since a movingaverage is a past
estimate, a technical trader often misses a lot of the
potential in the stock movement before the
appropriate trading signal is generated. Thus,
although technical analysis mayyield insights intothe
market, its highly subjective natureand inherent time
delay does not make it ideal for the fast, dynamic
tradingmarkets oftoday.

When compared to these techniques, the
Granular Neural Network (GNN) is able to discover
fuzzy rules from training data and then the trained
GNN can predict future values for new inputs. The
basic strategy is to produce a systemthat predicts the
price or thevalue of a property or index in thefuture.

The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 discusses the GNN architecture and
the data mining algorithm for stock prediction.
Section3 describes details on system implementation.
Section 4 analyzes stock prediction performance and
gives comparisons. Section5 summarizes conclusions
and future work.
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2. Granular Neural Networks

Generally speaking, a GNN (Granular
Neural Networics) is capable of processing various
granulardata (granules) [18][19]. Granules couldbe a
class of numbers, a cluster of images, a set of
concepts, a group of objects, a categoryof data, etc.
These granules are inputs and outputs of GNNs as
multimedia data are inputs and outputs of biological
neural networks in the human brain.

Therefore, granular-data-based GNNs are
more useful and more effective to process multimedia
granules than conventional numerical-data-based
neural networks. Here, the FNN is a powerful Fuz^
Neural Network with Knowledge Discovery
(FNNKD) [19].

Since FNNKDs are basic building blocks of
a FGNN, the FNNKD is discussed first, and then the
architecture of the FGNN will be described later. The

detailed 5-layer architecture of the FNNKD is given
in [19]. A 2-input-l-output FGNN consists of 3
layers. The functions of different layers are described
layer by layer as follows:

Layer 1: Linguistic Feature Extraction Layer

In this layer, numerical-linguistic X and Y
are transformed to corresponding fiizzy feature
vectors (al, bJ, cJ. dl) and (a2. b2, c2. d2),
respectively.

Layer 2: Multi-FNNKD Layer

This layer consists of 4 dedicated FNNKDs
(i.e., FNNKDl, FNNKD2, FNNKDS, and FNNKD4).
FNNKDl issi2 xk] X1 fiizzy neural network which
generates a crisp center a of an ou^ut fuzzy set by
using ki fiizzy rules. FNNKD2 is &2 x k2 x J fiazy
neural network which generates a crisp width 6 of an
output fiizzy set by usingki fiizzyrules. FNNKDS is a
2 xkj X1 fiizzyneural network which generates c of
an output fiizzyset by using Aj fiiz^ rules. FNNKD4
is s 2 xk4xl fuzzyneuralnetworkwhich generates d
ofan output fiizzyset by using Ict fuzzy rules.
An n-input-l-output normal fiizzysystemhas m fiizzy
IF-THEN rules which are described by
IF x^ is and... and x„ is /i* THENy is 5*,
where Xf and y are input and ou^ut fuzzy linguistic
variables, respectively.
Layer S: Ou^ut Layer
Case 1: A fiizzylinguisticoutput is Z representedby a
fuzzy featurevector (a, b. c. d).
Case 2: A crisp numerical output is a.
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For simplicity, the detailed learning
algorithm is given in [18]. Once the learning
procedure has been completed, all parameters for a
FNNKD have been adjusted and optimized. As a
result, all m fiizzy rules have been discovered firom
training data. Finally, the trained FNNKD can
generate new values for new given input data.

The GNN consists of S inputs and 1 ou^ut
For stock prediction the S inputs are open, high, low
values of past-historical data of a particular stock
company and 1 output is the close amount for each
day in the historical data. Neural network takes this
historical-data for training. After training it will create
a weight file for the given historical data. According
to the algorithm to predict the future stock values, we
have to give the number of days to predict the future
values.

For example: If we consider S input and one
output, the training function y = f (fl, f2, £3)where fl,
t2 and fS are 3 inputs and y is the output, which is a
function of3 inputs.

3. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

To implement this stock prediction system,
Java Servlets, Java Script and Jdbc are used. SQL is
used as the back-end database.

3.1 Concepts of Input Data
The system can predict future for any stock

or market index. For example to predict Intel stock
values for some days aheac^ historical data (past) is
required. You can change the prediction to one-day,
one-week, or one-year ahead by substituting the
historical data.

Data for neural networks is probably the
most important aspect for training. How well the
network performs is very dependent on the quality of
the input data.

A data set is a collection ofvariables used to

make a prediction. Exanqiles of the variables are
various stocks and indexes, and each stocks date,
open, low, high, close and volume data. The output of
the Predictor is a distribution chart or values fi-om

which we can easily understand the future prospects
of that particular stock. Database tables have been
generated using stock-historical data firom
www.vahoo.com site.

Without user intervention a particular stock
data in the form of an Excel spread sheet is obtained.
Preprocessing operation is needed as preparatory step
for next stage. As an example of preprocessing, the
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downloadable data is in DD-MM-YY fonnat. The

format should be changed to DD-MM-YYYT so that
it can be properly inserted into the database tables.
The data is saved in ASCII format. A Java program
does the process of inserting this data into the
database. This program coverts the whole file line by
line into values and inserts them into the table. The

same name is used for the text file as the stock symbol
name. So the program uses the text file name to create
a table with the same name.

Each line of the data set must contain S

values date, open, high, low, close values ofthe stock.
Each value is separated by space (see Table 1).

dd/mm/yyyy date date ofthe day

double open Initial Price

double low Lowest traded price

double high Highest traded price

double close Price ofthe last trade

double volume number oftraded stocks

Table 1 Meaning ofdata parameters

3.2 Software Parameters

There are some parameters, which we have
to use during the training period. They are error,
threshold, tolerance, etc. The accurate results depend
on these parameters.

The prediction algorithm takes all these
parameters as input. This algorithm is calledwhenwe
clickpredict future fromthe system after entering the
stock symbol. This algoritW makes the neural
network leam. The algorithm returns the future values
as output witch are eventually stored in results table
for each stock. We will keep track of these results
until we click on the average error for all simulations
for this particular stock Java programdisplays all the
resultsof predictions for any particularstockat a time
on the web page and clears the contents of the table.
This means that now the table is ready to store any
new predictions on that stock symbol.

33 Overview of Implementation
A full run of the program implementation

will be described, going through all the main features
ofthe program:
• Download historical data from the Intemet.

• Copy the whole data into a text and run the
program,whichinserts the data into the database.

• A program is written through which users
can buy and sell the stock shares, and the
corresponding data is stored in the database.
• A program is written through which each
user can see his/her own transactions.

• Algorithm, which trains the granular neural
networks using the mean square error as stop criterion
for learning, while never exceeding the maximum
number ofcycles which can take testing data from the
initial date to the user entered date, and predicts the
future stock closing values.
• A program is written, which compares the
predicted values with real values.

One of the most important factors here is to
construct a neural network deciding on what the
network will leam. A neural network must be trained

on some input data. The two major problems in
implementingthe training are

• Defining the set of input to be used (the
learning environment)

• Deciding on an algorithm

When the program is used for prediction on
new values, the network should be trained up to the
date to be predicted, before making forecast. A new
learningset has to be made, which contains the values
up to the desired date. It is also possible to nrake an
entirely new prediction (i.e. a prediction where die
target is unknown.) In this case we do not conqiare
the predicted values with the real values because we
do not have real values for the future.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Using the developed system to predict the

future stock values using Granular Neural Networks
we can do some simulations to know the performance
ofthe algorithm.
4.1 Predicting A Stock Using Complete Data

By using the complete past historical data, if
we predict stock values for future SOdays from the
algorithm we are now able to compare the predicted
values with the real values. The average error for this
simulation is 1.582.

4.2 Predicting A Stock Using Less Data

In another sample simulation, we take the
data from 1981 to 1994 and predict the stock values
for some future days. The average error for this
simulation is 2.11. The dotted curve shows the
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predicted values and the solid curve shows the real
values.

The average error for this simulation is
greater than the previous simulation. In this graph the
results are not close to the real values compared to the
previous chart So based on average errors and the
graphs we can conclude that, more the data we have
the better training the neural network gets and gives
more close results. This means that, more the
available data for predicting financial markets, the
greater the chances ofan accurate forecast.

4J Predicting A Stock by varying training error
For the same test case if we decrease the

maximum training error parameter from 0.0001 to
0.000015, we are getting more close results. For dow
stock the curve is shown in Fig. 9. The dotted curve
shows the predicted values with error 0.0001 and the
solid dotted lines shows the predicted values with
maximum training error 0.0000IS and the solid curve
is the real data.

The average error is only 1.05 when
compared to 1,582 in case of high training error. By
comparing average error, we can conclude that, the
resulting future stock values are closer than the future
stock values with high training error.

Simulations are done on six stocks (msft,
Orel, dow, csco, ibm, km). From the simulation results
it is conclusive that, the average error for simulations
using lot of data is small compared to the average
error using less data and the more data for training the
neural network, the better prediction it gives.
4.4 Comparison Between GNN and BP

The performance of the GNN algorithm is
compared with the performance of the BP algorithm
by training the same set of data and predicting the
future stock values. If the training error was set at
0.03 and the neural network was trained for dow stock

data using both the algorithms. The GNN took 2
minutes 58 seconds to train the neural network where

as BP took 2 hours and 55 minutes. The GNN's

average error was 1.39 where as BP gave 3.38.
The average error for GNN is less compared

to the average error for BP algorithm. From the
average error and the graph it is conclusive that, GNN
produced closer future stock values with the real stock
values compared to the BP algorithm using less
training error. If the training error was set at 0.07 and
the neural network was trained for csco stock data

using both the algorithms. The GNN took 2 minutes
to train the neural network where as BP took 1 hour
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and 48 minutes. The GNN's average error was 6.09
where as BP gave 7.16.

The average error for GNN is less compared
to the average error for BP algorithm. From the
average error and the graph it is conclusive that, GNN
produced closer future stock values with the real stock
values compared to the BP algorithm using less
training error. Based on the above two simulations,
the overall performance with GNN technique is better
than BP technique.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

After completing several simulations for
predictingseveral stocks based on the past historical
data, it is conclusive that, the average error for
simulationsusing lot of data is small compared to the
average error using less amount of data. This means
that, the more data for training the neural network, the
better prediction it gives. If the training error is low,
predicted stock values are close to the real stock
values. The results are good when we use the GNN
algorithmwhen comparedto the BP algorithm.

One possibility for future work is to update
the system, so that it can read the past stock data
automatically from the web and store them in the
database. In this way the system will become Intemet
ready for predicting any stock market and is ready at
any time. Another possibility for future work is to
update the system, which can allow to trade the stock,
which means users can manage to buy and sell the
stock after seeing the prediction values from this
system. In this way the system can eventually become
Intemet ready to be used anywhere in the world at any
time.

The system can be updated, so that it will
consider the other stock informationas inputs to train
the neural network. Then the system would become
more reliable in the real world. The system can also
be updated for mutual fund applications, which is
similarto the stock predictionapplication.The system
can be updated so that the, stock prediction results
from all simulations can be compared with the
existingneural network techniquessuch as mat lab or
which are existing on online on the intemet

It is also possible to make the fuzzy neural
Web-based stock prediction agent system as a
commercial application by updating such that it gives
more user-friendly functionality and by giving more
valuable information to the users.
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Abstract: - Zadeh's contributions are both scientific and philosophical. On the one hand, with his seminal
papers on fiizzy sets and fuzzy logics, he has caused a "grand paradigms shift" in scientific taught process.
This has lead to many scientific and engineering discoveries and generation of novel solutions to complex
electro-mechanical systems. On the other hand, with his celebrated papers on "Concept of a Linguistic
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Introduction

L. A. Zadeh's initial contributions expressed in
his seminal papers, e.g., "Fuzzy Sets" (1965),
"Probability Measures of Fuzzy Events" (1968),
"Outline of a New Approach to the Analysis of
Complex Systems..." (1973), "Fuz^ Sets as a Basis
for a Theory of Possibility" (1978), "Theory of
Approximate Reasoning" (1979^ etc., had a direct
impact on mathematics, science and engineering and
caused the development of fuzzy-neural system
modeling and creation ofnovel solutions for electro
mechanical systems.

However, I believe, his main thesis has been
that, in humanistic systems, human reasoning and
decision making is not just "measurement" based,
although it is an important component, but it is
rather linguistic and perception based. The concepts
and notions embedded in his celebrated papers, e.g.,
"Concept of a Linguistic Variable..." (1975-1976),
"The Role of Fuzzy Logic..." (1983), "Syllogistic
Reasoning..." (1985), "Computing with Words"
(1996-2001), suggested novel approaches to
complex humanistic systems for their potential
analysis and solutions in humanistic terms in
manners akin to "Human-like Reasoning".

In order to understand the deeper meanings of
Fuzzy Theory, let us delve very briefly into the
etymological origins ofthe word fuzzy.

R. Hodge (2001) states that " 'Fuzzy Logic' was
bom out of Zadeh's acute sense of different logic(s)
inherent in human languages.... his concem for the
strengths as well as weaknesses of natural languages
in scientific thought...". Zadeh uses 'fuzzy' "to
apply to categories of language or thought, not to
the nature of (physical, mechanistic) phenomena".
His use of "fuzzy" is an "example ofhis genius with
language" with a background in " Indo-European
languages", i.e., Russian and Iranian, and Turki
languages, i.e., Azeri-Turkish.

Hodge (2001) further states that 'fuzzy' comes
from a word "fiisus" that refers to fire and water and

their effects, to energies particles as well as liquids:
to a world with unstable outlines, a world in flux.
The family of English words that descend firom it
reflects the range of meanings of "fiisus". They
include 'infuse', 'con-fuse' and 'transfuse' fi:om
'melted or joined' with 'de-fiise' part of the same

*Supported inPart byNatural Sciences andEngineering Research Council ofCanada, Nortel Networks and
Information Intelligence Co.
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branch ...(from) remove; diffuse' from 'spread out,
extended' and 'profuse' and 'effuse' from 'pour out in
abundance'. All these words are formed by the
addition of a prefix to 'fiisus', to limit or constrain
the fuzzy range of meanings of fiisus to a more
specific (but still somewhat fiizzy) meaning.

In general, initially, "Zadeh used 'fuzzy' to apply
to categories of language and thought, [but] not to
the nature of phenomena. However, recently, he has
developed a typology of edges (boimdaries or
borders in phenomena,not in categories) in terms of
categories that describethem" (Hodge, 2001).

This typology of edges, in terms of categories, is
introduced in "Toward a Theory of Information
Granulation..." (1997). For example, Zadeh provides
description of how humans perceive and identify in
categorical terms such natural phenomena as nose,
cheek, etc., of a human face with fuzzy boundaries.

Edges,which are distinct, can be described with
fuzzy membership functions. This is the base of
Type 1 fuzzy theory. But the edges that can be
described wilb fuzzy membership categories can be
represented with Type 2 or Type 3, etc., fuzzy
theories. That is "crisp" edges can be represented
with Type 1 membership functions, where as
"fuzzy" edges can be represented with Type 2 or
higher levels of fiizziness.

These Type 2 or higher levels of fuzzy
membership functions represent membership of
membership values, i.e., imprecision of imprecise
membership functions and contain imcertainty
associated with membership values for varying
shades of meaning in words. In real life human
communication words have imprecise meanings,
sometime known as vagueness, ambiguity, etc.,
even in a given context such as human decision
processesand descriptionsofnatural phenomena.

In particular. Type 2, and higher levels of fiizzy
theory expose risla associated with managerial
decision making in OR and MS studies. (Ttirk^en,
1986,2001).

Contributions

Let me next attempt to articulate Zadeh's
scientific and philosophical contributions in a bit
more detail.

In his seminal paper "Fuzzy Sets" (1965), Zadeh
introduced the notion of"...a continuum ofgrades of

membership" along with the "complement",
"containment", "union" and "intersection"
operations with "Max-Min" and with "Algebraic
sum and Product", as well as "convex combination
of " fuzzy sets, "Fuzzy sets induced by mappings",
and "separation ofconvex fiizzy sets".

Implicit within these introductory concepts are
the relaxation of the "Law of Excluded Middle",
LEM, and its dual the "Law of Contradiction", LC.
This naturally is unacceptable in classical set theory.
But, it is known throughout human struggle, one
needs to break away from traditional ways of
thinking for the discovery and development ofnovel
theories. L.A. Zadeh, in fact, broke away from the
essential axiom ofthe classical theory in 1965.

In "Probability Measures of Fuzzy Events", he
introduces the notion of a fuzzy event with
examples such as "It is a warm day", "X is
approximately equal to 5", "in twenty tosses of a
coin there are several more heads than tails". These

expressions "are fuzzy because ofthe imprecision of
the meaning of the underlined words" (1968).
Moreover, he generalizes the mathematical
expressions of mean, variance and entropy in
probability theory to "the mean variance, ...(and)
entropy ofa fiizzy event..".

In "Decision-Making in a Fuzzy Enviromnent",
Bellman and Zadeh (1970), they introduce "...a
decision process in which the goals and/or
constraints, but not necessarily the system under
control, are fuzzy in nature".

Furthermore, they illustrate a new framework
"...by examples involving multistage decision
processes...".

In "Similarity Relations and Fuzzy Orderings",
2^deh (1971) discuss the similarity relation to be "a
fuzzy relation which is reflexive, symmetric and
transitive" together with ^^juzzy linear ordering ...
fuzzy preordering, (and) fu^ weak ordering...".

Until the early'70's, Zadeh and his follower's
essentially developed the foundations of fuz2y
mathematics of fuzzy sets. This may be considered
the first stage of fuzzy theory which had no practical
applications.

In "Outline off a New Approach to Analysis of
Complex Systems and Decision Process" (1973), he
introduces the concepts of "A linguistic variable..."
and "the compositional rule of Inference...". He then
stresses that this new "...approach provides an
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approximate and yet effective means of describing
the behaviour of systems which are too complex or
too ill-defined to admit of precise mathematical
analysis. Its main applications lie in economics,
management science, artificial intelligence,
psychology, linguistics, information retrieval,
medicine, biology and other fields in which the
dominant role is played by the animate rather than
inanimate behaviour of system constituents". In this
paper, we are also introduced to the notion of
"Computation of the Meaning of Values of a
Linguistic Variables".

"The Outline of a New Approach..." is a
landmark paper. It is on the bases of this paper,
Mamdani and Assilian (1975) developed first
practical laboratoiy version of an applied fuzzy
system model and its use in industrial fuzzy control.
This gave rise to the wide spread "fuzzy control"
application in electro-mechanical systems.

In "A Fuzzy-Algorithmic Approach to the
Definition of Complex or Imprecise Concepts"
(1976), we read "The high standards of precision
which prevail in mathematics, physics, chemistry,
engineering and other liard' sciences stand insha^
contrast to the imprecision which pervades much of
sociology, psychology, political science, history,
philosophy, linguistics, anthropology, literature, art
and related fields". In this paper, we also find the
definitions of "fuzzy truth", as well as S and n
membership functions.

As well, in this paper, we find an exposition on
the relation between classificational and

attributional questions, their analytical
representations together with a graphical
interpretation that demonstrates "cylindrical
extension" and "projection" which shows what we
recently come to recognize as "projection anomaly"
in fu^ clustering techniques in fuzzy system
modeling. (Uncu, Turkmen, 2001).

In "Fuzzy Sets as a Basis for a Theory of
Possibility" (1978), he states that "...when our main
concern is with the meaning of information-rather
than with its measure (in Weiner and Shannon sense
of the statistical theory of Communication) the
proper fhunework for information analysis is
possibilistic rather than probabilistic in nature...". In
this paper, we are introduced to "the concept of a
possibility distribution", "possibility measure", truth
qualification", "probability qualification", etc.
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In his celebrated papers, "The Concept of a
Linguistic Variable and Its Application to
Approximate Reasoning - I, H, HI, (1975-1976),
we read, "By a linguistic variable we mean a
variable whose values are words or sentences in a

natural or artificial language."

It is stated that "Given our veneration for what is

precise, rigorous and quantitative, and our disdain
for what is fiizzy, unrigorous and qualitative, it is
not suiprizing that the advent of digital computers...
have proved highly effective in dealing with
mechanisticsystems, that is, with inanimate systems
whose behaviour is govemed by the laws of
mechanics, physics, chemistry, and
electromagnetism. Unfortunately, the same caimot
be said about humanistic systems,...".

Professor Zadeh indicates that "...the
ineffectiveness of computers in dealing with
humanistic systems is a manifestation of whatmight
be called die principle of incompatibility - a
principle which asserts that high precision is
incompatible widi high complexity.

In this paper on "the Concept of a Linguistic
Variable...", term sets are specified for Age^
Appearance, Trath, and Probability,etc.

As well we find the notions of interaction and

non-interaction of fuzzy sets, linguistic variables
and their linguistic terms, the extension principle^
type «, n = 2, 3,... fuzzy sets, linguistic truth
variables and Jitzzy logic. Truth Tables and
Linguistic Approximation, Linguistic Probabilities
and their computations, composition rule of
inference which was later identified as GMP, etc.

In "A Theory of Approximate reasoning" (1979)
mles of inference and approximate reasoning are
further discussed in detail as projection principle,
entailment principle, semantic equivalence, etc.

In "The Role of Fuzzy Logic in the Management
of Uncertainty in Expert Systems", (1983) which is
dedicated to Prof. Eli Sanchez, it is stressed that
"Management of uncertainty is an intrinsically
important issue in the design of expert systems
because much of the information in the knowledge
base of a typical expert system is imprecise,
incomplete or not totally reliable".

In this article, it is shown that there are effects of
fuzziness in facts and rules. Types ofproposition are
discussed with inference infU^ logic. Translation
rules are revisited. We are also introduced to
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inference from quantified propositions", e.g., QiA's
are B's, and Q2(A and Bys are C's >Qi®Q2) A's are
C's, etc.

Next, we find "Syllogistic Reasoning in Fuzzy
Logic and ItsApplication to Usuality and Reasoning
with dispositions" (1985). In this paper, Zadeh
views fuzzy logic "...as a generalization of
multivalued logic in that it providesa wider rangeof
tools for dealingwith uncertaintyand imprecisionin
knowledge representation, inference, and decision
analysis. Such topics as "intersection/product
syllogism", dispositional modus ponens". In this
paper, they are treated together with "fuzzy
quantifiers", "compositionality", "robustness", and
"usuality". In this context, we observe the use of L
coimt (.) in many examples. Fuzzy syllogisms and
reasoning with dispositions are exemplified with
"MPR(Major Premise Reversibility) chain
Syllogism", "Antecedent Conjunction Syllogism",
"Consequent ConjunctionSyllogism",etc.

These and other related issues are treated further
in "A Computational Approach to FuzzyQuantifiers
in Natural Languages"(1983). Unfortunately, works
in this area are very few, e.g., Narazaki and
Turkmen. (1994)

Next, Zadeh proposes "A Theory of
Commonsense BCnowledge"(1984). He states, "The
conventional knowledge representation techniques
based on the use predicate calculus and related
methods are not well-suited for the representation of
commonsense knowledge because the predicates in
propositions which represent commonsense
knowledge do not, in general, have crisp
denotations. For example, the proposition Most
Frenchmen are not tall cannot be represented as a
well-formed formula in predicate calculus because
the sets which constitute the denotations of the
predicate tall and the quantifier most in their
respective universes of discourse are fuzzy rather
than crisp. "Meaning representation" is further
discussed with "Test-Score Semantic",
"Composition of Elastic Constraints", together with
"Rules pertaining to modification... composition...
quantification" as well as "representation of
dispositions" with "inference fromdispositions" and
the applications of "sigma count" andrelative sigma
coimt."

In a series of papers, "Fuzzy Logic=Computing
with Words" (1996) "Toward a theory of fuzzy
information granulation and its centrality in human
reasoning and fuzzy logic" (1997), and "From
Computing with Numbers to Computing with

Words -from manipulation of measurements to
manipulation of perceptions" (2001), Zadeh writes
"...the main contribution of fuzzy logic is a
methodology for computing with words. No odier
methodology serves purpose". He goes on to
state "in its traditional sense, computing involves ...
manipulation of numbers and symbols. By contrast,
humans employ mostly words in computing and
reasoning, arriving at conclusions expressed as
words from premises expressed in a natural
languageor having the form ofmentalperception".

He then traces the origins of this development
stating "The concept of CW is rooted in several
papers starting with ["Outline of a New
Approach..."(1973)] in which the concept of a
linguistic variable and granulation were introduced.
The concepts of fuzzy constraint and fuzzy
constraint propagation were introduced in
["Calculus of Fuzzy Restrictions"(1975)], and
developed more fully in ["A Theoryof Approximate
Reasoning"(1979)], etc.

In these worics, there are schemas that show how
one gets started with the notion of granulation and
first arrive at information and action granules and
then apply divide and conquer principle. Next, one
identifies crisp and fuzzy information granules,
CIG, FIG. The examples of CIG are given as "time
-> years -> months weeks -> days -> ..." and
FIG as "age very young + young + middle-aged
+ old + very old".

As well examples of mental and physical
granulation are demonstrated as - mental
granulation: "body head+ neck+ leftarm + chest
+ rightarm + ..." and physical granulation: "speach,
walking, eating."

The generalized constraintthat was introduced in
previous papers are re stated as "X isr R, where isr
(pronounced ezar) is a variable copula which defines
&e way in which R constrains X."

The role of R in relation to X in defined by the
value of the discrete variable r where r could take on
values:

" e: equal (abbreviated to =)
d: disjunctive (possibilistic)

(abbreviated to blank)
c: conjunctive
p: probabilistic
X.: probabilistic value
u: usuality
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rs: random set

rsf: random fuzzy set
fg: fuzzy graph
ps: rou^ set (Pawlak set)"

Next, we are exposed to fuzzy constraint
propogation and the rules of inference in fuzzy logic
under the headings of: Conjunctive Rule 1,
Conjunctive Rule 2, Disjunctive Rule 1, Disjunctive
Rule 2, Conjunctive Rule, Projective Rule,
Subjective Rule, as well as Derived Rules under the
headings of: Compositional Rules, Extension
Principle (Mapping Rule), Inverse Mapping Rule,
Generalized Modus Ponens, Generalized Extension
Principle, Syllogistic Rule, Constraint Modification
Rule, etc. Once again we are treated will the
example of"Balls in a Box".

"A box constrains ten balls of various sizes of

which several are large and a few are small. What is
the probability that a ball drawn at random is neither
large nor small?"

"To be able to answer this question, it is
necessary to be able to define the meanings of largCy
smallt several large ballSy few small ballSy and
neither large nor small. Tliis is a problem in
semantics, which falls outside the probabilistic
tiieory, neurocomputing and other methodologies.

Conclusion

Zadeh, thus concludes "In our quest for ...
Machine intelligence (high MIQ), we are developing
a better understanding of the fundamental
importance of die remarkable human capacity to
perform a wide variety ofphysical and mental tasks
without any measurements and any computations.
Underlying this remarkable capability is die brain's
crucial ability to manipulate perceptions -
perceptions of distance, size, weight, force, color,
numbers, likelihood, truth and other characteristic of
physical and mental objects. A basic difference
between perceptions and measurements is that, in
general, measurements are crisp whereas
perceptions are fuzzy."..."Humans employ words to
describe perceptions ... (in this regard) ...
manipulation ofperceptions is reduced to computing
with words... coming years, computing with
words and perceptions is likely to emerge as an
important direction in Science and Technology."
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Abstract

BISC Plenary Talk, Berkeley CA, August 16,2001

Current research in Semantic Web focuses [Lee et al 2001] on semantic tagging ofWeb-
based content, use ofontologies to facilitate shared understanding, and use ofmulti-agent
architectures. Significant work is being devoted to developing DAML+OBL markup
supportingmore semantic annotation, and description logic based reasoning.
Complementing these activities and building upon knowledge-based systems and
information integration research, we are investigating following capabilities:

• involvement ofall types, formats and media of information and corresponding logical
integrationof information (not only Web pages, but also dynamic and perishable
content, content feeds, corporate repositories, and various digital media)

• morecomprehensive semanticdescriptionof information involving domain modeling
and use ofmultiple ontologies, and

• support for representation of, and reasoninginvolvingmore complexrelationships
(beyond is-a and subsumption)

• support for human-assisted knowledge discovery from autonomous information
sources and all types ofcontent

The InfoQuilt system [IQ] uses a multi-agent information brokering architecture to
research and prototype the above capabilities. In this talk, I will present the support for
complex relationship and examples ofknowledge discovery. Complex relationships
involve attempt to model cause-and-effect relationships involving multiple parameters
that are often found in natural phenomena.

[Lee et al 2001] TIM BERNERS-LEE, JAMES HENDLER and ORA LASSILA, The
Semantic Web: http://www.scientificamerican.eom/2001/0501issue/0501bemers-lee.html

[IQ] http://lsdis.cs.uga.edu/proj/iq/iq_pub.html
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Abstract

Modem networks contain a large number of physical
and logical elements that must be managed. The
increasing speed and complexity of the networks
require radical changes in network management
approaches. One of the prerequisites for successful
management ofthese complex systems is the ability to
handle large amounts of information. The information
may contain incoherent, missing, or unreliable data
that need to be filtered and processed. In this respect,
AI techniques offer a number of appealing solutions
thatmerit to be considered. In particular, thepower of
fuzzy logic inhandling uncertainties and its capability
to coordinate and manage several models and rules
make it an appropriate choice for taking up a
significant part in network management. This paper
focuses on this topic, highlighting in a conceptual
manner the role of fiizzy logic in identifying or
improving solutions tonetwork management problems.
Some specific application areas of functional
importance that demonstrate the effectiveness of fuzzy
logic in improved management of the networks are
also discussed.

1. Introduction

The ever-increasing complexity of the networks has
some profoimd technical implications for management
systems. Modem networked systems result in an
overwhelming amoimt of data because of
comprehensive monitoring abilities. Conventional
computer applications provide a degree of automation
to process and filter the data to identify relevant
information, but human interactions remain essential,
as the data is often incomplete and conflicting. In
principle, artificial intelligence (AI) techniques could
limit fte need for human intervention [1]. In particular,
several characteristics of fuzzy logic make it an
effective approach for use in an integrated network
management environment For instance, its flexibility

in handling uncertainties and its capability to
coordinate and manage several models and rules can
be mentioned. Hence, the applicationof fuzzy logic to
network management is rational and merits to be
studied in some detail.

Themainobjective of this workis to discuss the ways
that fuzzy logic can be used in an integrated network
management environment. This is achieved in the
remainder of this paper by using the following
structure. Section 2 presents the integrated network
management environment, highlighting why AI and in
particular fuzzy logic should beconsidered. Section 3
gives a brief review of fuzzy logic. Noting that fiizzy
logic can also be used to improve most other AI
approaches applied to network management problems,
a very brief overview of some other AI techniques is
also given inthis section. Section 4 focuses onspecific
applications of fiizzy logic in network management
Theconcluding remarks aregiven in Section 5.

From a broad point of view, theability to handle huge
^mniinte of information is a prerequisite for
management of complex systems. The experience
gained ona problem represents the knowledge that can
be of value in the future. Information retrieval (IR)
tools are the very bases foranyprocess thatdeals with
large databases. This is the case even if they only
support only data collection and the actual task of
extracting the information is left to the user (human
being or software agent). Expressiveness and
adaptivity are flmdamental features for a data model.
The abstraction associated with an object should
capture all its peculiarities in an easily manageable
representation. In a standard IR context, uncertainty
pervades thebehavior of both thesystem and theusers.
To undertake uncertainty and adaptivity problems
simultaneously, fiizzy logic offers excellent solutions.
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Among the other functional areas that fuzzy logic can
be of greatvalue, faultmanagement canbe mentioned.
For instance, althoughthe case-based reasoning (CBR)
paradigm is reported to give good solutions to alarm
correlation problem [3], its high sensitivity to the
accuracy of knov^ledge description should not be
ignored. Uncertainty permeates the entire diagnostic
process and its management is a fundamental issue in
actual diagnostic systems. The information regarding
the context of encountered problems and the type of
models that can be built to represent them are among
crucial aspects of a diagnostic systenL While
traditionally the main components used in the
definition ofa context are observations (facts), the data
on relevance and confidence may add precioiis
information [4]. The latter pieceof information can be
easily amended and handled by fiizzy logic based
approaches.

2. Integrated Network Management
The need for distribution of network management is
already well established. This is evident by the
approaches such as definitions of remote monitoring
MIB (RMON) or mid-level manager MIB, for
example. In general, the integrated network
management is concerned with a combination of issues
relating to equipment, services, applications, and
enterprise management. In this context, various new
requirements need to be met by network management
solutions. Some ofthese requirementsare mentioned in
this section, while some possible enabling approaches
for conq)lyingwith them are discussed in later parts.

Help desk systems are designed to provide customer
support through a range of different technology and
Information Retrieval (IR) tools play a fundamental
role in this activity. Efficiency and effectiveness in
data retrieval being crucial for the overall problem
solution process heavily depend on the abstraction
models. The abstraction associated with an object
should capture all its peculiarities in an easily
manageable representation. Identification of relevant
features of achieving an object abstraction is a
complex task and presence of uncertainties makes this
task even harder [5].

For diagnosis purposes, focusing on case-based
reasoning (CBR) paradigm, models that capture the
relevance and imcertaintyof information in a dynamic
manner are essential. This is a requirement for models
used in both diagnostic knowledge and processes.
Based on such models a conversational CBR shell
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implementing nearest-neighbor (NN) retrieval
mechanisms for example can then be utilized to
achieve highprecision case-retrieval [4].

Distributed applications are evolving towards
compositions of modular software components with
user interfaces based on web browsers. Each of these

components provides well-defined services that
interact with other components via network. The
increase in the complexity of distribution makes it
more difficult to manage the end-to-end Quality-of-
Service (QoS). The challenge derives in part from the
need for interaction of different management scopes of
network and computing domains. A management
system deployed to diagnose QoS de-gradation should
address two major issues. First, to measure the
performance of applications, it needs a low-overhead,
scalable system for measuring software components.
Second, the performance management system must
monitor selected measurements, diagnose QoS
degradation, adapt to the environment and integrate
with networic management systems[6].

3. Fuzzy Logic and Artificial Intelligence
The interest in building machines and systems with
human-like capabilities has lead to considerable
research activity and results. Important features of
human capabilities that researchers are interested in
implementing in artificial systems include learning,
adaptability, self-organization, cognition (and
recognition), reasoning, planning, decision-making,
action, and the like. All of which are related to

'intelligence. These researchactivities form the core of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) [7]. To achieve higher
levels of automation, a number of AI techniques have
already been applied to network managementproblems

[1].

Although the focus of this work is on fuzzy logic
applications in network management, it can be noted
that fuzzy logic can be used to improve most other AI
approaches, e.g. knowledge presentation in expert
systems. Therefore, while this section gives a more
elaborate treatment to fuzzy logic, a very brief
overview of some other AI approaches that are found
to be of value in network management is also given.
This allows for discussing the possible improvements
of utilizing fiizzy logic in other AI techniques applied
to network management problems in later parts.
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3.1. Fuzzy Logic
The subject of fuzzy logic is the representation of
imprecise descriptions and uncertainties in a logical
manner. Many artificial intelligencebased systems are
mainly dependenton knowledge bases or input/output
descriptions of the operation, rather than on
deterministic models. Inadequacies in the knowledge
base, insufBciency or unreliability of data on the
particular object under consideration, or stochastic
relationsbetweenpropositionsmay lead to uncertainty.
In expert systems, lack of consensus among experts
can also be considered as uncertainty. In addition,
humans (operators, experts...) prefer to think and
reason qualitatively, which leads to imprecise
descriptions, models, and required actions. Zadeh
introduced the calculus of fiizzy logic as a means for
representing imprecise propositions (in a natural
language) as non-crisp, fkzzyconstraints on a variable
[8].

3.2. Knowledge Based and Expert Systems
Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) are modular
structures in which the knowledge is separate from the
inference procedure. Knowledge may be utilized in
many forms, e.g. collection of facts, heuristics,
common sense, etc. When the knowledge is acquired
from (and represents) some particular domain expert,
the system is considered an expert system. In many
cases, knowledgeis representedby productionrules or
specification of the conditions that must be satisfied
for the rule to become applicable. Also included are
the provisions of whatshouldbe donein case a rule is
activated. Production rules are IF—THEN statements; a

'conclusion' is arrived at, upon the establishment of
validity of a 'premise'or a numberof premises [9].

Rule-based systemsare popular in AI becauserules are
easy to understand and readily testable. Each rule can
be considered independent of the others, allowing for
continual updatingand incremental construction of the
AI programs. Broadly speaking, systems relying on
heuristic rules are considered brittle. When a new

situation falls outside the rules, they are unable to
function and new rules have to be generated. Thus, a
very large knowledge base must be created and stored
for retrieval purposes. In general, heuristic rules are
hard to come up with and are always incomplete. The
rules are usually inconsistent; i.e. no two experts come
up with the same set [9].

33. Arttficial Neural Networks

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are dense parallel
layers of simplecomputational nodes. The strengths of
the links between the nodes are defined as connection

weights. In most cases, one input layer, one output
layer, and two internal (hidden) layers will be
considered adequate to solve most problems [10]. This
is considered as a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and
is widely popular. The connection weights are usually
adaptedduring the training period by back-propagation
oferrors, which results in a feed-forward networic.

3.4. Pattern Recognition
Pattern recognition is the ability to perceive structure
in some data; it is one of the aspects common to all AI
methods.The raw input data is pre-processed to form a
pattem. A pattern is an extract of information
regarding various characteristics or features of an
object, state of a system, etc. Patterns either implicitly
or explicitly contain names and values of features, and
if they exist, relationships among features. The entire
act of recognition can be carried out in two steps. In
the first step, a particular manifestation of an object is
described in terms of suitably selected features. The
secondstep, which is much easier than the first one, is
to define and implement an unambiguous mapping of
thesefeatures into class-membershipspace [10].

Patterns whose feature values are real numbers can be

viewed as vectors in n-dimensional space, where n is
the number of features in each pattem. With this
representation, each pattem corresponds to a point in
the n-dimensional metric feature space. In such a
space, distance between two points indicates
similarities (or differences) of the corresponding two
pattems. Partitioning the feature space by any of the
many available methods, e.g. maximwn likelihood, K-
nearest neighbors, decision surfaces and discriminate
functions then carry out the actual classification.

3.5. Case-based Reasoning
Case-basedreasoning (CBR) paradigm [11] starts from
the assunq)tion that cognitive process is stmctured as a
cycle.The first step is to gather some knowledge, then
the knowledge is used to solve a problem and,
dependingon the result, one may decide to keep track
of the new experience. Experience is accumulated
either by adding new information or by adapting the
existing knowledge. The idea is to solve a problem
with the existing skills and, at the same time,
improving these skills for future use. From the actual
implementationpoint of view, the focus is on how to
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aggregate andstorethe information (cases) and howto
retrieve them. The solution of a problem depends on
the ability of the system to retrieve similar cases for
which a solution is already known. The more common
retrieval techniques are inductiveretrieval and nearest
neighbor [4].

4. Fuzzy Logic and Network Management
Several characteristics of fuzzy logic make it an
effective approach for use in an integrated network
management environment. In particular, its flexibility
in handling uncertainties and its capability to manage
several models and rules are of great value. We start
this section by giving a broad view of integrated
networic management tasks that fuzzy logic is suitable
for. We then proceed to discussing some specific
application areas.

4.1. Classification of Tasks in Management
Layers

Consider the hierarchical model for network
management shown in Table 1. As this model in its
essential form and the functions of various layers has
been discussed in [1], we do not elaborate on them.

Layer
Tasks/

Requirements

Information
Flow

Control

Flow

Business Decision

Support T i

Service Information

Retrieval (IR) T i

Network Resource

Management T i

Element Fast Control

(Connection
Admission)

t i

Table 1, Management layers (adapted from |1])

At the highest layer, the problems can be associated
with an overwhelming amount of data. The A1
techniques should process thedataandpresent onlythe
relevant information by acting as a decision-support
tool. At this layer, the response time is inqrortant but
not critical, "^s type of task is well suited for
techniques that implement search techniques, e.g.
genetic algorithm. Also, model-based expert systems
can be used to hide the network complexity behind
several abstraction levels [1]. In this context, fuzzy
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logic can be used to handle model/data uncertainties
and ambiguities while interpolating between (possibly)
several emerging models. The resultant aggregate
model will also have some degree of confidence
attached to it that will assist the operators in dealing
with the presented information.

While in the next section we take a closer look at some

of the tasks in the service layer, it can be noted that the
above discussion holds for both service and network

management layers. For exanq>le, AI based network
management tystems that deal with the problems at
network layer, are mostly based upon expert, system
techniques [12]. At the elements management layer
though, the time response becomes the critical &ctor.
It must be noted that fuzzy logic (and ANN)
inq)lementationscan be hardware-based to achieve fast
response (while most other AI approaches are
software-based). At this layer, the environment
changes rapidly and a slow solution will become
irrelevant. The available information is often

incomplete and incoherent [1]. The fuzzy logic
character in dealing with uncertainties along with its
capabilities in handling several sources of information
(via interpolations and taking a supervisory role), make
it an excellent choice for management siq)port at this
layer.

4^, Advanced Help Desk
In a competitive business environment, customer
satisfaction is a vital objective for many companies:
high-quality products and high-quality customer
service are two strategic aspects. In this context, help
desk systems play an important role providing
customer support and functions like change,
configuration and asset management The two main
components of a help desk system are the front-end
and the back-end ones: the former manages the
interaction with customers while the latter deals with

information retrieval (IR) issues.

The core functionality is the retrieval of data from a
database whose abstraction matches the description of
an ideal object, inferred from a query. Implementation
issues are critical both for the overall performance of
the system and the accuracy of the retrieved
information. Customers usually provide data with
differentdegrees of confidence depending on how that
information has been collected. Current IR tools do not

explicitly model the uncertainty associated with
information but they mix the measure of relevance
associated to information with the relative measure of
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confidence. They don't even manage the feedback
provided byusers about theaccuracy andusefulness of
the retrieved solutions. An effective use of that
information is the key to enable a process of system
adaptation. Theexplicit management of relevance and
confidence on information, integrated with an
adaptivity process is the key factor for improving the
retrieval precisionofa help desk system[5].

Fuzzy logic can be used to form an integrated
approach to both uncertainty andadaptivity problems.
Keywords are still at the base of the abstraction model,
but together with relevance information, they will be
enriched with information on confidence degree
implemented using membership functions.

4 Network Diagnostic Systems
The precise identification of the context in which a
problem occurs is fundamental inorder todiagnose its
causes and, eventually to fix it. The more accurate the
information on the context, the more precise the
diagnosis canbe.The goal of a diagnostic system is to
maintain and extract from an information base facts,

rules andanyothertype of indications thatcan help in
identifying &eproblems. Thestarting point is a set of
facts (observations) but the same fact may have
different relevance in different contexts. Collecting
information on the relevance of facts allows being
more precise in the retrieval (matching) process and
precision is fundamental when the dimension of the
systemknowledge base grows.

The problem is that, while observations are hardly
disputable, the relevance associated with them may
depend on the experience of the observer.
Traditionally the coiifidence and relevance are
empirically merged in a single value and this may
corrupt the information. A different (or
complementary) solution is to explicitly model and
manage the uncertainty associated with the
observation. The idea is to capture in this waythe fact
that there is something missing even if we don't know
what it is. Certainty maybe reinforced or reduced and
adaptivity plays a fundamental role in this kind of
process [4]. This type of modeling and reinforcement
can be best achieved by incorporating fuzzy sets and
fuzzy logic.

Furthermore, the association of confidence with the
information through fuzzy sets to establish explicit
uncertainty modelsmayprove to be beneficial in other
respects as well [13]. For example, the fact that

confidence values for a symptom are low suggests that
a clear understanding of its meaning does not exist and
it may need to be investigatedmore carefully.Looking
at the confidence distribution of different symptoms of
the same case, we can obtain indications on the
reliability of the associated diagnosis proposals: if
there is uncertainty on the causes of a problem (case)
we may be more careful considering the proposed
diagnosis. Qualitative analysisof case descriptors may
give indications on the system users, their needs and
their problems. This extra layer of information
provides a starting point for a more user focused
diagnostic system where effectiveness derivesnot only
from technological issues but also from a clearer
understanding of the user (human or software agent)
[4].

4.4. Quallty-of-Service
Distributed applications are increasingly composed of
modular off-^e-shelf software components and custom
code. Current management systems that monitor
thresholds and trigger alarms rely on correct
interpretation by the operator to determine causal
interactions. Tlris approach does not scale as the
number of thresholds and alarms increase. For a
scaleable solution, a management system should be
able to monitor, diagnose and reconrigure application
components to ensure that user-level Quality-of-
Service (QoS) goals are maintained. The management
system must bepro-active andcoordinate with existing
network management systems. Emerging problemsare
corrected before QoS failures occur. The use of
knowledge-based systems is ideal for management of
these distributed applications [6]. These systems can
conceptually be significantly enhanced by
incorporation of fuzzy logic. Such incorporation will
in^rove diagnostic rules that are more capable of
handling ambiguity and incomplete information.

5. Concluding Remarks
To cope with the increasing complexity of the
networks, their management systems have become
highly complicated as well. The management system
must deal with an overwhelming amount of data that
may be incoherent and inconsistent or unreliable.
Compared to more conventional techniques, AI
approaches are more suitable for this type of tasks. In
particular, the capabilities of fuzzy logic in handling
vague concepts or systems with uncertainties are of
prime significance. We described several ways that
fuzzy logic canbe used in identifying or improving the
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solutions to problems encountered in an integrated
network management environment In this work, in
addition to a conceptual discussion of this topic,
several areas with functional importance are also
considered. For instance, it is noted that a key aspect
of helpdeskservices is related to information retrieval
where uncertainty in data is a major peculiarity. A
comprehensive solution for uncertainty management
can be based on the notion of fiizzy sets in which
relevance and confidence is used to enrich the
descriptive power of keyword paradigm. In thecaseof
diagnostic systems, fiizzy logic can be used for the
eiqilicit modeling of the uncertainty that in turn leads
to an actual improvement in terms of case-selection
precision.
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Abstract

In a traditional library system, a search result
will be exactly the same if different users with
different preferences use the samesearchcriteria. It is
obvious that the traditional library system cannot
provide high QoS (Quality of Service) for different
users. To solve this problem, a personalized library
search agent technique is proposed based on data
mining technology. By mining the training data sets,
the attributes that are related to borrowing tendency of
users are analyzed, and then users are divided into
different groups. In addition, the SLIQ (Supervised
Learning In Quest) algorithm is used to mine data.
The Web-based personalized library search agent
system is implemented successfully using JSP
(JavaServer Pages) that call the Java class and
ServletExac JSP server, and Oracle 8.1.6. Simulations
have shown the personalized library search agent can
generate personalized search results based on users'
preferences and usage. Therefore, a user can use the
personalized library search agent to get good and
quick result. In the future, advanced intelligent
techniques such as soft computing, granular
computing, and distributed computational intelligence
will be used in the personalized library search agent
systemto continueto improveQoS of a librarysystem
and other information systems.

1. INTRIDUCTION

Currently, a Web-based library provides a lot of
on-line service. People can search what they want
through the Internet. Using the traditional search
agent, every user is treated as the same way even if
they have &e different backgrounds - they have the
different job, different favorite, different age and so
on. But for the system, they have no difference, the
search result are exactly same. Sometimes, such
systemcan't provide high quality of service. Suppose

a user is interested in graphics, he (or she) wants to
find some book about Java used in graphics. If he
only types *java' as keyword to search for books, the
results displayed on the screen may begin with the
books about Java used in other fields such as Java
servlet,Java server page andJava language and so on,
which he doesn't like. In tUs case, he has to take
more time to find the books that he really needs. In
the worst case - the books he needs appear on the end
of the list - he maybe looses patience before he finds
the books. It is obvious that &e traditional searching
system is time-consuming. To solve this problem, in
the traditional library system, user has to give more
detail information to narrow the search result. The

goal is to develop a personalized search agent to
enable users get the different sequence of search
result according to their personality. Users can get the
different sequence of search results even if the same
search criteria are used. For example, a user belongs
to groupA. In this group, users tend to borrow books
about network. Suppose he types 'Java' as keyword to
search for books, the books listed in the firstly page
will be the books about network with 'Java' in their
titles and then the other books will display. By this
way, users can find what theywant quickly than the
traditional way. Our approach is based on data mining
techniques [2][3][5][6][8][9].

In this paper, a librarysearchagent using data
mining techniques is proposed. Since every user has
his own personality and borrowing history, querying
the same database by the same way will get the
different results that may be meaningfuland useful for
the givenuser. Employingthe data mining techniques,
users can be divided into different groups, by this
way, the system not only can provide the default list
of books for every user accordingto the group that the
user assorted, buts also it can provide different
sequence of search result for different kind of users.
The advantage of using such system is time saving
and providing more satisfying service.
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2. DATA MINING OVERVIEW

In the past three decades, statistics is used to
analyze the collect data. But there is a drawback: the
statistics used to analyze data starts with a hypothesis
about the relationship among the data attributes, and
then prove or disprove that hypothesis. If the data
with a lot of attributes, this hypothesis-and -test
methodology is time spending.

Another element makes the thing worse: with the
development of techniques, the ability of the
computer to store data is increasing. We can now
store and query terabytes and even petabytes of data
in one management system. The explosion of stored
data requires an effective way to analysis data and to
get the useful andmeaningful information. It is clearly
that using the statistics to analyze such massive
amount ofdata is inq)Ossible.

For these reasons, we need to develop a new
means to analysis data. Fortunately, power of
computation gets great improvements while the
increasingof the power of store. Meanwhile, artificial
intelligence (AI) also develops. The algorithmof AI
is opposed to statistical techniques; it can
automatically analyze data and build data models that
make us to understand the relationships among the
attributes and class of data. This algorithm employs
**test-and-hypothesize** paradigm instead of
"hypothesize-and-tesf' that used in statistics.

Data mining process is interactiveand iterative, it
often starts with a large, arbitrary data set and with as
few assmnptions as possible. The initial data are
treated as if there is no information available, the
system must extract potential mles or patterns from
that data, and then use algorithm to choose among
them. This technique that used to get the important
information is data modeling.

Modeling is simply the act of buildinga model in
one situation where you know the answer and then
applying it to another situation that you don't know
[6]. The way that conq)uterbuilt the model is like the
way that people build the model. First, conq)uter is
loaded a lot of data include variety of situations and
their results, and then the system runs through all of
data and extracts the characteristics of the data;
finally, it builds the model by using this information.
Once the model is built, it can be used to give the
answer for the similar situations.

Data mining analyzes the relationships and
patterns; it implements the any of the following types
of function:
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Classification: Stored data items are mapped or
classified into several predetermined exclusive groups
by a function. The members in the same group are as
*'close" as possible to each other and the members in
the different group are as **far" as possible from one
another where distance is measured with respect to
specific variable(s) that the system try to predict [6].

Regression: Stored data items are mapped into a
real-valued prediction variable by a particular
function.

Clustering: Stored data items are divided into
different groups according to the logical relationship
or consumer preferences. The members in the same
groiq) are as "close" as possible each other and the
members in the different group are as "frr" as
possible from one another.

Summarization: A report/documentation or a
compact description for a subset of data is
consolidated.

Dependency modeling: A model that describes
significant dependencies between variables is found
by the particular methods. It exists at two levels: the
structure level and the quantitative level.

Change and deviation detection: The significant
changes in the data from the historic pattem or
normative values are discovered.

Data mining process includes many steps.
Brachman and Anand gave a practical view of such
process [1]. The main steps are following:
1. Analyzing problem This step involves
analyzing the business problem, understanding the
application domain, the relevant prior knowledge, and
what the result of data mining the end-user wants to
get

2. Preparing data This step involves creating a
target data set, data cleaning and preprocessing, data
reduction and projecting. In this step, system will
select a data set or a subset of variables or data

samples, then it will have some basic operations on
the selected data such as noise removing, necessary
information collecting, and will transform the selected
data to the format required by the data mining
algorithms.
3. Choosing the data mining task In this step,
the aim of data mining process will be decided, the
possible aims of the process could be classification,
regression, clustering, or others.
4. Choosing the data mining algorithms In this
step, the appropriate algorithm for searching for the
pattem will be selected. It includes selecting the
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appropriate model and appropriate parameters that
maymatchtheparticular data mining method.
5. Generatingpattern In this step, system will
generate the pattem by using rule induction
(automatic or interactive) and the selected algorithm.
The pattem could be in a particular representational
form or a set of such representations: classification
rules or trees, regression, clustering or others.
6. Interpretingpattem In thisstep,pattemwill
be validated and interpreted, it is possibleto retum to
the previousstep for further iteration.
7. Consolidatingknowledge In this step, pattem
willbe deployed, and the guideline or reports willbe
produced. The related knowledge will beincorporated
into the real-world performance system, or simply
reported to interested parties.
8. Monitoring pattem This step assures that
data mining strategy is correct. The historic patterns
areregularly monitored against new data to detect the
change in thispattemas earlyas possible.

3. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS
3.1 Algorithms

IDS algorithm: It is a decision tree building
algorithm. It determines the classification of data by
testing thevalue of the properties and builds the tree
in a topdown feshion. It is a recursively process.

C4.5 algorithm: It is an algorithm thatrecursively
partitions the given data set to generate a
classification decision tree. It considers the entire
possible testthat cansplit thedata setand then select
the best test The decision tree uses Depth-first
strategy. This algorithm was proposed first by
Quinlan in 1993.

SLIQ(Supervise Leaming In Quest) algorithm: It
is a decision tree classifier designed to classify large
training data [I]. It uses a pre-sorting technique inthe
tree-growth phase. The decision tree uses Breadth-
first strategy. This algorithm was proposed and
developed by IBM's Quest project team. The details
of this algorithm will be introduced in the next
chapter.

Ndive-Bayes algorithm: It is a simple induction
algorithm. It assumes a conditional independence
model of attributes given the label. It was firstly
proposed by Good in 1965 and developed by
Domingosand Pazzani.

Nearest-neighbor algorithm: It is a classical
algorithm. It has options for setting, normalizations
and editing. It was firstly proposed by Dasarathy in

1990 and developed by Aha in 1992 and
Wettschereck in 1994.

La2y decision tree algorithm: It is a tree building
algorithm. It builds the "best" decision tree for every
test instance. This algorithm was proposed by
Friedman, Kohavi and Yun in 1996.

Decision table algorithm: It is a simple but useful
algorithm. It uses a simple lookup table to select the
feature subset.

The classification algorithms have much in
common with traditional work in statistics and

machine leaming. It describes a model that based on
the features present in a set of training data for each
class in the database. The advantage for the
algorithms is clearly: it is easyto understand forusers
and easy to implement on all kind of system. But the
drawbacks are also obviously: if there are millions of
data in the database or each data has a large number
of attributes, the time for implementing will be huge,
and the algorithm is not realistic.

3.2 SLIQ algorithm

The SLIQ (Supervised Leaming In Quest)
algorithm is used to classify the training dataset It is
introduced in [7].
• Basic principle ofSLIQ

As manyotherclassicclassification algorithms, the
SLIQ also can be implement in two phases: tree
building phase and tree pruning phase. Because it is
fit for both numerical and categorical attributes, there
are a few differences in handling the two kinds of
attributes. In the tree building phase, it uses a pre
sorting technique in the tree-growth phase for
numerical attributes for evaluating splits wWleit uses
a fast subsetting algorithm for categorical attributes
for determining splits. This sorting procedure is
integrated witha breadth-first treegrowing strategy to
enable classification of disk-resident datasets. In the
pruning phase, it uses a new algorithm that based on
the MDL (Minimum Description Length) principle
and gets the results in compactand accuratetrees.
• Details ofthe algorithm
SLIQ algorithm is fit for both numerical and
categorical attributes. In this system, the attribute
history we will consider are numerical and the others
are categorical.

Phase ofbuilding tree: In this phase, there are two
operations happen. First operation is to evaluate of
splits for each attribute and to select the best split;
secondoperation is partitionthe training datasetusing
the best split. The algorithmis describedas following:
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MakeTree(Training Data T)
Partition (T);

Partition (Data S)
if(all records S are in the same class))then return;
Evaluate splits for each attribute A
Use the best split to partition S into SI and 82;
Partition (81);
Partition (82);

Before we analyze the numerical attributes, we
partition the dataset by attributes -favor and job. Both
of them are categorical. Let 8(A) is the set ofpossible
values of the attribute A, the split for A is of&e form
A € 8', where 8* is subset of 8. The number of
possible subset for an attribute with n possible value
is 2 ** n. If the cardinality of8 is large, the evaluation
will be expensive. Usually, if the cardinality of the 8
is less than a threshold, MAX8ET8IZE (the de&ult
value is 10), all of the subsets of 8 are evaluated.
Otherwise, we use the greedy algorithm to get the
subset. The algorithm starts with an empty 8* and
adds one element of 8 to 8' that be the best split,
these process will be repeated until there is no
mq)rovement in the splits.

For the attributes history, we pie-sorted first.
Because in this system, we suppose there are four
kinds ofbooks in libraiy, we divided the history into 4
parts, each part is for the number ofone kinds ofbook
that the users had borrowed. That means there are 4

numerical attributes need to be considered. To

achieve this pre-sorting, we used the following data
structure, we created a separate list (histoiyListQQ)
for each attribute of the training dataset history[][0]
store the attribute value, history[][l] store the
according index in the dataset Then we sorted these
attributes list independently.

After sorted the attributes list, we processed the
splitting. As the algorithm is given below,
Evaluate8plits0
for each attribute A do

traverse attribute list ofA

for each value v in the attribute list do

find the corresponding entry in the class list,
and hence the corresponding entry class and the

leafnode (say 1)
update the class histogram in the leaf1

ifA is numeric attribute then

compute splitting index for test(A <= v)
ifA is a categorical attribute then

for each leafofthe tree do

find subset ofA with best split
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For the numerical attribute, we need to compute
the splitting index. In this algorithm, we use gini
index (L.Breiman etal), which proposed by
Wadsworth and Belmont gini(T) defined as

gini(T) = 1 - 2pj*pj
In this formula, T is a dataset that contains set of
examples fi'om n classes; pj is the relative firequency
ofclass j in dataset T.

To calculate all of the ginin indexes for each
attribute value, we compute the firequency for each
class in the group first, and then found the best one
for split the group. Because the value between vi and
vi+1 will divide the list into two same parts, we
choosethe midpointas thesplitpoint.For eachgroup,
one part is the examples that the value ofattribute less
than or equal to the split point, the other part is the
examples that the value of attribute larger than the
split point. We did the split as the same way one by
one attribute until the node is the pure node (that is to
say, all the examples in the node are the same class).

Phase ofpruning tree'. In this phase, the initial
tree that built by using the training data will be
examined and the sub-tree with the least estimated

error rate will be chosen. The strategy is based on the
principle ofMinimum Description Length (MDL). It
includes two parts: Data encoding and model
encoding, comparison ofthe various sub-tree ofT.

8LIQ is an attractive algorithm for data miningfor
its advantages:

1. The pre-sorting technique used in tree building
phase and the MDL principles used in tree pruning
phase make the result exhibits the same accuracy
characteristics while the executes time is much shorter

and the tree is smaller.

2. It can get the higher accuracies by classifying
larger (disk-resident) datasets that can't be handledby
other classifiers.

3. It can scale for large data sets and classify
datasets irrespective the number of records, attributes
and classes.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN

Although data mining techniques have been used
in scientific and business field successfully for
tracking behavior of individuals and groups,
processing medical information, selecting market,
forecasting financial trends and many other
applications for several years, their uses in library
system are limited. Many people argue that the
current data mining technique is not appropriate for
library system because of its lack of standards, its
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unproven in library and the big technical hurdles
remain. With the development of the size ofdatabase,
we have to admit that the traditional catalogs can't
satisfy the user's need, but the efiEicient new way is
not discovered now. So, in this system, we try to find
an alternative way to access it: to save time and make
user more satisfied.

In the traditional library's searching system, all the
users will get the same sequence ofthe searchresult if
they use the samequeiy to the same database, but they
have own fiivorite field and their own need, so they
are may be not interested in the books that will listed
on the firstly pages.

In this system,data mining technique is used to
analysis the information about the users. There are
many attributes in the user's information. Here, our
major interesting is the user's personality (includes
hisfiier favorite field and profession) and the user's
borrowing history. Users are classified into different
classes by this information. In the same class, all the
users mostlytend to borrow the same kind of books.

For example, a user's favorite fields are graphics
and network, his profession is programmer, and in his
borrowing history, the number of books about
graphics he borrowed is 40% of the total number of
books he borrowed, the number of the books about
network he borrowed is 25% of the total number of

books, and the number of books about program
language is 30% of the total number. For the
information about this specified person, using the
mining result, we may classify him into the class
GPGN (the priority of the kind of books for the
member of this class is: graphics, program language,
network and the others). So, when he uses the
keyword search and typesthe keyword "Java", all the
books displayed on the screen will begin with the
books about graphics with "Java" appearing in the
title, then all the books about program language with
"Java" appearing in the title, and then all the books
about network with "Java" appearing in the title and
the other books. By this way, ^e user can find his/her
wanted books faster than the traditional way.

In this phase, data are prepared for mining.
There are a lot of records in the database and many
attributes for each record, not only we need to select a
relative small data set, but also we need to select the
attributes that have effect on borrowing tends about
the record. For the data about the user, we needn't
consider all of the attributes because not all of

attributes have impacts on the tendency ofborrowing
such as address, email, social security number and

password and so on. After analyzing a lot of data, we
found the impactions come firom these features: the
favorite fields, the borrowing history, the profession
and the age of the person. To make the problem
simple, we just consider the three ofthem: the &vorite
fields, the borrowing history and the profession of the
user in the dataset.

SLIQ algorithm is used to generate pattem in
this system, it is described in details in the last
chapter. We get the decision tree by SLIQ algorithm,
and we need to incorporate this knowledge. We will
obtain the features for each pure node firom the
decision tree and put the results in the database, a
table contains class type and the class features. When
we need to decide the type ofone member, we can get
this information from database and make a decision.

As we analysis before, the goal of using data
mining techniques is providing the faster and more
satisfactory service for users. In this system, we can
approach this goal by classifying the members into
different class type and giving the different search
result sequence for the different class members. The
mining result is used in the two phases:

When a new member registers, he will be asked to
provide his personal information. Using this
information and mining result, the type of such user
can be decided. Once the type is determined, the
personalized search agent will sort the books for him
according to his type. And this type is not immutable
- the mining result will be used again and again.
Because user's borrowing history is an important
attribute that will impact on the member's class type,
when the user logout with some books, these books
will change his borrowing history, his type maybe
also changes. So, his class type will be calculated
again. Or if the user modifies his profile, such as he
changejobs or transferhis interesting to other fields,
in such case, his class type willbe determinedagain.

The personalize search agent will help user find
what he wants quickly in two ways: it provides the
default list for every user. Accordingto the type ofthe
user assorted to, system will automatically give the
top 10 popular books of that kind that the user may
most interested in. The other way is it will provide
different search result for the different type ofusers.

In the application, widi the increasing of the
number of members and the changes of the member's
class type, the initial decision tree may be lost its
accuracy. It is necessary to mining data again. We
will run the mining process after a period time to try
to keep its accuracy; it is time consuming but can
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saving time in searching process. It is obvious that in
this system user can get the more useful search result
quickly.

Tables 1 and 2 show the different search results:

job Favor Search result

User

A

Student Programmin
g language,
e-business

e-business,
programming
language,
graphics,
system
management

User

B

Engineer Graphics Graphics,
system
management.

Programming
language, e-
business

Table 1. search result by the personalized agent

job Favor Search result

User

A

Student Programmin
g language,
e-business

programming
language,
graphics,
system
management, e-

business

User

B

Engineer Graphics programming
language,
graphics,
system

management, e-

business

Table 2. research result by the traditional agent

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In diis system, we have successfully used data
mining techniques to save search time for users. This
system can provide more satisfied service for users. It
is an improvement based on the existed library system
and is a successful example that data mining used in
practice. More important, it proves the possibility of
using the data mining technique in library system. We
are sure data mining technique will be used in more
fields and become more popular in business.

There are more works need to do to improve
the library system. We can consider all the attributes
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that will impact on the borrowing trend ofthe users. If
we can do that, the accuracy of decision tree will be
increased. We can use data mining technique in
catalog. This will save more time for user in
searching. In the future, advanced intelligent
techniques such as soft computing, granular
computing,and distributed computational intelligence
will be used in the personalized library search agent
system to continue to improve QoS ofa library system
and other information systems [2][10].
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Abstract

In this contribution we present the work performed in
the ADVICE project, an on-going European
Commission research project (1ST 1999-11305). The
overall objective is to design and implement an
advice-giving system for E-commerce, supporting a
move from the current catalogue-based customer
services to a customer adapted intelligent assistance,
emulating in some way the performance of a human
seller. With this aim, the main elements of the
ADVICE approach include an agent-based
architecture with an Interface Agent to manage the
multimedia presentation, the Interaction Agent to
support an advanced user-system interaction and the
Intelligent agent incorporating a knowledge-based
model of the e-business, that supports the reasoning
for advise-giving according with the user needs and
the dialogue evolution.

1. Introduction

Searching for and selecting complex products on the
web is a difficult task for consumers mainly due to the
lack of intelligent support or assistance. An advanced
solution in an e-commerce setting has to optimize the
user search by a customer adapted intelligent
assistance that emulates in some way the performance
of a human seller including customer-adapted
suggestion and explanation of product types, features,
alternatives and special offers on digital markets.

The intelligent assistance needs to be supported by
techniquescapable to model the problemsolvingsteps
carried out by a person used to provide customer
service. The knowledge-based technologies are being
applied to develop an e-commerce prototype with
several kinds ofdomain knowledge identified:

(a) To search for appropriate products according to
the user needs, considering factors such as the
client preferences, general characteristics of die
products at different levels of abstraction,
relations between products and preferences,
constraints about certain product configurations,
market strategies, etc.

(b) To the managementofdialogue-based interaction,
considering well-known dialogues in such
scenario or previous experiences (conversation
models or didogue scripts), client profile (frame
of features), kind ofexplanations needed etc.

The dialogue-based interaction has to be supported by
techniques capableto modeljoint commitments during
the dialogue, to perform pro-active system
participation as well as to managethe wholeprocess to
a highperformance of the system offering the user the
right informationevery time.

The general architecture of the ADVICE system
supporting these services contains threemain agents:

• The Interface Agent responsible for the
multimedia input-output activities of the system.
This agent will collect users utterances (English
sentences, clicks on the settled items, such as
icons, menus, etc.) and transform them into
semantic structures (streams ofspeech acts).

• The Interaction Agent is responsible for the
adequate management of the interaction between
the Interface Agent and the Intelligent Agent, as
well as with the user. It means that has to (1)
manage the evolution of the conversation in a
coherent way, (2) deliver to the Intelligent Agent
the query of the user together with relevant
information about this user that may influence the
productionof the appropriate offer and (3) send to
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the Interface Agent the question or information to
be presented to the user at every moment.

• The Intelligent Agent responsible of the
generation of the information required by the
customer is supported by a knowledge model that
contains the reasoning model as well as the
domain structure.

These agent produces a configurable offer tree that
contains the different products that suits the user
identified needs. The prune of the tree comes from the
new identification of user requirements during the
dialogue.

We are currently working in the validation of the
approach with the developed prototype to demonstrate
the possibilities of the ADVICE approach to improve
the results of the conventional B-commerce

applications. This paper is devoted to the dialogue
management and personalization of web-assistance in
an e-commerce application.

2. Interaction Agent
A dialogue is a full-convene process where both
interlocutors need to be tuned up for the best
performance. Classical interfaces used to help the user
through the interaction, instead of sharing a
commitment. For a flexible dialogue is required at
least one joint commitment so the speakers can
understand one another. These commitments motivate

the clarifications and confirmations always present in
conversations. Research to model the commitment has

been carried out in the late years, such as theoretical
models of joint action [1]. Recent 1ST project Trindi
[2] claims for the need ofa 'common ground* between
user and system. ADVICE approach joins this line of
research prototyping the 'threads model*.

The interaction agent manages three different sorts of
information from the user participation in the
dialogue. First, has to extract the data that sh£q)es the
circumstance, the so called static information.
Secondly should get the underlying intentions of the
dialogue, that is the dynamic information. Finally, it
has to attend to the structure of the interaction, for
attaining a valid dialogue.

The main components of the interaction agent are
lined up with this assortment Hence, the Session
Model will deal with the context and the details of the

interaction, while the Dialogue Manager pay attention
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to the state of the interaction and checking the
coherence preservation with the user.

On a second division, in order to handle de steps taken
by both interlocutors through the interaction, there is a
first component which role is to identify a valid
dialogue helping to understand upcoming user
movements. At the same time provides a set of
adequate steps for the system to take. The other
constituent of the dialogue manager stands for the
intentional processing containing the user thread, the
system thread and the thread joint, that supports a
common groimd for keeping the coherence of the
interaction.

The third main component of the Interaction Agent is
the discourse generator. It has to find a pattern that
fits the needed discourse and then to fill it up with the
context that will provide the session model. When
needed some domain dependent information, will
construct a request to the Intelligent Agent that will
analyze the context and then provide the information
requested updating the context In this process, some
events may occur, and could even originate new
threads. This would force to restart the discourse

generation.

A satisfactory management of dialogue requires in
general both semantic representation (content of what
has been expressed) and pragmatic information. The
semantic structures used to link interface and

interaction agents in the Advice project are based on
Searle's speech acts [3],[4]. The current identified set
ofspeech acts is shown in the figure 1:

Courtesy acts

Salute: < c, a >

Farewell: < c, a >
Thank: < c, a >

Disannoy: < c, a >
Empathetic: <c,a>
Satisfy: < c, a >
Wish: < c, a >

[c]: conventional (fonnal/informal)
[a]: allowable (open/close)
Examples:

Nice to seeyou Ana: salute(i.c)
Excuse me...: disannoy(f,c)
Don 7 worry...: empathetic(i,c)
Excellent'. satisty(f,c)

Representative acts

Inform: <t,m,s,c >
[t]: type (confirmation / data /...)
[m]:matter (approve/deny/identity/..)
[s]: subject (product/user/system/...)
[c]: content (...)

Examnle: I'm Ana:

inform(data,identity,userAna)
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Authoritative acts

Authorize: <in,a >

[m]: matter (start / offer / task /...)
[a]: allowable (open / closed)
Example:
Can I help you? authorize(task,open)

Directive acts

Request:<t,m,s,c>

Command:<t,s,0

[t]: type (choice/data/comparison/...)
[m]: matter

(approve/deny/identity/..)
[sj: subject (user/system/...)
[c]: content (values...)
Examples:
Who are...?:

request(data,identity,...,)
Show me some 5auv:

command(search, system, product)

Null Speech

Null: < > Well....: nullO

Figure 1: Setof Speech Actsfor theAdvice

Furtherstepis to modelsomekindof management for
no crisp nor certainsentences ofthe user.

3. Natural Language Processing Components
One of the main aspects of the buying-selling
interaction in the web is the capability of the web site
of generating some kindof trust feeling in the buyer,
just likea human shopassistant would do in a person-
to-person interaction. Things like understanding the
buyer needs, being able to give him technical advice,
assisting him in the final decision are not easy things
to achievein a web sellingsite.Natural language (NL)
techniques can play a crucial role in providing diis
kind of enhancements. Another good motivation to
integrate natural language technology in diis kind of
sites is to make the interaction easy to those people
less confident with the Intemet or even computer
technologies. Inexperienced users feel much more
comfortable expressing themselves and receiving
information in natural language rather than through
the human standard ways.

The Interface Agent in ADVICE project includes the
NL Interpreter and Generator components. The input
user utterances are interpreted in order to obtain a
feature-typed semantic stmcture (one or more due to
ambiguity) that contains speech act information and

some features about the relevant items of the user

utterance.

At this moment, two interpretation strategies are
defined. Firstly, message extraction techniques useful
in specific domains are used in ADVICE,
implemented by means of semantic grammars
reflecting e-conunerce generic sentences and idioms,
sublanguage specific pattems and keywords.
Secondly, if the pattem matching analysis does not
work successfully, a robust processor that makes use
of several linguistic resources (Brill tagger [5],
WordNet [6], EuroWordNet [7] and a Phrase
Segmenter[8]) integrates syntactic and semantic
analysis in different ways. The complexity of the
Natural Language applications makes almost
compulsory to get profit of the existing resources that
are available even Aough these resources were not full
compatible with our requirements. The complexity of
the Natural Language applications makes almost
compulsory to get profit of the existing resources so
are using a knowledge-based methodology in order to
adapt and reuse existing English resources [8].

The lexicon is structured in three classes of words:
general vocabulary, e-commerce vocabulary and
domain specific vocabulary. The grammar rules
contain no-terminal symbols that represent the domain
concepts (tool, model, task, accessory and so on) and
terminal symbols that represent the lexicon entries
(vocabulary) in our application (saw,sander,to buy, to
need and so on).

See thependulum saw

Show a the pendulum saw
by an http

Confirmation

gesture v

SOctwractar

GUI

Natural

language
interpreter

Interaction

Agent

Figure 2: Generation process

INFORM

type:

matter: identity
subject: product
content: saw

data

INFORM

type: data
matter: feature

subject: product
content: kind=pendulum

INFORM

type: data

Concerning the generation of answers, a domain-
specific template-based approach is currently used.
The templates used to generate natural language
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answers to the user can be propositional (if they
require arguments to fill the slots in) or not (for
instance, agreements, rejections and topic
movements).

In the current working prototype, templates do not
contain issues concerning the User Model although
they are ready to cover them in next step of the
project The user features that are considered in this
first version are: Some templates include a special
argument (ExpertiseLevel) that causes difTerent levels
of explanation in the system answers displayed to the
user (pop-up links). These explanations are in a
glossary containing each domain term (tool class,
accessory and so on) together with its different
explanations; Moreover, each template includes
several possibilities of answer. Thus, the system does
not generate always the same answer imder the same
conditions in order to achieve natural dialogues.

4. Intelligent Agent
In the current state of knowledge engineering, a
knowledge model can be conceived as a hierarchically
structured problem-solving model which implies the
characterization of several classes of problems to be
solved, i.e. tasks to be performed. Our proposal in this
direction is to consider the organizational principle
that we call the knowledge-area oriented principle.
This principle establishes that a knowledge model can
be organised by a hierarchy ofknowledge-areas where
each one defines a body of expertise that explains a
specific problem solving behavior. The top-level area
represents the whole model and is decomposed into
simpler areas that encapsulate the expertise that
support the reasoning methods. The bottom
knowledge areas in the structure are called primary
knowledge areas.

Every knowledge area is described with two parts: (i)
its own knowledge represented by other simpler
knowledge areas and (ii) its functionality represented
by a set of tasks. In their turn, each task is another
description entity that represents a basic function
provided by a knowledge area (e.g., predict evolution
or classify situation) and includes problem-solving
methods to describe the strategy of reasoning to
achieve the goals represented by the task. Each
primary knowledge area have associated an inference
mediod attached to the representation paradigm. It is
also required to define a shared vocabulary to unify
the concepts that have to manage the different
knowledge areas.
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The generic structure of the knowledge model for the
ADVICE Intelligent Agent is subdivided into three
Knowledge areas. Profession Specialist, Works
Specialist and Product Specialist. Each area, or
specialist, is an expertise of a sub-domain of the
conceptual model.

Profession Specialist handles high level knowledge
about the tasks or works that use to be done in a

profession. The Works Specialist contains knowledge
relating to these works, and what kinds of tools are
needed to accomplish them. Finally, the Product
Specialist manages knowledge about the features of
the tools and accessories, and currently uses that
knowledge to match the needs of the user with the
products of the catalogue.

The craft domain of the current prototype includes the
complete model for one kind of products, the circular
saws. The generic knowledge bases identified are
filled with the specific information of the saws using
fiumes that contains the concepts and attributes
specified in the generic vocabulary as well as the
specificvalues to &e product.

PATTERN aCfSSEBplus
DESCRIPTION (product)
type = saw [a], name = 'atfSSEBplus' [m],
(saw) subtype = plunge [b],

power = '1200' Id,
weight = '4800' Id],
saw blade speed <= 4800 le],
saw blade diameter « '160' If],
bevel cuts <= 45 Ig],
cutting depth <» 55 Ih],
dust extractor connection =
systainer = 'yes'
rail guide o 'no'
electronics = 'yes' II],

RELEVANCE OF CHARACTERISTICS

a -> 50%, b -> 50%, c -> 50%, d ->
f -> 50%, h -> 50%, j -> 50%, k ->
1 -> 50%, m -> 100%,
c,b -> 50%, b,f -> 50%, b,h -> 50%,
c,b,j,k,l -> 100%, b,f,j,k,l -> 100%,
b,h,j,k,1 -> 100%, c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,k,l-> 100%.

36 Ii],

[jl.
Ik],

100%,
50%,

Figure 3. Description ofa concrete product

In the frame description (figure 3) can be
distinguished three parts: the name of the frame, the
description of the frame, a list of labeled (object -
attribute - value) that represents the features of the
product and the relevance of characteristics. Rules are
used to represent which combination of the matched
attributes allows the deduction of the whole fiume in a
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given situation. The IF-part is a simple expression
(colon is an and operator) and the THEN-part contains
a percentage indicating the matching degree of the
fi::^e. For example c,b 50% means that ifthe cand
the b slots are matched, the whole frame is matched
with a certaintyof the 50 per cent Given that several
rules can be used in a current situation, a simple
uncertainty model computes the matching degree of
the frame. The matched frames are organized into a
tree structure according whit the domain knowledge.
The nodes with alternatives have attached the
attribute-value pairs which is expected will allow the
discrimination of the alternatives according with next
steps of the dialogue.

When the Interaction Agent send a request message to
the Intelligent Agent, its answer after the reasoning
process is anoffertreewiththe products that fulfil the
identified user requirements. The Interaction Agent
explores the tree and can ftnd a solution node or
selects from the alternative nodes the pairs to generate
the next stepin the dialogue. This information is send
to the Interfece agent that for example, can generate a
newquestion to theuser(pro-activity of theintelligent
assistant) or produce an explanation showing some
information.. When tiie required information from the
user is received and returned to the Interaction agent,
the prune of the tree according to the user answer is
performed.

5. Working Prototype

'Welcome, I'm tite virtual sales assistant Wto are you?
The first one is a neutral message

The second one is a starting message, (for user Ident).

'HI there. I'm John Smith.

The system recces information (new user)
Then tite system play neutral or starting messages

'Hello Mr.Smhh. Nice to meet you. What can I do for you?
'Well, I want a circularsaw.

Intelligentagent produces an offer configuration decision tree

'What kind ofsaw do you want: a pendulum or a plunge cut saw?

Figure 4: Someadvice-customer interaction steps

This section is devoted to present some details of the
performance of current working prototype for the
dialogue example that first interaction stepsare shown
in figure 4. In next step in the dialogue the user
answers the system question : "What kind of saw do
you want: a pendulum or a plunge cut saw?". The

figure 5 contains all the information extracted fromthe
answer: "I think I need a pendulum cut saw".

From the utterance (or user cHkson the sawaftemative):
"I think I need a pendulunvcut saw"

• Identification of the comunicative acts:
null, inform(data, identity, product, saw)
infbrm(data,fisature,produ^type=penduIum-cut)

• Identification of a new state into the (current) question-answer
dialogue pattern:

"solve" (the previous state was "request(product)")

• Identification of the topic:
product type pendulum-cut (add to the session model).

Figure 5:Informational contentsofan utterance

Theprocessing stepsafteruseranswer arepresented in
the sequel. The user answer contains an Mnform act*
that is stored in the session model. The dialogue
manager changes the dialogue state from ^require
clarification' to *solve task*. The thread will close

system 'asking about type* element, and is again the
user's 'request product* elementnext to be reach. The
discoiuse maker fails in constructing a response with
the final solution, because the tree of solutions has yet
several of them. Hence, adds a new element in the
system thread: 'request more data*. The discourse
r^er now is able to act sending to the Interface
Agent the question referring next bifurcation in the
offer tree. Finally, the action takenby the systemwill
be used for updating the dialogue state (again to
'requiredata* to furtherstepprocessing).

6. Conclusions

The work presented in this paper corresponds to a
real-world experience with a complex problem, the
development of an intelligent virtual assistant, where
the solution based on the use of structures ofproblem-
solving methods has shown to be successful to the
design because of the capability of offering an
understandable view of the reasoning and the
incorporated knowledge.

One main advantage of the ADVICE approach comes
from the integration of an advanced human-computer
understanding and expression capabilities with the
intelligent configuration of answers that leads to the
generation of the right information in the right way
and moment.

In the current prototype, the inter-agent message
communication is supported by sockets and XML
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contents coded. The Intelligent Agent was developed
in C++ and Java and the Interaction Agent as well as
the NLP components in Ciao Prolog [9].
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Abstract

In this paper we present first a new method for
computing temporal queries based on fuzzy time
vocabulary. And secondly, since temporal analysis is
usually heavy, we propose a parameterized pseudo-
associative t-norm that reduces the computational
time, without loosing generality.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we focus on how to navigate in an
annotated video by making temporal queries. The
annotations may be in a database with other
information. We assume that the annotations are

precisely time-indexed, but their attached information
may be uncertain. In other words, we know precisely
at what time (of the video) something happens, but we
are not completely sure about everything associated
with the event.

We introduced in [4], following the spirit of Zadeh's
idea [14] of "Computing with words", a dictionary
with the basic time related concepts. With this
vocabulary and the logic tools introduced, the user is
able to realize human type queries. Here, we focus on
the time related queries [11],[1],[12]. We show a
general way of how to compute a solution. However,
the operators involved are usually heavy from the
computational point of view. We propose a solution
that reduces computational effort by relaxing some
basic properties, but without loosing generality.
Let us start by explaining how the classical video
query systems work and what we exactly propose.

2. Fuzzy Continuous Annotations
The actual works on query systems for video are based
on the use ofannotations (see [7], [8], [6], [10], [12]).
These annotations can be considered as information

contained in a database associated to the video and

indexed by the time.
We call fuzzy annotation a classical annotation
accompanied by a degree of certainty of the
information (and not of the time indexing this
annotation). This degree is usually a value between 0

and 1 (zero for completely uncertain and one for
completely certain). So, for example an annotation
can be: "At minute 6 the actor on the scene is Robert

with a degree of certainty 0.75". Which means that
we think that the actor is Robert but we are not totally
sure. We notice that the indexing time (6 minutes) is
considered as certain.

We speak about continuous annotations because we
have the information for every time. Now, we can
represent this information on a graph, where the jc-axis
is the indexing time of the film and the y-axis is the
degree of certainty. Note that the actor appears for a
period of time so Aat we have a curve and not a point.

"Robert appears"

1 -

Indexing time ofthe video

Figure 1. Fuzzy Annotation "Robert appears".

3. Placing the video player
Placing the video player at the starting time is not a
trivial issue. Since we have fuzzy annotations, we do
not know exactly when the event starts. Let us assume
that we want to see when Robert appears. If we just
use the certain information, die video player will
always be placed after the real start (i.e. not when
Robert appears but some seconds after). This will
force the user to rewind in order to see the beginning,
and it is not something we want. Taking tiiis into
account, we may think that a good solution is to start
at the point where the certainty is not null (i.e. where
the membership function starts). This time the video
player will be placed too far in advance and the user
will have to wait until the event happens, which is also
not a good solution.
The action of indicating the exact start time can be
seen as a defuzzification process. We use an approach,
based on the alpha-cuts. The idea is to woik by
alpha-cuts. Here, we propose to simply take as starting
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time(s) the minimum(s) of the (intervals) of the 1/2
cut. This gives us a point(s) where we are more or less
sure that it starts. We pre-select this alpha-cut, but we
leave the possibility to the advanced user to change its
attitude for the defuzzification, by of increasing and
decreasing the alpha value (see figure 2).

"Robertgears'

first start
hdodngtime of tlietsdeo

second start

Figure 2. Placing the player.

For more details on this kind of defiizzification

method in more general framework refer to our paper
[2].

4. Fuzzy time vocabulary
In the spirit of Zadeh's idea of "computing with
words" [14], we propose in [4] to construct a fiizzy
time related dictionary. This thesaurus allows us to
"precisiate" natural time querying. Using this we are
able to use time positioning definitions such as
beginnings end and middles to use imprecise time
duration such as about five minuteSs long and short
time and to use time relationship like afters before and
close. In [4] we also present how to modify and
combine this notions.

'AboutX minutes"

1 --

Refierence time

•

Figure 3. Example of fuzzy time vocabulary.

5. Fuzzy time relationship
We also defined relationships between time events,
like for instance after and before. We based our
approach on Yager's general frumework for relative
temporal relationship (see [12]). In this framework we
have for example that the definition of after'* will be:
\fX-Y<0 then the degree of satisfaction of the concept
"JiT after 7" is 0 and HX-Y>0 the degree will be 1. In
a symmetric way we can define the notion ''before".
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We proposed in [4] to use the time descriptors in order
to generate new notions as for instance: "About 10
minutes after" or "About10 minutesbefore**.

'Befi)re about
10 minutes'

A
/!•

/ ! \

1--

'Afier about 10
minutes*

A Inteivaltime
X-Y

-12 -10 -8 8 10 12

Figure 4. About 10 minutesafter (or before).

6. Resolving time relationships
Now, using these relationships we may want to point
to a particular moment in the video. For instance to
answer the query: "About 10 minutes after the crash".
Let Crash{y) be the membership degree of the
annotation "the crash" at the time y. Then the
membership function of "About 10 minutes after the
crash" indexed by the time x will be obtained by
following formula, where T is a t-norm:

About_\0m _qfter_Crash(x) =

inax_^ {after_about_1Om(* - y),CrasA(y))]

Formula (1) computes the "best answer" (max) for the
logical conjunction (t-norm) of "after about 10
minutes"Al^ the "cras/f"event.

Let us generalize this result and let R be the
membership function of a time relationship and E the
membership function ofan event, then we can point to
a new moment of the video by using the general
formula:

R'Eix) = max £(>-))] (2)

We remark that the event E can also be a time

positioning, like beginnings middle or end of the
video.

7. Choosing the t-norm
Formula (1) allows calculating simply the degree of
membership at the time x of specific temporal query.
However, the choice of the t-norm T is not clear. So
we initially proposed to use a parameterized t-norm, so
that the user can adjust the attitude ofhis aggregation.
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E'vent about

"About 3 minutes

after the event"

membership

U
START

POINT
Result using the

minimum

Result using the
probebilistic

t-norm

Figure 5. Pointingto "about S minutesafter an event that happened
more or less between 3 and 5 minutes"

In figure 5 we are looking for "about 5 minutes after
an event that happened more or less between 3 and 5
minutes". Here "about 5 minutes" is a triangular fuzzy
number being tolerant for more or less one minute.We
notice that for a fixed defiizzification alpha-cut, we
can have different starting points when using different
t-norms. For instance when using the minimum we
obtain a considerable earlier start than when using the
product

It is to notice that we are differentiating the t-norms by
their attitude when aggregating the uncertainty. Since
this is a personal choice we left the possibility of
changing&e attitudeby using a parameterized t-norm.
In [3] we present a methodology that is intended to
help the user in the choice of the attitude by changing
the parameter.

It is also important to note that all the t-norms have the
same behavior when aggregating a certain value
(see [3]). This induces that no matter what t-norm we
use, we will always obtain the same certain interval
(i.e. the same core). We can conclude that if we do
not care about the imcertainty, then we can use any
t-norm. This may happen if we just want to point the
certain areas. However, the practice shows that this
approach is deficient, since it is too strict. With just
certain information the video-player is usually placed
after the beginning of the event, forcing the user to
rewind. Also a "only certain" approach will ignore all

the imperfect annotations, in particular most of the
automatic ones.

8. Using fast operators
It is clear that an interesting solution for the previous
choice of the t-norm is to pick out a parameterized
t-norm with a large attitude range. Like this we have
always the possibility of choosing (from a large
spectrum) the attitude with respect to the full
uncertainty. For instance, we may select the Yager
t-norm [13] (see [5] more completejustifications):

K(«, v) =1- [(l - u)" +(l - vYY" (3)

However, looking at (2) we notice that we have to
compute for every time x of the video, the aggregation
(by the t-norm) of every time y in order to take the
maximum. Taking into accoimt that at least we have
25 fimnes per second, we have very quickly a great
number of calculi. For instance just for one time
relationship in a one-hour-video, we will have to
compute 8.100.000.000 times the t-norm.
Examining the proposed algorithm and equation (2)
we observe that we never use the associativity
property of the t-norms. In fact each time we just
aggregate two values. Here a fast operator that having
similar properties as the Yager t-norm may be
interesting. In [8] we study a family ofoperator with a
relax type of associativity (pseudo-t-norms).From this
work and obtain the following operator
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max((l-2/)-(inax(M,v)-l)+min(w,v), O)

Where / is a parameter in the range [0,1/2]. Note that
this parameter translates the attitude with respect to the
total uncertainty. In fact it is the result of the
aggregation at the 1/2 alpha-cut:

2'2J '

It is also to notice that this pseudo t-norm generalizes
some basic t-norms. In fact, if we choose that the
attitude with respect to the "total fuzziness" should be
relaxed (i.e. t =1/2) then the operator (4) becomes the
minimum (the largest t-norm). And for the strictest
attitude (i.e. t =0), (4) becomes the Lukasiewicz
t-norm. It is possible to obtain stricter operators than
the Lukasiewicz t-norm by using negative parameter /.
These particular cases will be bigger than the limit
drastic t-norm, but we consider that their attitude is too
strong. In fact all these last particular cases cut off
everything with a degree imder 1/2.

Now, coming back to the computational issues. Here
for illustration proposes we are going to compare
operator (4) to the Yager t-norm. But note that the
same comparison can be done to any parameterized
t-norm and we would obtain the same result.

Yager t-norm: Y{u,v)

1 division - Hp

1 additions

3 subtractions

Operator: R (w,v)

1 product

1 addition

1 subtraction

3 power operations 1 comparison (mm, max)

Table 1. Effort comparison between Yager t-norm
and the reduced min.

Looking at Table 1, we notice that the new operator is
computationally lighter. In fact, we observe that Yager
t-norm has a division that has the same complexity as
a product.
We immediately see that the calculus of the Yager
t-norm is more arduous. In fact, the two operators
have then same amount of additions and product, but
Yager t-norm has one more subtraction. This does not
make a large difference. The main difference appears
when we observe that Yager t-norm needs 3 power
operations, while the new operator only needs one

comparison: the bigger number will be used for the
max and the other one for the min.

It is to notice that in the n-ary case (see [5])
aggregation using Yager t-norm is heavier. In other
words the new operator (4) is interesting when
aggregation several times just couple of values, but
also for the calculus of large number of arguments.

The fact that the reduced minimum is computationally
faster than the Yager t-norm is interesting, but we may
think that the price for this is that we lost the
associativity property. In fact, the reduced minimum is
not associative, but it is pseudo-associative as explain
in [5]. The idea is that we can still aggregate by
packages only by keeping in memory the maximum
and minimum.

9. Application
A Java based Video Search Engine was developed by
the multimedia indexing group at LIP6 (University
Paris 6) for the Esprit / Avir project (see [9]).

Figure 6. Java based Video Search Engine.

10. Conclusions

In this paper we presented a model for answering to
imprecise temporal query. The system uses fuzzy
annotations and a time related dictionary. This
thesaurus "precisiates" what the user understands for a
particular concept. This allows us to achieve a human
friendly interface.
In this paper we focused on the fact that the calculus
of time relationship is extremely heavy, so we propose
an operator that lightens this computation. It is to
notice that the presented operator is not only
interesting for this particular example, but it is also an
interesting solution for practical efricient applications,
where use of a t-norm is required. Its computational
lightness combined to its pseudo-associativity, without
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forgetting its generalization property make of it a
power-full tool.
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Abstract

Clustering methods are frequently used in dataanalysis
to find groups in the data such that objects in the same
group are similar to each other. Applied to document
collections, clustering methods can be used to stmcture
the collection based on the similarities of the contained

documents and dius support a user in searching for
similar documents. Fur&ermore, the discovered clus
ters can be automatically indexed by keywords. There
fore the user does not depend on manually defined
index terms or a fixed hierarchy, which often did not
reflect recent changes in the imderlying documentcol
lections. In this article we present an approach that
clusters a document collection using a growing self-
organizing map. The presented method was imple
mented in a software tool, which combines keyword
search methods with a visualization of the document

collection.

1. Introduction

Index terms and (hierarchical) classification methods
are firequently used to stmcture object collections, e.g.
document archives or libraries, and thus simplify the
access for a user who is searching for specific docu
ments. One of the main drawbacks of this approach is
that the maintenance of these indexes is very expen
sive. Furthermore, they are usually not applied consis
tently and - since they are not updated frequently -
they usually did not reflect recent changes ofdie stmc
ture ofthe underlying document collection.
Clustering is a well-known approach to stmcture prior
unknown and unclassified datasets. Applied to docu
ment collections, clustering methods can be used to
stmcture the collection based on the similarities of the

contained documentsand thus support a user in search
ing for similardocuments. Fiuthermore, the discovered
clusters can be automatically indexed by keywords
without the need to manually define index terms.
In the followingwe present an approach that clusters a
document collections using a growing self-organizing
map. The method was implemented in a software tool
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that combines conventional keyword search methods
with a visualization of the document collection. With

the approach presented in this paper we resolved some
of the problems of a first prototype that was imple
mented using conventional self-organizing maps [9,
IS]. The main disadvantage of this architecture was
that the size and shape of the map had to be defined in
advance. Therefore a map had to be trained several
times to obtain an appropriate solution. Especially for
huge collections of documents this process is usually
very time-consuming.
Clustering a document collection using self-organizing
maps requires a preprocessing of the document collec
tion to obtain numerical data describing each docu
ment Similar to most of the existing models for docu
ment retrieval our approach is based on the vector
space model [18]. The vector space model represents
terms and documents as vectors in k-dimensional

space. The currently most popular models using this
approach are Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [2], Ran
dom Projection [8], and Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) [7].
The vector space model enables very efficient analysis
of huge document collections due to its simple data
structure without using any explicit semantic informa
tion. A document is described based on a 'statistical

fingerprint' of word occurrences and the semantically
information is considered based on statistical correla

tions in further processing steps, e.g. the so-called 'la
tent semantic' in the LSI approach [13,14]. However,
some approaches try to consider semantic information
by a preprocessing step, see e.g., the analysis of three-
word contexts discussed in [5]. In spite of the insuffi
ciencies the vector space model enables the processing
of large document collections efficiently. Furthermore,
using self-organizing maps document collections and
search results can be visualized in an intuitive way.
In the following section we will briefly review the con
cepts of self-organizing systems and the implemented
growing self-organizing map approach. In Sect 3 we
describe the document pre-processing steps and the
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methods used for grouping the text documents based
on different similarity measures. In Sect. 4 we present
the implementation of this approach.

2. Self-organizlDg maps
Self-organizing maps [10] are a special architecture of
neural networks that cluster high-dimensional data
vectors according to a similarity measure. The clusters
are arranged in a low-dimensional topology that pre
serves the neighborhood relations in the high dimen
sional data. Thus, not only objects that are assigned to
one cluster are similar to each other (as in every cluster
analysis), but also objects of nearby clusters are ex
pected to be more similar than objects in more distant
clusters. Usually, two-dimensional grids of squares or
hexagons are used. Although other topologies are pos
sible, two-dimensional maps have the advantage of an
intuitive visualization and thus good exploration possi
bilities.

Self-organizing maps are trained in an unsupervised
manner (i.e. no class information is provided) from a
set of high-dimensional sample vectors. The network
structure has two layers (see Figure 1). The neurons in
the input layercorrespond to the input dimensions.The
output layer (map) contains as many neurons as clus
ters needed. All neurons in the input layer are con
nected with all neurons in the output layer. The
weights of the connection between input and output
layer of the neural network encode positions in the
high-dimensional data space. Thus, every unit in the
output layerrepresents a prototype. Before the leaming
phase of the network, the two-dimensional structure of
the output units is fixed and the weights are initialized
randomly. During leaming, the sample vectors are re
peatedly propagated through the network. The weights
of the most similar prototype w, {winner neuron) are
modified such that the prototype moves toward the
inputvector w,. As similarity measure usually the sca
lar product is used. The weights w, of the winnerneu
ron are modified according to the following equa

tion: V/.-w', = w, -I- <5 •(w, - Wj), where <Jis a leaming
rate.

To preserve the neighborhood relations, prototypes
that are close to the winner neuron in the two-
dimensional structure are also moved in the same di
rection. The weight change decreases with the distance
from the winner neuron. Therefore, the adaptation
method is extended by a neighborhood function v:

V/: w,, = w, +v(c,0-^-(w, -w,)

where 5 is a leaming rate. By this leaming procedure,
the stmcture in the high-dimensional sample data is
non-linearly projected to the lower-dimensional topol
ogy. After learning,arbitrary vectors (i.e. vectors from

the sample set or prior 'unknown' vectors) can be
propagated through the network and are mapped to the
output units. For further details on self-organizing
maps see [11].

input layer

—fo.oV—^0.1/—' '

Figure 1. Structure of a rectangular self-organizing
map (top) and possible neighborhood function
for a structure based on hexagons (bottom).

Unfortunately, the standard model of self-organizing
maps requires a predefined map stmcture. Therefore,
the complete leaming process has to be repeated if the
size of the map was to small (the classification error

which can be defmed by | w^ - w^ [ for every pattern

is usually very high and thus very dissimilar vectors
are assigned to the same unit) or to large (similar vec
tors spread out on the map).
Growing self-organizing map approaches try to solve
this problemby a leaming method which modifies the
size (and stmcture) of the map by adding new units to
the map, e.g. if the accumulated error on a map unit
increases a specified threshold. In the following the
approach which is used in the presented application is
briefly described.

2.1. A growing self-organizing map approach
The proposed method is mainly motivated by the
growing self-oiganizing map models presented in [1,
4]. In contrast to these approaches we use hexagonal
map stmcture and restrict the algorithm to add new
units to the external units if the accumulated error of a
unit exceeds a specified threshold value.

The algorithm can be briefly described as follows:

1. Predefine the initial grid size (usually 2x2 units)

2. Initialize the assigned vectors with randomly se
lected values. Reset error values e, for every imit i.
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3. Train the map using all inputs patterns for a fixed
number of iterations. During training increase the
error values of a winner unit s by the current error
value for pattem /.

4. Identify the unit with the largest accumulated error.

5. If the error does not exceed a threshold value stop
training.

6. Identify the external unit k with the largest accumu
lated error.

7. Add a new unit to the unit k. If more than one free
link is available select the unit at the nearest posi
tion to the neighboring unit which is most dissimi
lar to k. Initialize the weights of the new unit with
respect to the vectors of the neighboring units so
that the new vector is smoothly integrated into the
existing vectors (see Figure 2).

8. Continue with step 3.

9. Continue trainingof the map for a fixed numberof
iterations. Reduce the learning rate during training.

This process creates an incremental growing map and
it also allows training the map incrementally by adding
new documents, since the training algorithms affects
mainly the wimiing units to which new documents are
assigned. If these units accumulate high errors, which
means that the assigneddocumentscannotbe classified
appropriately, this part of the map starts to grow. Even
if the consider neuron is an iimer neuron, than the addi
tional documents pushes the prior assigned documents
to outer areas to which new neurons had been created.
This can be interpreted, e.g. as an increase in publica
tions concerning a specific topic. Therefore also dy
namic changes can be visualized by comparing maps,
\^ch were incrementally trained by newly published
documents.

k: winner imit

I, m: neighboring units
k': new unit

Computation ofnew
weight vector for k
IV.. =w.+w^-w.

OK0

Figure 2. Example of a computation of a vector for
a new inserted unit

3. BuUding a map of a document collection
For the training of self-organizing maps, the docu
ments must be encoded in form of numerical vectors.

To be suited for the learning process of the map, to
similar documents similar vectors have to be assigned,
i.e. the vectors have to represent the document content
After trainingof the map, documents with similarcon
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tents should be close to each other, and possibly as
signed to the same neuron. So, when a user has discov
ered a document of interest on the map, he or she can
search the surrounding area.
The presented approach is based on statistical evalua
tions ofword occurrences. We do not use any informa
tion on the meaning ofthe words since in domains like
scientific research we are confronted with a wide and

(often rapidly) changing vocabulary, which is hard to
catch in fixed structures like manually defined thesauri
or keyword lists. However, it is important to be able to
calculate significant statistics. Therefore, the number
of considered words must be kept reasonably small,
and the occurrences of words suflSciently high. This
can be done by either removing words or by grouping
words with equal or similar meaning. A possible way
to do so is to filter so-called stop words and to build
the stems ofthe words (see e.g. [3]).
Although these document preprocessing steps are well
known, they are still rarely used in commercially avail
able document retrieval approaches or search engines.
An overview of document pre-processing and encod
ing is given in Figure 3.

3.1. Stemming and filtering
The idea of stop word filtering is to remove words that
bear no content information, like articles, conjunctions,
prepositions, etc. Furthermore, words that occiu* ex
tremely often can be said to be of little information
content to distinguish between documents. Also, words
that occur very seldom are likely to be ofno particular
statistical relevance.

Stemming tries to build the basic forms of words, i.e.
strip the plural *s' fix>m nouns, the *ing' from verbs, or
other afi^es. Astem is a natural group ofwords with
equal (or very similar) meaning. We currently used the
stemming algorithm of [16], which uses a set of pro
duction rules to iteratively transform (English) words
into their stems.

For the further reduction of relevant words we use two

alternative approaches. The first reduces the vocabu
lary to a set of index words. These words are not se
lected manually, but automatically chosen by an infor
mation theoretic measure. The second approach is
based on the work discussed in [17] and [6]. It uses a
self-organizing map to build clusters of similar words,
where similarity is defined based on a statistical meas
ure over the word's context.

3.2. Selection of index words based on their en

tropy
For each word a in the vocabulary we calculate the
entropy as defined by [14]:
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Seismic-electric effect study of mountain rocks
Measurements of seismic-electric effect (SEE) of mountain rocks in laboratory on guided
waves were continued with very wide collection of specially prepared samples ...

preprocessing (stemming, filtering)

sejotm electr eftect study moulfltain rdkk measure spAsm el«tr effect nrapiAain
ory guide w ollect special prepare,,8Snple

indexi uckets

• • •

seism moutttaiii
rock

wave effect
• • •

r f r r

( 2. 4, 1. 2, ... )

vector = "document fingerprint"

Figure 3. Document pre-processing and encoding

Wia) =\+——X Pi(«) •InC/'/ («)) with
ln(m)ti

Piia) =

n,{a) is die frequency of word a in document i andm is
the number of documents in the document collection.

Here, the entropygives a measure howwell a word is
suited to separate documentsby keyword search. E.g.
words that occur in many documents will have low
entropy. The entropy can be seenas a measure of im
portance of words in the given domain context. We
choose a number of words that have a high entropy
relative to their overall frrequency (i.e. fi-om words oc
curring equally often we prefer those with the hi^er
entropy). This procedure has empirically beenfound to
yield a set of relevant words that are suited to serveas
index terms.

33. The word category map
This approach doesnot reducethe number of words by
removing irrelevant words frrom the vocabulary, but by
building groups ofwordswhich are firequently used in
similar(three-word-)contexts. A self-organizing mapis
used to find appropriate clustersof words. To be able
to use words for training of a self-organizing map, the
words have to be encoded. Therefore, to every word a
random vector w with 90 dimensions is assigned (dis
cussions concerning the number of dimensions can be
found in [5]). This encoding does not inqily any word
ordering, as random vectors of dimensionalities that
high can be shownto be 'quasi-orthogonaT: the scalar

productfor nearlyeverypair of words is approximately
zero. Then, the three-word-context of a word a is en
coded by calculating the element-wisemean vectors of
the words before and after the considered

word over all documents and all occurrences of a.

These mean (or expectation value) vectors < >

^ random vectors of enclosing
words are used to define the context vector of the

considered word: = (< >, w,< >) •
The obtained context vectors have 270 (=3*90) dimen
sions. Words a, b that often occur in similar contexts
have similar expectation values and therefore similar
context vectors . The vectors w, are finally
clustered ona two^imensional hexagonal grid using a
self-organizing map. Words that are used in similar
contexts are expected to be mapped to the same or to
nearby neurons on this so-called word category map.
Thus, the words in the vocabulary are reduced to the
numberof clusters given by the size of the word cate
gory map. Instead of index terms, the word categories
buckets are used for the document indexing.
The most apparentadvantageof this approach over the
index term approach is that no words are removed
fr'om the vocabulary. Thus, all words are considered in
the document clustering step. Furthermore, the word
category map can be used as an expedient for the vis
ual exploration of the document collection, because
one often finds related words clustered together in the
same or adjacent neurons of the word category map.
From these clusters the user may choose related key
words which are appropriate for a (new) keyword
search to reduce (or increase) the number of consid
ered documents. However, due to the statistical peculi-
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arities of the approach and the rather weak semantic
clues the context vectors give, there are often addi
tional words in the clusters that stand in no imder-
standable relation to the others. The main drawback of
this approach is that the words in one cluster become
indistinguishable for the document indexing.

3.4. Generating characteristic document vectors
Figure 3 shows the principle of the proposeddocument
encoding. At first, the original documents are pre-
processed, i.e. they are split into words, then stop
words are filtered and the word stems are generated
(Sect. 3.1). Afterwards the considered vocabulary is
reduced to a number of groups or buckets. These buck
ets are the index words from Sect. 3.2 or the word
category maps from Sect. 3.3. The words of every
document are then sorted into the buckets, i.e. the oc
currences of the word stems associated with the buck

ets are counted. Each of the n buckets builds a compo
nent in a «-dimensional vector that characterizes the

document. These vectors can be seen as the finger
prints of each document.
For every document in the collection such a fingerprint
is generated. Using a self-organizingmap, these docu
ment vectors are then clustered and arranged into a
hexagonal grid, the so-called document map. Further
more, each grid cell is labeled by a specific keyword
that describes the content ofthe assigned documents.
The labeling method we used is based on methods pro
posed in [12]. It focuses on the distribution of words
used in the documents assigned to the considered grid
cell compared to the whole document database. The
labeled map can then be used in visual exploration of
the document collection, as shown in the following
section.

4. Using the maps to explore document collections
To assess the usability of this approach a software pro
totype has been developed. The interactive user inter
face has been implemented in Java. The tool processes
the documents as described above and stores the in

dexes and maps in a simple database. So we finally
have a document map, where similar documents are
grouped, and a word category map (if this approach is
chosen) where the grouping of words is shown. In
Figure 4 a screenshot of the software tool is shown.
The document map opens up several appealing naviga
tion possibilities. Most important, the surrounding grid
cells of documents known to be interesting can be
scanned for further (similar) documents. Furthermore,
a keyword search method has been implemented that -
besides providing an ordered result set - visualizes the
distribution of keyword search results by coloring the
grid cells of the document map with respect to the

number of hits for specific keywords or combinations
of keywords. This allows a user to judge e.g. whether
the search results are assigned to a small number of
(neighboring) grid cells of the map, or whether the
search hits are spread widely over the map and thus the
search was - most likely - too imspecific and should
be further refined.

If the highlighted nodes build clusters on the map we
can suppose that the corresponding search term was
relevant for the neighborhood relations in the learning
of the self-organizing map. In this case the probability
to find documents with similar topics in adjacent nodes
can be expected to be higher.
Furthermore, the labels (index terms) assigned to the
grid cells can be used to search for specific topics and
thus supports the user in navigating through the docu
ment collection.

4.1. Using the word category map
The word category map can be used e.g. to look for
related keywords for searching. If, for example, the
number of search hits seems to be very small, so we
would like to broaden our search. On the other hand,
we would like the query to be still specific. In the word
category map we can visualize the fingerprints of the
matching documents. The highlighted nodes give us
visual hints on which important keywords the docu
ment contains in addition to those keywords we have
been searching for. Furthermore, we may find groups
of documents with visually similar fingerprints (i.e.
similar highlighted regions) and thus similar content.
Therefore, we are supported in finding some keywords
which describe the document content and which can

then be used to refine the search by adding (or prohib
iting) these keywords.

Figure 4. Screenshot of the software tool: Ranked
search results (top left), word category map (top
right), query window (bottom left), and docu
ment map with colored grid cells according to
search results (bottom right)
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5. Conclusions

The presented approach enables a user to search for
specific documents, but also to enlargeobtainedresult
sets (without the need to redefine search terms) by
navigating through groups of documents with similar
contents surroimding the search hits. Furthermore, the
user is supported in finding appropriate search key
words to reduce or increase the documents under con
sideration by using a word categoiy map, whichgroups
together words used in similar contexts.
The methods proposed in this article combine (itera
tive) keyword search with grouping of documents
based on a similarity measure in an interactive envi
ronment without the need to manually define lists of
index terms or a classification hierarchy, which usually
require expensive maintenance. Especially in rapidly
changing document collections - like collections of
publicationsof scientific research - classification sys
tems that are not fi-equently updated are usually not
accepted by the users, for whom especiallynew topics
are ofhigh importance.
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Abstract

The process of ranking (scoring) has beenused to makebillions of financing decisions each year serving
an industry worth hundreds of billionof dollars. To a lesser extent, ranking has also been used to process
hundreds of millions of applications by U.S. Universities resulting in over 15million college admissions in
the year 2000 for a total revenue of over $250 billion. College admissions are expected to reach over 17
million by the year2010for totalrevenue of over$280billion. In thispaper, we will introduce fuzzy query
and fuzzy aggregation as an alternative for ranking and predicting the risk for creditscoringand university
admissionswhich currently utilize an imprecise and subjectiveprocess.

Introductioii
Consider walking into a car dealerand leaving with an old usedcar paying a high interest rate of around
15% to 23% and your colleague leaves the dealer with a luxury car paying only a 1.9% interest rate.
Consider walking into a real estate agency and finding yourself ineligible for a loan to buy your dream
house. Alsoconsider getting denied admission to your college of choice but your classmate gets accepted
to the top school in his dreammajor. Welcome to the world of ranking, which is usedboth for deciding
college admissions and determining credit risk. In flie credit rating world, PICO (Fair Isaac Company)
either makes you or breaks you, or can at least prevent you from getting the best rate possible [1].
Admissions ranking can either grantyou a better educational opportunity or stop you fromfulfrlling your
dream.

When you apply for credit, whether it'sa new credit card, a car loan, a student loan, or a mortgage, about
40 pieces of information from your credit card report are fed into a model. That model provides a
numerical score designed to predict your risk as a borrower. When you apply for university or college
admission, more than 20 pieces of information from your application are fed into the model. Thatmodel
provides a numerical score designed topredict your success rate and risk asa student Inthis paper, we will
introduce fuzzy query and fiizzy aggregation as an altemative for ranking and predicting risk in areas
which currently utilize an imprecise and subjectiveprocess.

The areas we will consider include: credit scoring (Table 1),creditcard ranking(Table2), and university
admissions (Table 3). Fuzzy query and ranking is robust, provides better insight and a bigger picture,
contains more intelligence about an imderlying pattern in ^ta and is capable of flexible querying and
intelligent searching [2]. This greater insight makes it easy for users to evaluate the results related to the
stated criterion and makes a decision faster with improved confidence. It is also very useful for multiple
criteriaor when users want to vary each criterion independently with differentdegrees of confidence or
weighting factor [3].

Fuzzy Query and Ranking
In the case of crisp queries,we can make multi-criterion decision and ranking wherewe use the functions
AND andOR to aggregate the predicates. In the extended Boolean model or fiizzy logic, one can interpret
the AND as a fiizzy-MIN function andtheORas a fuzzy-MAX function. Fuzzyqueiying and ranking is a
very flexible tool in which linguistic concepts can be used in the queries and ranking in a very natural
form. In addition, the selected objects do not need to match the decision criteriaexactly, which gives the
systema more human-like behavior.
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Table 4. Measures ofAssociation

Simple Matching Coefttcient: |A rtB|
]AnB\

Dice's Coefficient: 2

Jaccard's Coefficient:

Cosine Coefficient:

|AUB|
|AnB|

\a
Overtap Coefficient: — j ,, ,v

min\A\,\B\)

DIslmilarlty Coefffcient: =

1- Dice's Coefficient: \aAB\ =\AuB\-\A n8|

Measure of Association and Fuzzy Similarity: There are five commonly used measures of association
and these are given in Table 4. In tiiis study, the fiizzy-based Jaccard's model has been used to calculate
tiie similarity. Suppose the fuzzy sets to be measured are fiizzy sets A and B witii membershipfunctions
p^(x) and PB (x) respectively;

E(A,B) B degree(A = Bj b
|AnS|
lAuBl

Table 5. Propertiesof aggregationoperators for triangularnorms and triangularconorms.

•Conswvation •Conservation

t(0,0) =0;t(x.1)^t(1.x) = x s(1.) =1;s(x,0) = s(0,x)^x

•Monotonicity

t(Xf,X2)^t(x'f,x'2)ifx^ix'i andx,
•Monotonicity

s(Xi,X2)^s(x'2,x'2)ifXii,x', andXjrSx,

•Commutativity

t(X„X2) = t(X2,X,)
•Commutativity

«(*f»*aJ =sfx„xJ

• J^sociaUvity •Associativity

s(s(x„Xa;,x,)=s(x„s(x„x,>)

Given the following properties for aggregation operators (see Table 5): conservation, monotonicity,
commutativity, associativity, the triangular norm and triangular co-norm will be used to calculate fuzzy
aggregation [3-7]. There are several triangular norms/triangular co-norms pairs (see Table 6) which can be
used such as [3-6]:

Minimum/Maximum;
Drastic Product/Drastic Sum;
Bounded Difference/Bounded Sum;
Einstein Product/Einstein Sum;
Algebraic Product/Algebraic Sum;
Hamacher Product/Hamacher Sum

In this study, Fuzzy-Min (and/conjunction) and Fuzzy-Max operators (or/disjunction) have been used (see
Table 7) [3,6,7].
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Table 6. Triangular norm/triangular co-norm pairs. Table 7. Fuzzy-Min and Fuzzy-Max Operators.

Minimum

Maximum: s(x„X2)-niax{xf,X2}

Drastic Product: t(x„X2)=

Drastic sum: s{Xf,Xt)-

min^^.Xj} ifmax^i,Xj}=1

0 othewise

max{x„X2} ifmin{Xf,X2}= 0

1 othewise

Boundeddifference: ((x,,X2)= inax(!>,x,+Xj-l]
Boubded sum: s(x2,X2) ° min^,x^+Xj)

Einstein product: t(x„X2)= (x, •x,)/{2 - (x,+X2 - x,•X2))
E/nste/n sum: s(x„X2)=(x,+X2)/(#+*t **j)

Aigebraicproduct: ((x„X2)-x,-X2
aigdbraicsum: s(x„X2)=x,X2 -x, •X2

Hamacherproduct: t(x„X2)=(x, •X2)/(x, +X2 - x,•X2)
Hamacher sum: 5(x„X2)= (x,+X2 - 2x,•X2)/(f- x, •X2)

Conjunction rule: Paab(x) = min {Pa(x),Pb(x)}
Disjunction rule: PavbW = max {PaCx), Pb(*)}
Negation rule; ji-aW = I-PaW

Paaa(x) = PaW
P Aa(Bvo(x) =P(AaB)(x) V P(AaC)(x)

If: Pa(x) ^ Pa(x') and Pb(x) i Pb(x')

Then: Paab(x) ^ Paab(x')

If Query (A) and Query (B) are equivalent:
Pa(x) = Pb(x)

Precisions and Recall Measure: Table 8 and Fig. 1 show the definition of precision, recall and their
relationship. Given a user's criteria, the dataprovided for modeling, and the strategy defined in Fig.2, the
recall/precision relationship has been optimized. Therefore, a user will get better precision and recall in
fuzzy or imprecise situations.

Table 8. Measures ofPrecision, Recall and
several other relevant attributes.

Recall

Fig. 1. Inverse relationship between Precision and Recall.

Precision: P =

Recall: R=^—fin

Fallout: F =

Generality•® ^
Retrieved/Relevant :Ar\B

Retrieved/Nan - Relevant :AnB

Not-Retrieved/ Relevant: An B

Not-Retrieved/Not-Relevent: A nB

Search Strategy: There are several ways to search and query in databases such as latent semantic
indexing (LSI), full text scanning, inversion, and the use of signature files. While LSI has limitations, it is
highly rewarding, since it is easy to implementand update; it is fast; it works in a reduced domain; it is
scaleable; and it can be used for parallel processing. One solution to its Boolean model is to use an
extended Boolean model or fiizzy logic. In this case, one can add a fuzzy quantifier to each term or
concept. In addition, one can interpret the AND as a fuzzy-MIN function and the OR as a fiizzy-MAX
function respectively.
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The most straightforward way to search is full text scanning. The technique is simple to implement; has
no space overhead; minimal effort on insertion or update is needed; a finite state automaton can be built to
find a given query; and Boolean expressions can be used as query resolution. However, the algorithm is too
slow.

The inversion method is the most suitable techniques followed by almost all commercial systems (if no
semantics are needed).It is easy to implement and fast. However, storage overhead is up to 300% and
updating the index for dynamic systems and merging of lists are costly actions. In this study, in addition to
inversion techniques, Fuzzy-Latent Semantic Indexing (FLSI) originally developed for text retrieval has
been used [2, 3]. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the performance of FLSI. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show
the performance of FLSI for text retrieval purposes. The following briefly describes the FLSI technique
[2, 3]:

• Fuzzy-based decompositions are used to approximate the matrix ofdocumentvectors.
• Tenm in the document matrix may be presented using linguistic terms (or fuzzy terms such as

most likely, likely, etc) rather than frequency terms or crisp values.
• Decompositionsare obtainedby placing a fuzzyapproximation onto the eigensubspace spanned

by all the fuzzy vectors.
• Empirically, we establish our technique such that the approximation errors of the flizzy

decompositions are close to the best possible; namely, to truncatedsingularvaluedecompositions.

Box: Documents

• ^ I Circle: Terms

*" I * I Blue Circle: Terms used in user query

First Eigen Vectors

Vvx/y Q»Kf>'» model I

Fuzzy (.)ucry, mode! 2
Optima! Qoery^k

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the performanceof the Fuzzy-Latent Semantic Indexingmethod.

• 17 D^cBiitau estf l( icnm

First Ei];cn Vector (Sculcd)

Fig, 3. Example 1 ofFLSI for text retrieval.

it KWIL -
. ; OmabttMnwIlisMNRtl-IHI

First Eit-en Vector (Scaled)

Fig. 4. Example 2 of FLSI for text retrieval.
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Implementation
In this section, we introduce fuzzy queryand fuzzy aggregation for creditscoring, creditcard ranking, and
university admissions.

Application to Credit Scoring: Credit scoring was first developed in the 1950's and has been used
extensively in the last two decades. In the early 1980's, the threemajor creditbureaus, Equitax, Experian,
and TransUnion worked with the Fair Isaac Company to develop generic scoring models that allow each
bureau to offer an individual score based on the contents of the credit bureau's data. FICO is used to make
billions of financing decisions eachyearserving a 100 billion dollar industry. Credit scoring is a statistical
method to assess an individual's cre^t wordiiness and the likelihood that the individual will repay his/her
loansbasedon theircredit history and current credit accounts. The credit reportis a snapshot of the credit
history and the credit score is a snapshot of the risk at a particular point in time. Since 1995, this scoring
system has made its biggest contribution in the world of mortgage lending. Mortgage investors such as
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, the two main government-chartered companies that purchase billion of
dollars of newly originated home loans annually, endorsed the Fair Isaac credit bureau risk, ignored
subjective considerations, butagreed thatlenders should also focus on other outside factors when making a
decision.

When youapply for financing, whether it'sa new credit card, caror student loan, or a mortgage, about 40
pieces of information from your credit card report are fed into a model (Table 1). This information is
categorized into thefollowing five categories with different level of importance (%ofthescore):

• Past payment history (35%)
• Amount ofcredit owed (30%)
• Length oftime credit established (15%)
• Search for and acquisition ofnew credit (10%)
• Types ofcredit established (10%)

When a lender receives your Fair Isaac credit bureau risk score, up to four "score reason codes" are also
delivered. These explain the reasons why your score was not higher. Followings are the most common
given score reasons [1];

Serious delinquency
Seriousdelinquency, and public recordor collection filed
Derogatory public recordor collection filed
Time since delinquency is too recent or unknown
Level ofdelinquency on accounts
Number ofaccounts with delinquency
Amount owed on accounts

Proportion of balances to credit limits onrevolving accounts is toohigh
Lengthof time accountshave been established
Too many accounts with balances

By analyzing a large sample of credit file information on people who recently obtained new credit, and
given the above information and that contained inTable 1, a statistical model has been built. The model
provides a numerical score designed to predict your risk as a borrower. Credit scores used for mortgage
lending range from 0 to 900 (usually above 300). The higher your score, the less risk you represent to
lenders. Mostlenders will be happy if yourscore is 700or higher. You may still qualify for a loanwith a
lowerscore given all other factors, but it willcostyoumore. Forexample, given a score of around 620and
a $25,000 car loanfor 60 months, you willpayapproximately $4,500 more than witha scoreof 700. You
willpayapproximately $6,500 more than if your score is 720. Thus, a $25,000 car loan for60 months with
bad credit will cost you over $10,000 more for the life of the loan than if you have an excellent credit
score.
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Given the factors presented earlier and the information provided in Table 1, a simulated model has been
developed. A seriesof excellent, very good, good, not good, not bad, bad, and very bad credit scores have
been recognized (without including history). Then, fuzzy similarity and ranking havebeenused to rank the
new user and define his/her credit score. Fig. 5 shows the simplified flow diagram and flow of information
for PNL-Based Fuzzy Query. In the inference engine, the rules based on factual knowledge (data) and
knowledge drawn from human experts (inference) are combined, ranked, and clustered based on the
confidence level of human and factual support. This information is then used to build the fuzzy query
model with associated weights. In the query level, an intelligentknowledge-based search engine provides a
means for specific queries. Initiallywe blend traditionalcomputationwith fuzzy reasoning. This effectively
provides validation of an interpretation, model, hypothesis, or alternatively, indicates the need to reject or
reevaluate. Information must be clustered, ranked, and translated to a format amenable to user
interpretation.

User Interface

Max-Mio as a first step.
Extend to other i -norms and t •cononns.

Machine Query

Start wltb one Index for decbion and extend

10optimal number of indexes based on
Fuzzy granulation

Siinllarlty

Low level

Aggr^iHon High Level Aggregation

Simple Parsing and Semantic
Network as first step. Extend to PNL Clustering-GraDulatloii

User Query

Start with user preference and
extendto automatedmodel using
SOM, Fuzzy C-Mean, etc

Start with simple Fusy aggregation and
extend to complex and multi-valued and
niuUi-criteiionFuay aggregationand
Fuzzy decision support

Data Aggregation by Clustering

Fig 5. Simplifiedflow diagram and flow of informationfor PNL-BasedFuzzy Query.

Fig. 6 shows a snapshot of the software developed for credit scoring. Table 1 shows the granulation of the
variables that has been used for credit scoring/ranking. To test the performance of the model, a demo
version of the software is available at: httD://zadeh.cs.berkelev.edu/ [2]. Using this model, it is possible to
have dynamic interaction between model and user. This provides the ability to answer "What if?" questions
in order to decreaseuncertainty, to reduce risk, and to increase the chance to increase a score.

Application to Credit Card Ranking: Credit ratings that are compiled by the consumer credit
organization such as the U.S. Citizens for Fair Credit Card Terms (CFCCT) [8] could simply save you
hundreds of dollars in credit card interest or help you receive valuable credit card rebates and rewards
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including frequent flyer miles (free airline tickets), frree gas, and even hundreds of dollars in cash back
bonuses.
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Fig. 6. A snapshotof the software developedfor credit scoring.

CFCCThas developed an objective-based methodfor rankingcredit cards in US. In this model, interest
rate has the highestweighting in the rankingformula. FCC rates credit cards basedon the following
criteria [8]:

• Purchase APR

• Cash Advance APR

• Annual Fees

• Penaltyfor cards that begin their graceperiods at the time ofpurchase/posting instead ofat the
time ofbilling

• Bonuses for cards that don't have cash advance fees

• Bonuses for cards that limit their total cash advance fees to $ 10.00

• Bonuses for introductory interest rate offers for purchases and/or balance transfers
• Bonuses for cards that have rebate/perk programs
• Bonuses for cards that have fixed interest rates.

Table 9 shows the top 10 classic cards, the top 10 gold cards, and the top 10 platinum cards which have
been ranked by the CFCCT method [8] as ofMarch 2001. Given the above factors and the information
provided in T^le 8, asimulated model has been developed. Aseries ofexcellent, very good, good, not
good, not bad, bad, and very bad credit cards have been recognized for the credit cards listed in Table 9.
Then, fuzzy similarityand ranking has been used to rank the cards and define a credit score. Fig. 7 shows a
snapshot of the software developed to rank credit cards. Table 2 shows the granulationofthe variables that
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has been used for the rankings. To test the performance of the model, a demo version of the software is
available at: http://zadeh.cs.berkelev.edu/ [2].

Table 9, Credit cards ranked by the CFCCT.
Classic Cards Type Gold Cards 1'ypc Platinum Cards

Pulaski B&T Pulaski VP

Ark. Natl Canital One NextCard VP

SFNB BofA VP

NextCard NextCard Simmons VP

Wachovia BofA G&L Bank MCP/VP

MCP/VPBlue AMEX Wachovia Aria VP

Helena Natl MCA^ Blue Ever VP

Simmons Helena Blue AMEX

Metro. Natl. Simmons AF VP

Umbrella Metro. Banco VP

V-Visa; MC^MasterCard; AMEX=Americ8o Express

University Admissions: Hundreds of millions of applications were processed by U.S. universities
resulting in more than 15 million enrollments in the year 2000 for a total revenue of over $250 billion.
College admissions are expected to reach over 17 million by the year 2010, for total revenue of over $280
billion. In Fall 2000, UC Berkeley was able to admit about 26% of the 33,244 applicants for freshman
admission [8]. In Fall 2000, StanfordUniversitywas only able to offer admission to 1168men from 9571
applications (768 admitted) and 1257 women from 8792 applications (830 admitted), a general admitrate
of 13% [10].
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Fig. 7. A snapshotof the software developed to rank credit cards.
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The UC Berkeley campus admits its freshman class on the basis of an assessment of the applicants' high
school academic performance (approximately 50%) and through a comprehensive review ofthe application
including personal achievements of the applicant (approximately 50%) [9]. For Fall 1999, the average
weighted GPA ofanadmitted freshman was 4.16, with a SAT I verbal score range of580-710 and a SAT I
math score range of 620-730 for the middle 50% of admitted students [9]. While there is no specific GPA
for UC Berkeley applicants that will guarantee admission, a GPA of2.8 orabove isrequired for Califomia
residents and a test score total indicated in the University's Freshman Eligibility Index must be achieved.
A minimum 3.4 GPA in A-F courses is required for non-residents. At Stanford University, most of the
candidates have an un-weighted GPA between 3.6 and 4.0 andverbal SAT I andmath SAT I scores of at
least 650 [10]. At UC Berkeley, the academic assessment includes student's academic performance and
several measured factors such as:

College preparatory courses
Advanced Placement (AP)
IntemationalBaccalaureateHigherLevel (IBHL)
Honors andcollege courses beyond theUCminimiun and degree of achievement in those courses
Uncapped UC GPA
Pattern ofgrades over time
Scores on the three required SATn testsand the SATI (or ACT)
Scores on AP or IBHL exams

Honorsand awards whichreflectextraordinary, sustained intellectual or creativeachievement
Participation in rigorousacademic enrichment
Outreach programs
Planned twelfth grade courses
Qualification for UC Eligibility in the LocalContext

All freshman ^plicants must complete courses intheUniversity ofCalifornia's A-F subject pattern and
present scores from SAT I (orACT) and SAT n tests with thefollowing required subjects:

a. History/SocialScience - 2 years required
b. English - 4 years required
c. Mathematics - 3 years required,4 recommended
d. Laboratory Science- 2 yearsrequired, 3 recommended
e. Language Other thanEnglish - 2 years required, 3 recommended
f. College Preparatory Electives - 2 years required

At Stanford University, in addition to the academic transcript, close attention is paid to other factors such
as student's written application, teacher references, the short responses andone-page essay (carefully read
forquality, content, and creativity), andpersonal qualities.

The information provided in this study is a hypothetical situation and does not reflect die current UC
system or Stanford University admissions criteria. However, we use this mformation to build a model to
represent a real admissions problem. For more detailed information regarding University adnussions,
please refer to the University of Califomia-Berkeley and Stanford University, Office of Undergraduate
Admission [9,10].

Given the factors above and the information contained in Table 3, a simulated-hypothetical model (a
Virtual Model) was developed. A series of excellent, very good, good, not good, not bad, bad, and very
badstudent given thecriteria foradmission has been recognized. These criteria over time canbemodified
based on the success rate of students admitted to the university and their performances during the first,
second, third andfourth years of their education withdifferent weights anddegrees of importance given for
each year. Then, fuz2y similarity andranking canevaluate a new student rating and filnd it's similarity to a
given set ofcriteria.
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Fig. 8 shows a snapshot of the software developed for university admissions and the evaluation of student
applications. Table 3 shows the granulation of the variables that was used in the model. To test the
performance of the model, a demo version of the software is available at: http://zadeh.cs.berkelev.edu/ [2].
Incorporating an electronic intelligent knowledge-based search engine, the results will eventually be in a
format to permit a user to interact dynamically with the contained database and to customize and add
information to the database. For instance, it will be possible to test an intuitive concept by dynamic
interaction between software and the human mind.

This will provide the ability to answer "What if?" questionsin order to decreaseuncertaintyand provide a
better risk analysis to improve the chance for "increased success" on student selection or it can be used to
select students on the basis of "diversity" criteria. The model can be used as for decision support and for a
more uniform, consistent and less subjective and biased way. Finally, the model could learn and provide
the mean to include the feedback into the system through time and will be adapted to the new situation for
defining better criteria for student selection.

IQFuzzvQuetj"

Fuzzy Query and Ranking for University Admission Decison

Dog of Importance
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Dog ot Importance

Fig. 8. A snapshot of the software developed to rank credit cards.

Conclusions

In this study, it has beenfoimd that ranking and scoring is a very subjective problem anddepends on user
perception and preferences in addition to the techniques used for the aggregation process. Therefore, user
feedback and an interactive model are recommended tools to fine-tune the preferences based on user
constraints. This will allow the representation of a multi-objective optimization with a large number of
constraints for complex problems suchas credit scoring or admissions. To solve such subjective andmulti-
criteria optimization problems, GA-ftizzy logic andDNA-fuzzy logic models [2] aregood candidates.

In the caseof the GA-Fuzzy logicmodel, the fitness function willbe defmed based on user constraints. For
example, in theadmissions problem, assume that we would like to select students not only on the basis of
their achievements and criteria defined in Table 3, but also on the basis of diversity which includes gender
distribution, ethnic background distribution, geophysical location distribution, etc. The question will be
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"what are the values for the preferences and which criteria should be used to achieve such a goal?" In this
case, we will defme the genes as the values for the preferences and the fitness function will be definedas
the degree by which the distribution of each candidate in eachgeneration match the desired distribution.
Fuzzy similarity can be used to define the degree of match.

The following importantpoints havebeen foundin this study:

• No singleranking function workswell for all contexts
• Mostsimilaritymeasures workaboutdie sameregardless of themodel
• There is little overlap between successful ranking functions
• The same model can be used for otherapplications suchas the design ofa more intelligentsearch

engine whichincludes theuser's preferences andprofile [2,3].
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The E-Business Technologies: Past, Present, and Future

Ming-Chien Shan
Hewlett Packard Laboratories, Palo Alto, California

Email: mcshan@exch.hpl.hp.com

Electronic business will become the trademark of the 2000s. Today, enterprises view the
Internet presence as a logical extension of their existing business models in terms of
businessoperations, distributionchannels and marketing media. To compete successfully,
enterprises are demanding effective ways to implement best-practices processes for
electronic business on the Intemet and beyond. Many companies have focused their
development on the front-end supporting personalized web-based interfaces. However,
the backend operations are often not adequate to support the offering, especially causing
many dotcoms failed in fulfillment oftheir orders.

In this talk, I will review these technologies and their applications in various E-business
domains. The main topics to be covered include:

• What are E-commerce, E-business, E-service and M-service?

• What operational system supports are required?

• Major supportingtechnologies and theire-business applications.
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An Interface that maps Intent to Functionality: The Agent-Oriented
Approach

Babak Hodjat

Dejima Inc.

San Jose, CA, USA

Babak@dejima.com

Abstract

Interfacesare gettingmorecomplexdue to the number
of functions they provide and the limitations of our
access mechanisms (i.e., the five senses). We need to
reverse the paradigm in which we contort the
expression of our intent to the dictates of machine
functionality and instead turn functionality into an
expression of our intent, thus placing the burden of
mapping our intent to the functionality on the
shoulders of the application interface. In this paper we
propose an Agent Oriented representation of die
Emotionality of an application in which the agents try
to interpret the intent of the users and map it onto the
functionality. The Adaptive Agent Oriented Software
Architecture (AAOSA) uses a community of
collaborative claim-based and message-driven
components known as agents as a basis for
constructing software. This semantic approach makes
it possible for applications to better incorporate
context into the user interactions and make the
resulting applications more flexible and easy to use.
We will describe an AAOSA-based applicationand a
comparison study ofit to an existing interface.

1. Introduction

The best interface to a machine with a single function
is probably a single button. Making the buttonsmarter
would probably not be much of an improvement.
There is a simplecorrelation between the operation of
the button and our means of operating it. This is the
reason why first remote controls and the first
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) were sinqile to use.
The complexity of the interface used to be easily
managed. This is no longer true; today's applications
have more complex functions, and even when the
Emotionsare simple, the sheer numberof them makes
them hard to access through conventional interfaces.
This is where the new UI paradigm,with buttons that
listen, would make a difference. Instead of adding
buttons to a UI with limited real estate, the approach
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allows for scalable UIs by simply having the existing
UI listen for the new functionality.
The buttons in the new paradigm still represent a
function, and in addition tiiey are also responsible for
interpreting the intent of the user beyond recognizing
the user physically pushing the button. In our
approach we represent the functionality of a system,
1.e., the buttons, with independent software modules
we call agents. Our agents are smart enough to
coordinate their decisions with one another. Thus, if
multiple agents believe tiiat they are the best
candidates based on their interpretation of your intent,
coordination mechanisms make sure the agents with
the strongest case will serve you. There are times
when you intend more than one function to be
activated, and there are times when the agents simply
cannot make a decision based on the available criteria.

In these cases, the agents make themselves known by
interacting with you to resolve any uncertainty. This is
the only time you need to become aware of the
existence of the agents. As a side effect, a user will
learn the functionality of the system through
interactions, and these interactions only occur if tiie
system fails to map intent to functionality. Using this
approach, the buttons disappear, the system is now
interpreted in terms of its functionality rather than in
terms of its UI. Using the TV set as an example,
without the conventional UI you would not have to
memorize the TV channel numbers. In the new

paradigm, you would not even have to know the
network names like ABC and ESPN. The important
information would be the type of program you would
want to see. Leaving it to the agents to map the
program types to appropriate channels and netwoiic
names. This behavior of mapping behavior, making
claims and collaborating is the essence of the Adaptive
Agent Oriented Software Architecture (AAOSA).

2. AAOSA and Natural Language Interfaces
(NLIs)
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AAOSA was designed for Agent Oriented Software
Engineering [1] [2]. AAOSAprovides a programming
environment that supportsdesigners anddevelopers by
managing the complexities of how to communicate
betweenagents, and how to coordinate the community
of agents [3]. A direct result of this is that agent
definitions are declarative rather than procedural.
These properties enable designers that use AAOSAto
focus on the task of modeling the real application
insteadof spending time on basic supportfunctions.
AAOSA imposes no preferred size on the
collaborative agents. Rather, the granularity of the
network of agents corresponds to the complexity and
inherent parallelism of the application. Afterdesigning
the architecture of the agent network, which in the
case of the UI mimics the semantic structure of the
application, the software designer provides each agent
with a set of interpretation policies. The interpretation
policies are a set of rules used to decide when that
particular agent should return a claim to handle partof
the input The interpretation criterionis not limited to
the message content of the input Other factors such
as, process history, probabilities, and outside
information (e.g., interaction with other agents) may
be used to derive a claim. These interpretation policies
are defined using OPAL, a declarative programming
language designedas part ofAAOSA.
The interpretation policies are rules defined in terms
of claims, delegations, and disambiguation actions.
Agents use policies to decide if they are responsible
for processing any part or all of the input An agent
diat claims an input can either process that input,
delegate the input to its down-chain agents, or both.
Agentscan also makeuse of other contextual clues in
making claims. When there are conflicting claims or
the agent cannot choose the best claim to propagate
up-chain, an ambiguity has occurred and the
disambiguation process is triggered. This may in turn
trigger an interaction with the user to determine their
intent.

No centralized control is enforced in a network of
AAOSA agents. In this architecture, agents introduce
themselves and their abilities to one another at the

beginning or during execution. Agents can therefore
be added to or removed from the application at
runtime.

The AAOSA Software Engineering platform applies
powerful Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI)
techniques [4][S][6] which bring about the following
capabilities:
Completeencapsulation of responsibilities: Each agent
is responsible for all its data structures and operations
and the decision to employ them.

Emergence: When input to a system is unpredictable
or restricted, we rely on emergent behavior to achieve
the desired output. The emergent behavior is based on
agent interactions and is the result of coordination
mechanisms in the core of AAOSA. Applications can
be designed based on input strings paired with the
expected output, relying on the emergent behavior to
provide the best result for previously unencountered
input.

• Learning: Each agent has learning
capabilities to improve its behavior over time.

• Extendibility: The functionality of an agent
network is extended by adding agents or by
merging with other agent networks. This will
cause minimal disruption in the original
network behavior.

• Reusability: Agents and agent sub-networks
can be reused in different applications and
across multiple applications.

• Wrapping legacy code: Existing code can be
wrapped and used as an agent in the network.

• Fault tolerance: Removing an agent or a link
fi-om the network only reduces the functional
scope and does not affect the overall
application. Conflicts that occur due to agents
misfiring claims are handled by the
coordination mechanism in the core system.

• Distributability: This comes as a result of the
system being message-based.

• Multiple entry and exit points: Any agent,
regardess of level, accepts multiple
simultaneous inputs to the system. In the
same manner, output firom the system can
originate fi'om multiple agents within the
agent network.

When AAOSA is applied to a Natural Language
Interface (NLI), the interpretation policies should be
much less restricted than the production rules of a
grammarparser. For instance, rather than requiringthe
claims on which a new claim is based to be in
sequence, we can require them only to be exclusive.
The interpretation policies will determine what die
best reduction condition is and each agent will
compute a confidence factor for its claims based on
how much its claim differs from the desired. Using a
threshold, claims of higher confidence are used as
results. Another main difference between the parser
and our proposed natural interaction system is that the
context considered in the reductions of a context-

sensitive grammar is limited to the input. In the real
world, the decision to make a claim may be made
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based on context information that is not necessarily
present in the input For instance, an agent may decide
to make a claim based on the history of successful
claims made, or the status of the semantic domain it is
representing, or even based on interactions with the
user.

3. Case Study: The Financial Application
Online systems for getting stock information such as
Yahoo Finance are in wide use these days but suffer
from a usability problem noted in the introduction.
This problem arises from the limitation of the
interfaces to such applications in mapping users*
intents to the provided functionality. We have applied
the proposedAAOSA methodology to die creation of
an NLI for the finance application
(www.deiima.com/demosL

3,1 Thefunctionality and scope
The first step in creating an NLI is to determine the
scope and functionality of the application. The
functionality should be created using two main
sources:

1) Functionality availableto the users in existing
applications,

2) liie expectations of the users from the
system: If the users expect something that is
technologically possible it should be handled
by the NLI.

Users* expectations can be collected through Wizard
of Oz tests [7]. These tests are also useful for creating
a corpus, whichthe development of die agentnetwork
will 1^based upon.
The functionality of the system included displaying 19
different information on S&P 500 companies such as
price, annual high and low, dividend, volume, yield,
... (e.g., *'What is IBM trading at?*'). This information
would be presented in tables where they could be
compared and the format and information in the tables
would be completelydependant on user requests (e.g.,
*Wolume and dividend for Sun and Coke**). Price and
volume of different companies could also be charted
againsteachotiierin different price ranges (e.g., "Plot
DIS vs. INTO**). Context could be us^ to add
companies or parameters to a given query. The user
set tiiis context by marking a check box on tiie screen.
The users could also filter out companies based on
criteria they set on the above-mentioned parameters
(e.g., **What stocks haveask greaterthanclose?'*).
Based on initial tests other functionality was also
added to the system, including functionality to support
such queries as: "List all stocks**, "Show company
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names", "What is Dejima's address", "What is p/e
ratio?".

3,2 The Agent Network
The first step is to create a prototype system to be used
in user test iterations. In order to do so a corpus is
fabricated which at least contains one sample
command per application functionality.
Figure 1 shows a portion of the agent network created
for the Finance NLI. The networks such as the ones

under NUMBERS, DURATION, and DATE, are
examples ofagent sub-networks that have been reused
for this project. There are a total of 90 agents in this
network. Each agent in the network includes
interpretation/actuation/ambiguity policies written in a
declarative language called OPAL. For instance the
OPERATOR agent includes a simple policy as
follows:

(P30: 'above' | 'over* | '>' | '> than' ('or greater'
{title:'greater than operator'}
{action: {execute:'&gt;'}}).

Policy P30 includes an inteipretation portion which is
triggered upon the existence oftokens such as 'above*,
'over*, *>*, ... If this claim is delegated to by the up-
chain agent, RHS, the action '&gt* is reported. The
RHS agent in turn includes the following policy:

(PIO: OPERATOR (['the'j'their'])PRICE
{title:'current price'}
{action:
{execute:'<operator>',OPERATOR,'</operato

rxrhs>',PRICE,'</rhs>'}}),

This policy is selected if the claim from OPERATOR
is possibly followed by 'the* or 'their* and a claim
fix)m the PRICE agent If this claim is delegated to, the
actuation string retumed by OPERATOR, '&gt*, is
inserted in the appropriate place in the action being
suggested by this policy. As you can see in this case
the agents are collaborating in completing an XML
actuation outyut
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Figure 1. A portion of the financial agent network.

3.3 Testing and Tuning
17 people participated in three rounds of user testing,
each followed by tuning of the agentnetwork and its
interface. Each user spent approximately 2 hours
working with the system. A total of 29 scenarios were
given to users. 10 of the scenarios left it up to the
users to freely enter whatever query they liked. The
other 19 promptedfor specific actionssuch as:

• There is a particular stock that you have been
researching. You want to know it's current trading
price and volume.

• Check how high Tektronix, Simoco and Starbucks
went during the last year and what they are
currently trading.

• You need a list of companies that have a P/E less
than 10 and a current trading price less than 15
dollars.

• In addition to the previous question, add volume
and closing prices to the list.

The total development time including the user tests
was about two months. We used 9 people for the final
testing round. In general, users found the application
to be quite useful and would like to have this
technology applied to their respective financial
applications. They were able to find more information
faster. The final results show an 82.3% success rate

with 9.2% of the entries being classified as out of
defined functionalscope. The corpus had 1486entries.

3.4 Comparison Stu^U^
After the deployment of the final system a comparison
study between the Agent-based Financial application

and Yahoo Finance nittD://fmance.vahoo.com/l was
conducted. Users found the interface highly intuitive,
easy to use, productive, and an enjoyable experience.
They also found the ability of the system to maintain
context very useful. 5 people took part in these tests
each performing IS tasl^ with both systems.
The disparity among the agent-based application and
Yahoo increases dramatically when the user does not
knowthe tickersymbol,wantsa comparison of several
companies or needsto search companies usingspecific
parameters such as daily high, volume, P/E... For
example:

• Check how high Tektronix, Sunoco, and
Starbucks went during the past year and what
their current price is.

• Get a list of companies that have a P/E ratio
less than 10 and a current trading price less
than 15 dollars.

Average mouse click with the agent-oriented interface
was 2, as opposed to 8 in the case of Yahoo. Average
time per query with the AAOSA interface was 36
seconds as opposed to 61 seconds spent with Yahoo
Finance. For instance for the query "Find a list of
companies with a price greater then $25 and a P/E
greater than 15" on average users spent 28 seconds
with the agent-oriented interface and 108 seconds
Using Yahoo Finance.

3. Conclusions

The problem of creating an NLI is a complex one for
which AAOSA provides an elegant solution.
Ungrammatical and unpredicted input willbe accepted
by the system, which downgrades gracefully to a
dialogue system to get the user to the desired
functionality. Different inputs can be used to
accomplish the same functional result. Contextual
information can be used to resolve contradicting
claims from agents. Interacting with the user can also
be used as a means to resolve ambiguities. This brings
about the means to carry out smart dialogues where
users may deviate from answering the system directly
by adding extra information or changing the context
establishedin prior interactionsof the dialogue.
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Abstract

This paperpresents our approach to automatically build
a fuzzy ontology of termrelations from a collection of
abstracts of paper. The ontology describes whether a
term is narrower or broader than other terms. The con
struction of ontology involves two steps: creating a full
ontology using the notion of fuzzy narrower term re
lation, and pruning the full ontologyto eliminate ex
cessive and unnecessary term associations. Preliminary
results from directly evaluating the quality of ontol
ogy suggestthat the basic approachadopted as well as
the technique developed for practicaluseare intuitively
promising. The ontology built using this approach has
been incorporated in a domain-specific search engine
namely Personalized Abstract SearchServices (PASS)
to help refine a user's query.

1. Introduction

Web-based searchengineshave becomecommontools
to locate information in cyberspace. Typical search
engines retrieve information based on keywords given
by users and return the information found as a list of
search results. In spite of their popularity, keyword-
based search engines have a weakness in that they of
ten return a large list of search resultswith manyof the
top list of search results are irrelevant. This problem
can be trivially avoided if users know exactly the right
query terms to use. These terms are the ones that are
unique or at least very specific, causing the search en
gines to bring only the relevant information to the top
list of search results. However, such query terms are
often very hard to find, and in many cases, they do not
even exist. In order to get the informationneeded,find
ing the right query terms can become additional task
duringinformation seeking activity. Unfortunately, this
problemhas not beenwidely addressed by mostsearch
engines currently available on the Web.

This paperpresentsourstrategyon refining aqueryterm
and describes how the strategy is applied in a Personal

ized Abstract Search Services (PASS). Our approach is
based on a fuzzy ontology of term associations. Given a
query term, PASS uses its knowledge about term asso
ciations to suggest a list of broader and narrower terms
in addition to providing the search results based on the
original query term. A term x is said to be broader than a
term y if the semantic meaning ofx subsumes or covers
that of y. For example,.^<z^systemis broader than
controller, while the latter term is broader than lyapunov
stability. The definition of narrower term is the inverse
of broader term definition. The frizzy ontology of term
associations is created automatically using information
directly obtained from a corpus. The construction of
this ontology involves two steps: (1) creating a frill on
tology using the notion offrizzynarrower term relation,
and (2) pruningthe frill ontologyto eliminate excessive
and unnecessary term associations.

In the following section, some backgroundsfrom which
our approach departs will be described. Section 3
presentsour ontology-based approachfor query refine
ment. We then briefly discuss how to use the fuzzy
ontology for query refinement and how the technique
might improve the effectiveness of information seek
ing activities. Section 5 describes the implementation
of fuzzy ontology construction in PASS search engine
and shows some of its results based on current PASS ab
stract collection. A discussion of related works in query
refinement method will be presented in Section 6, fol
lowed by conclusions in Section 7.

2. Background

The basic construct needed to build a fiizzy ontology
of term associations is knowledge about the relation be
tween two terms. The knowledge can be acquired from
either a manually (e.g., WordNet [1]) or automatically
[2, 3] constructed thesaurus. In this work, we focus
on the construction of fuzzy ontology of term associ
ations that are derived from an automatically built, co
occurrence-based thesaurus. Furthermore, we are inter

ested in exploiting narrower and broader term relations
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as building blocks in thefiizzy ontology construction.

2.1. Fuzzy Narrower Term Relation

LetC = (ai, 02,..., On) bea collection of articles a^s,
where each article a = (ii, t2> •••>tm) is represented
by a set of terms tjs.

Given a term the occurrence of tj in article a is rep
resented by occur{tjja) and its membership value is
defined by HoccuritjiO) = f{\ tj |). Thefunction / is
a generalmembership function that takesthe frequency
occurrence of tj ina asitsargument In theinformation
retrievalconununity, the function / can be viewed as a
normalizedwithin document term weighting method.

Let NT{tiytj) denote that ti is narrower-than tj.
The membership degree of NT{tiytj)y represented by
fJ^Nritii tj)* defined by

/. . \ _ ^o€C f^occurjtii o) ® occur{tj jo)
E.ec/'occrfe.a)

(1)

where 0 denotes a fuzzy conjunction operator. The
equation above is equivalent with the fuzzy narrower
term described in [4]. If we define f as a binary func
tion such that

<i)={i o./(i«
ti\>i

otherwise

then it can be easily shown that Equation 1 will col
lapse into the same expression regardless the selection
of fuzzy conjunction operators.

The definition simply says that the membership degree
thattermti is narrower-than termtj is theratiobe
tween the number of co-occurrences of both terms and

the number of occurrences of term ti. Therefore, the
more frequent terms ti and tj co-occur andthe lessfre
quent term ti occurs in documents, ti is narrower-
than tj with higher degree of confidence. A member
ship value of 1.0 is obtained when a term always co-
occurs with another term. In contrast, the membership
value of narrower term relation between two terms that
never co-occur will be 0.

2.2. Fuz^ Broader Term Relation

The definition of broader-than relation between

two terms is the inverse of the definition of terms
narrower-than relation. Let BT{tij tj) denote that
ti is broader-than tj. Sincethe meaning of state
ment "ti is broader-than tj" is equivalent to "tj is
narrower-than fj", then
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B'I'{tiytj) r NT{tjyti) (2)

Similarly, the membership degree of BT{ti,tj), or
fJLBT{ti, tj)y can be defined by

HBT{tutj) = fiNxitjitj) (3)

suggesting that the computation of BT*s membership
value can be derived directly firom the corresponding
JVT's membership value.

3. Fuzzy Ontology Construction

This section describes our approach in constructing a
fuzzy ontology based on the narrower and broader term
relations. The technique employed can also be consid
ered

In general, the fuzzy ontology construction can be
grouped into two stages. The first stage is to create a
full ontology from fuzzy narrower tenn relations. The
full fuzzy ontology is then pruned by eliminating un
necessary relations in the second stage.

3.1. BiiUding Fuzzy Ontology from Fuzzy
Narrower Term Relation

A fiizzy ontology can be constructedby first calculating
the membership values of two A/Trelations for each pair
oftwodistinct terms (e.g., /iivr(ti? tj) andHNT{tjiti)).
A set of tests is then applied to select an iVTrelation that
will be incorporated in the fuzzy ontology. The selec
tion process at this stage will eliminate redundant, less
meaningful and unrelated term relations.

3.1.1 Redundant Term Relation Elimination

For each pair of terms ti and tj, we can have
t^NT{tutj) and HNxitjiti) where it is highly likely
that/i7vr(tt, 7^ tJtNT{tj,ti). Suppose fjiNTifiizzy
logic, fuzzy controller)=^.3 and fiNT(fi*zzy controller,
fuzzy /ogic)=0.8. These two instances of NT relation
express basically the same concept instances but with
different degree of truth. The two concept instances
are valid in the sense that concept with higher member
ship degree is closer to the concept truth. By rounding
the membership values of above fuzzy concepts to the
nearest two-value truth (e.g, true or false), for example
NT(fuzzy logic,fuzzy controller) isfalse (negativecon
cept instance) and NTifuzzy controller, fuzzy logic) is
true (positive concept instance), the validity of the two
concepts is more obvious. Both concept instances are
equivalent.
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The above example demonstrates that whenever one
computes UNriUttj) and <»)> onecangeta re
dundant information. Eliminating one of the term rela
tions will not reduce the information conveyed but will
reduceby halfthesizeof thestorageneededto maintain
the same amount of information.

In constructing an ontology, we retain the fiizzy
narrower-than relation that has higher membership
value, and delete the relation with lower membership
degree. This decision strategy will choose a positive
concept instance if one of the membershipvaluesis far
apart than another(e.g., as example above),or the strat
egy will choose a stronger relation if the two member
ship values are close to each other (e.g., 0.8 and 0.9).

3.1,2 Less Meaningful Term Relation Elimination

After redundant term relations are removed, many po
tential less meaningful information intact. Consider
the following example: fiNrifitzzy logic, money mar-
ket)=O.Ol and fiNrOnoney market, fiizzy /ogic)=0.005.
These membership values could exist if the co
occurrence between fiizzy logic and money market is
very small while the individual frequency occurrenceof
each term is high.

Redundant information elimination process will delete
NT(rnoney market, fuzzy logic) and retain NTlfuzzy
logic, moneymarket). Although NT(fiizzy logic, money
market) is stronger than NT(money market, fuzzy
logic), NTifiizzy logic, money market) can be consid
ered as a negative concept instance (e.g., by rounding
the truth value of the relation as above). Its inverse,
BT{money market, fuzzy logic), is also a negative con
cept due to Equations 2 and 3. Negative concept in
stances, however, might confuse the meaning of term
relations in the ontology. Therefore, the stronger NT
relation between two term relations whose membership
value is small should not be included in the ontology of
term associations. The exclusion of this type of term
relation can be done by applying an a-cut value to the
stronger term relation.

3.13 Unrelated Term Relation Elimination

The relations between two distinct terms cannot be es

tablished ifboth terms never co-occurso that their mem

bership values will be 0. It is obvious that unrelated
terms should also not be considered during the ontology
creation. These terms will be automatically excluded by
applying the a-cut as described above.

Fuzzy
Clustering

\
Fuzzy C-means

Algorithm

Fuzzy Systems

Fuzzy Sets
Operation

/
Fuzzy

Conjunction

Figure 1. An ontologywith excessiverelations.
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\
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/
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Conjunction

Figure 2. An ontology with a better taxonomy.

3.2. Pruning Fuzzy Ontology

In the first stage of fuzzy ontology construction, the
elimination of an iVTrelation is based on an analysis be
tween two NT relations generated by two distinct terms.
Although the relation between two terms in the ontology
is strong enough, the resulting ontology is still large and
may contain unnecessary relations. More specifically,
the most general terms might contain links to many or
almost all other narrower terms. Figure 1 gives an ex
ample illustrating this situation. Terms such as Fuzzy
Clustering, Fuzzy C-means Algorithm, Fuzzy Sets Op
eration and Fuzzy Conjunction definitely have narrower
meaning than Fuzzy Systems. However, terms Fuzzy C-
means Algorithm and Fuzzy Conjunction are too far to
be directly connected in the taxonomy. A better taxon
omy for these terms is illustrated by Figure 2.

The second stage of fuzzy ontology creation attempts to
reduce the excessive relations by conducting an analysis
over the set of relations involving more than two distinct
terms. For each NT{tiytj), a search procedure is per
formed to find an indirect path connecting terms ti and
tj (e.g., the sequence of NT{tutmi)> NT{tmutm2)
... NT{tmnitj)). Let P be a set of NTrelations rep
resenting the indirect pathfor NT{tiitj), and JVT(P)
represents an alternate NT relation of (fi,fy) through
the indirect path . The membership degree of JVT(P)
can be defined as the minimum membership value of
NT relations in P. The idea of redundant informa

tion elimination as used during the first stage of on-
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tology construction can now be applied to determine
whether or not NT{ti^tj) should be removed. If P for
a given NT{ti^tj) exists and the NT{ti,tj) relation
is not stronger than NT(P\ then NT{tiy tj) relation
should be removed from the ontology description. Un
likein thefirst stagethatremoves NT{tj, ti) whenever
NT{tiy tj) is stronger, during thesecond stage however,
all NT relations in P remain in the ontology description
if NT{ti^tj) is stronger thanNT(P).

33. Algorithm

The following algorithm sununarizes the ontologycre
ation described above.

1. Definition and Initializatioii.

• T = {fi, <2.. •fm} is a set of distinct terms
extracted from a collection C.

• 0 < a < 1 is the a-cut.

• Ontology = {} is an empty ontology de
scription.

2. First stage.Foreachtj, tj € T andti ^ tj

• Calculate fiNTiUitj) andtiNT{tj^U) using
Equation 1.

• SelectNT{tp^ tq) subjectto

—{tp^tq) =
axgmax{/ZNr(t<> tj), fJtNT{tjyU)}

- NT{tpytq)a or (JlNT{tpytq) > a
• Add{NT{tpy tq)y fiNritp, tq)) intoOntol

ogy.

3. Secondstage. ForeachiVr(ti, tj) e Ontology

• Find P = {NT{tutmi). NT{tmutm2) ...
NT{tmni ti)}.

• (fp.t,) = argminjvr(ti.t,)€P{A*Jvr(f<,fj)}
• If fiNT{tiitj) < UNTitpitq) then remove

NT{tiy tj) fromOntology.

The Ontology now contains a taxonomy description
of fuzzyiVTrelations. The corresponding taxonomy de
scription for fuzzy BT relations then can be explicitly
generated or implicitly inferredusingNT-BTequivalent
relation as defined by Equations 2 and 3.

4. Using Fuzzy Ontology for Query
Refinement

Let Ontology be an ontology descriptionof narmwer
and bmader terms, and q be a user's query term. De
fine two sets NT-Set and BT-Set that contain a list
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of narrower terms and a list of broader terms, respec
tively, which are obtained from ontology description
Ontology given the query term q. The query refine
ment mechanism then will ask a user to select one of

terms in either NT-Set or BT-Set. Let the selected

term or new term be t^r if it comes from NT-Set or

tsT if it is from BT-Set. How this new term is for
mulated in the new query and how it affects the search
results will be discussed below.

Given tffTy one can construct a new query qf by simply
replacing the old query by t^r (e.g., qt = und use
q' as the nextsearchquery. In this way,the query refine
ment method will help shifting search focus to a more
specific context One can also construct qi by conjunc
tively adding tffT to the old query (e.g., q/ = q A fjvr).
The effect of conjunctively incorporating the selected
query refinement term is to narrow down the previous
search results by focusing to the more specific context
while still maintaining the context of original query.
This method will be very useful if the original search
results are very large. Finally, one can disjunctively add
the new term with the old query (e.g., q/ = q V fwr).
The effect is obvious; the search results will become
broader by including the context from both the original
query and the new term. However, if fJtNT{tNTiQ) is
very high or near to 1.0, disjunctively concatenating the
new term does not have a significant effect in the search
results.

Unlike tifr* tsT has more restrictions in its use for new
query reformulation. Using either q/ = tar or qt =
qW tsT will broaden the search results but the search
results from either method does not make any signifi
cantdifference especially in a case wherefiNTitsT^ 9)
is high. Conjunctiveoperator cannot be used to refor
mulatethe newquery with tbt because the effect of this
operatoris rather counter intuitive with the intended use
of tsT'

5. Query Refinement in PASS
Search Engine

We have implemented and incorporated the frizzy on
tologyof narrower and broader terms for query refine
ment in PASS search engine. This section presents the
overview of the system, how we use the frizzy ontol
ogy in the system, and partial results of the constructed
ontology based on the content of collection currently
maintained in PASS.

5.1. PASS Overview

PASS is a domain-specific search engine provid
ing abstracts of papers from mostly IEEE Transac-
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Figure 3. PASS display during search activity.

tions sponsored by the IEEE Neural Network Coun
cil (NNC). PASS is currently accessible through
http: / /line. cs. tamu. edu.

Rgure 3 shows a screen shot of PASS output in re
sponse to a user's query. In addition to displaying
search results returned by the standard keyword-based
retrieval, the systemgives a set of key-phrases lists for
query refinement. If requested by the user, PASS also
provides suggestions to a list of most relevant abstracts
related to the user's query based on collaborative fil
tering. The system's suggestions are indicated by the
star icons to the left of article' titles. The system can
group the search results according to the similarity of
their content upon the user's request

By clicking one of the hyperlinksin the searchresults,
the abstract of the corresponding article title will be
displayed. PASS will recotrunend a list of related ar
ticles under the abstract body, which is given by us
ing content-based filtering. PASS also identifies key-
phrases that occur in the abstract body and provides
hyperlinks including theauthor-supplied key-phrases, if
available, to search abstract based on these key-phrases.
These hyperlinks can be viewed as another means of
providing query refinement that is based on the con
tent of article of interest The authors of article are also
hyper-linked, allowing users to search all articleswrit
ten by the corresponding authors.

5.2. Incorporating Fuzzy Ontology in PASS

Fuzzy ontology of broaderand narrowertermsin PASS
is used as a source of knowledge for PASS to gener
ate narrower and broader terms suggestions during user
search activity. If a user selects one of terms suggested,
PASS will use the new term as a new search term.

The ontology is created from PASS collectionthat con

Asymptotic
Stability

Neural
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Nonlinear
System

Stability
Analysis

Fuzzy
System

Adaptive
Control

Lyapunov
Stability

Figure 4- Partial ontology of broader terms
generated by PASS search engine.

tains 584 abstracts of research papers. One of the con
tributing factors in constructing a high quality, auto
matically built ontology is the selection of appropriate
terms. Specifically, terms used to build the ontology
should be relevant to the target domain. These terms in
PASSare acquired automatically by using a knowledge-
based terms extractor, which combined the use of lim
ited control vocabulary and natural language process
ing to extract new important terms in the target domain.
From current collection, PASS can automatically extract
3443 technical terms.

Figure 4 illustrates a very small portion of the ontol
ogy of broaderterms generatedby PASS wherethe full
ontology involves all identified technical terms (3443
terms). The corresponding ontology for narrower terms
is similar to the figure except that the arrows point to
opposite directions.

6. Related Work

Clark et al. built an Expert Locator to find a human
expertrelated to a given query term [5]. Their query
refinement strategy incorporated in the systemis based
on a semantic network. The use of semantic network
to developa model process of query refinement is also
studied inearlier work [6]. Sin^ar to PASS approach,
thequeryrefinementin ExpertLocatoralsousesthe no
tions ofbroader and narrower terms to describe the asso

ciation between two terms. Despite the similarity in the
knowledge structure, PASS's ontology and Expert Lo
cator's semantic net differ in their construction process.
First, PASS'S ontology is created automatically from
the scratch based on information found in its collection,

while the semantic net in Expert Locator is created from
an existing (hand-crafted) thesaurus. In the ontology
construction process, PASS also builds a thesaurus-like
matrix based on narrower term relation. However, the
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final ontology in PASS is obtained by pruningthe the
saurus,whileExpertLocator'ssemantic net is obtained
by enhancingthe thesaurus (e.g., creatinga newlink).

HyPursuit is a hierarchical network search engine that
cluster search results for browsing [7]. The system em
ploys query refinement mechanism using broader and
narrower terms derived from a thesaurus. The the

saurus is automatically constructed based on the term
frequencyof co-occurrence on documentclusterslevel.
The broader or narrower terms relationship is then es
tablished between the high- and low-frequency terms
according to the similarities between the distribution
functions of the term frequency. HyPursuit also sug
gests collocated terms in its query refinement mech
anism. These terms are selected fr^om the highest
weighted terms in a cluster that matches with the given
query.

VMez et al. studied two generic query refinement al
gorithms [8]. The first algorithm, DM, extracts terms
from the top n rankeddocuments retrievedusing origi
nal query. Terms are then weighted and the top m high
est weighted terms are selected as a set of term sugges
tions. The second method, RMAP, uses DM algorithm
to pre-compute the set of m term suggestions for ev
ery term in the corpus offline. Given a query term, the
RMAP algorithm will select terms for query refinement
by looking up and ranking the pre-processed term sug
gestions.

Prior works related to query refinement are query ex
pansion [9] and relevancefeedback [10]. Query ex
pansion is an automatic process of expanding a user's
original query with related terms from thesauri [11] or
documents found in the top list of retrieval results [12].
The relevance feedback, on the other hand, modifies the
original query using terms obtained from the user's doc
ument relevance feedback.

7. Conclusions

The notion of narrower term relation adopted by PASS
and the technique developed to prune the resulting ex
cessive narrower terms list has been shown to work well.

Additionally, the relations between the list of narrower
& broader terms and a given term intuitively make
sense. The query refinementgenerated by the technique
is thus undoubtedly very promising to be useful to help
users find the information they need.
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A Framework Approach for B2B Test Automation
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Abstract

All too often the IT Software Quality Department is a backwater of under-funded
outdated manual processes that largely fail to provide the precise metrics associated with
testing efforts in other engineering disciplines. But this situation is poised for rapid
change. Today, as companies rush to deliver tightly integrated B2B collaborative e-
commerce systems, the cost of failure is dramatically increasing - with the potential for a
single failure to adversely affect multiple firms. And the weakest links are often the
software that is behind the Corporate firewall.

This presentation will focus on the unique demands B2B (both supply and demand chain)
integration makes on a Corporation's testing practices. A conceptual taxonomy of B2B
failure types will be presented, followed by a description of a testing framework that
provides a layered architecture for implementing test strategies associated with a wide
range of B2B failure types - including functionality testing, performance assessment,
security verification, and fault tolerance. This framework also provides a model for
dealing with application that support multiple presentations layers - including
VoiceATXML, lite wireless, traditional HTML clients, XML-based peer-to-peer services,
etc.). The frramework presented here abstracts these interface types and provides a model
for test case, data, and framework services (e.g., event logging) sharing across many
interface types.
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Abstract: - Operations Research, OR, and Management Science, MS, methodologies attempt to aid
"human decision-making" for the improvement of various performance indecies in operation and control of
complex "humanistic systems". A historical review of Zadeh's papers and system applications reveal
that OR, and MS applicationswere started early in the development of fuzzy systems, even before the advent
of fuzzy control applications. Furthermore the development of fuzzy systems applications continued in OR
and MS in the shadow of fiizzy control. It is forecasted that the novel application offuzzy systems will appear
more frequently in OR and MS for managerial decision support and control in the areas of strategic and
tactical planning, resource allocation, scheduling, inventory control, logistics, health care and financial
planning, etc., under the headings of mathematical programming, quality control, network analysis and
control, consumer preference analysis, client credit worthiness, financial portfolio analysis, medical diagnosis,
internet and network analysis and design, etc. In particular it is forecasted that Type 2 fuzzy knowledge
representation and reasoning will be a key development area in the new millennium. Type 2 fuzzy system
models exposeuncertainties and risks associatedwith the real life system behavioursand help managementto
make better decision for complex humanistic systems. In the new millennium, we need to conduct further
research on human information processing capabilities in order to comprehend the impact of fuzzy theory,
CWW and perception on OR and MS.

Key-Words: - Humanistic Systems, Decision-Making, Operation Research, Management Science,
IndustrialEngineering,Fuzzy System Models.

1 Introduction

In order to understand, the development of the
"Operations Research, OR, and Management
Science, MS, Applications of Fuzzy Theory", it is
essential to comprehend the message that Professor
Zadeh has been attempting to communicate to us.
Naturally what follows is my personal perspective
based on my re-reading his papersand listening and
re-assessing his many lectures in numerous
conferences. I believe his main thesis has been that,
in humanistic systems, human reasoning and
decision making is not just "measurement"based, as
we are taught through out our academic education,
rather "perception" based. Furthermore, our
knowledge and decisions are communicated
between humans with words ofnatural languages

*Supported inPartbyNatural Sciences andEngineering Research Council of Canada, Nortel Networks and
Information Intelligence Co.
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which strongly suggest "Computing with Words",
CWW. It is, I believe, this thesis, that resided in the
deep recesses of his genius and commenced with
"Fuzzy Sets" in 1965 and came to surface toward
the beginning of this Millennium in "Toward a
Perception-Based Theory..." (Zadeh, 2000).

In R. Hodge's (2000) words " 'Fuzzy Logic' was
bom out of Zadeh's acute sense of different logic(s)
inherent in htiman language and thought" and " his
... concem for the strengths as well as weaknesses of
natural languages in scientific thought.." Zadeh
uses 'fuzzy' "to apply to categories of language or
thought, not to the nature of (physical, mechanistic)
phenomena". His use of "fuzzy" is an "example of
his genius with language" wi& a background in "
Indo-European languages", i.e., Russian and Iranian,
and Turki languages, i.e., Azeri-Turkish. Deep roots
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of 'fuzzy' logic can be found in R.Hodges(2000)
paper. Forexample, Hodge states "...'fiizzy' comes

from a word (fusus) that refers ... to energies,
particles as well as liquids: to a world with unstable
outlines, a world in flux. The family of English
words tiiat descend from it reflects the range of
meanings of fiisus. They include 'infuse', 'con-fuse'
and 'transfuse' from 'melted or joined', 'diffuse'
from 'spread out, extended' and 'profuse' and 'effuse'
from "pour out in abundance'. All these words are
formed by the addition of a prefix to 'fusus' to limit
or constrain the fuzzy range of meanings of fiisus to
a more specific (but still somewhat frizzy)
meaning."

Zadeh came, 1 believe, to realized the limitations
placed on scientific thought processes by the
classical paradigms while he was working on his
publications that appeared prior to 1965, e.g.,
"Linear Systems Theory-The State Space
Approach"(1963) "Frequency Analysis"(1950),
"Wiener's theory of prediction"(1950), "Sample-
Data Systems"(1952), etc.

His concern therefore with human decision-
making processes in scientific thought brought him
in contact and initially in conflict with the defenders
ofProbabilitytheory and later with OR and MS. [1
remember OR Conferences where Professor Zadeh
was an invited guest speaker addressing large
audiences. (A further personal note: 1 was
introduced to Professor Zadeh in summer 1970 at
NATO Conference on OR Education that was held
in Istanbul, Turkey, by R. Machol, then the
President of ORSA, Operation Research Society of
America.)]

It is in this context, 1 would like to say first a few
words about OR and MS and then trace Zadeh's
works and attempt to show his impact on OR and
MS and then review some of the essential
contribution of the pioneers who contributed to OR
and MS applications ofFuzzy theory.

Briefly, it can be said that Professor Zadeh
initially thought that fuzzy theory would impact
human decision making processes and therefore
what appeared to be a starting point for this would
be OR and MS. Because OR and MS began to
introduce mathematical models and solutions to
humanistic systems at the end ofWWn.

It should be recalled that "humanistic"
engineering approach had started with Fredrick W.
Taylor in the late 1800's. He is often called "the
father of scientific management". Taylor was the
founder of a school that included C. Barth, H.L.
Grant, H. Emerson, and Frank and Lillian Gilbreth.
They have designed tools, equipment and systems
mathematically that took into account human
limitation and capabilities that are physical and
physcological.

When we trace the successes of fuzzy logic, we
find that initially it started to impact OR and MS
investigations; but later the successes in frizzy
control realized in Japan and later in Europe and
North America have shadowed its impact on
Decision Sciences. Thus the fuzzy logic applications
in management decision support area were fewer in
comparison to many successes in fuzzy control.

2 OR and MS Application

OR and MS studies started with the application
of mathematical models to strategic and tactical
military operations related to military decision
making processes, during WWU. Later, OR and MS
studies became an essential component of the
curriculums in Departments of Industrial
Engineering, Operations Research, OR, and
Management Sciences, MS, and Systems
Management Engineering at the Universities
starting in the '50s.

There are good many operational issues that are
investigated in OR and MS with the purpose of
discovering and disseminating knowledge about
planned, coordinated and controlled activities of
people, machines, materials, money, energy and
information. Some of these include planning,
allocation, and distribution of resources; analysing,
scheduling and controlling these activities; analysis
and control of the quality of goods. Some typical
examples are planning production of goods, spare
parts, inventory control, scheduling processes, tasks
and orders, materials, information, energy, and
capital; analysis, planning and controlling waiting
lines, forecasting and predicting demand, marketing
and assessment of consumer and/or client
preferences and demand pattems, etc. These
operational and logistic issues need to be dealt with
in eveiy activity of every day human life by
executive and managerial decision-making in
manufacturing, process and production industries, in
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healthcare systems, in government agencies, in
financial institution, etc. Some of the essential
methodologies that are utilized in OR and MS are;
Linear and non-linear programming, probability,
statistics, and stochastic process, mathematics, i.e.,
set and logic theories, algebra and calculus, etc.

Let us next review some of Professor L.A.

Zadeh's messages. In his seminal paper "Fuzzy sets"
(1985) he states:"...fuzzy sets...may prove to have a
much wider scope of applicability, particularly in
the fields of pattern classification and information
processing."

It is known that the first sceptics of fuzzy sets
were probability theorist which included some OR
and MS theorist They have confused the agenda of
fuzzy sets and the agenda of probability theoiy and,
I believe, they were somehow tlneatened by
fuzziness.

At any rate. ProfessorZadeh responded with his
paper on "Probability Measures of Fuzzy Events"
(1968) "showing how the notion of a fhzzy event
can be given a precise meaning in the context of
fiizzy sets".

Ten years later. Professor Zadeh gave further
insights with his inteipretation of probability theory
when he introduced the possibility theory in "Fuzzy
Sets as a Basis for a Theoiy ofPossibility"(1978). In
that thesis, he advocates that "...when our main
concern is with the meaning of information - rather
than with its measure (in Wiener and Shannon sense
of the statistical theory of communication)- the
proper framework for information analysis is
possibilistic rather than probabilistic in nature...".

It can be said that the first impact of fuzzy theory
was demonstrated in "Decision-making in a Fuzzy
Envirorunent" by R.E.Bellman and
L.A.Zadeh(1970) where it was stated that "By
decision-making in a fuzzy envirorunent is meant a
decision process in which the goals and/or the
constraints, but not necessarily the system under
control are fuzzy in nature". Further, it is stated that
"The use ofthese concepts is illustrated by examples
involving multi-stage decision processes in which
the system under control is either deterministic or
stochastic".

This may be considered the foreruimer of the OR
and MS applications of fuzzy theory [Kacprzyk
(1982), Kacprzyk and Yager (1985).
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Professor Zadeh next published his very
important work "Outline of a new Approach to the
Aiulysis of Complex Systems and Decision
Processes"(1973). He described this "approach...(to
be)...a substantive departure from the conventional
quantitative techniques of system analysis"...(which)
"has three main distinguishing features:1) Use of so
called 'linguistic' variables in place of or in addition
to numerical variables; 2) characterization of simple
relations between variables by fuzzy conditional
statements; and 3) characterization of complex
relations by hizzy algorithms."

This work was a landmark paper. On the basis of
the ideas proposed in this paper Mamdani and
Assilian (1981) developed first fbzzy control model.
This then lead to the industrial applications of fuz^
control.

In 1975, Professor Zadeh, in his celebrated
paper, "Concept of a Linguistic Variable...", states:
"One of the fundamental tenets ofmodem science is

that a phenomenon can not be claimed to be well
understood until it can be characterized in

quantitative terms". He further states
"Unquestionably...(this has) proved to be highly
effective in dealing with mechanistic systems, that
is, with inanimate systems whose behaviour is
govemed by laws of mechanics, physics, chemistry
and electromagnetism. Unfortunately, the same
cannot be said about humanistic systems, which-so
far at least-have proved to be rather impervious to
mathematical analysis and computer
simulation"..."lt may be argued, as we have done
in...(previous writings), that the ineffectiveness of
computers in dealing with humanistic systems is a
manifestation of what might be called the principle
of incompatibilitv- a principle which asserts that
high precision is incompatible with high
complexity"..."In retreating from precision in the
face of overpowering complexity, it is natural to
explore the use of what might be called linguistic
variables, that is, variables whose values are not
numbers but words or sentences in a natural or
artificial language"..."What is...important,..., is that
by use of so-called extension principle, much of the
existing mathematical apparatus of systems analysis
can be adapted to the manipulation of linguistic
variables. In this way, we may be able to develop an
approximate calculus of linguistic variables which
could be of use in wide variety of practical
applications". This may be considered the essential
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message for the beginning of fuzzy systems
applications in OR and MS. It is at about this
juncture we begin to see works on "optimization of
fuzzy Systems", "fuzzy mathematical programming
"(Zimmermann, 1978), etc. The years between 1965
and 1975 may be considered incubation years where
essential basic works on fuzzy mathematics,
cognitive and decision process were being to be
developed by Kaufmann(1975), Zadeh, Fu, Tanaka,
Shimura(1975), Neogita and Ralescu, (1975).

Next, Zadeh published "A Theory of
Approximate Reasoning"(1979) where he states that
"brformally, by approximate or, equivalently, fiizzv
reasoning, we mean the process or processes by
which a possibly imprecise conclusion is deduced
from a collection of imprecise premises. Such
reasoning, is, for the most part, qualitative rather
than quantitative in nature, and almostall of it falls
outside of the domain of applicability of classical
logic."

In 1983, Zadeh published "The Role of Fuzzy
Logic in the Management of Uncertainty in Expert
Systems" where he states "...the convensional
approaches to the management of uncertainty in
expert systems are intrinsically inadequate because
they fail to come to grips with the fact that much of
the uncertainty in such systems is possibilistic rather
than probabilistic in nature. As an altemative, it is
suggested that a fuzzy-logic-based computational
framework be employed to deal with both
possibilistic and probabilistic uncertainty within a
single conceptual System".

During this period, we begin to see substantial
works on "decision making and expert systems" and
their applications to OR and MS, e.g., Zimmermann,
1987; Negoita, 1981, 1983. There were naturally
many additional works on fiizzy mathematics and
fuzzy optimization, as well, measurement of
membership functions came forward at this period,
e.g., D.Dubois and H.Prade, 1980; Negoita and
Stefanescu, 1982; Gupta and Sanchez, 1982;
Norwich and Turk§en, 1981, 1982; Kaufinann and
Gupta, 1985.

In these pioneering works we observe
investigations on: membership functions, fuzzy
relations, fuzzy logic and inference, classification
and similarity measures, expert systems, medical
diagnosis, psychological measiuements and human
behaviour, fUzzy clustering algorithms, individual

and group decision-making in friz^ environments,
fuzzy mathematical programming, multi-criteria
decision-making, and decision support systems.

Two years later. Professor Zadeh published
"Syllogistic Reasoning in Fuzzy Logic and its
Application to Usuality and Reasoning with
Dispositions" where he states: "Fuzzy logic may be
viewed as a generalization of multi-valued logic in
that it provides a wider range of tools for dealing
with uncertainty and imprecision in knowledge
representation, inference and decision analysis". In
between these last two papers, he published "A
theory of Commonsense Knowledge" where he
states "...The conventional knowledge
representation techniques based on the use of
predicate calculus and related methods are not well-
suited for the presentation of commonsense
knowledge because the predicates in propositions
which represent commonsense knowledge do not, in
general, have crisp denotations"..."More generally,
the applicability of predicate calculus and related
logic systems to the representation ofcommon sense
knowledge reflects the fact that such systems make
no provision for dealing with imcertainty. Thus, in
predcate logic, for example, a proposition is either
trae or false and no gradations of truth or
membership are allowed". It is important to note the
separation of "gradation of truth or membership" in
Zadeh's words. Unfortunately, research in this area
is rather limited, e.g., Naiazaki and TOrk§en, (1994).

In the nineties, we have been told again and
again that fuzzy logic plays a central role in human
reasoning and Computing With Words(Zadeh,
1996), and that it is a key for the enhancement of
scientific reasoning in management support systems
as decision-making aids. An example of a work in
this direction is Computing WiA Words(Wang,
20001). More recently. Professor Zadeh(1999)
stated: "There are three basic concepts that underly
human cogiution: granulation, organization and
causation"..."The theory of fuzzy information
granulation (TFIG) is inspiredby the ways in which
humans granulate information and reason with
it."..."The point of departure in TFIG is the concept
of a generalized constraint."..."The principle modes
of generalization in TFIG are fuzzification (f.
generalization); granulation (g-generalization); and
fuzzy granulation (f.g-generalization)". Again
research in these areas appears to be non-existent in
general. Although some of these concepts appear in
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some papers in special application, e.g.,
Shanahan(2000).

In more recent years, we find there are quite a
few fiizzy theoiy applications in OR and MS.
Examples of these are "Quality Control and
Maintenance", "Ecological Modeling and Data
Analysis" "Fuzzy Logic and Possibility Theory in
Biomedical Engineering", "...Computer Aided
Medical Decision Systems", "Strategic Planning",
"Decision and Planning in R&D", "Production
Planning and Scheduling", "Fuzzy Sets
Methodologies in Actuarial Sciences", "Fuzzy Sets
in Human Factors and Ergonomics", "...Software
Methodology and Design Tools"(Zimmermann,
1999). As well, we find: "RetrievingInformation", "
Decision-Making", "Designing and Optimization"
(Dubois, Prade and Yager, 1997), "Scheduling
Under Fuzziness" (Slowinski, Hapke, 2000),
"Optimization and Decision" (FSS, Vol. 119, No 1,
2001).

Thus, we observe that there is a resurgence of
fiizzy theory applications in OR and MS. However,
we need to work on further developments of fuzzy
theory in particular on Type 2 fuzzy knowledge
representation and reasoning. This is more acutely
needed in the development of humanistic decision
making domains which Professor Zadeh have been

urging us to direct our attention over the last thirty
five years or so.

Over the years: it should be noted that the
sceptics of fUzzy theory have been asking two
questions.

(i) If fuzziness is to deal with imprecision why
are the membership functions so precise?

(ii) Why do fu^ theoiy use the same formulas
of the two-valued theoiy for "AND", "OR", "IMP",
etc.?

Type 2 theory responds positively to these
questions: (i) Type 2 membership exposes
uncertainty in the acquisition of membership
functions and as well as a representation of
perception with information granulation (Burillo
and Bustince, 1995, 1996; Bilgic and Turk§en,
1997, 2000; Norwich and Tiirk§en, 1981, 1982,
1984; Kamik and Mendel, 1998, 1999, 2000; Liang
and Mendel, 2000); (ii) Type 2 reasoning brings to
surface the increase in uncertainty in the
combination of uncertain concepts identified by
words by the application of Fuzzy Disjunctive
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Canonical Forms, FDCF and Fuzzy Conjunctive
Canonical Forms, FCCF.(Tiirk§en, 1999, 2001^
Gerhiic, Walker and Walker, 2000; Resconi and
Tilrk$en, 2001). Thus in Type 2 ieory we can
represent uncertainty more effectively and expose
risks associated with decision making and hence
provide a more effective tool for managerial
decision making in OR and MS.

3 Conclusions

It is reasonable to conclude that in the new

millennium there will be many more applications of
fuzzy theory in OR and MS and other domains of
"humanistic systems". For "Management of
uncertainty is an intrinsically important issue in the
design of ... systems because much of the
information in the knowledge base ... is imprecise,
incomplete or not totally reliable" (Zadeh, 1983). As
well "The conventional ... use(s) of predicate
calculus ... are not well suited for the representation
of commonsense knowledge because the predicates
in propositions... do not, ...have crisp denotations.
...Most Frenchmen are not tall can not be

represented as a well-formed formula in predicate
calculus..." (Zadeh, 1984). Furthermore, Zadeh
observes "... in its traditional sense, computing
involves ...manipulation of numbers and symbols.
By contrast, humans employ mostly words in
computing and reasoning, arriving at conclusions
expressed in words from premises expressed in a
natural language or having the form of mental
perceptions" (Zadeh, 1996).

It is to be observed naturally, that in this
information age of telecommunications, we rely
heavily on natural languages to express our
thoughts, our perceptions and our decisions in
management of corporations as well as in our
everyday activities.

Decisions on operational, financial, healthcare,
and environmental systems, etc., are complex and
data we have to rely on are often imprecise or
appear to be unrelated even though we have access
to large data bases.

We may have access to terabytes or more data
stored in data warehouses, but to analyse them
efficiently and effectively, we need to use fuzzy
data mining and fuzzy system modeling techniques.
The forerunners of these are OR and MS

applications.
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In this regard, we can surmize the importance of
CWW and Perceptions by observing the essential
levels and elements of information processing in
Human Communications. (Table 1)

Table 1. Levels ofInformation Processing in
Human Communication

LEVEL INFORMATION

PROCESSING

EXAMPLES

I Senses Symbol Sound, line,
color

n Recognition Signal Language,
contours

(shape)

ni Understanding
(ofmicro

knowledge)

Local meaning Meanings of
words, single
objects

IV Understanding
(of macro
knowledge)

Global meaning Meanings of
sentences,

complex
objects

V Understanding
(of emotions and

intentions)

Impression,
conception

Association,
imagination,
the arts,
personality
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Abstract

As the Intemet is emerging from a seller's market to a
buyer's market, it is becoming quite hard to attract
customers. Probably, the most promising technique is
to address customers with the content (and/or
products) they are really interestedin. This is the key
idea of personalization- to dynamically tailor content
based on information on the user's profile. Obviously,
the imderlying techniques cannot only be applied to
personalize websites but in almost any scenario where
there is repeated contact to a certain class of users.

In practical applications, rule-based personalization
has become the most important technique (apart from
techniques used for recommender systems which we
do not consider here). Basically, simple IF-THEN
rules are used to tailor the content, for example, "IF
Customer bought a Siemens Phone last week THEN
show all Siemens accessories".

In this paper we sketch a rule-based approach to
personalization which makes use of fiazy IF-THEN
rules. However, it is very important to note that we do
not only replace the crisp rules by fuzzy rules but
suggest to also replace the (commonly used) one-stage
inference process by a multistage inference. Only the
combination of these two extensions really helps in
increasing the maintainability of the rule-based
personalization scheme.

The multistage inference allows the computation of
interim values which makes the rulebase easier to read
and to state. In particular it helps in defining the rule-
base in a modular fashion such that parts of it can be
reused in other settings. Hence rulebases can be

separated into different parts which can be compared
to subroutines (that may be used for the computation of
interim values).

The Juzzification of the rules makes it possible to
handle vague concepts as they are frequently used in
marketing issues. And - this is surely a point that
caimot be overstressed - personalization is mainly a
marketing question! Fuzzified rules are of particular
relevance when the input variables of the respective
rule are output variables of a prior inference and hence
fuzzy values.

Apart from a description of the motivation and the
model, we shortly introduce two applications of the
fuzzy personalization model: These are the
personalization of chatterbots (where fuzzy rules are
used to control the "mood" of the softbot) as well as
the personalization of newsletters (where fuzzy rules
are used to dynamically assemble a newsletter out of
some given text modules based on the profile of the
respective customer).

1. Introduction

During the last decade, the amount of pages available
in the World Wide Web (WWW) has definitely been
exploding. According to the most recent study of the
intemet software consortium (isr, http://www.isc.orgt.
approximately 110,000,000 Hosts have been
coimected to the Intemet in January 2001.

From the standpoint of a commercial website, the
problem with the web is that it is drowning in other
websites making it quite hard to attract customers in
the intemet. In addition - since for almost any need

' GeroPresser is co-founder of QuinScape GmbH, a German software companythatdevelops irmovative
productsfor personalization. Moreinformation are available on the websitehttp://www.QuinScape.de.
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nowadays there is a plenty of websites fulfilling this
specific need - there is a serious and still growing
problem to keep customers coming back.

To say it with other words, the internet has emerged
from a seller's market to a buyer's market making it
hard for sellers to attract customers.

2. Therole ofPersonalization (pl3n^)
One of the most outstanding mediods for increasing
customer loyalty is personalization which can be used
for implementing the one-to-one marketing paradigm
(see [2]). Personalization means matching the content
to the user's personality or a group of user's
preferences. Forexample, a userwho haspurchased an
item from the store is likely to be interested in
information about that item such as promotions and
new arrivals.

The termpersonalization is used in quitea broadsense
which is sometimes misleading. Its meaning reaches
from simple personal greetings (e.g., "Hello Peter
Stone", as can be fotmd on almost any website) and
manually adjustable content (see for example
MyYahoo!, http://www.vahoo.com and MyZDnet,
http://www.2dnetcomI to automatically matched
content like in the case of amazon.com. To make

things even more complicated, many companies (in
particular, in the Content-Management industry) speak
of personalization when the user only sees the menu
options that he is allowed to use.

We think it is very important to clearly distinguish
between personalization and customization. There are
other discriminations as well, but this seems to be - in
our view - the most serious point. Customization
means, that the user himself manually adjusts the
content in order to match his needs. Whenever a site
777. offers something named MyZZZ, it is probably
the possibility to customize the content of ZZZ. For a
quite astonishing comment on the relevance of
customization compared to personalization see [7].
(Most users seem to prefer customization!)

^It is quite common to abbreviate the term "internatio
nalization" by il8n (an "i" followed by 18 characters
followed by an "n"). Hence it would be straight
forward to abbreviate"personalization"by pl3n which
is - however - not very common.

In this paper we solely investigate personalization. In
our view, personalization means that the content is
automatically tailored (probably based on the user's
profile) and can hence its meaning can be clearly
distinguished from customization.

Numerous techniques are being used for
personalization such as demographic profiling,
collaborative filtering and clickstream analysis (see for
example [8], [9], and [11]).

Personalization has emerged from a "nice feature" to
an important aspect for the overall acceptance of a
website. Garmer Group expects, that in 2003 more
than 80% of all major websites make use of
personalized content to address users in a more
efficient way (cf. [4]).

3. Best Practice: Rule-based Personalizatioii

As there are many different species ofpersonalization,
there are many different techniques as well. One of the
leading edge technologies certainly is rule-based
personalization as it is implemented, e.g., in the
Dynamo Web Server (art technology group,
http://www.atg.com'> or the One-to-One product suite
(BroadVision, http://www.broadvision.com). For a
short description and overview concerning different
personalization techniques withmainfocus on the rule-
based approach see [I].

The idea of rule-based personalization is to utilize
specific information about individual visitors to
precisely tailorthe content displayed using a rulebase
consisting of IF-THEN rules. Frequently, these rules
are called business rules.

The business rules are usually manipulated using some
mle editor and they are evaluated by a mle engine.
Certainly, the mostcommonruleengine is ILOGRules
(and its Java-pendant ILOG JRules) by ILOG (see
httD://www.ilog.com). which is - for example -
utilized in the Dynamo Web Server and is also
available as a Personalization-Add-On to tiie VIP

Content Manager, the Content ManagementSystem of
Gauss Interprise (see httD://www.gauss-
intemrise.com).
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4. Basic Principle
Rule-based personalization delivers content based on
the user profiles and a set of rules defined by the web
site designers. By capturing the needs, interests,
preferences and motivations of the individuals that
visit a website and applying business rules against that
information, one can provide these visitors with
information and recommendations that are ofparticular
relevance to them. Hence, it is possible to make them
aware of interesting promotions, offer them discounts
based on their purchasing history, and take advantage
of opportunities to cross-sell and up-sell without
offending them, e.g.

• IF Customer bought a Siemens Phone last
week THEN show all Siemens accessories.

• IF Customer traveled to Germany within the
last year THEN send notification of German
travel promotions.

In real world applications the rulebase (which
represents the business logic) is maintained using some
rule editor as can be found in almost any state-of-the-
art product suite. (However, as stated before, in most
commercial products the same underlying rule engine,
namely ILOG Rules, is being used.)

5. Fuz2^ Rules - Where and Why?
The rule-based approach towards personalization
definitely has many advantages: any business rule has a
clear interpretation and the approach is quite flexible
allowing almost any kind of content-tailoring.

Its most serious problem probably is, that as the
number of rules increases, it becomes hard to maintain
the rulebase. You can do almost anything using rules
but this can lead to almost any degree ofcomplexity.

So, whyare weproposing to usefiazy rules? Does this
really help in making the rulebase easier to manage?

Well, the answer to the last question certainly is "Yes
and No". The key point here is that we do not only
want to substitute the crisp business rules used for
personalization by fuzzy rules. In fact, we propose to
use additional fuzzy layers to compute interim values
that can be used in the premises of other
personalization rules. The combination of these two
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aspects can lead to rulebases that are easier to
understand and hence easier to maintain as well.

The motivation for this approach is very easy to
explain: Personalization rules are used to map specific
profiles to specific content. If we would have complete
knowledge concerning the profile ofthe customers, the
definition of business rules would be an easy task. For
example, we could include a rule like

"IF customer is most interested in football THEN

show all items related to football"

However - as You probably can imagine - in general
we do not have complete information on what a
customer is most interested in! Nevertheless, what we
can actually do is approximate his interest in football
(a fuzzy value!) by means of a fiizzy rulebase (and a
suitable inference mechanism) using only variables
that can directly be observed (or variables that have
been stored in a database). Sincefuzzy rules allow the
foimalization of vague concepts and are therefore
more natural to human operators, they can significantly
help in making the personalization logic easier to
formalize as well as to maintain.

Recapitulating, we propose to use a multistage fuzzy
system for tailoring the content Obviously, this is a
direct extensionof the classical rule-based approachto
personalization.

6. Model

The underlying model is almost straight-forward:
There is a set I of variables that can directly be
observed. In addition, there are fuzzy rulebases RB|,
..., RBn. A rulesbase RBi (where 1 < i < n) consists of
a finite number of rules which are ofthe form

IFX, is L, AND... ANDX^isLn,
THENYjisL

where L|,..., 1^ L are linguistic terms. Let Oj be the
set of output variables used in rulebase RBj. All input
variables X|, ..., X^ used in RBi must either be
observable variables (i.e., in I) or output variables of a
rulebase RBk where k < i.

The computation is done using some (usually fixed)
inference mechanism. Though there are many
alternatives (e.g., the t-norm used as well as the
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Hallo. Nein Name ist
Perseus.

Uber welches Thema
mochtesl Ou mit mir
reden'

> Michwurde mteressieren, wer Deme Eltem sind.

Figure 1: Chatterbot "Perseus"

defuzzification method), these aspects are only
peripheral in this work.' Given the values of the
observable variables, successively the inference for the
rulebases RBi,..., RBn can be done and eventually the
personalization can be done based on the output
variables.

The output variables Yj are fuzzy values that are
mostly reused as input variables to rulebases in the
upcoming stages. In practical settings, a rulebase is
frequently used to compute some interim value with a
clear interpretation which is then used in further
rulebases as an input. Hence, it can be compared to
some kind of a subroutine. For example, the interest of
a given customer in some given theme can be
computed using a rule base. This computed (fuzzy-
)value can be applied in the premise of another IF-
THEN rule in the next stage to decide, whether or not
a special offering should be presented to the respective
customer.

Therefore, the usage of a multistage inference helps in
separating different aspects of the rulebase and hence
in making it reusable. In particular, these smaller
portions are easier to define and to maintain (which
implies a far better debugging process if the result is
not as it was expected or intended to be).

^ In our view, theseare details of any fuzzy inference
process that are well-understood by experts of fuzzy
logic and that need not be explained in this paper. Our
main intention here is to sketch an important field for
the application of fuzzy logic in the intemet (and
content-driven applications), not its details.

7. Prototype
We have prolotypically implemented the sketched
method in order to validate its practical relevance. The
setting we used - the personalization of chatterbots and
newsletters - may look somewhat odd at first glance,
but these are definitely important fields for
personalization methods.

A chatterbot is a softbot that is capable of doing
simple conversation in natural language. Chatterbots
are frequently used to guide users through a website or
simply to entertain them or perform some news
annoimcement. In our case we utilized a technology
dcvelopied by QuinScape - the so-called ReceptoBot-
Technology, see [12] - which allows to easily
construct a chatterbot out of predefined components.
See Figure 1 for a screenshot (in German).

The personalization of chatterbots is quite a new
aspect which definitely is not "standard". However, it
seems to be very important for the overall acceptance
of chatterbots, that they have some kind of memory
and are capable of finding (i.e., learning) the right way
to communicate with a specific person. Hence, they
need be personalized.

We utilized the fuzzy personalization approach to
maintain the "mood" of the chatterbot as well as to

fine-tune its reactions based on the observed

conversation-history. This was done using different
fuzzy rulebases and a three-stage fuzzy inference. The
output computed by the rulebases are fuzzy values and
so are some of the inputs. This makes the definition of
the fuzzy rulebase quite easy since rules like

IF interest-of-user-in(football) is High
AND mood-of-user is Friendly
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Figure2: Personalization ofNewsletters

AND current-theme-belongs-to(smalItalk) is
Probable

THEN change-to-theme(football)is
Promising

have a quite natural interpretation. We do not explain
any details here, however it is probably interesting to
knowthat all fuzzy-values interest-of-user'in(football),
mood-of-user as well as current-theme-belongs-
to(smalltalk) are computed by rulebases on prior
stages.

Another quite promising application for the fuzzy
personalization scheme is the personalization of
newsletters. Thou^ the intemet is changing from a
pure pull- to a mixture of a pull- and push-medium, it
is by far not trivial to design a successful newsletter.
Experience tells that the content of the newsletter
should be desired, personal, and relevant(cf. [13]).

We utilized our approach to easily construct
personalized newsletters based on some user profile
(see [10]). The key idea is to dynamically assemble the
text modules for the "personal" newsletter and to use
fuzzy rulebases (and inference) to control this
assembling-process. The scheme of this process is
depicted in Figure 2.

8. Summary
In this paper we haveintroduced fuzzy personalization
which is an extension to the classical rule-based
approach to personalization. The key idea is to use
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fuzzy IF-THEN rules (instead of crisp rules) and to
utilize a multistage fuzzy inference.

Since the approach is quite "natural" for persons
familiar with fuzzy-logic, we have omitted technical
details and concentrated on a pure description.

We have used the proposed approach in practical
settings - namely the personalization of chatterbots
and newsletters - where it tumed out that the flexibility
of the approach is quite helpful and in particular its
clear interpretation strongly helps in keeping the
"knowledge bases" easy to maintain even by non IT-
users.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present an approach to organize
E-Leaming materials accordingto knowledge domains,
by meansof fuzzyclustering analysis. A newmodified
version of the FuzzyC-Meansclusteringalgorithm has
been derived to employ a non-Euclidean metric, which
is common in traditional information retrieval systems.
The preliminary trials with this modified algorithm
show that it performs better than the original one, when
used for clustering text documents.

1. Introduction

Information resources play an in^ortant role in almost
every Intemet service, and especially in E-Leaming
(Internet-based teaching and learning). Functionalities
like information search and retrieval are a must But in
the case of E-Leaming, such functionalities need to be
complemented by taking into account issues like, for
instance, learning objectives, pedagogical approaches
and leamer protile. Thus, there is a context for
retrieving information. It is necessary to define which
learning materials are relevant to a particular user, who
wants to leam about a particular subject.

To determine which of the materials available in the

courseware database are relevant, two components
should be considered. Firstly, the set of subjects
associated to each material should be identified. Thus,

there needs to be a way to classify and organize
materials in terms of knowledge domains. Secondly,
the learning context should be identified, since the
learning goals and pedagogical models may impact on
the way materials are stmctured and consequently, on
the definition of relevant links.

In this paper we present our approach to obtain the
first input for the computation of relevance. The
subsequent sections are organized as follows. The
CANDLEproject is brieflyoverviewed in section 2. In
section 3 issues associated with the representation and
retrieval of learning materials in the project's context
are presented. The argument for enq)loying fiizzy
clustering to organize learningmaterials and to build a
domain knowledge representation is presented in
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section 4. In section 5, we present the background for
our experiments with fuzzy clustering applied to text
documents, which are then detailed in section 6. In
section 7 we present our conclusions and further
research issues.

2. The CANDLE Project

Presently, there are many initiatives around the world
working on the development of Internet-based teaching
and learning applications, both for education and
training purposes. One of those initiatives is the
candle' project, which is a European Commission
shared cost research project under the 1ST fifth
fiiamework progranune. Its main focus is on the
delivery of courseware, for the telematics domain, over
the Intemet.

The project's major long-term objectives focus on: -
(a) helping educators to be increasingly successful;
(b) increasing the flexibility of the learning process,

to accommodate various pedagogical approaches
and flexible usages of the learning materials;

(c) developing a suitable technical fiamework to
allow learning materials to be sharable and
reusable, enabling the rapid development and
deployment of new courseware.

So, CANDLE puts a strong emphasis on the learning
materials, both in terms of representation and retrieval,
for allowing the flexibility and reusability required.

3. Representation and Retrieval of E-Leaming
Materials

In CANDLE, learning materials are described by
metadata and represented in XML (extensible Markup
Language), following the current paradigm of semantic
interoperability among networked information re
sources. Metadata is simply descriptive information
about resources like: title, authors, conditions of use,
keywords, technical requirements, etc. Its fundamental
role is to enhance the process of information retrieval,
by providing rich and machine "understandable"
representations.

Collaborative Md Network ^stributed Leamlng Environment:
http://www.candle.eu.org/
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The project is developing its own educational metadata
scheme, which specializes IEEE's LOM (Learning
Object Metadata) specification [I]. The main purposes
of using metadata in CANDLE'S context are: -
(a) to aid in the construction of new courseware, re

using already existent materials;
(b) and to enhance the navigation and exploration of

the learner.

Among other metadatafields,a categoryto classifythe
course materials, according to a pre-defined taxonomy
of the telematics domain knowledge has been defined.
So, whenever new material is created, its author is
asked to select a set of key words from that taxonomy.
Additionally, the author is asked to assign a weight to
each of the selected key words to quantify their
significance to the material being tagged. With this
approach, metadata can be used to discover relevant
material based on its knowledgespace location.

The abstract knowledge space can be built in several
ways. A sophisticated approach to do so is to develop
an ontology of the domain, which defines a set of
concepts (equivalent to the taxonomic key words) and
set of relations between those concepts. So, once
learning material is tagged with specific concepts, the
relationships defined in the ontology can be used to
locate related courseware. This facilitates the search of
material both in the authoring and learning scenarios.
In the former case, an author might start firom one
point in the ontology and follow the appropriate links
to locate material with the relationships required for
his course. More important for the learner the ontology
can be used for navigation and possibly automated
location of content - by following the relationship
links relevant content can be located.

The key question with thisapproach is which ontology
to use. Two problems can be foreseen. On the one
hand different experts in a given field are likely to
disagreeon the correct ontology. On the other hand, in
fields like engineering or telematics, an ontology can
change through time as the fields develop. Thus,
several ontological frameworks need to be available or
a dynamicontologycreationprocess needs to exist.
This leads to an approach supporting a process of
discovering the underlying knowledge structure and
generating the relationships between learning materials
that are part of the courseware database. We are
exploring the use of fuzzy clustering to build such
dynamic knowledgerepresentation.

4. Fuzzy Clustering for Knowledge Representa
tion

The conunon goal of clustering methods is to group
data elements according to some similarity measure so
that related elements are placed in the same cluster.
This makes possible the discovery of unobvious rela
tions and structures in data sets.

Information retrieval is one of the many application
areas that make use of cluster analysis. Document
clustering has long been applied to enhance the process
of search and retrieval based on the so-called cluster

hypothesis [2]. Document clustering has also been used
as a post-retrieval tool for browsing large document
collections [3].
Our objective is to discover the knowledge-relations
that may exist between learning material, based on
their metadata descriptions. This can be seen as a
document clustering problem. A suitable algorithm
may be applied for organizing the XML documents
and for discovering hidden relations between them.

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms are
perhaps the most popular for document clustering [4].
These methods have the advantage of providing a
hierarchical organization of the document collection,
but they are slower than partitional methods, like the
K-Means algorithm. For this reason the latter is also
very popular. Both methods generate hard clusters, in
the sense that each document is assigned to one and
onlyone cluster. Considering our objectives, a method
capable of generating fuzzy clusters would the most
suitable. The arguments that support this statement are
the following:

(a) The first one concerns the representation of the
knowledge space. We pointed out previously that
a major problem of using an ontology was to be
able to define the correct representation of the
domain knowledge. Since knowledge is such an
abstract thing every attemptto represent it will be
to some extent uncertain. Thus, fuzzy document
relations are more likely to represent the *'true"
knowledge structure than crisp ones.

(b) Another reason has to do with the way learning
materials are classified. The selection of weighted
key words represents the author's best attempt to
define the subjects associated each material. But
this tagging process is intrinsically imprecise,
firstly because authors may differ in their exact
understanding of the key words (which may be
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occasionally ambiguous) and secondly, the
assigned weights express a subjective opinion.

The theory of fuzzy sets provides the mathematical
means to deal with uncertainty [5]. Fuzzy clustering
brings together the ability to find unobvious relations
and structures in data sets with the ability to cope with
uncertainty. The following sections present some
background and report on the document clustering
experiments in which fiizzy clustering techniques have
been applied.

5. Backgroiind for the Clustering Experiments

In order to apply a clustering algorithm to a document
collection it is necessary to have suitable document
representations. In the well-known Vector Space
Model (VSM) of information retrieval [6] each
document is represented by a set of indexing terms in
the form of a k-dimensional vector:

=Kl (5.1)

where k is the total number of terms and represents
the weight (or significance) of term j in document X/.
The weights Wy can be obtained in various ways.
Usually an automatic indexing procedure finds the
indexing terms associated with each text document and
the weights are then computed as a function of the term
frequencies. A term weighting system that has proved
to perform well considers die term fiiequency, the
inverse document frequency (that is, the term
specificity within the document collection) and a factor
of document length normalization [7]:

fijlog(Nlnj)
|> (5.2)

wherefij is the frequency of termj in document /, rij is
the number of documents that contain term j and N is
the total number of documents.

A similar vector representation can be obtained for
CANDLE'S learning materials from their metadata
descriptions. In this case, the indexing terms (key
words from the taxonomy) and the associated weights
are assigned manually by authors.

The weighted document vectors are suitable to be
processed by a clustering algorithm. Regardless of the
algorithm, documents will be grouped according to
their similarities. Hence, it is necessary to choose an
appropriate similarity measure for the document space.
A familiar function diat is used in the VSM to compare
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document vectors with query vectors is the based on
inner product of the two vectors [7]:

*5(x„,xp) = 2; •Wfy =Xo •xp (5.3)
;=i

Since Xaand x^ are normalized weighted vectors the
similarity function exhibits the following properties:

0<S(x„,xp)<l,V^p (5.4)

5(x„,x„) = l,V„ (5.5)

Some clustering algorithms group data elements based
on dissimilarities or distances. A dissimilarity function
can be obtained from the similarity measure defined in
(5.3) by an appropriate transformation:

k

= = •% (5-6)

Both the document vector representation and the
similarity function introduced above were applied in
our document clustering experiments. Next, we present
the clustering techniques that were used.

5.1 The Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm

In section 4 we presented the argumentsthat supported
the use of a clustering algorithm capable of generating
a fuzzy output. Thus, we had to select one such
algoritlun.
The Fuzzy C-Means (FC!M) [8] is one of the most
popular fuzzy clustering methods. It generalizes the
hard K-Means, by producing a fuzzy partition of the
data space, as it is required in our case. We decided to
use this algorithm in our experiments, for its simplicity
and for being the fuzzy extension of a technique that is
conunon for document clustering. Furthermore, a study
presented in [9] indicates that the FCM can perform at
least as well as the traditionally used agglomerative
hierarchical clustering method.

The algorithm is sununarized as follows. Given a data
set with N elements each represented by k-dimensional
feature vector, the FCM takes as input a (Nxk) matrix
X=[x,]. It requires the prior definition of the final
number of clusters c (l<c<AO, the choice of the
fuzzification parameter m (m>l) and the selection of a
distance function [|j|, the most common being the
Euclidean norm:

(5-7)
j=i

The algorithm runs iteratively to obtain the cluster
centers - V=[Vttl: (cxk) - and a partition matrix -
U=[Maf]: (cxAO - which contains the membership of
each data element in each of the c clusters.

^io =|r-v„| =Z(x,j-Ve^y
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Both the cluster centers and the partition matrix are
computed optimizingthe followingobjectivefunction:

= =i -v.f (5.8)
Mosi i=la=l

The PCM algorithm starts with a random initialization
of the partition matrix subject to the following
constraints:

1. UaiE [0,l], V

2. Z"a/"•!»
a=l

N)

3. <N, ^o6{i,....c)
i=l

At each iteration, the cluster centers and the grades of
membership are updatedaccordingto (5.12) and (5.13)
respectively:

N

U„I =

I
p=l

^Sn
Xm-l)

NZl
"oti

1=1

s
M

IK- -^all
Xm-l)

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

The algorithmends when a termination criterionis met
or the maximum number of iterations is achieved.

5^ The Modified Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm

The Euclidean norm, which is frequently applied in the
FCM algorithm, is not the most suitablefor comparing
document vectors. This statement can be supported by
the following example. Let us suppose that we have
two documents jcaand jcb that are indexed with asetk
of terms T. Let us also assume that most of the terms in
T, say k\ appear neither in jca nor in Xb. Let us also
assume that Xaand Xb have no terms in common. Since
the two document vectors agree in k' dimensions in
which they both have zero term weights, their
Euclidean distance will be relatively small, when in
fact Xaand Xb are totally dissimilar.
So, the problem with the Euclidean norm is that the
non-occurrence of the same terms in both documents is
treated in the same way as the co-occurrence of terms.
A suitable dissimilarity function for document vectors
was introduced in (5.6). For the previous example this
function results in the maximum value possible, that is
D(xArrB)=l, indicating total dissimilarity.
Thus, we decided to apply the dissimilarity measure as
the metric for clustering documents, using the Fuzzy
C-Means approach. The modified objectivefunction is

similar to (5.8), but now the norm [|'|p is replaced by
the function defined in (5.6):

= =f; Sat,, -V^.)
1=1o=l i=la=l j=\

(5.14)

As the expression used to update of the clusters centers
(5.12) was obtained considering the Euclidean distance
we had to derive a new expression to work with the
new metric. In order to use the dissimilarity measure,
such that property (5.5) holds, the cluster centers need
to be normalized. Therefore, we had to introduce the
following constraint:

•5(^0.Va) =Z^q/ -Vq/ =ZVq/^ =1.^^ (5-15)
M J=i

It can be proved that minimizing (5.14) with respect to
Ua leads to a similar result as in (5.13), but now diJ
and difi are replaced by Dia and The expression
for is:

1 1
^ai ~

I
p=I

tg

V 'H /
D..fl

/(m-l)

Z
p=l

I' k

1-Zjf.r^w
y=i

1-t.Xij-Vpj
J=1

(5.16)

To minimize (5.14) with respect to v® we applied the
method of the Lagrange multipliers to introduce the
constraint (5.15), obtaining:

^=Z Z«ai'"(1 - ZXy 'V^)+ Z^O(ZVq/^ "1)
1=1 a=l 7=1 a=l 7=1

(5.17)

Then,

BL « „ . 1 A
Z«(— Z'^of +2A,„v„ —0<=> V(j

dv„ ,=i 2X a 1=1

By applying the constraint (5.15) we get

2X, k ( N
Z Z«a.'"*.7
7=lVi=l

(5.18)

(5.19)
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Replacing
2X,

in (5.18) we obtain

Lfft
Mq/ .

1=1

1

* f N

Z
y=iVi=i

(5.20)

The new modified PCM runs similarly to the original
PCM, differing only on the expressions used to update
Vaand to calculate the distances.

S3 Fuzziness of the Document Clusters

It is known that increasingvalues of m lead to a fuzzier
partition matrix.For the reasonspresented in section4,
the more fiizzy the results, the more flexiblewill be the
use of the discovered document relations. However,

there needs to be a compromisebetween the amountof
fuzziness and capability to obtain good clusters and
reason from those relations. If all documents end up
with the same membership in every cluster, the
conclusion will be that they are all equally related to
each other.

A simple cluster validity measure that indicates the
closeness of a fuzzy partition to a hard one is the
Partition Entropy (PE), which is defined as [8]:

^^ = ~SZ«ailOga(«ou)
N ,=ia=i

(5.21)

The possible values of PE range from 0 - when U is
hard - to loga(c) - when every data element has equal
membership in every cluster («/a= 1/c).

6. Experiments with Fuzzy Clustering

The aim of our experiments was to investigate whether
or not fiizzy clustering was suitable for our purposes.
We carried out several trials to assess and compare the
performance of the PCM applying different metric
concepts: the Euclidean distance and the dissimilarity
function. This section reports on our experiments.

6.1 Data Set Description

The process of populating CANDUB's database with
learning materials has just recently started. As we had
to simulate CANDLE database, we decided to work
with a familiar collection of text document

We selected a set of RFC text documents (that describe
standard protocols and policies of the Intemet). Each
of the documents was automatically indexed with
keywords from an existing taxonomy [10]. Document
vectors as in (5.1) were generated and organized as
rows of a (Nxk) matrix, where N=61 was the collection
size and i^65 was the total number of indexing terms.
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We manually created a clustering benchmark based on
our knowledge of the documents' contents,
complemented by the indexing information found in
[10]. The benchmark indicated that the RFCs could be
distributed into 6 fairly homogeneous clusters although
some of the documents could have been attributed to

more than one cluster [11].

6.2 Experimental Results

In our furst trials the objective was to analyze if the
PCM algorithm would be able to generate a good
partition of the document collection. We fixed the
number of clusters in 6 (as our benchmark indicated)
and we ran the algorithm applying both the Euclidean
distance (FCM-ED) and the dissimilarity function
(FCM-DP). For each case we tried several values of
the fiizzification parameter - m€ [1.1,2.5]. We fixed
the conversion tlu^shold to 10"^ and the maximum
number of iterations to 3(X). For the FCM-DF trials we

created a document matrix of term weights (Xi:=[w,;^])
using (5.2). For the FCM-ED trials we also generated a
matrix of termfrequency counts(X2=[/^y]).

To be able to compare the results with the reference
clusteringwe used the maximummembership criterion
to generate hard clusters from the fiizzy ones. Initially
we set m=l.l so that the results would be close to the

hard case. When Xj was used as input, both FCM-ED
and FCM-DF performed quite well generating clusters
with a high degree of match with the benchmark. We
found out that the FCM-ED performed poorly when X2
was used even for such a low value of m, ~86% of the
documents ending up in the same cluster. We also
noticed that in this case for increasing values of m the
execution times increased exponentially. When Xi was
used as input, the computation times were fairly stable
for increasing values of m, both with the FCM-ED and
the FCM-DF. This result is shown in Figure 1. From
the plot we see that the FCM-DF converges faster than
FCM-ED for m<1.3 and slower for m^l.4. Although
this suggests that for increasing fuzziness the FCM-ED
has lower execution times, these times just decrease
because the maximum fuzziness has been achieved. In

Hgure 2 evidence of this is presented. We can observe
that for m>1.4 the partition entropy is maximal.

An important remark is that the FCM-DF successfully
obtains fuzzier partitions. For higher values of m the
matching between benchmark and hardened clusters is
lower, but the partitions generated are still fairly good.
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• Disintilarity function ' - Euclidean cfistance

l.l 1.2 1.3 1.4 IJ 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5

fuzzification parameter (m)

Figure 1. Comparisonof the computation timesfor increasing
values for m, with c set to 6 clusters, using Xi as input data

- Dissimilarity fimction -Euclidean cfistance

1.1 12 1.3 1.4 IJ 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2J

fiBzificalion parameter (m)

Figure 2. Comparison of the partition entropy for increasing
values for m, with c set to 6 clusters, using Xi as input data

The decrease verified on the execution times when m
goes from 1.8to 1.9is due to the fact that the partition
entropy has increased. This is not very evident from
the plot but in fact, when m-l.S around 28% of the
documents still have maximum membership ^.S and
only 7% of them have maximum membership close to
l/csO.17. But when m=1.9, the first statistic decreases
to 18% and the second one increases to 24%.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented an approach to dynamically
represent knowledge domains through the discovery of
fiizzy relationships between E-Leaning materials. We
proposed a new modified version of the fiizzy c-means
clustering algorithm that employed a dissimilarity
function common in tradition^ information retrieval
systems. Our experiments with the RFC document
collection showed that the FCM algorithm produces
poor results for term frequency vectors, but when
normalized weighted vectors are used the FCM
successfully approximates the reference clusters. We
also verified that with the Euclidean distance, good
partitions weregenerated, but only for lowvaluesof m.

whereas with the dissimilarity function higher degrees
of fuzziness were acceptable without compromising
the quality of the clusters. This is an important result
that answers our requirements regarding knowledge-
based organization of CANDLE'S learning materials.
In the near future, our research will address issues
regarding the incremental update of the fiizzy clusters
to deal with new document arrivals in the database. A

hierarchical organization of the learning materials
based on a nested refinement of the fiizzy partitions
will also be investigated.
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Abstract

An approach to the emergence of web-Centric virtual
organizations is introduced, within the broader
Holonic Enterprise © framework. The first part of the
paper presents the key concepts of this new e-Business
model that merges latest results obtained by the
Holonic Manufacturing Systems (HMS) Consortium
with newly developed standards for platform
interoperability released by the Foundation for
Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA), to enable the
development of global collaborative e-Commerce/e-
Business applications. In the second part of the paper
we introduce a fuzzy-evolutionary approach useful to
the identify collaborative partners in web-Centric
virtual organizations such as the Holonic Enterprise. It
consists of two parts. First the Fuzzy Relevancy
Evaluation of the goal of each individual partner with
respect to the global goal of the emergent organization
is determined. Then the partners are selected via a
dynamic evolutionary search in the cyberspace
regarded as open domain. Implemented at the inter-
enterprise level of the Holonic Enterprise, this
approach enables clustering of organizations into
emergent parmerships with common objectives.

Keywords. Web-centric Virtual Organizations;
Collaborative Information Ecosystem; Fuzzy
Relevancy Evaluation; Dynamic Evolutionary Search.

1. Introduction

A holonic enterprise [1] is a holarchy of collaborative
enterprises, where the enterprise is regarded as a
holon. (Here the term enterprise is used in a broad,
generic manner: entity, system, 'thing', agent). The
term holon was coined by Artur Koestler [2] to

denominate entities that exhibit simultaneously both
autonomy and cooperation capabilities which demand
balance of the contradictory forces that define each of
these properties on a behavioral level. One main
characteristic of a holon is its multiple granularity
'manifested through replication into self-similar
structures at multi-resolution levels. This heterarchical

decomposition turns out into a nested hierarchy of
fractal entities - named holarchy. A holonic enterprise
has three levels ofgranularity. Fig. 1:

Fig 1: Dynamic Virtual Clustering Pattern in the
Holonic Enterprise

1.1 Global inter-enterprise collaborative level

At this level several holon-enterprises cluster into a
collaborative holarchy to produce a product or service.
Traditionally this level was regarded as a mostly static
chain of customers and suppliers. In the holonic
enterprise the supply chain paradigm is replaced by

' Theterm Holonic Enterprise was introduced by Dr.
Mihaela Ulieru on April 3,2001 at the FIPA Product
Design and Manufacturing meeting in London, UK.
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the collaborative holarchy paradigm (Fig. 1). The
dynamic collaborative holarchy can cope with
imexpected disturbances through on-line re
configuration of the open system it represents. It
provides on-line order distribution across the available
partners as well as deployment mechanisms that
ensure real-time order error reporting and on-demand
order tracking.

1,2 Intra-enterprise level

Once each enterprise has undertaken responsibility for
the assignedpart of the work, it has to organize in turn
its own internal resources to deliver on time. Planning
and dynamic scheduling of resources at this level
enable functional reconfiguration and flexibility via
(re)selecting functional units, (re)assigning their
locations, and (re)defming their interconnections. Re
configuration of schedules to cope with new orders or
unexpected disUirbances (e.g. when a machine breaks)
is enabled through re-clustering of the agents
representingthe actual resources of the enterprise. The
main criteria for resource (re)allocation when
(re)configuring the schedules are related to cost
minimization achieved via multi-criteria optimization.

1.3 Machine (physical agent) level

This level is concerned with the distributed control of
the physical machines that actually perform the work.
To enable agile manufacturing through the
deployment of self-reconfiguring control elements,
each machine is cloned as an agent that abstracts those
parameters needed for the configuration of the holonic
control systemmanaging the distributedproduction.

2. Patterns of Holonic Collaboration

The common mechanisms that characterize the
collaborative information ecosystem created by the
three levels of a holonic enterprise follow the
following design patterns for adaptive multi-agent
systems [3] (Fig. 2). The overall architecture of the
Holonic Enterprise builds on the Metamorphic
Architecture Pattern that replicates at all levels.

Metamoiptuc Arduleeture Pallern

Fig 2: PatternInteraction within the metamorphic
Architecture

• Metamorphic Architecture Pattern. This
pattern works by synergetic integration of two
other pattems:

• Dynamic Virtual Clustering configured to
minimize cost and enabling for flexible, re-
configurable structures. At all levels of the
holonic enterprise, task propagation occurs by a
process of virtual cluster (or holarchy) formation.
This pattern is facilitated by the general layered
architecture of the holonic enterprise.

• Mediator Agent Pattern supporting the decision-
making process that creates and (re)-configures
the dynamic virtual clusters of collaborative
entities.

• Partial Cloning Pattern. This pattem defmes
which of the enterprise's characteristics (attributes
and functionality) we need to abstract into agents
at each level when modeling the holonic
enterprise as a collaborative multi-agent system.

In the sequel we propose a fuzzy-evolutionaiy
approach that implemented within the mediator can
optimizethe dynamic virtual clustering process.

3. A Fuzzy Measure for Collaborative Partnering

In this Subsection we introduce a fiizzy approach
capable to capture relevancy of the individual goals of
possible collaborative partners with respect to the
global goal of the emergent organization, by
appropriate modeling of the linguistic ambiguity. The
search problem can be defined as a mapping of the
search indexes (term frequency occurrence; position of
the key term in the document and its linkage to other
documents, etc) onto the relevancy measure r, Fig. 3
[5]. The search criteria are fixed and predefined
according to user interests in the beginning of the
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search process. The relevancy evaluation results in a
ranked list with the best-fit documents on top.

The main idea here is to express the informational
relevancy as a multivariable function:

relevancy = r(i^,i^ /„) (1)

where /,, 1*2 >•••'» search indexes used in the
informational evaluation of the document. To optimize
the search means to optimize the function r (1). It is
not trivial to find an adequate expression for the
relevancy function to be able to get its value for each
particular document.

Indexini

Users

Searching
criteria

Space of
indexes

MODEL

9

Relevancy

r

Fig. 3: Search Model

By establishing the fuzzy model [4] connecting the
fiizzy sets of indexes and the weighted relevancy of
the documents found a search strategy is determined
as an aggregateofall indexes. The strategyfor indexes
aggregation is, Fig.3:
IF (ii =<label> AND i2=<labet> AND... ij=<label>

)THENr=</a6c/>

4. An Evolutionary Dynamic Search Strategy for
Finding Collaborators in Cyberspace

Besides refining the search by accommodating the
intrinsic ambiguity of natural language, the fuzzy
model method has no other advantage as search
strategy relatively to the existing searchengines which
sort the information by searching a predefined, static
domain

In this subsection we introduce an iterative,
incremental search strategy that expands the search
domain over time. For this we use the property of
global optimizer inherent in genetic algorithms. Our
construction is based on the observation that the
search process in a set of documents is analogous to
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the genetic selection of the most relevant ones in a
population ofdocuments.
The genetic operators pm - mutation probability and
pc - crossover probability in the probabilistic model
that generates the new structures (genotypes) in the
evolutionary processes can be defined for a population
of documents in a dynamic, open search domain. In
this way the most relevant documents with respect to
the search indexes will be naturally selected as *best*
through the evolutionary process. The intrinsic
property of global optimizer that the evolutionary
process exhibits leads naturally to increase the
gradient of the relevancy (1), Fig. 3 as it searches for
the 'best* solution in each 'generation' of documents.
This analogy is detailed on a complex case study in
[5]. Now both steps of the search (the relevancy
evaluation and the ranking of documents) can be done
concurrently. Fig. 4 as the search domain can expand
continuously and new documents can enter it at each
iteration/'generation'. This gives the search a dynamic
context.

To achieve this we shall use the general property of
Genetic Algorithms (OAs) to find die global optimum
as the best search results [6].

We propose a model based on the following
assumptions:

• The search is an evolutionary process in the
space of indexes aiming to optimize the
document relevancy as an objective function.

The most

relevant on

top

Fig. 4: The search process
The search domain is open (expanding after each
search) but relevancy estimation and documents
ranking are made on a partial domain (a
predefined population) each time.

Fig. 4: The search process

le worst
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• At each iteration (i.e. new domainexpansion)
the documents are reached according to their
location in the current partial search domain.
The lowest relevant documents will be

replaced with newfound ones in the extended
domain.

• The final result is obtained when the entire
defined population contains the most relevant
documents.

• The results reflect always the best partial
relevancy ranking and depend on when the
user stops the continuous incremental spiral
search process in the practically infinite
cyberspace. The user has at each moment the
global optimum withrespect to thenumber of
iterative partial searches that are driven by
the local optimal relevancy ranking on each
partial domain.

With these assumptions the search problem could be
described as follows:

(a): Inside a finite data space search for the most
relevant P documents according to a predefined goal.
The group of found documents represents the initial
population consisting of P members. They are the
phenotype. Any evaluated document has a numerical
index evaluating its relevancy with respect to the
search context.

(b): As the searchspaceexpands the members of P are
changing continuously, those members with low
indexes being eliminate and by this making room for
new members found tohave hi^er relevancy indexes.
(c): For each document/member its set of indexes
constitutes the genotype. They are numeric (words
repetition rate, number of words) and represented as
binary strings. Theoretically the index term frequency
is defined e.g. on the interval0% to 100% that means
in binary finm 000000 to 1100100, therefore seven
bits maximum. Concatenatingthe binarydomains for
all seven indexes we need 49 bits; therefore in this
case the chromosome will have 49 bits length.
(d) The initial population evolves by reproduction
based on the two major genetic operators: mutation
and crossover which are probabilistic parameters pm
and pc. Each chromosome of the population (i.e.
relevancy index) will be randomly affected. The
isomorphic consideration of genetic operators in the
context of information search process interprets
mutation and crossover operators as modeling the
probability of finding keywords inside the partial
domain considered at each iteration.

(e) The population's evolution generated from the
previous search is controlled by the selection
mechanism [6]. This is possible by defining a certain
evaluationJunction as a selection criterion. In essence
this fimction is the model"?" in Fig. 3 reflecting the
relevancy of the document.

The essence of this evolutionary search process stems
firom the recursive modification of the chromosomes
of the concatenated indexes in each generation while
monitoring the evaluation function. With each
iteration all members of die current generation are
compared with each odier. The best results are placed
on the top and the worst are replaced with the new
members. The subsequent iteration resumes this
process on the partially renewed population (for
details see [5]).

The link between the evaluation function and

the relevancy is made by the search query criterion.
E.g. if we want to find the documents focused on a
concept we must establish the values for each indexes
as associate descriptors to our query. For example the
query about "fuzzy semantics" could be done as:
< Juzzy semantics / /, = 80 %, /2 = 10,..., > • An
evaluation function based on the distances between the

current indexes i^ and the query's indexes is:

(2)

The optimum criterion about relevancy is determined
at each step as min( F^) among all members of that
generation.

5. Simulation Results

S.L Fuzzy Relevancy Evaluation

We will evaluate the fuzzy relevancy searching on
N=100 documents using the following three search
indexes [5]:

Term firequencyj-^ _
V^toul

100 ; where ntcmi

is the number of times the searched term was
matched exactly in the text
The frequency of occurrence of different forms

for the term - ^idf

^total

•100 ; where ntdf is the

number of different forms of term found.
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• The synonyms' frequency - f iqq ;
V^ lalal ,

where njyn is the number of synonyms of term
found.

The simulation^ of this model was made considering
random values for parameters n,ennj ntdf, Ogyn. The sets
of indexes for the first ten of the 7^ documents are

given in Table 1. The last column contains the
relevancy of the document evaluated by the fiizzy
model.

Table 1. The partial numerical results of 1
of relevancv

Doc Index 1 Index 2 Index 3 Relevancy

model

1 8.3394 0.8656 13.015 5.7751

2 0.0234 3.1849 1 2.2641

3 7.8670 10.479 8.5389 6.0416

4 1.7032 6 1.2014 3.5807

5 3.8987 5.0108 6.5011 5.4230

6 14.019 5.3589 6.4499 9,1351

7 8 10.921 0.2833 7.1046

8 6.2830 4 14.909 5.9999

8 0.1740 12.568 0 3.9381

10 5.7781 9 2.4127 5.0728

10.231 14.502 6.2926

7 1

2.1745

3.4055

10.854

2

Fig.5. illustrates the different relevancy degrees
according to the strategy of search for the whole set
documents.

S.2. Evolutionary Search on a Dynamic Domain

For the same case and the same kind of indexes

we now use a search query with specified goal as
follows:

if = 10% . /•; = 5% , /•; = 3% (3)

Thus inside a finite data space it searches for the most
relevant N'=100 documents according to the specified

The Fuzzy toolbox ofMatLab was used to run the model.

goal as above. In each generation the population of N
documents receives randomly new members
(documents). Their random nature can be assigned the
genetic operators mutation and crossover. This
simulation was made with and Pc=20%. We
assumed the maximum domain of any index was 15%.
The new members will have the current informational

indexes , t=i.2.3. The selection of the best

member of a generation (the most relevant document)

is made with criteria: min -10|. min|/2-5|,
min j/j —3|. We ran this model by adapting amore
general program for automatic location problem [7].

0
0 20 40 60 80 100 120

document

Fig. 5: The non-ranked relevancy marks

Fig. 6 shows the mean of the evaluation function for
the three indexes of relevancy on successive
generations. It is clear how they all converge towards
the best generation i.e. the set of best documents
matching the search criteria.

.........

5 5

%
-i \

i i- ;
5 5 5 5 5 5 5

1 42 84 126 168 210 252

GenereAion

Fig. 6. The mean values of search indexes
convergence towards the targeted values
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6. Conclusions

In the context of a global, web-driven economy,
searchingfor collaborative partners may be reducedto
a search for relevant keywords in the web pages of
different organizations. The search methods
introduced in this paper endow the holonic enterprise
[1] with a mechanism for clustering the best partners
to solve a particular task. On one side the fuzzy
relevancy of the individual goals of each candidate
organization with respect to the overall goal of the
collaborative cluster is evaluated. On the other side
this is done as a continuous, evolutionary process
expanding the search domain until an optimal
organization emerges, capable to solve the problem in
the most efficient manner. The evolutionary selection
of die optimal partners in the collaborative cluster in
an open, ever-expanding domain facilitates the natural
evolution of the virtual organization towards an
optimal holonic structure.
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Panel Discussion: Tuesday, August 14

Search Engine and Queries: Chaiienges and Road Ahead

Humans have a remarkablecapability (perception) to perform a wide variety of physical
and mental tasks without any measurements or computations. Familiar examples of such
tasks are: playing golf, assessing wine, recognizing distorted speech, and summarizing a
story. The question is whether a special typeinformation retrieval processing strategy can
be designed that build in human perception.

One of the problems that Internet users are facing today is to find the desired andrelevant
information correctly and effectively in an environment that the available information,
the repositories of information, indexing, and tools are all dynamic. Even though some
tools weredeveloped for a dynamic environment, they are suffering from "too much" or"
too little" information retrieval. Some tools return too few resources and some tool
returns too many resources.

To solve the above problem to some extend, it is important to use user-defined queries to
retrieve useful information according to certain measures. Even though techniques exist
for locating exact matches, finding relevant partial matches might be a problem. It may
not be also easy to specify query requests precisely and completely - resulting in a
situation known as a imprecise-querying. It is usually not a problem for small domains
and structured database, but for large unstructured repositories such as WorldWide Web
and distributed databases; a request specification becomes a bottleneck. Thus, a flexible
retrieval algorithm is required, allowing for imprecise or query specification and search.

"Inmy view, among themany ways inwhich fiizzy logic may beemployed, there aretwo
thatstand out in importance. The first is search. Another, and less obvious, is deduction
in an unstructured and imprecise environment." Professor Lotfi A. Zadeh, (Father of
Fuzzy Logic), Berkeley-California, 2001.

"We need a semantic web which will provide guarantees, and about which one can
reason with logic. (Afuzzy system might be good for finding a proof—but then it should
be able to goback and justify each deduction logically to produce a proof in theunifying
HOL language, which anyone can check). Any real SW system will work not by
believing anything it reads on the web butby checking thesource of any information. (I
wish people would leam to do this on the Web as it is." Tim Bames-Lee (Father of
WWW), Cambridge-Massachusetts, 1999.

"For example. World Wide Web search engines have become the most heavily- used
online services, with millions of searches performedeach day. Their popularity is due, in
part, to their ease of use. While searches may retrieve thousands of hits, finding relevant
partial matches might be a problem. The estimated user of wireless devices is estimated 1
billion within 2003 and 95 % of all wireless devices will be Internet enabled within
2005." BISC-FLDSrr program, Berkeley-California, 2001.
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Moderators:

Rebecca Roberts; KQED TV
Masoud Nikravesh; University of California, Berkeley

Panelists:
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Panel Discussion: Wednesday, August 15

Internet and Academia: Challenges
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John Meech (Canada)
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(604) 943-0306

Blie Sanchez (France)
elie.sanchez@medecine.univ-mrs.fr

Tomohiro Takagi (Japan)
takagi@cs.meiji.ac.jp

Mihaela Ulieru (Canada)
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(403) 220-8616

Ronald Yager (USA)
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Lotfi A. Zadeh (USA)
zadeh@cs.berkeley.edu
(510) 642-4959
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Panel Discussion: Thursday, August 16

Soft Computing: Past, Present, Future

Internet applications such as search engines and financial decisions have become the
comers stone of online services, with hundreds of millions of transactions performed
each day and billions of financing decisions made each year serving hundreds of billion
dollars industry. Their importanceand popularity are due, in part, to their power and ease
of use. However, finding decision-relevant and query-relevant information from
incomplete, imprecise, perception-based, and inconsistent data is a challenging problem,
which has to be addressed. Soft computing provides technologies for dealing with
imprecise information using fuzzy logic, neuro-computing, evolutionary computation,
and other intelligent system technologies.

The main focus of this panel discussion will be on issues related to soft computing and
the Intemet, including search engines, web crawlers, web queries, web mining, decision
support and riskanalysis, and applications to e-commerce ande-business. The panel will
provide an openforum so thata distinguished panel of experts discussand exchange their
thoughts, concems and ideas about thepastandpresent of softcomputing. The panel will
also explore the future challenges, share solutions and discuss research directions and
applications of soft computing for the future.

Moderators:

Rebecca Roberts; KQED TV
Masoud Nikravesh; University of California, Berkeley

Panelists:

Jim Baldwin (UK)
Jim.Baldwin@bris.ac.uk

Tel.+44 117 928 7753

Hamid Berenji (USA)
berenji@iiscorp.com
(408) 730-8345

Ebrahim Mamdani (UK)
e.mamdani@ic.ac.uk

Tomohiro Takagi (Japan)
takagi@cs.meiji.ac.Jp

Burhan Turksen (Canada)
turksen@mie.utoronto.ca

Ronald Yager (USA)
ryager@iona.edu
yager@panix.com
(212) 249-2047

Lotfi A. Zadeh (USA)
zadeh@cs.berkeley.edu
(510) 642-4959
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Panel Discussion: Friday, August 17

Internet and Industry

At the dawn of the new millennium, we can expect dramatic increase in the use of
intelligent systems in the internet applications, since we have to deal with an increasing
amount of data, that is mainly unstructured, dynamic and designed for human access.
Therefore, it is usually hard to extract relevant information automatically. These aspects
will be reflected in the subjects treated at this panel discussion.
The main purpose of the discussion panel is to draw the attention of the academic
conraiunityas well as the industrial community to the fundamental importance of specific
Internet-related problems. This issue is critically significant about problems that center on
search and deduction in large, unstructured and distributed knowledge bases, and the use
of intelligent techniques in e-business and B2B applications. The panel will provide a
unique opportunity for the academic and corporate communities to adchess new
challenges, share solutions, and discuss research directions for the future.

Moderators:

Rebecca Roberts; KQED TV
Masoud Nikravesh; University of California, Berkeley

Panelists:

B. Azvine (BT)
ben.azvine@bt.com

+44 (1473) 605466

T. Cowden (Sonalysis)
cowden@sonalysts.com
800-526-8091 x419

B. Hodjat (Dejima)
Babak.Hodjat@dejima.com
(408) 535 0850 x 4515

J. Shanahan (Xerox)
James.Shanahan@xrce.xerox.com

+33-4.76.61.51.13

M. Shan (HP)
mcshan@exch.hpl.hp.com
650-857-7158

D. Yadegar (Arsin)
dyadegar@arsin.com
(408) 653-2020
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